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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this dissertation was to compare 

Bri tish policy towards Ireland/Northern Ireland and United 

States and Canadian Indian policies. Despite apparent dif

ferences, it was hypothesized that closer examination 

would reveal significant similarities. A conceptual frame

work was provided by the utilization of Hartzian fragment 

theory and the theory of internal colonialism. Eighteen 

research. questions and a series of questions concerned with 

the applicability of the theoretical constructs were tested 

using largely historical data and statistical indices of 

social and ,economic develC?pment. 

The research demonstrated that Gaelic-Irish and 

North American Indian societies came under pressure from, 

and were ultimately subjugated by colonizing fragments 

marked by their- high level of ideological cohesiveness. In 

the Irish case the decisive moment was the Ulster fragmen

tation of the seventeenth century which set in juxtaposition 

a defiant, uncompromising, zealously Protestant, "Planter-" 

communi ty and an equally defiant, recalcitrant, na ti ve 

Gaelic-Catholic population. In the United States traditional 

Indian society was confronted by a largely Bri tish-deri ved, 

single-fragment regime. which was characterized by a profound 

sense of mission and an Indian policy rooted in its liberal 

ideolog;y. In Canada the clash between two competing settler 
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fragments led to the victory of the Br-i tish over the French, 

and the pursuit of Indian policies based on many of the 

same premises that underlay United States policies. 

The indigenous populations in each of the cases 

under consideration suffered enormous loss of land. physical 

and cultural destruction, racial discrimination, economic 

exploi tat ion and were stripped of their political indepen

dence. They responded through collective violence, by the 

formation of cultural revitalization movements, and by 

intense domestic and international lobbying. They continue 

to exist today as internal colonies of the developed frag

ment states within which they dre subsumed. 



CHAPrER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The :focus of' this dissertation will be on the rela-

tionship of' the United Kingdom with i t8 Nati VB Gaelic-Cel'~ic 

population in Ireland, and since the 1922 partition, Northern 

Ireland and of' the United .States and Canada with their Native 

Indian populations. It has only been comparatively recently 

that recognition and attention have been given to the plight 

of indigenous peoples wi thin developed nations. The scholarly 

literature on Native Americans has largely been generated by 

historians and anthropologists. Northern Ireland, whilst 

certainly attracting the attention of the political science 

community, is not usually depicted.as an indigenous struggle, 

nor has it bee:r: systematically compared to native peoples I 

struggles in the United states and/or Canada. 

Comparison between distinct political experiences is 

a difficult enterprise. In this instance there appear to be 

significant dissimilarities between the Northern Ireland case 

and the United states and canadian cases. Thu~, Northern 

Ireland is a recently created entity (1922), the remnant of 

a state which attained its independence by force. To some 

degree the struggle in Northern Ireland is between two groups 

of the same racial stock but of different ethnic/religious 

background. 
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Nevertheless, it is the gift of the comparative meth

od to furnish insights into understanding the generic similar

ity of conditions and patterns in what would otherwise appear 

to be dissimilar and unrelated phenomena. In fact, a closer 

investigation of these cases suggests a number of parallels: 

1) Na ti ve cultures - traditional Indian and Celtic 

societies were predominantly tribal, rural, warrior cultures 

based upon" powerful kinship loyal ties and a strong sense of 

communion with nature. 

2) British role - in each case the dominant element 

in the colonizing fragment which settled these areas was 

Bri tish. 

J) Settler policies - all three indigenous populations 

suffered and continue to suffer similar fates at the hands of 

their colonizers including wholesale coni'iscation of land, 

economic exploi ta tion, physical and cultural genocide, re

pressi ve legislation, discrimination. 

4) Native resistance - in each case the indigenous 

populations have opposed colonial rule with methods ranging 

from collective violence (ongoing in the Irish example), the 

formation of cultural revitalization/messianic movements, the 

establishment of indigenous political organizations and 

pressure groups, the utilization of regional and international 

organiza tions to pressure the dominant cultures. 

Two major theoretical constructs underpin this study. 

The first is derived from the theory of the "fragment" society 

as originally advanc ed by Louis Hartz, and subsequently 
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elaborated by Richard Rosecrance, Barry Schutz, and others. 

The basic premise of' this approach is that a set of societies 

have been founded by social fragments thrown off from Europe 

at a particular point in time. The theory stresses the con

tinui ty and ideological cahesi veness of the migrants in their 

new environments. Three main variant types have emerged. The 

first has been labelled the "quasi-f'ragment" and refers to 

campara ti vely recent colonial ventures in which the settlers 

were never so proportionately numerous or as poli tically/ 

mili tarily autonomous as in the classic fragment case. Unlike 

the classic model, the quasi-fragment' s existence is contingent 

upon the official sanction and support of the colonial power. 

The second variant is the "dual-fragment" comprising two 

distinct cultural fragments from two distinct imperial sources. 

Oi'ten overlooked in fragment studies is the impact of the 

migrant culture upon the indigenous inhabitants and the role 

of the indigenous peoples in the development of the new soci

eties. In this project settler-native relations are examined 

in three soe;ieties corresponding to single, dual and quasi

fragment structures i.e. the United States, Canada and Northern 

Ireland. 

Secondly, the theory of internal colonialism will be 

utilized to describe the structure and character of the rela

tionships that developed over time between settlers and natives 

in these areas. This theory posits a structure of social re

lations based on domination and exploitation among culturally 
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heterogenous distinct groups. The colonial relationship is 

typified by the grea~ disparity of power between the colonizers 

and the colonized. Initial physical conquest is followed by 

the po Ii tical domination of the natives. The dominant group 

attempts to monopolize and exploit the natural resources of 

the colony for its own benefit. A fundamental component of 

internal colonialism is the dogmatic assertion by the subju

gating group of racial, ethnic or cultural superiority over 

the colonized, indigenous, population. In order to maintain 

its ascendancy, the superordinate segment uses, not only 

physical force, but also a variety of racial or cultural 

stereotypes to legitimize its control over the indigenes. 

Native resistance to such ascription may take the form of' 

cuI tural revitalization movements. 

Research Questions 

This invectigation will address the f'ollowing questions: 

1) What were the salient f'eatures of the traditional 

indigenous societies in pre-f'ragment times? 

2) Who were the fragment? Were they the first settlers? 

Where did they originate? Why did they migrate? 

J) What was the impact of' fragment migration upon the 

na ti ve po pula tion? 

4) What were the f'ragments t objectives towards the in-

digenes? 

.5) How did fragment policies towards them evolve over 

time? 



6) What was/is the role of the Home country in frag

ment policy vis-a-vis indigenes? 

7} At what point does the fragment congeal to forn a 

national ethos? 

8} Do fragment pOlicies towards the indigenes reflect 

the differing ide'Jlogies held by each fragmp.nt community? 

9} How important were/are strategic factors in the 

evolution of fragment··native relations? 

10) To what extent do doctrines of racial/cultural 

superiori ty characterize fragment attitudes towards indigenes? 

11) How significant are economic resource issues, and 

especially land questions, in relations between fragment and 

natives? 

12) At what point can a structure of internal colo

nialism be said to have emerged?' What are the essential 

mechanisms and indica tors that define such a struc ture? 

IJ) To what extent is the creation of a structure of 

internal colonialism facilitated by groups/classes wi thin the 

indigenous population? 

14) What patterns and forns of indigenous apposition 

emerge? 

15) Do they vary according to the nature of the frag-: 

ment ethos that each indigenous population is confronted with 

or is there a consistency of response? 

l6} What factors account for differences in indigenous 

opposi tion? 



17) What are the linkages between fragment and internal 

colonialism theories as they apply to indigenous peoples in 

the three cases examined? 

18) To what extent can the problems of indigenous 

peoples in the United States, Canada and Northern Ireland b~ 

compared to other indigenous populations living wi thin devel

oped states/or developing nations generally? 

Theoretical Limi ta tions 

There are a number of caveats and qualifiers that 

ought to be pointed out in regard to both theoretical per

spectives: 

Fragment Theory 

1) Are there any non-fragment societies? The theory, 

certainly as originally f'ormulated by Hartz, seems to ha.ve a 

wide range of application. 

2) Are the fragments as internally cohesive as the 

theory indicates? By stressing fragment homogeneity the theory 

may obscure or overlook critical intra-settler cleavages. 

3) The fragment approach has been criticised for being 

a single-factor analysis which neglects such elements as 

geography, national resources, climate, demography, and sub

sequent immigration. 

Internal Colonialism 

1) Is the notion of terri toriali ty i. e. the possession 

of a defined territorial land base, a necessary condi tion of 



internal colonialism? If so, this raises questions as to the 

relevance of' the model to both non-reservation Indians in the 

Uni ted States and Canada, and to the indigenous Celts of 

Northern Ireland. 

2) Is administrative dii'ferentiation a necessary con

di tion of internal colonialism?' Two leading theorists, 

Stavenhagen (196.5) and Gonzalez Casanova (196.5), emphasize 

racial/ethnic stratification and special relations of jural 

dependence. Does this mean that Ireland was an internal 

colony of the United Kingdom only up until Catholic emancipa

tion in l829? Again, how does this criteria affect non

reserva tion Indians? 

J) Is internal colonialism a historieal model which 

is of limited utility when analysing contemporary indigenous 

condi tions in the United States, Canada and Northern IrGland? 

Defini tion of Terms 

Indigenous: For the purposes of, this project the 

indigenous population of Northern Ireland refers to those in

habi tants of native, Gaelic-eel tic ancestry and Catholic re

ligion. In the context of North America, it is misleading to 

speak of' Na ti ve Indians as though they exist as a single 

people 'in any socia-cultural sense. However, since this 

study is primarily concerned with their poli tical, economic 

and social interaction with European migrants to the United 

States and Canada, indigenous peoples as used here, refers to 

the culturally and racially distinct aboriginal popula ti on 



which traces its ancestry to pre~European settlement times. 

Fra.gment: This tem is used, as Hartz presents it, 

in reference to the original migrants who left their homelands 

in Europe in order to settle new territories previously un-

occupied by Europeans. In particular, it emphasizes the 

European connection and continuity in the political thoughts, 

structures, behaviour, and policies of' these European migrant 

societies. Although" Hartz uses the term exclusively to de

scribe European migration to non-European areas, it is applied 

in this study to Northern Ireland lvhir:h, albeit peripherally 

located, still remains part of Europe. (It has been used in 

this way by Schutz and Scott (197lf)). 

Internal Colonialism: This study utilizes the defini-

tion of internal colonialism developed by Blauner (1969). 

colonialism tradi ti':mally refers to the establishment 
of domination over a geographically external political 
uni t, most often inhabited by a people of a different 
race and culture, where this domination is political 
and economic, and the colony exists subordinated to, 
and dependent upon, the mother country. Typically the 
colonizers exploit the land, the raw materials, the 
labour, and other resources of' the colonized nation; 
in addition a fomal recognition is given to the 
difference in power, autonomy, and political status, 
and various agencies are set up to maintain this 
subordination. 

Blauner argues that such classic colonial relationships will 

also be found in areas perfoming as internal colonies. He 

stresses racism as a fundamental component of this structure 

and defines this as: 

a principle of social domination by which a group seen 
as inferior or different in terns of alleged biological 



characteristics is exploited, controlled, and oppressed 
socially and psychically by a superordinate group. 

9 

This def'ini tion will be expanded in the Northern Ireland case 

to incorporate the dogma tic assertion of cultural superiority 

by the dominant British fragment. 

Review of the Literature' 

Fra~ent Theory 

The seminal figure in the development of thi s approach 

has been Louis Hartz. In The Li beraI Tradition in America 

(1955) Hartz analyzes American history and emphasizes the de

cisive ef'f'ect of' European, particularly British, bourgeois 

atti tudes and perspectives on every aspect of' American po Ii ti

cal and social thought. In The Founding of' New Societies (1964) 

he elaborates further on his original thesis and propounds a 

general theory of the principles governing the development 01' 

fragment societies. In this volume Hartz and four other con

tri butors apply the concept by offering analytic national his-

tories 01' the United States, Australia, Canada, South Africa 

and Latin America. Canada and South A1'rica are depicted as 

dual-fragment societies and thus are analyzed from the per

spectives of' the French-English and Dutch-British divisions. 

A basic premise of this approach is that the fragments have 

in common an ideological cohesion that is uncharacteristic of 

the European homelands from whence they came. French Canada 

and Latin America are"f'eudal" 1'ragments •. They are founded by 

bearers of the feudal or tory values of the organic, corporate, 
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hierarchical community. The United states, English Canada, 

and Dutch South Africa are "bourgeois" fragments, founded by 

bearers of liberal individualism. Australia is the one 

"radical" fragment, founded by bearers of the working class 

ideologies of mid-nineteenth century Britain. 

Hartz also addresses the role of native peoples in 

the evolving fragment societies in itA Compara ti ve Study of 

Fragment Cultures", in H.D. Graham and H.R. Gurr (eds.), 

Violence in America (1970). He stresses the peculiar impact 

of the European fragment ideology in either absorbing, sep

arating or exterminating the aboriginal culture and the wide

spread use of violence that accompanied such policies. 

Richard Rosecrance, in a paper entitled, "Interrelations 

of Comparative and International Politics: The Concept of 

Fragment" (1962), makes some notable additions to and clarifi

cations of the Hartz analysis. In particular, Rosecrance in

troduces another classificatory subtype, the quasi-fragment. 

Like the fragment proper, this term. also app1i~s to the migra

tion of a European fragment tc C'.~ 0verseas terri tory previously 

unoccupied by Europeans. However, in this instance the quasi

f'ragment remains dependent upon the support of the home country, 

and its impact upon the new society is thus more limited. 

Rosecrance stresses that one of the most forceful effects of 

the quasi-fragment' s presence is the revolutio:'1izing conse

quences that it has for the indigenous inhabitants. Because 

of various structural differences between the quasi and 



developed fragments, the former si tua tion offers greater 

scope for indigenous progress. 

Barry Schutz (1968) in a review article entitled, 
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"The Concept of Fragment in Comparative Political Analysis", 

suggests a possible typotogical sketch of fragment societies. 

He also draws attention to the need for rigorous investigation 

of specific fragment societies. In his own unpublished Ph.D 

dissertation (1972), Schutz uses Rhodesia as a case-study in 

which to test the fragment model. : Schutz and Scott (1974) 

also use the framework to compare the Northern Ireland and 

Rhodesian cases. Richard Rose in Governing Without Consensus 

(1971) also views Northern Ireland as a fragment society and 

regrets the fact that it was not included in Hartz' s 1964 

volume. 

G. Horowitz (1966) uses the Hartzian approach to in

vestigate the differing weights of' socialism in English-Canada 

and the United States. Soderlund, Nelson, and Wagenberg (1979) 

find sUbstantial weaknesses in Hartz I s theory as it applies 

to po Ii tical development in Canada. A. Parkin (1977). in a 

comparative study of Aus-Gralia and the United States as two 

immigrant societies, finds considerable support for Ha.rtz I s 

contention that there is a close connection between the experi

ence of racial minorities in the United States and that of 

Aborigines in Australia i.e. all being victims of the egali

tarian impulse underlying Protestantism, which made it possible 

to exert dominance over native peoples only by denying them 

their humani ty. 
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Int r rnal Colonialism 

In the. post-war period the notion that imperialism 

could occur wi thin countries as well as between them has gained 

academic respectability. Much of the initial research con

cerned the position of Indians in Central America. In "Classes, 

Colonialism and Acculturation" (1965), Rodoli'o stavenhagen 

used the concept with special reference to the social relations 

of contemporary lVIexico and Guatemala. In a later work, Social 

Classes in Agrarian Societies (1970), he concluded that Latin 

America was trans,formed into a complete colonial system for 

the benefit of the Iberian countries. Pablo Gonzales Casanova 

in "Internal Colonialism and National Development" (1965) found 

in Mexico a pattern of relations continuing well after its lib

eration which was characterized by a ruling class eli te, the 

marginalization of the local population and continued exploi t

ive and dependent relations. 

More recently the concept has been used to describe the 

posi tion of minorities wi thin the developed states. William 

Tabb extends the theory to blacks in the United States. In 

The Political Economy of ·l.~e Black Ghetto (1970) I he argues 

that these areas are best understood as internal colonies. In 

addition to having many of the same features as a colony (low 

incomes, high unemployment. excessive dependency burdens), 

the ghetto exports one major economic resource: unskilled 

labour. Robert Blauner in "Internal Colonialism and Ghetto 

Revol til (1969) also finds the concept a useful one in his 
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study of American blacks. H. V. Savi tah (1978) utilizes data 

on racial/ethnic concentration, welfare and unemployment to 

apply the analogue of colonies and colonializing societies to 

black central oi ties and white suburbs. Among others, Mario 

Barrera, Carlos Munoz and Charles Ornelas (1972) have attempted 

to apply the domestic colonialism thesis to Mexican-Americans. 

During recent years American Indians have increasingly 

been described by social scientists as a colonized people. 

Everett Hagen and Louis Schaw in The Sioux on the Reservation: 

An American Colonial Problem (1960) argue that essentially a 

colonial relationship exists between the Bureau of Indian 

Affairs (BIA) and the two reservation communi ties studied, the 

Rosebud and Pine Ridge Sioux. Hagen in On The Theory of' Social 

Change (1962) contends that the American Indian's situation 

is archetypical of' colonialism, including destruction of' tra

di tional social structures, military conquest, and relocation 

on reservations. Robert K. Thomas in his articles, "Colonialism: 

Classic and Internal" and "Powerless Politics" (1966-7)- suggests 

that the BIA's domination, the loss of' traditional social 

strllctures, and the relative isolation on the reservation have 

deprived Indians of' experience vi tal to their development. He 

sees the BIA' s function vis-a-vis Indians as analogous to that 

01' bureaucracies established to regulate colonized peoples in 

East Africa. Felix Cohen in his detailed study of Federal

Indian relations (1960) argues that the guiding principle 

behind the trust relationship established by the Federal Gov

ernment over the Indians has been the desire of whites to gain 



a monopoly over Indian resources. Joseph Jorgenen (1971) 

utilizes the metropolis-satellite framework developed by 
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Gunder Frank (1967) in relation to La tin American underdevel

opment to account for the underdevelopment of North American 

Indian economies. In his "The Sun Dance Religion" (1972), 

Jorgensen sees conditions on the Northern ute reservation as 

neocolonial. Lurie (1972) shows that the effect of termination 

polLey on the Menominees was to create a 8i tuation with all 

the elements of' classic colonialism. Loui~e Lampher'8 also 

uses the framework in her study, "The Internal Colonization 

of the Navajo People" (1976). Gary Anders in "The Internal 

Colonization of Cherokee Native Americans" (1979) attempts 

to show that the nature of the Cherokees' state of underdevel

opment relates to the role that they have been forced to play 

wi thin the American political economy, 

Elsewhere in "Theories of Underdevelopment and the 

American Indian" (1980) Anders suggests that there are certain 

theoretical deficiencies in the internal colonial model as 

applied to American Indians and goes. on to suggest that such 

deficiencies could be remedied by the use of the supporting 

theoretical construct of dependency. 

Cardell K. Jacobsen notes that most of the studies 

applying the domestic colonial model to Native Americans have 

focused primarily on the political and cultural domination of 

the Indians by the white government through the Bureau of 

Indian affairs. In "Internal Colonialism and Na ti ve Americans: 
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Indian Labor in the United States From 1871 to World War II" 

(1984) Jacobson focuses upon the labor aspect of the colonial 

relationship. 

Robert Bee and Ronald Gingerich in "Colonialism, 

Classes, and Ethnic Identity: Native Americans and the 

Po Ii tical Economy" (1977) suggest that the colonial concept 

is in danger of being overextended into inappropriate 8i tua

tions and that the structure of relationships that the urban 

Indian has with the dominant society in the United States is 

more insightfully characterized in terms of a socia-economic 

class structure rather than a colonial structure. 

Palmer Patterson (1971), a Canadian ethnohistorian, 

finds that the Canadian Indian can be studied and his story 

reconstructed in a way which shows parallels with the colonial 

experience of other colonized peoples. In addition to reloca

tion on reserves, other similarities include the use of mili

tary force, the introduction of contagious diseases, genocide, 

and the rise of messianism in reaction to colonial domination. 

However, he points out that unlike examples in Africa and 

Latin America, most Canadian and American reserves were not 

labor pools for white industry, mining and agriculture, but 

simply a means of removing Indians from desired land. (Jacobson 

also reaches the same conclusion). Patterson suggests that 

the Canadian Indian may be moving into the foreground and that 

he is doing it in terms like those of emerging colonial peo

ples in other parts of the non-Western world (and some parts 
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of the Western world too). In a number of articles (1981. 

1982) Menno Boldt has investigated the values and attitudes 

of Native Indian leaders in Canada. He argues that Canadian 

Indians are a colonized minority existing wi thin an internal 

colonial context. 

One of· the proponents of internal colonialism as a 

theory of social development is Michael Hechter. In a major 

study, Internal Colonialism: The Celtic Fringe in Bri tish 

National Development (1975), Hechter attempts a full-length 

historical survey to test the validity of the theory. He 

argues that in the period from the annexation of Wales (1536) 

to the 1966 British census, England, the core, practiced a 

policy of internal colonialism towards Wales, Scotland, and 

Ireland, the periphery. The core community i.e. England, 

having established an ad.vantage over the outlying communi ties 

in the period of state-building or in the early period of 

modernization, used its political and economic power to main

tain its superior position. Hechter uses statistics on rela

ti ve regional social and economic development and demographic 

materials including voting records at the county level to 

substantia te his claims. 

Samuel Cohn (1982) used data on nineteenth century 

Bri tish railways to test Hechter' s theory of interregional 

economic inequality and in particular his emphasis on the role 

of cultural prejudice in the undercapitalization of peripheral 

areas of a nation. Although the results suggested that rail

roads may not have featured the investor ethnocentrism posited 
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by Hechter, Cohn stresses that his findings do not invalidate 

the theory of internal colonialism. 

A.R. Birch (1978) attacks two of the basic propositions 

of the Hechter model Le. that the dominant English community 

has been able to exclude members of the peripheral communi ties 

from influential roles and positions in the state, and that 

the economic development of the peripheral" regions has been 

so controlled as to make them highly specialized in their 

products and thus more vulnerable to fluctuations in world 

markets than the core region is. Birch produces evidence to 

demonstrate such things as the disproportionate number of 

Members of Parliament and Prime lViinisters of peripheral origin, 

and the more than adequate representation of Scotland, Wales 

and Ireland in the top ranks of the civil service, on govern

ment advisory bodies, and in the armed forces, police and 

judiciary. As for Hechter's second proposition, Birch argues 

that the degree of specialization in a region depends on the 

accidents of economic geography and economic history, as does 

the level of prosperity in such regions. Birch does not believe 

that his findings invalidate the whole theory of internal 

colonialism but suggests that its basic assumptions may have 

greater explanatory power for other regions and time-frames 

e.g. Latin America and Anglo-Irish relations from the seven

teenth century until the establishment of the Free state in 

1922. 

In The Break-Up of Britain (1977) Tom Nairn agures 
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that the rise of nationalist movements wi thin the United 

Kingdom and indeed around the world is the response of long

suffering regions to the uneven development of capitalism. 

According to this theory, capitalism or industrialism has not 

diffused itself throughout the world in an even-handed fashion 

but rather has always involved the domination and exploitation 

of some regions by others. As far as the Irish situation is 

concerned Nairn believes that uneven development had long ago 

potentially divided Ireland in two, "along a ragged fissure 

at once ethnic, religious, and socio-economic."(p.229) 

Bulpitt (1978) contenqs that the United Kingdom can 

be loosely seen as a product of domestic imperialism but he 

points out that the English were very reluctant i~perialists. 

For England the periphery represented a dangerous nuisance: 

its economy was derisory J its inhabitants disliked or feared J 

and in general it represented a constant threat to the peace 

and good order of the realm. He argues that, since on one 

geopoli tical level England was a model political economy faced 

by a series of "banana republics" J the British Isles were in

evitably subject to English hegemony. Bulpitt also suggests 

that English policy towards the periphery was mediated and 

operated by indigenous "native" collaborators drawn from the 

local eli tes. 

Michael MacDonald in an unpublished Ph.D. dissertation 

(1983) addresses the question of the relative merits of reli

gion and colonialism as explanations for the conflict in 
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Northern Ireland. He reasons that Northern Protestants are 

uni ted by experi enees and interests deriving from their role 

as colonizers as well as by religion, while the Catholics are 

uni ted by a heritage of' colonial oppression. 

Conar Cruise 0' Brien in many of his writings also 

attempts to injeGt the colonial factor into his analyses of 

Northern Ireland's problems. In States of Ireland (1972) he 

proposes that religion be seen in the Northern Irish context 

as a "rule of thl.UTIb" signifying a more basic difference: the 

difference between natives and settlers. He equates its role 

in Irish history with the role played by race and colour in 

colonial Africa and America. In the final analysis, however, 

O'Brien rejects the colonial explanation and emphasizes instead 

the f'actar of religion, inseparably intertwined with pali tical 

allegiance. 

Daniel 0 'Neil (1976) using Ireland as a case-study 

discusses what he terms the three perennial themes of' anti

colonialism: self-reliance, self-sacrifice, and exploitation. 

He suggests that late nineteenth and early twentieth century 

Ireland proved, in many respects, t,p be a precursor or proto

type of much that later transpired in the Third World. Irish 

nationalists, then, perceived Ireland, despite its membership 

in the United Kingdom, to be a domestic colony. 

Finally, the subject of internal colonialism as a 

general problem in international law has been addressed re

cently by M. Sornarajah (1981). In "Internal Colonialism and 
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Hurnani tarian Intervention" he argues for the evolution of a 

system of minority protection in international law through the 

extension of the principle of self-determination to include a 

right of secession of a minority possessing a definite terri

torial base .. 

A review of the fragment literature indicates that the 

bulk of research concerns the impact of the European immigrant 

communi ties in the new societies. This is es:pecially true of 

analyses of single and dual-fragment states where there has 

been little thorough investigation of attitudes and policies 

towards native peoples based on the fragment perspective. 

There is a body of research on the role of indigenous peoples 

in quasi-fragment societies and some work has been attempted, 

notably by Schutz, on analysing the Northern Ireland problem 

from this viewpoint. 

The internal colonialism literature indicates an in

creasing awareness of the potentialities of this model for 

examining specific demographic -groups existing wi thin the 

developed states. As far as Native Americans are concerned, 

the focus of the research thus far has been on individual 

tribes. Hechter' s path breaking work on the Cel tic peripheries 

wi thin the United Kingdom has been criticised for obscuring 

important d.ifferences between Wales, Scotland, Northern 

Ireland and Ireland, and the author himself points out his 

study is about four peripheries. Birch's analysis suggests 

that the internal colonialism model may be more applicable to 
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Ireland, at least until 1921. His arguments as to the ade

quate representation of the Celtic fringe in many important 

sectors of' public life in the United Kingdom may be more true 

of Wales and Scotland than of Ireland and Northern Ireland, 

particularly if the additional variable of religion is taken 

into account. 

Hechter concludes that the fact that the precise 

nature of internal colonialism in Latin America differs from 

that in the United Kingdom may well relate to the different 

posi tions these societies have wi thin the world system i. e. 

the Amerindians being an internal colony wi thin the world 

system, the Celts being an internal colony wi thin the very 

core of the world system. Thus, an analysis of indigenous 

populations wi thin three key core states - the United States, 

Canada and the United Kingdom - may fill an important gap in 

existing knowledge. 

Research Design 

This investigation will take the form of a comparative 

analysis of the treatment of three specified indigenous pop

Ulations living wi thin the confines of three developed states 

namely the United states, Canada and Northern Ireland. The 

case study approach will be used to study the historical de

velopment of settler-native relations from the first fragment 

impositions up to the present. Since both theories that will 

be used - fragment and internal colonialism - stress the enor

mous fatefulness of the historical factor, the necessi -ty of 
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examining the evol utiotl oi' a ttl tudes and policies over time 

is obvious. In order to ascertain the present conditions 

faced by the native populations in our three cases statistics 

will be utilized to indicate their relative levels of' social 

and economic development. The goals of comparative analysis 

include not only description and explanation but also predic

tion and so this study will attempt to speculate as to the 

future prospects for the indigenous peoples who are under 

scrutiny in the pro j ect. 

The methodology chosen for this project illustrates 

the author' s preference for what J • David Singer has termed 

the history-wisdom approach (1966. 14). Singer suggests that 

in studying problem areas t theory science partisans tend to 

favour the analysis of a large number of cases in which only 

a few related variables can be identified, while history

wisdom partisans prefer by contrast to examine large numbers 

of variables studied in one or two comparable cases. 

Each chapter will fOllow a ch:z:onological pattern as 

far as possible. The first two substantive chapters are de

voted to a lengthy historical analysis of the evolution of 

the Northern Ireland problem. Chapter" Two describes the 

character of tradi ttonal Gaelic-Celtic society, early 

colonization efforts, and the critical plantation pOlicies 

of the Tudor and Stuart periods. Emphasis is placed on the 

role of Protestant settlers, and particularly those of 

Scottish extraction who migrated to the north-eastern prov

ince of Ulster. Chapter Three covers the period from the 
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Act of Union up to the present time focusing on the parti

tion of IreLand and the experience of Northern Ireland since 

that seminal event. Chapter Four considers the indigenous 

population of North America drawing attention to the level's 

of social, ecoflOmic and po Ii tical development attained prior 

to the era of European colonization. A central theme of this 

chapter is British policies and atti tudes towards the indi

genes and the growing estrangement be tween, Crown and 

colonists. In Chapter Five we examine United States Indian 

Policy arguing that it reflects very strongly the ideology 

of Lockean liberalism that was a central element in American 

society f'ram the eighteenth century onward. Chapter-'Six 

discusses the, evolution of se~tle.r-:.na ti v"e relations in 

Canada concentrating on the role of the mis-named British 

and French "founding races". Canadian Indian Policy is 

examined from the time that the COnf'ederation obtained 

jur'isdiction to the present. 



CHAPrER 2 

THE COLONIZATION OF IRELAND 

No writer attempting to unravel the complexities of 

the Northern Ireland problem would be advised to tackle this 

daunting task without a preliminary excursion along the corri

dors of Irish history. Richard Rose, an American political 

scientist who has long studied the politics of the United 

Kingdom, has written that "Ireland is almost a land without 

a history, because the troubles of the, past are relived as 

contemporary events." (Rose, 1971: 7.5) That history is alive 

and kicking in Northern Ireland is rGi;ther stating the obvious, 

especially to those who live there. The graffiti that cover 

the walls of the Catholic and Protestant enclaves of Belfast 

are replete with colourful phrases concerning the heroes and 

villains (depending on your perspective) of' days gone-by. 

'Thus every good Protestant is exhorted to remember William of 

Orange and 1690 whilst his Catholic counterpart is charged 

wi th preserving the memory of the martyrs of' the 1916 Easter 

Rising. We would be hard pressed to find anywhere else in 

Western Europe where history appears to have such an unshakable 

hold over the contemporary population as in Northern Ireland. 

24 
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Ancient Ireland and Early Colonization 

The people of present day Ireland (both North and 

South) are descended from successive waves of immigrants and 

invaders of diverse origins. Archaeologists estimate that 

the earliest inhabitants of this island on the far western 

edge of Europe were middle st?ne-age men who arrived at 

approximately 6000 B.C. They were part of a general migration 

northward and westward acro~s Europe following the path of 

the retreating ice-fields. These f'lint-using hunters and 

fishers lived, isolated and undisturbed, until the arrival 

around 2.500 B.C. of peoples from the Mediterranean area. Their 

cuI ture was that of the new stone-age. Unlike their predecess

ors, they practiced agriculture, lived in stone dwellings 

that they built themselves, and used bronze to make utensils 

and weapons. 

Beginning- seven hundred years bef'ore the birth of' Ghrist, 

a new group of' invaders, the Gel ts, began to encroach upon 

ini tially Britain and then Ireland. The inhabitants of bronze_ 

age Britain were swept aside by the onslaught of the Gel ts 

who possessed the advantage of' superior iron weapons. The Gel ts 

who reached Ireland's shores in the fifth century B.C. were 

Gaelic Gel ts 'who came direct by sea from southern France and 

northern Spain. Like their cousins who conquered Britain, the 

Gaelic Gel ts used their technological superiority to subjugate 

the bronze-age peoples of Ireland. To the Romans who saw little 

to be gained from conquering Hibernia, as they called it, the 
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Gaelic Celts were known as "Scotti" (fierce fighters). They 

called themselves Gaels and their new home Erin or Eire. and 

they were the earliest inhabitants that may be correctly 

temed Irish. 

Ancient Ire:li!md was a land of variegated cultures. 

The Gaels incorporated much of the music and art of the older 

races. In this pre-Christian era the religion of the Irish was 

Druidism which also contained elements from both Gel tic and 

earlier pagan rituals. Of' especial importance for the preser

vation of the traditions, laws, legends of the people was the 

learned class known as the "Fili". More than any other section 

of Irish society it vias these wandering poets and chroniclers 

who constantly stressed the distinctive characteristics of 

Irish life and they became the "hereditary keepers of the 

ancient lore and learning of' Ireland as expressed in the Irish 

language," (Curtis. 1950, 3). 

Wi th the coming of Christianity care of St. Patrick in 

the fifth century A. .D. the traditional veneration of scholar

ship and learning was to be continued in the numerous monas

teries which were founded in this period. These monastic 

communi ties, presided over· a golden age of Gaelic ci viliza

tian in which not only was the ancient language spoken and 

wri tten but both Latin and Greek were studied and taught. But 

the monasteries were not simply centres of erudition, they 

were also the lynch pin of an exten.si ve missionary endeavour 

which sent forth Irish priests from the land of their birth 
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to the British mainland and farther afield to continental 

Europe. In the early medieval Irish church, unlike its sister 

churches. to the east, po Ii tical power lay in the hands of 

the abbots of the great monasteries rather than with the 

diocesan bishops. One scholar has suggested that "this loose 

organization reflected - in fact, was adapted to - the loose 

poli tical organization of Gaelic Ireland which, of course, 

was quite unlike the social organization obtaining in the 

former provinces of' the Roman Empire which had experience of 

centralized a~inistration!' (Heslinga, 1971: l1J). 

Over time four kingdoms or provinces developed in 

ancient Ireland : Ulster in the north, Leinster in the south

east, Munster in the south-west and Connacht in the west. A 

fifth province, Meath, also sprang up and was later incorpor

ated into Leinster. This short-lived, centrally located, 

province of Meath was the site of the hill of Tara, a sacred 

meeting place where provincial rulers proclaimed themselves 

High King or Ard Rl of all Ireland. In fact, the higlJ kings 

were nominal rulers at best since the po Ii tical history of 

Gaelic Ireland was dominated by vigorous conflict between the 

various provincial kings and chieftains, in particular between 

the two most powerful oi' the royal dynasties, the Ul Neill 

of the north and the Eoganacht oi' the south. The basic 

poli tical unit was the ~ or tribe and there may have been 

a hundred or more of these small tribal territories each in 

turn governed by its own king. 



Wi thin Gaelic society the basic social unit was the 

derbfine, a kinship group comprising four generations of a 

family presided over by a great-grandfather. Property was 
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held communally. When a male member of the group died his 

allotment was redistributed amongst the remaining lhambers. 

Gaelic Ireland was primarily a pastoral economy. Livestock 

thrived on the lush grasses brought by frequent rainfall. The 

poor quality of the native soil, however, inhibited agricul

tural farming. Town Iii'e was virtually unknown in this period, 

al though populations did conglomerate around the monastic 

centres. In general, "the Gaels were a rural and open-air 

people, attached to the free life, and living in open raths, 

duns, and cashels" (Curtis, 1938: xxxiv). In sum, pre-Viking 

Ireland was divided up into numerous, small tribal kingdoms 

based upon pastoral, communal economies. Although politically 

divided, the society manifested a remarkable degree of 

cultural cohesion as reflected in a common language, law 

and religion. 

Beginning in the late eighth century Ireland fell 

victim to the ferocious assaults of' Viking warriors from 

Scandinavia. Blessed by nature with an abundance of navi

gable rivers and great inland lakes, the small island proved 

to be easily penetrable to the Norsemen who had already 

established their bases in the western isles of Scotland. 

Al though the Vikings are traditionally referred to in Ireland 

as "Danes" most of these invaders did in fact come from 
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impact was extremely destructive. Not surprisingly, the 

monasteries were most attract! va targets since they were 
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particularly well endowed with property and wealth. Practically 

all of them were sacked and pillaged and some, such as the 

religious house at Iona, were totally destroyed (Landon, 1981: 

21j.). The Vikings did found the first real cities in Ireland, 

such as Dublin and Cork, building them at strategically 

advantageous sites often at the heads of the major rivers and 

bays. 

The Gaelic tribes who had" long been at loggerheads 

before the Vikings· arri ved, in time came to see the prac tical 

benef'i ts to be gained fran the occasional alliance with the 

foreign invader. Also Irish kings began to intermarry with 

the Norse and to adopt their names". But the Viking invasion 

ultimately led to the emergence of the first native leader 

on whom we might bestow the title of true High King of all 

Ireland, Brian Boru. In 1004, having defeated his major rivals, 

he began to call himself "Emperor of the Scots" and then in 

1014 at the Battle of Clontarf he was again victorious over 

a combination of domestic challengers and Norsemen. Neverthe-

less, the High king's death at Clontarf ushered in a period 

of further strife between contending dynastic lines. As 

Heslinga points out "the important fact, however, is that the 

ti tIe fought for was king of Ireland. Ind~ed, Gaelic Ireland 

had become recOgnized as a potential • poli tical unit·" 

(Heslinga, 1971: 122). Heslinga emphasizes this in order to 
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contradict the widely held, and incorrect assertion, of' 

nineteenth century Irish nationalists that a national kingship 

and hence a national unit, had existed :for six centuries 

before Brian Boru I s accession to power. 

At Clontarf was ended once and for all the Scandinavian 

military threat. The Vikings Ii ving in their towns became 

Christians and began to influence the Irish and be influenced 

by them. In religious matters, the Norsemen followed the lead 

of Canterbury and the English model oj' episcopal church govern

ment, rather than the monastic tradition of the Irish church. 

Increasingly, Canterbury, with the blessing of' the Papacy in 

Rome, began to interfere in Irish ecclesiastical affairs and 

press for reforms. By the middle o:f' the twelfth cf?ntury· the 

Irish clergy had agreed to the introduction o.f a territorial 

diocesan system. In order to bring about a more .fundamental 

re.formation o.f an Irish church which was perceived by Rome 

as out o.f step, in 1154 Pope Adrian IV. ironically the only 

Englishman ever to hold the o.ffice. sent the bull Laudabili ter1 

to King Henry II of England. It conferred upon him the title 

"Lord of Ireland", urged him to assert his authority over the 

island and "to proclaim the truths o.f the Christian religion 

to a rude and ignorant people" (Curtis and McDowell. 1968, 17). 

Henry's resources were already over-stretched, however, and 

it was not until some years later that he took up the pope 's. 

commission. 

1. For a transla ti on from the original La tin text 
see Curtis and McDowell. 1968, 17-18. 
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The Norman In,vasion of Ireland 

Unlike Ireland, England was under Roman occupation 

for almost four hundred years. Al though there is some debate 

as to the impact that Rome had on the development of English 

insti tutions (see for example, Lyon, 1980: 11-18). one conse

quence was to set in motion a patt'ern of differential economic 

and social development in England and the Celtic regions. In 

addi tion to the communications and trading benefits that the 

vast ne~ork of Roman military roads produced, "customs of 

Roman land tenure and estate management took root in Britain, 

and were more individualistic than the traditional Celtic 

practices" (Hechter, 1975, 54), Towards the end of the Anglo

Saxon period (450-1066) there is much evidence to suggest that 

a considerable degree of political centralization had already 

been achieved. and this is an important factor in explaining 

why feudal England was to become one of the most highly inte

grated states in Europe. The Norman Conquest of England 

amounted to a major transformation of society. and to a further 

heightening of the differences between England and Ireland. 

Beginning with William the Conqueror the Normans worked to 

remodel the existing Anglo-Saxon institutions and to fashion 

them into ·a strong and effective feudal governmental system. 

In the eleventh and twelfth centuries Norman barons 

began to carve out fiefs for themselves along the border with 

Wales. It was one of these Marcher (border) Lords who was to 

be instrumental in organizing Anglo-Norman intervention in 
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th'e affairs of' Ireland. Yet another fiercely contested struggle 

for the high kingship was to provide the opportunity. In 1166 

wh-en Rory O'Connor, king of Connacht, seized the great office 

one of his rivals Dermot, king of Leinster, elected to go to 

Henry II's court and ask for his assistance. The result of 

his petition was the dispatch to Ireland in 1169 of a military 

force under the command of Richard Fi tzGilbert, earl of Pembroke, 

known as Strongbow. The Irish were no match for this small but 

well armed army and in 1171 Strongbow proclaimed himself 

king of Leinster and seized the important oi ty of Dublin. 

Strongbow I S succsses were viewed with less than equa-

nimi ty by Henry II. The potential damage that could be done 

te England's strategic pasi tien (a perennial theme in the 

history of Anglo-Irish relations) through the emergence of 

a powerful Norman kingdom on its western flank under the 

control o:f' a land=hungry baron, prompted him to take immediate 

action. In October 1171 the English king arrived in Ireland 

wi th a substantial amy of f'our thousand men. He had two 

objectives : to assert the authority of the crown over his 

barons in Ireland and to secure the allegiance of the Gaelic 

kings and the Gaelic church. In the short tem he achieved 

his goals. Strongbowand the other barons, albeit reluctantly, 

yielded their spoils to the crown in return for royal land 

grants. The Norse towns because of their obvious military and 

economic importance w~re not included in the grants but were 

placed under the king' s 'direct control and. protection. The 
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majori ty of the native Irish leaders f'or their part accepted 

Henry as their overlord. As for the bishops, they met in 

synod and also agreed to a series of reforms designed to 

bring the Irish church into line with the English. Neverthe

less, it would be incorrect to read too much into the events 

of the 11708, the passage of time was to demonstrate the 

f'ragili ty of monarchical control over the barons I and the 

shallowness of Gaelic allegiance to English rule. 

The twelfth century Norman invasion of Ireland brought 

wi th it yet another alien group and an even more alien set of 

insti tutions I and set in motion a struggle for power that 

has continued for eight hundred years. 'iThe arrival of Henry 

II opened up a new phase in Anglo-Irish relations; but it is 

misleading to regard the events of these years as constituting 

an 'English conquest' of Ireland" (Becket, 1979: 17). The 

"lordship" of Ireland Which Henry established proved to be 

about as effective as the traditional Gaelic high kingship 

had been. Just as the provincial native chieftains had gone 

their own way, so the great Anglo-Norman barons expanded their 

control of Irish lands limited only by Gaeli~ resistance and 

the occasional interference of crown authority. A certain 

lack of interest on the part of the English monarchy may be 

adduced from the fact that "from 1172 to the Act of Union, 

1801, reigning sovereigns spent exactly nine months in Ireland" 

(Newark, cito<! in Heslinga, 1971, 126). 

From the perspective of Hartzian fragment theory it 
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can be argued, as Shutz and Scott do (1974: 22), that the 

Anglo-Norman invasion of Ireland represents the imposition 

of a quasi-fragment regime on the island. The settler barons 

had some success in establishing a set of political insti tu

tions which included the division of the settled area into 

counties each with its own sheriff, and with its shire-court 

where the itinerant justices administered the common law 

(Becket, 1969: 21). and the creation of a parliament in 

Dublin based upon the English model. As for the lands that the 

Normans presided over, these were organized as the. feudal 

eS.1Jates of England and France were organized. into manors worked 

by the peasants. A~ the bottom of the social scale were the 

betaghs, native Gaelic tenants without legal rights, bound to 

the land and unable to leave it without permission from their 

lord and master, (see Curtis, 1938: 122; Curtis, 1950: 77; 

Landon, 1981: 41). 

Yet the Norman lords never succeeded in conquering the 

whole countrYi their regime never secured full support and 

compliance in all of Ireland. What developed in this period 

was a medieval English colony centred on Dublin and the 

adjoining hinterland, an area that became known as the "Pale" 

(from Lat."palus" meaning fence). Outside of this area,Anglo

Norman settlements existed but their character altered as the 

barons became "Gaelicized" through intermarriage, adopting 

native customs, and through speaking and writing the Gaelic 

language. In these regions imperial control was precarious. 
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continued to be terra incognita for the Nomans and here the 

tradi tional ways and the .. tradi tional leadership reigned supreme. 

As the gap widened between England and its quasi-fragment 

settlement colony in Ireland, because of the failure of the 

former to provide the necessary political, military and 

economic support, and because of the latter's absorption 

into the native culture, the indigenous Irish leaders seized 

the opportunity to exploit the 8i tuation by reconquering lost 

land and relentlessly pushing the Normans back to the towns 

and the coast. 

Part of the weakness of the Norman colony lay in its 

size. As Becket (1969: 2J) describes it : 

The first wave of conquest had been followed by a 
fairly steady stream of knights and barons, but there 
was no solid body of English or Anglo-Norman middle 
class population. English and French merchants were 
established in some towns, notably in Dublin, and 
William Marshall settled some freeholders of English 
birth in parts of Leinster, but generally speaking 
even in the areas most firmly held by Normans, the 
bulk of the people were Irish. 

The demograph:rc. si tua:tion wi thin the colony was exacerbated 

when the plague reached Ireland in 1348. Since the native 

Irish were a rural and scattered people they were hitless 

hard than the Anglo-Norman families who were clustered in 

their towns and manors. The coastal cities which they 

dominated were especially vulnerable for the disease was 

brought by ships arriving from England and the continent. 

Many settlers families were wiped out by the pestilenc e 



only to be replac ed by Irish newcomers from "beyond the 

pale. " 
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It is this context of' a dwindling settler population, 

already partially assimilated, and facing increasing pressure 

from the resurgent and advancing Gaelic lords. which explains 

the passage in 1366 of the Statutes of Kilkenny~ These were 

enacted by a parliament held at Kilkeenny and presided over 

by Lionel, duke of Clarence, lieutenant in Ireland of his 

father, King Edward III. The historian Edmund Curtis has 

wri tten that the legislation, which remained in force for 

over two centuries, amounted to an "outlawry of the Irish 

race" (Curtis, 1950: 115). In modern parlance we might 

describe the various provisions aimed at creating effective 

and exclusive barriers between the English and the Irish, as 

a fourteenth century version of apartheid, 

The preamble sets the tone of the statutes with its 

doleful account of the insidious effects that the natives 

had had upon their "masters," To rectify this situation thirty 

five acts were passed which prohibi ted marriage, concubinage 

or fostering between English and Irish. Furthermore, the' English 

settlers and the Irish living among them were forbidden from 

using the Irish language, Brehon (Irish) law, Irish surnames, 

costume, music, poetry, even the Irish riding style. Nor were 

the English allowed to sell horses or armour to the native 

people. 

2. For a translation from the original French text 
see Curtis and McDowell, 1968, 52-59 
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The Kilkenny policy was a deliberate and determined 

effort by the crown to preserve English authority and 

influence in its Irish realm. The statutes were given 

solemn force by the signature of the king I s viceroy, by 

parliament's accession,and through the pronouncement by 

the archbishops and bishops present at the parliament 

that those who contravened them would suffer excommunni

cation. Yet their significance lies in what they repre

sented rather than in what they achieved. The balance 

between settlers and natives was such that anglicization 

proved impossible and the laws soon came to be unenforceable. 

By the end of the fifteenth century the Irish language, law 

and dress were more prevalent than ever. 

Nevertheless. the explicit statements of inherent 

English superiority contained in the statutes can be seen 

as more then just a tactical manoeuvre aimed at shoring up 

the crown's position in Ireland. Michael Hechter agrues that 

"a defining characteristic of imperial expansion is that the 

center must disparage the indigenous culture of peripheral 

groups" (Hechter, 1975: 64). The logic of geographical 

proximi ty had dictated that England'd first overseas imperial 

forays should begin across the Irish sea. The logic of imperial

ism necessitated the denigration of the indigenous Irish cuI ture. 

The Statutes of Kilkenny were to be the first of many "official" 

pronouncements in Ireland and later throughout the empire which 

sought to justify English hegemony by reference to notions of 

racial/cuI tural superiority. 
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The Plantation of' Ireland 

The TudoY.' Period 

For most of' the fifteenth century Ireland remained 

isolated. England was preoccupied externally with exhausting 

military campaigns in France, and internally with the equally 

draining Wars of' the Roses. The seizure of the English throne 

by Henry VII in 1485 led to a reappraisal of' policy. In the 

.sixteenth century the monarchs of the Tudor dynasty whioh 

Henry founded sought to extend their authority over Ireland. 

Their motivation was primarily strategic. It was imperative 

that Ireland be kept out of the hands of the French and Span

ish. "Medieval isolation was over, and with the duel that now 

began of the new centralized monarchies of Europe this island 

might become a dangerous centre of' intrigues against England" 

(Curtis, 1950, 159). Additionally, the subjugation of' Ireland 

would open up new areas of land for exploitation. Ireland was 

to be England I s first step on the path towards empire. It was, 

however, to take the whole Tudor period, embracing the reigns 

of Henry VII, Henry VIII, Edward VI, Mary and Elizabeth, to 

complete the conquest. 

The first phase in what has become known as the Tudor 

conquest of Ireland was undertaken by Henry VIII. An indica

tion of the approach that the king deemed necessary in order 

to attain his objectives may be gathered from his admonition 

to the Earl of Surrey, his lord lieutenant in Ireland, to 

proceed "by sober ways, politic drifts and amiable persuasions" 

(Becket, 1979, 37). Due to the financial problems which beset 
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Henry t s reign a large scale military adventure in Ireland was 

out of the question. Therefore, he embarked upon a "new depar

tUre" in Irish policy. In 1541 he proclaimed himself "King of 

Ireland". thereby abandoning the title "Lord of Ireland:" and 

signifying that henceforth the government of the island would 

be conducted under the unilateral jurisdiction of the crown. 

Furthermore, he proposed to regularize relations between the 

crown and the Anglo-Irish lords, and to co-opt the Gaelic lords 

by ending the policy of segregation and by extending English 

law to the whole country. The ruling chieftains of the Irish 

tribes would "be transformed from a warrior oligarchy into 

civilian landowners" (Bradshaw, 1979. 47). 

The method by Which they would be co-opted was the 

policy of "surrender and regrant." In the 1540s Anthony St. 

!.eger, the king I S new deputy in. Ireland, launched a program 

designed to bring native rulers into fomal relationship 

wi th the crown. In return for accepting English in place of 

their tradi tional Gaelic titles r and English land law and 

inheri tance practices for their native traditions, the king 

promised to "regrant" surrendered lands to the nobles and to 

confirm them by royal patent. 

A t first it seemed as though Henry VIII's new depar

ture had succeeded. There was general submission to his claims. 

A procession of Gaelic lords made their way to the king' s 

parliament in Dublin, to declare their allegiance, including 

some who had been absent for generations. St. Leger made 
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numerous treaties of surrender and regrant with the most 

prominent Irish chiefs and even a few Jinglo-Irish, though in 

general the latter were regarded as natural subjects who 

needed no new title for their property. Ultimately the policy 

f'ailed. The fundamental weakness of' the system was that it 

was incompatible' wi th Gaelic law. To begin wi th,a Gaelic chief 

was not hereditary but elected f'or life. Nor was he the owner 

of his whole "country". 

In the feudal system of Monarchy. all authority. ti tIe. 
and land-tenure came from above by the grant of the 
King or a superior lord. Of Irish law, however, it 
would be almost true to say that 'it was the people 
who gave the land to the chief, While in the feudal 
State the chief gave the land to the people.' The 
imposi tion of a great local tyrant, called an earl 
or baron, deriving his ti tIe and authority from an 
English king and intended to serve him, was resisted 
by an overwhelming mass of opinion. (Curtis, 1950: 179) 

Significantly, the new system made the least headway in 

Ulster which throughout the sixteenth century remained a 

bastion of' Gaelic tradi tion. 

As a result of Henry VIII's break with Rome a number 

of ecclesiastical changes were made in England. By 1534 the 

king had abolished the English jurisdiction of' the pope, had 

assumed the title of Supreme Head on Earth of the Church of 

England, and soon was to embark upon the dissolution of the 

monasteries. Nor did he have much dif'ficul ty in persuading 

the Irish to accept his policy of "catholicism without the 

pope." Historically papal authority had sided with England 

over Ireland. It was a different story when Henry's successors 

attempted to use royal supremacy to bring about changes in 
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doctrine and Ii turgy. 

Ironically, the reign of the Catholic, Nary Tudor, 

which saw a reversal of' ecclesiastical policy, also witnessed 

an escalation of military activities against rebellious Gaelic 

nobles. It was Mary who initiated the policy of "confiscation 

and plantation" whereby disloyal native lords were dispos

sessed and expelled from their lands which were then forfeited 

to English grantees. The first Irish plantation was created 

in 1556. The expropriated lands of the Q'Moores, O'eannors 

and other families were converted into two counties which 

were named in honour of Queen Mary and her husband King 

Philip II of Spain. Though this first effort failed the plan

tation idea was not abandoned. 

The opportunity to try again came following the Munster 

rebellion of the 1570s. The rising, which embraced elements 

f'rom both Gaelic and Anglo-Norman or "Old English" communi ties, 

occurred because of widespread discontent about the sec uri ty 

of land title in Munster and a shared opposition to Protestant

ism. The religious aspect of the conflict was intensified by 

the excommunication of Queen Elizabeth by Pope Pius V in 1570. 

The English monarch's response to events in Munster was a 

predictable one, particularly since the rebels received support, 

albeit limited, from Philip II of Spain and from the pope. By 

1583 the rebellion had been put down with great severity. An 

elaborate scheme for plantation of the area was now devised. 

The Munster project was carried out in a very system

atic fashion, in part because it. was directed by the two most 
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powerful men in the English government, Burghley and Walsingham. 

They saw the plantation oi' Munster as an outlet for the growing 

population of Tudor England as well as a reasonable security 

measure. The linkage between this and subsequent Irish projects, 

and the plantations created at the same time in America is 

qui te clear. These early efforts represent a general pattern 

of Elizabethan imperial expansion. Indeed, the plan "which 

Burghley and Walsingham drew up for Munster was based in part 

upon Raleigh I s proposals for Virginia, and Raleigh himself, 

his half-brother Sir Humphrey Gilbert, with others of less 

note, were engaged in plantation enterprises both in Ireland 

and America" (Becket, 1979' 52). Raleigh was eventually to 

sell his 4-0, 000 acre Munster estate and concentrate .his 

entrepreneural efforts on Virginia. 

A key objective of the plantation policy was to substi

tute loyal English settlers for perfidious Gaels or Anglo-Irish. 

lni tially one of the weaknesses of the policy was that English 

settlers were unwilling to stay for long in such hostile envi

ronments and oftentimes the new tenants turned out to be native 

Irish. Nevertheless, a "New English" element was slowly being 

introduced comprising civil servants, church officials and 

planters. This group of settlers soon came to exercise a deci

sive influence on Elizabethan strategy towards Ireland. Their 

ascendancy paralleled the decline in influence of the Anglo

Nonnan "Old English" arist~cracy who now found themselves in 

a very precarious position. On the one hand, the majority of 
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them were traditionally loyal to the crown and only sporadi

cally identified with the plight of the native Irish. On the 

other, in religious matters they remained staunchly Catholic 

and thus did share common ground wi th the na ti ves. By refusing 

to abandon their recusant beliefs and I moreover, by seeking 

to protect their va~t land holdings, they inevitably came 

into conflict with the zealously Protestant, land-hungry, 

"New English" settlers (Lustick, 1984: 14). 

By continuing the policies of her father and half-sister, 

Queen Elizabeth extended royal authority over a wider area of 

Ireland than had ever been effectively ruled by an English 

sovereign. The one exception to this success story was Ulster 

and it was to this remote northern province that she now 

turned her attention. The same motives that underpinned her 

plans for Munster, Leinster and Connacht, came into play in 

regard to Ulster. It too was a security threat : another poten

tial point of entry for continental enemies. Like the southern 

provinces it appeared fertile ground for colonization. "The 

Queen was by descent from the Mortimers 'Countess of Ulster' 

and this title was considered enough to entitle her to the 

whole of the province, regardless of native rights" (Curtis, 

1950; 206). 

In the early 1570s several efforts were made at est

ablishing plantations but they were all foiled by the fierce 

resistance of native leaders who, also like their southern 

counterparts, despised the Protestantism of their English 
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adversaries. From 1594 to 1603 the province was convulsed by 

the Tyrone War which Curtis has described as "the last stand 

of the old Gaelic world" (1950, 209). But the defeat of the 

native forces under the command of Hugh O'Neill, scion of' an 

ancient Gaelic. house, and his voluntary flight into exile 

along with nearly a hundred minor Gaelic chief's. paved the 

way for accelerated land confiscation and further Protestant 

colonization. 

The SiUilrt Peri?d 

The event known forever in Irish history as the "flight 

of the earls" was regarded as treason by the English authorities 

and the whole area over which they had exercised or claimed 

lordship was declared forrei t to the crown. Much of the land 

was confiscated in the six counties of Armagh, Cavan, Donegal, 

Derry, Fermanagh and Tyrone. There were three main classes of' 

grantees who benefited from the dispossession of the Gaelic 

lands : 1) "undertakers" who were allocated large estates and 

who became tenants-in-chief to the crown on the understanding 

that they imported English and Scottish Protestant settlers; 

2) "servitors" who had proven their loyalty to the crown in 

recent wars - they had to comply with less favourable terms 

but could take Irish tenants; and J) natives who might also 

take Irish tenants but were to pay heavier rents than the 

servi tors. J 

). For the exact wording of these arrangements see 
the text contained in Curtis and McDowell. 1968, 128-133. 



An important distinction can be drawn between the 

Ulster plantation and other schemes such as the Munster 
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pro j ee t. Al though there was a general change in land owner

ship there was no large-scale removal of the native popula

tion. According to the plantation design there were certain 

areas from which the na ti ves were to be expelied entirely 

but even in these areas they remained, due to the under

takers inability to attract sufficient English and Scottish 

migrants.· As we have seen, there was also a group of natives 

who were themselves grantees I al bei t of as Ii ttle as a tenth 

of the total amount of escheated lands, and the most barren 

parts at that (see Leyburn, 1962: 96). Finally, there was a 

large ;;nd de-stabilizing group of "swordsmen" who had once 

been the bodyguards of the dispossessed chieftains, and for 

whom the plantation policy made no provision. Thus, native 

Irish Catholics continued to live alongside the Protestant 

settlers from Bri tain. Embittered, degraded and thirsting 

for revenge and justice, they remained as a constant threat 

and challenge to the settlers and their quasi-fragment regime. 

The Dutch geographer,M.W.Heslinga, in an exhaustive 

study of the historical geography behind the partition of 

Ireland, argues that t.he primary reason why the Ulster 

plantation succeeded where other ambitious undertakings 

failed is because it was "essentially a Scottish undertaking 

instead of an English" (Heslinga, 1971: 155). Although the 

ini tial division of native lands do not indicate that the 



Scots received the lion's share (see Leyburn, 1962: 92), 

for a number of reasons the Scottish migrants played an 

especially critical role in the Ulster plantation, and 

in the subsequent history of the province. 

There was, in fact, a long record of contacts and 

movements between Ulster and Scotland, explained in large 

measure by the narrowness of the channel separating the 

two regions (the North Channel is, at its narrowest point 

between Antrim and the Mull of Kintyre, less than twelve 
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miles wide). As far back as the thirteenth century the 

gallowglass or mercenary soldiers ·from the Scottish Isles 

crossed over to of'fer their services to .the Irish chieftains. 

Up to the Tudor period there was a pattern of limited Scottish 

penetration of' Ulster. What distinguished this migration from 

that which took place in the seventeenth century was that the 

pre-plantation Scots were primarily soldiers first and settlers 

second, they came from the Islands rather than the Lowlands of 

Scotland, and they were in the main Roman Catholics not. Protes

tants (Perceval-Maxwell, 1973: 10). 

Several factors explain why there was an exodus of 

Scots to the province of Ulster at the beginning of the 

seventeenth century. Firstly, Elizabeth's successor, James 

Stuart, was himself a Scot. On accession to the English throne 

in 1603, King James VI of Scotland became King James I of Eng

land also. The new monarch was an eager colonist. In 1606 he 

approved the colony named after him at Jamestown in Virginia. 
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In March 1609. a letter to the Privy Council of Scotland 

informed its members that the king, "out of his unspeikable 

love and tindir affectioun" for his Scottish subjects had 

decided that they were to be allowed to participate in the 

Ulster plantation (oited in Leyburn, 1962: 91). Moreover, 

he saw the value of using his Scottish (and fervently Protes

tant) subjects to suppress the most troublesome of his new 

aoquisi tiona. Finally, he was well aware of Scotland's 

internal problems ; a static economy incapable of' meeting the 

need'3 of an 8:J:Cpanding population, an inefficient and inequi

table agricultural system which had produced a large class of 

dispossessed. tenants, and a general atmosphere of lawlessness 

and factiousness (see Perceval-Maxwell. 1973' 19-45). Given 

such harsh oondi tiona even rebellious Ulster might seem an 

attractive proposition. 

The assignment of lands to Scottish settlers was to 

have a lasting impact on the social and political life of 

Ulster. The deep resentment of the native Gaels towards the 

planters, and the distrustful siege-mentality of the planters 

towards the Gael, is one of the roots of' the Irish problem 

today. One obvious question that springs to mind is why the 

nati ve Irish were unable to soak up this latest wave of 

settlers just as they had in earlier times absorbed Viking 

and Norman inf'luences. After all, there were some compelling 

reasons why assimilation should have occurred ; the inescapable 

fact of geographical proximity had meant that from the earliest 
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periods of' human occupation there had been population transfers 

between Ulster and Scotland; the two regions possessed a 

common Gaelic illher! tance manifested in shared customs, 

tradi tiona, and language. However t assimilation did not 

occur but rather the reverse, as the 'two communi ties became 

frozen in posi tiona of intransigent animasi ty towards each 

other. 

The explanation for the failure of these two ostensibly 

similar peoples to integrate is to be found in the conjunction 

of interrelated political, social and economic factors that 

accompanied the plantation policy. By settling large areas of' 

Ulster ·wi th his own loyal Scottish and English subj ects King 

James I had embarked upon a scheme to create a new infra

structure which, while still dependent on his largesse, would 

effectively control the rebellious and unstable na ti ve popula

tion. In return for removing the Irish thorn from his side, 

or at least neutralizing it, the settlers would be rewarded 

wi th land : the source of' wealth and the basis of power. The 

natives, on the other hand, would be rewarded for their dis

loyalty by being forced to provide the very lands upon which 

the new arrivals would settle. At once then the two communj ties 

became locked in a zero-sum game; the gains of one coming at 

the expense of the other. 

The dividing line between settler and na ti ve, however. 

was not simply a matter of' who had land and who didn' t. They 

were also clearly differentiated by religious affiliation. The 
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seventeenth century was marked by an intense and protracted 

struggle between the forces of the Protestant Reformation 

and the Catholic Counter-Reformation. This was the period of 

religious wars and none more bitterly fought than in Scotland. 

The Lowland Scots whom James encouraged to colonize Ulster 

were among the most passionate and stubborn adherents of the 

Protestant faith. Indeed, the king himself had been forced to 

take strong action to curb the excesses of the most extreme 

Presbyterians in Scotland. He could be sure that the Scots 

who migrated to Ulster would have little sympathy for an 

autochthonous population which was as ardently Catholic as 

they were Presbyterian. 

Ireland, as we have seen, remained largely untouched 

by the Reformation. The imposition of Protestant "New English" 

and Lowland Scottish settlers had the effect of fusing political 

and religious grievances in the minds of the Irish. England 

was perceived as not only trying to subjugate the Gaelic 

people but as hell bent on the destruction of their faith 

also. Again in Ulster, the form of Protestantism that the 

Scots brought with them was regarded with particular distaste. 

Max Weber remarks that "Catholicism has to the present day 

looked upon Calvinism as ite real opponent" (Weber, trans. 

Parsons, 19JO: 87). For both sides, then, the religious gulf 

was unbridgeable. 

Since religion is one of the most commonly cited 

causes of the present conflict in Northern Ireland, it behoves 
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us to consider the role that it has played in the evolution 

of' the Irish problem. It is contended here that religion 

served as a dei'iner, separating the "haves" f'rom the "nave-

nots", the colonizers from the colonized. Religion in Ireland 

is the instrument expressing the more fundamental colonial 

contradiction. As Irish scholar and politician, Conar Cruise 

o 'Brien, has put it: 

The distinct communi ties indicated by the terms 
I Catholic' and 'Protestant I are the prime realities 
of' the 8i tuation. This is not the same thing as 
saying that religion is the main factor. Religious 
affiliation, in Ireland, is the rule of thumb by 
which we can distinguish between the people of 
native Gaelic stock (Catholic) and those of settler 
stock from Scotland and England CProtestant). 

(O'Brien, 1972, 12). 

In te:rnls of the overall perspective of this study, religion 

in the Irish context perfonns the same delineating function 

that race does in other volonial societies. 

The Colonial Experience 

Co~onial Parallels in Ulster and America 

In the early sevsnteenth century the Ulster colony 

was just as much a frontier society as the settlements on 

the eastern seaboard of America. Newry is even referred to 

in the contemporary correspondence as a "frontier town" (cited 

in Perceval-Maxwell, 1973: 16). The same sort of romantic 

images, calculated to appeal to the buccaneering spirit of 

the would-be colonizers, were used to encourage migration. 

One letter of 1609 suugests that Ulster was "so obscure and 

unknown to the English here as the most inland part of 
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Virginia is yet unknown II (cited in Perceval-Maxwell, 1973= 14). 

Similar a tti tudes and tactics evolved in regard to the 

indigenous populations. Both Ulster and American pioneers 

found Ii ttle difficulty in justifying the dispossession of 

na ti va peoples who, in their eyes, had demonstrated thei!'" 

inferiority in their failure to use the land properly. Leyburn 

describes how Ulster I s landless na:tives known as widcairns or 

wood-kerns were ruthlessly hunted down for the price on their 

heads in the manner of' the Indians on the American frontier 

(Layburn, 1962: 114). These similarities are less surprising' 

when we consider the extremely important role played by Ulster 

Scots in both colonial settings. T.W.Moodyargues that it was 

this group, the largest body of immigrants to America in the 

eighteenth century t which formed the backbone of the new 

fontier society and spearheaded the onslaught against the 

Indians. : 

.•• the Ulster Scots, preeminently combative, took 
the lead in the chronic frontier wars with the 
Indians and in asserting the rights of the frontiers
men as citizens of their respective colonies. In 
presbyterianism they possessed an organization which 
linked up their settlements and fostered a sense of 
solidarity among them in a way that was unique in 
colonial America.. (Moody, 1945. 212) 

The fragments which migrated to Ulster and America 

were motivated by similar considerations. While there were 

great English noblemen, like Sir Walter Raleigh, with their 

landed estates, the majority of settlers were of a different 

ilk. Most of them were regareled as undesirables r out of 

place in their own societies. Often what set them apart 
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was the manner in which they worshipped God. A s in the lands 

they left behind, these non-conformists were frequently in 

conflict with the weal thy Anglican landed aristocracy. 

As early as 1628 one far-sighted Englishman, Sir 

Thomas Phillips, prophesied that the Irish would "Rise 

upon a Sudden and Cutt the Throts of the poore dispersed 

Bri tish." That such an eventuality actually took place in 

the form of the Great Rebellion of 1641 has led one author 

to write that Ita large number of British settlers in Ireland 

suffered the same fate as many American colonists and their 

families who were surprised by the Red Indians suddenly 

raiding outlying settlements'.' (strauss v 1951: 21). 

The Seventeenth Cent.urv Risin~1:! 

The background to the 1641 rising is to be found in 

the growing disillusionment of the Catholic Old English wi th 

the crown and their subsequent movement into the same camp 

as the native Gaels. Between 1609 and 1641 both groups were 

deprived of their land, and their social and political power 

in Ireland.. Although they were co-religionists, the loyalty of 

those of Anglo-Norman stock to the English crown, had meant 

that they were not natural allies. In the minds of England's 

political leaders, however, religious affiliation came to be 

regarded as the litmus test of allegiance. In this sense, 

even the Ulster Scots were suspect since the vast majority 

of them were Presbyterians rather than members of the estab

lished church. 
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One important grievance that rankled with the Old 

English concerned what was regarded as the crown's renege 

over the question of the "Graces". When King Charles I came 

to the throne in 1625 and 'found himself embroiled in war 

wi th Spain, financial pressures caused him to extend "Graces" 

protecting the rights and lands of Catholics in Ireland in 

return for immediate financial assistance. By 16.30 hostili-

ties had ended and the "Graces" were repudiated. A second 

cause of concern emerged over the role of the Irish Parlia-

ment Which until Charles I' s reign had been controlled by 

the Old English. In 1634, the king's new lord deputy in 

Ireland, Sir- Thomas Wentworth, convened a parliament in 

which apposition to crown policies was severely restricted. 

Encouraged by his success in emasculating the legisJ.ature, 

the lord deputy was emboldened to confiscate more Catholic 

land in Connacht, a confiscation which made no distinction 

between Irish and Old English. 

Taking advantage of the internal chaos that preceded 

the outbreak of the English Civil War, the na ti ve IriSh in 

Ulster', who had been waiting for the oppor·tuni ty to strike 

back at oppressive English rule and the plantation, rose en 

masse and massacred several thousand colonists. They were 

joined by the Old English and a "Catholic Army" laid siege 

to Drogheda, and corrunenced a general invasion of the Pale. 

In October 1642 the rebels formed the Catholic Confederacy 4 of 

4. A constitution far in advance of the age was drawn 
up (see 0' Sulli van, 1977, 14). 
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Kilkermy and summoned a parliament representing the native 

and Old English interests. Al though they' were up in arms 

against the English government, the Confederates still pro

fessed loyalty to the crown. Their ultimate objective was 

legislative independence for Ireland. Divisions still' existed 

wi thin the Catholic alliance. The Old English, uncomfortable 

wi th the notion of rebellion and, despite some losses, in 

possession of most of their lands, were interested in a 

reasonable settlement that would secure their economic and 

poli tical rights. The native Irish were determined to regain 

the lands that had been taken from them, and were also more 

commi tted to the full re-8stablishment of the Catholic church 

in Ireland. 

The divided Confederacy wavered and entered into 

negotiations with King Charles whose major concern was to 

make a treaty with the rebels which would release troops for 

service in the Civil War in England. In the ensuing discussions 

the Irish recusants became pawns in a game that the king 

played in an effort to salvage his throne. With the conclusion 

of the Civil War and the execution of Charles in 1649, it was 

left to Oliver Cromwell to exact retribution on the Catholic 

Confederacy. The ferocity of his puritan army in 1649-50, 

which spared neither Irish nor Old English, had the effect 

of driving the two groups closer together. But there was per

haps an even more lasting significance to the Cromwellian 

campaigns : 

" .when Oliver Cromwell landed at Dublin wi th a 
puri tan army in 1649 his mission was not only 



conquest, but also revenge. The indiscriminate in
humani ty with which the revenge was exacted upon 
the royali st garri son and many of the townspeo pl e 
of Drogheda I and upon the defenders of Wexford, 
became indelibly impressed upon the folk memory 
of the Irish. So too did the severity of the 
settlement which followed the overcoming of 
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Irish resistance. (Clarke, in "Moody and Martin,eds. I 

1967, 202) 

The Rising of 1641 with its 'bloody massacres of Prot-

estants in Ulster confirmed the suspicions of the settlers as 

to the character and intent of the native population, and set 

in motion a chain of events that were to continue throughout 

the seventeenth century. Cromwell's fanatical army several 

years later, strengthened by the knowledge of' the massacre 

of their co-religionists in Ulster, wreaked their own savage 

genocide against a population whose Catholicism branded them 

as forces of the anti-Christ. In both instances, though the 

historical facts became clouded over time, the memories of 

the atrocities became embedded in the collective psyches of 

the two communi ties in Ireland. 

The events of the 1640s again presented the English 

state with the problem of establishing its control of Ireland 

on a permanent basis. The solution that Cromwell arrived at 

was the same one that his Tudor and Stuart predecessors had 

turned to : . plantation. Large munbers of Catholic landowners 

were dispossessed and their estates awarded to loyal Prot

estants, many of them army officers who re0eived land in 

lieu of owed wages. As Curtis puts it, "Ireland had to pay 

for its own conquest" (1950: 252). To clear the way for 

planta tion the forfeiting landlords were ordered to remove 



to Connacht or Clare and thus was born another catchphrase 

which has becone part of the lexicon of Irish nationalism: 

·"to hell or Connacht." 
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The Cromwellian coni'iscation amounted to a major 

change in land ownership in. Ireland and decisively a1 tered the 

balance of political power, The Protestant population in 

Ireland, which was regarded by England as the best guaran-

tee for the maintenance of its aut·hori ty increased "from 

approximately 100,000 in 1641, to 160,000 in 1672 (from less 

than 10% of the population to more than 20%) and the amount 

of land in settler hands from 40% to more than 75% of all 

Ireland" (Lustick, 1984: 17). Within the province of Ulster 

the figures were even more startling, "more than 9.5% of the 

land in eight of its nine counties was in Protestant hands, 

and in County Antrim, more than half" (cited in Rose, 1971: 79). 

In the late 1680s the dominance of the Protestant 

fragment regime in Ireland was again challenged. The backdrop 

to this lay in the accession to the English throne in 1685 

of the Catholic Stuart, James II. For a short while it appeared 

as though there might be a revision of the Crowellian land 

settlement and a restoration of Irish lands to their f'ormer 

Catholic owners. In 1688 sur.:h prospects were dashed when the 

Protestant Prince William of Orange was invi ted by English 

poli tical leaders to invade England and drive out James II. 

The king I s -cause quickly collapsed in England but in Ireland 

the Catholic population rose to defend the monarch whom they 
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saw as their only hope. For the same reason Protestants floc~ad 

to the banner of William of Orange. 

The civil war,which was to be resolved on Irish soil, 

has been called "the last stand of Catholic Ireland" (Curtis, 

1950: 264) and it was the most finely balanced of the contests 

between settlers and natives. The centre of resistance to 

James II in Ireland was, not surprisingly, in the north. Aided 

by Louis XIV of France, the English ruler laid siege to the 

Protestant plantation town of Londonderry. A t the end of three 

months the beleaguered oi ty was saved by the timely arrival of 

relief ships. At the Battle of the Boyne in 1690 and at Limerick 

in 1691 J·ames I Catholic forces suffered major and ultimate 

defeats and the Protestant Ascendancy was established in Ireland. 

As in previous encounters rebellion. was followed by 

confiscation. Catholic landlords were forced to hand over 

more land as punishment for their support of the Jacobite 

cause. As a result of' the Williami te confiscation "the share 

of the profitable land owned by Roman Catholics declined from 

22% in 1688 to 14% in 170J" (cited in Heslinga. 1971, 171). 

Just as before, these events became enshrined in Protestant 

tradi tion. Heglinga writes of the "Derry cycle", the set of 

historical tableaux vividly depicting the suuccessful Prot

estant resistance. The significance of the siege and of 

the Battle of the Boyne lie in that in contemporary Northern 

Ireland these victories are celebrated by hundreds of thousands 

of loyal Ulstermen in an annual ritual reaffirming their pri vi

leged status. Indeed, Derry's "No SUrrender" has become the 
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slogan of' Ulster Unionism (see Healinga, 1971: 60-61; Stewart, 

1977, 52-75). 

The Penal Lllws 

Having established an exclusively Protestant legis

lature in Ireland in 1692, England introduced a series of 

coercive acts,' the Penal Laws, against Catholics. The "popery 

code", as it was called, was to result in the exclusion of the 

native majority of Ireland from meaningful participation in 

poli tical affairs until 1829, the year of Catholic emancipa

tion. The provisions eventually prohibited Catholics from: 

being members of' Parliament; bearing arms, owning horses worth 

f'ive pounds or more; being apprentices to gunsmiths; education~ 

abroad; keeping a public school in Ireland; receiving degrees, 

fellowships, or scholarships at the University of Dublin; 

being Roman Catholic bishops; practicing law; acquiring land 

owned by a Protestant; practicing primogeniture; acting as 

grand jurors; and taking more than two apprentices (save in 

the linen industry) if they were employers. Finally, Catholics 

were forbidden to vote (Hechter, 1975, 76). 

Some of these laws were enforceable, others not, so 

that many of them fell into desuetude. Notably those that 

were abandoned concerned religious worship While the provisions 

that survived were those pertaining to Catholic political and 

economic influence. The various enactments on land ownership 

and purchase meant that "by 1778 scars ely 5% of Irish land 

was left in Catholic hands" (Wall in Moody and Martin, eds., 

1967, 220). 
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Unlike other punitive legislation of' the time such 

as the French laws against the Protestant Huguenots, the 

Penal Code was directed agains"t the majority of the Irish 

population as opposed to a small minority, and its purpose 

was political subjugation rather 'than religiouB persecution. 

The anti-catholic sanctions were based upon the age-old fear 

that the native Irish could not be tr-usted, that they were 

ever-ready to ally with England's continental enemies. Po s a 

seventeenth century correspondent put it, any foreign suce eSB 

tended "to exaI t the Pc.pists in this Kingdom", making them 

grow "insolent ••• " and "ripe for a new rebellion now as 

ever they were in the years 1641 and 1691 ..... (cited in 

Berlatsky, 198). 47). 

If the objective of the Penal Laws was to weaken the 

Catholic majority in Ireland by depriving them of land and 

political power the evidence of the eighteenth century indi

cates that this goal was largely attained. Jonathan Swift 

depic"ted them as a people entirely crushed I "harmles"s as 

women and children" (cited in Curtis, 1950: 292). The Jacobite 

insurrectio~s of "1715 and 1745, for instance, produced no 

disturbanc e in Ireland. 

Ironically, in this period of' Catholic quiescence, 

there was a growing estrangement between the Protestant settler 

community and central government. Presbyterians, most numerous 

in Ulster, also suffered from discrimination at the hands of 

the Irish Parliament, which reflected the dominant position 

of the established Church of' Ireland. Added to religious 
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disabili ties were an increasing number of economic grievances 

heavy tithes to the church and taxes to the state, raising of' 

rents after leases expires, forced labour for road-making, 

restrictions on Irish exports such as wool, which had become 

a key industry in Ulster. One consequence of this 5i tuation 

was that America, with its stories of· free land .and freedom 

of worship, came to be seen as an increasingly attractive 

alternative to life in Ireland. Leyburn estimates that 200,000 

Scots-Irish emigrated in the eighteenth century (1962: 180). 

Given the reasons behind their migration it is no surprise 

that they were one of the most Anglophobia elements in the 

Revolutionary movement. 

The example of the American and French Revolutions 

was not lost on the supporters of reform in Ireland. In 1791 

the Society of United Irishmen was founded : the first and last 

alliance of Ulster Presbyterians and Catholic Irish. The leading 

light was Wolfe Tone, a Protestant lawyer and the organization's 

aims were "to abolish all unnatural religious distinctions, to 

unite all Irishmen against the unjust influence of Great Brit

ain, and secure their true representation in a national Parlia

ment" (Curtis, 1950: 330). But the mov"ement, with its republican 

ideals and its emphasis on universal brotherhood, failed to 

take root in Ireland where sectarian divisions proved stronger 

and more resili ent . 

The economic problems that caused friction between 

the Protestant fragment and the English government also led 
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to increased hostility with native Catholics as the two groups 

competed for the diminishing supply of available land. In the 

parts of Ulster where they lived uneasily "cheek by jowl", 

sectarian rivalry proved more potent than the notion of 

universal brotherhood. Secret societies sprang up on both 

sides. The formation of the Protestant Peep Q'Day Boys was 

followed by the emergence of a Catholic counter-organization, 

the Defenders. In September 1795 these two militant bands 

clashed at the Diamond, County Armagh, an area in the south 

of Ulster where Catholics and Protestants lived together in 

large munbers. The battle, which resulted in a Protestant 

victory, led to the creation of the Orange Society, later 

renamed the Orange Order, a fiercely anti-Catholic association. 

Through the passage of' time it has become an extremely influen

tial force in Ulster Unionist politic s. 

In 1798 the expected rising of' the United Irishmen 

took place. It was a botched affair. The eagerly awaited French 

assistance never materialized. The rebellion degenerated int,Q 

a series of local disturbances. The most seT'ious fighting 

occurred in County Wexford where poorly armed peasants led by 

their priests rose in substantial numbers only to be brutally 

suppress~d by British troops. In the north, in Antrim and 

Down the United Irishmen, who in this case were mostly Presby

terian fanners, were quickly put to flight. 

Al though the insurrection was a dismal affair it had 

profound consequences. A tradition of revolutionary violence 

was established which arguably has continued up to the present 
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time. More immediately, the events of 1798 convinced the 

British Prime Minister, William Pitt, that the solution to 

the Irish problem lay in integrating Ireland into the United 

Kingdom, in the way that Scotland and Wales bad been integrated, 

by legislative union. 

The ecumenical component of 1798 was an aberration. 

The harsh facts of economic and political life, of necessity, 

pitted Protestants against Catholics in Ireland. Native 

Catholics saw in the Protestant community, colonial settlers 

who had stolen their lands and the lands of their ancestors. 

For their part, the Protestants, while disturbed by the way 

in which their political and economic interests were sub

ordinated to those of England, knew full well that they were 

dependent upon the imperial core for their land, their status. 

and their security. Therein lies the intrinsic dilemma of 

the ideal type quasi-fragment regime. 



CHJ\PrER 3 

NORTHERN IRELAND , THE QUASI-FRAGMENT 

The Act of Union 

The passage of the Act of Union in 1800 brought about 

the aboli tien of the Irish Parliament and merged the kingdoms 

of Ireland and Great Britain into a single United Kingdom. 

Ireland was no longer to be a colony but a partner in a larger 

state, standing alongside England, Wales and Scotland. The new 

kingdom lasted exactly one .hundred and twenty years. As ever, 

strategic considerations were very much on the minds of policy

makers in London. The abortive rebellion of 1798 had once more 

raised the spectre of an Ireland under enemy influence. The 

French Revolutionary and Napoleonic armies were to provide the 

grea test challenge yet to British power. 

Securing the compliance of' the Irish Parliament in 

its own demise was no 'easy matter. That it Qccurred at all is 

testimony to the political skills of' Cornwallis, the lord 

lieutenant and Castlereagh, the chief secretary for Ireland 

(~ee Strauss, 1951, 64; Brynn, 1978,48; Curtis, 1950, 346-8). 

By a mixture of' veiled threats, promises and bribery the requi

si te nwnber of votes were secured 0 The Protestant Ascendancy 

class who had dominated the legislature were by no means over

joyed to be giving up their privileged position. Irish Catholic 

support, or at least acquiescence, was obtained through the 

promise of full emancipation following the Uni on (a promise 

63 
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not kept until 1829). Needless to say, the same pr9mise was 

viewed with horror by Presbyterians,and the Orange Order in 

the main opposed the arrangements. However, it was not long 

bef'ore the pasi tiona were reversed with Protestants becoming 

the most ardent supporters of the Union and Catholics the 

most vociferous in 'calling for its repeal. For Protestants 

it came to represent an even stronger bastion of their 

ascsndancy than the old Irish Parli8.ID:ent. For catholics who 

failed to secure the relief measures they had been promised, 

it was further proof of British duplicity. 

In the new Oni ted Kingdom Parliament Ireland was to 

be represented by one hundred members in the House of Commons. 

Since there was a total membership of six hundred and· sixty 

this meant that Irish MPs would conati tute less than one-sixth 

ot the chamber even though at· that time Ireland's population 

was one-third of' that of' the United Kingdom as a whole. Despite 

the removal of' the legislature to Westminster, a separate execu

tive continued in existence. The lord lieutenant or viceroy 

acted as the crown I s surrogate in Ireland, assisted by a 

chief' secretary, a Privy Council and an administrative structure 

centred on Dublin Castle. 5 Al though this government was ul ti-

rna tely responsible to Parliament, it retained a wide measure 

of' discretion in the exercise o:f its power, and remained as a 

symbol ot' the Protestant Ascendancy. 

The incompleteness at' the constitutional union between 

S. Between 1800 and 18)0 Ireland was ruled by eight 
viceroys, all at' whom were aristocrats(see Brynn, 1978). 
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the two countries was in itself' a reflection of the ambiva-

lence with which British statesmen viewed the Irish situation. 

To some it was an integral part of the kingdom, t!J others it 

was an unruly and impoverished cor·ner of the empire. Nor were 

matters helped by the widespread ignoI'ance of Irish affairs 

tha twas C ommonplac e wi thin the- ruling eli te. Ireland ree ei ved 

scar'sely more attention from Prime Ministers than it had come 

to expect from sovereigns. The two leading political figures 

of nineteenth century England had little first hand experience 

of conditions in Ireland. Gladstone, such a critical figure 

in the development of Irish policy, visited the country only 

once and stayed there less than a month. Disraeli never visited 

Ireland at all. 

The Act of Umon had also been usold" to the Irish 

people in terms of economic progress. In the House of Commons 

in 1799 Pitt listed the advantages which would result 

.•. the protection which she will secure to herself 
in the hour of' danger, the most ef'f'ectual means of 
increasing her commerce and improve her agriculture, 
the command of' English capital, the infusion of English 
manners and English industry, necessarily tending to 
ameliorate her condition, to accelerate the progress 
of internal civilization... (cited in Heslinga, 1971: 181) 

Indeed, i~ the short term, the Union appeared to bring a measure 

of increased prosperi ty to Ireland. It has been estimated that 

between 1800 and 1826 the average annual value of Irish exports 

rose from four million pounds to double that figure (cited in 

Fi tzgi bbon, 1972: 146). But following the close of the Napoleonic 

Wars the economy was badly affected by the widespread depression, 
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thereafter its rate of expansion was poor in comparison with 

other countries (Becket, 1979: 126). The exception to this 

generally bleak picture was Ulster. 

Economic Dp-velqpment in Northern and Southerl1. ,Ireland 

The explanation f9r th,e differing developmental experi

nees of Northern and Southern Ireland is linked to the Ulster 

Plantation. As we have already indicated, the effect of this 

policy was to replace na ti ve Irish landlords with English and 

Scottish Protestant settlers. But native tenants remained and 

actually increased in number. This was largely due to the fact 

that the English undertakers,in particular the London companies, 

ignored the restrictions of the plantation agreements, and 

continued to rent to Irish tenants. Since the alternative for 

the indigenes was expulsion into the woods of Ulster they were 

prepared to pay higher rents in order to continue to till their 

native soil. Unlike many of their English counterparts, the 

Scottish settlers were not habitual absentees for whom the 

profi t motive was everything. but committed migrants who had 

no intention of returning to the unpleasant conditions they 

had left behind them. 

The settlers started off wi th a distinct advantage over 

the native tenants. In order to attract them to migrate in the 

first place the grantees were obliged to offer them easy condi

tions and very long leases. On the basis of this, 'a 'pattern of 

land tenure emerged in Northern Ireland Which has been called 

the Ulster custom or Ulster Tenant Right (see Heslinga. 1971: 173; 



Hechter, 1975, 86, strauss, 1951, 22). 

This land system is one of the important factors - if' 
not the chief - which accounts for the greater pros
peri ty of the Ulster countryside in the eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries in comparison with the rest 
of' rural Ireland, despite Ul"ster I s less favourable 
candi tions of soil (and, according to some, even of 
climate) (Heslinga, 1971, 173). 

In the rest of Ireland the peasantry existed in a 
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state of virtually unremitting poverty. Their miserable p~ight 

may be directly attributed to the effects of colonial conquest. 

The repeated pattern of military ·subjugation, confiscation of 

nati ve lands and their reallocation in various "settlements" 

produced a situation in which the vast majority of lands were 

under Protestant New English ownership. Irish difficulties 

were exacerbated by a land tenure system which differed not 

only from Ulster's but from that which prevailed in England. 

According to Strauss, "the Irish landlord was not a modern 

landed proprietor on the English model, but a feudal lord of 

the manor, minus his habitual residence" (1951.8), The land

lord-tenant relationships of eighteenth and nineteenth century 

Ireland can perhaps be more accurately compared to the feudal 

arrangements obtaining between great landowners and serfs in 

Czarist Russia than to the English pattern. Unlike the free 

yeomen or tenants of' rural England, the majority of the Irish 

population were half-starved peasants. 

The overriding concern of the English landlords in 

Ireland, a large number of whom were absentees, was the prompt 
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extraction of the maximum cash benefits from their holdings. 

To this end they rented their lands to tenants who in turn 

rented this land to sub-tenants, the Irish cottiers. There 

emerged, then, a class of' large tenants (again often absen

tees) who served as middlemen and whose raison d' etl'e was to 

dredge forth exorbitant rents from the peasantry at the bottom 

of the pyramid. Since these. moneyless peasants Ii ved on small 

patches of land primarily given over to thE.! growing of potatoes, 

as a means of subsistence, they generally paid their debts by 

working directly for the landlords: 

As the demand for labour was small and the demand for 
land large, the cottier's labour was accepted at an 
incredibly low valuation, and he often needed up to 
250 working days, at an assumed wage of from 4d. or 
5d. to ad. per day, in order to discharge his 'con
tractual' debt to his immediate landlord and his 
legal obligations to the tax collector and the tithe 
farmer. (Strauss, 1951, 10) 

The middleman, with his own rent to pay and standard of living 

to maintain, tended to subordinate the land into smaller and 

smaller parcels, While at the same time increasing his own 

levy upon the cottiers. Jonathan Swift, a bitter critic of 

a society which could perpetrate such injustices upon the 

poor, estimated in 1724 that out of' a total rental income of 

two million pounds about a third was sent out of Ireland to 

absentee landlords in England (cited in strauss, 1951: 11). 

In contrast to the arrangements established in the 

north, short leases became customary in the rest of' Ireland. 

An act of' the Dublin Parliament of' 17,02 forbade Roman Cath-

olics to hold land for long terms of years or for lif'e so 



that the commonest lease in Ireland during the eighteenth 

century was for one year with six months grace (Heslinga, 
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1971 = 172). Without sec uri ty of tenure tenants lived in per

petual fear of eviction once their leases expired and they were 

unable to pay the inevitably higher rent. Another major dis

advantage for the tenants was that typically in Ireland, land

lords did not assume responsibility for improvements and 

investments in the land, such as drainage, fencing and the 

erection of buildings. 

On top of all of this the population continued to 

rise steadily from over 2.5 millions at the beginning of the 

eighteenth century, to over :3 millions in the middle and over 

4.75 millions at the end of the century (Connell, 1950, 25). 

As the nineteenth century unfolded the population pressure 

worsened, rising by 1821 to 6.8 millions, by 1831 to 7.7 mil

lions and by 1841 to 8.175 millions (Becket, 1981, 292). Not 

surprisingly, one of the consequences of these deplorable 

condi tions was an increase, in early nineteenth century Ire

land, of agrarian agitation in the form of' peasant secret 

societies who championed the cause of the tenant through the 

destruction of property and assassination. 

'llhe gulf' between Ulster and the rest of Ireland was 

evident in the industrial as well as in the agricultural sector. 

As we have seen, Ulster's industries had suffered where they 

clashed wi th England's. Commercial jealousy on the part of 

English manufacturers had been an important factor in the 
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passage of restrictive legislation which effectively sup

pressed the woolen trade. In Ulster, but not elsewhere, the 

consequences of this were mitigated by the development of a 

linen industry, which did not clash with any English interest. 

That this industry should survive and flourish only in Ulster 

can be attributed in large measure to the differing land tenure 

systems in Northern and Southern Ireland. The Ulster Custom 

facili ta ted manufacturing growth since through its workings 

tenants had more time to engage in such acti vi ties. and more 

capi tal to invest. In addition, the Northern linen trade bene-

1'i ted from the capital and skills of the Scottish immigrants 

and the Dutch Huguenots who were invited to settl'3 from the 

time of William of Orange. By the end of the eighteenth century 

a second textile industry had also started up in the north 

the cotton industry. As in Britain cotton was to bring the 

Industrial Revolution to Ulster and in the process Belfast was 

to emerge as a key industrial centre. 

The Act of Union, despite Pitt I S assurances to the, 

contrary, wreaked havoc on Ireland's industrial sector largely 

due to its inability to effectively compete with English manu

facturers without some forms of protection or subsidization. 

Here again the effects were spread unevenly with Ulster managing 

to prosper, while the rest of the island suffered terribly. The 

elimination of tariffs on cotton imports into Ireland virtually 

destroyed this industry throughout the island. Only Ulster was 

able to withstand this economic onslaught by reorganizing its 
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well-established linen industry on a new basis and by developing 

new industries such as shipbuilding in Belfast and shirt-making 

in and around Derry. Belfast was the heart of this industrial 

Ulster. A very large proportion of the traffic in and out of 

the province passed through the oi ty. Along wi th industrial

ization went urbanization as Belfast's population growth 

indicates: 

Table I. population Growth in Belfast. 1757-1871 

1757 8,549 

1782 13,105 

1791 18,320 

1813 27,832 

1831 53,287 

1851 

1871 

100,300 

174,394 

Source: Shearman, 1948: 101 

The northern province prospered as much as anything 

because it became part of an industrial triangle encompassing 

Ulster, north-west England and south-west Scotland. As part 

of this triangle I Ulster was linked by vi tal rna terial interests 

to Britain. Along with the development of industry in the north 

there emerged an industrial middle class Which was solidly 

behind the maintenance of the Union. In contradistinction to 

this, Southern Ireland, shackled by the double manacles of 

English economic competition and the draining away of income 

to absentee landlords, failed ~o develop a comparable urban 

middle class. As conditions deteriorated outside of Ulster, 

a groundswell of support began to develo p for repeal of the 

Union wi th Bri tain. 
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The Rise of Irish Nationalism 

In the 18208 Daniel 0' Carmell stepped onto the stage 

of Irish politics and into the pantheon of Irish nationalism. 

The son of a small Oa thalia landlord in County Kerry, a I Connell 

was a native Gaelic speaker whose oratorical and organizational 

skills allowed him to commandeer the support of the Irish 

masses in an unprecedented manner. As Curtis eloquently puts 

it: "For the ignorant, ill-used, and Gaelic-speaking masses 

of the Irish people I a new Moses arose who was neither of the 

Court, the government, the parliament, nor the Protestant 

ascsendancy" (1950: 359). 0' Connell, the "Liberator" as he 

was to be called, had two primary goals : Catholic emancipation 

and repeal of the Act of Union. 

Despi te the abolition of most of the Penal Laws and 

the promises of English leaders during the Union negotiations, 

Catholics were still barred from the higher posts of government, 

from membership of Parliament, from judicial positions, and 

from the higher ranks of the civil and military services. In 

1823 O'Connell formed the Catholic Association and turned it 

into a subscription-levying, mass movement which became a 

formidable election-winning machine. 0' Connell himself won 

the Clare election of 1828 even though he was not entftled 

to sit in Parliament. In the face of demonstrated popular 

support the British government caved in, and in April 1829 

the Catholic Emancipation Act became law. 

o . Connell failed in his second objective, repeal of 
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the Union, even though he used the same tactics. A Repeal 

Association based on subscriptions was founded, mass meetings 

were called, and local Catholic clergy were utilized as grass 

roots organizers. Unlike the emancipation issue, however, 

there was a decisive majority in the Westminster Parliament 

opposed to repeal. Outside of the legislature, popular 

opinion in Britain and, more importantly,in Protestant Ulster, 

was dead set against repeaL In 1843 it was 0 I Connell who 

acceeded to British pressure and called off a scheduled 

"monster" meeting at Clontarf'. and by doing so suffered an 

irreversable loss of prestige. The Irish Catholic leader was 

roundly condemned by many who argued that he should have 

raised the clarion call for rebellion. 

In fact, there was little chance that 0' Connell 

would have given the signal for revolt since throughout his 

career he had remained steadfastly opposed to the use of 

violence. He represented the constitutional tradition in 

Irish politics, a tradition supported by the Catholic ChUrch 

and associated with a conception of Ireland as a progressive, 

modern state linked with the crown through membership of the 

Eri tish Empire. Opposed to this tradition, and represented 

even in 0 'Connell's time by the Young Irelanders movement. 

was the revolutionary approach which advocated militant 

action to secure the complete independence of' Ireland from 

Eri tish rule. "Ireland was destined to oscillate for a century 

between Repeal (in forms such as Federalism and Home Rule) 



to be won by consent wi th England, and Separation to be 

achieved by force" (Curtis, 1950~ 366). 
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In the midst of this struggle between consti tution

alists and revolutionaries there occurred the Great Famine, 

undoubtedly the most far-reaching event in nineteenth century 

Irish history. Ireland,at this time with a population of 

over eight millions,was a chronically over-populated, rural 

society of small ·tenant farmers. About half of this popula

tion was wholly dependent on the potato, a crop which could 

be grown in great quantity. in the most inhospitable terrain 

and "on a fraction of the land required to get its nutritional 

equivalent from grain or pastoral products" (Connell, 1950: 

242). In 1845 potato blight appeared, and more than half 

the crop failed entir~~y. It was not until 1849 that the 

famine had run its course. 

In purely physical terms the potato blight was a 

visi tation of immense magnitude. Perhaps one million people 

died, either of disease (primarily typhus, relapsing fever, 

dysentary, scurvy and famine dropsy) or of hunger. This loss 

of population was more than equalled by the loss through 

emigration, three quarters of whom went to the United states 

and the remainder to British !\orth America. Ireland's popula

tion declined from 8.175 million in 1841 to 6.55 million _in 

1851, and continued to decline so that by the beginning of 

the twentieth century it was about half what it had been on 

the eve of the famine (Becket, 1981, 342-45). 
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The Great Famine had profound political consequences. 

Irish nationalists excoriated the Westminster government for 

its policies during the crisis. All through the famine food

stuff's continued to be exported to Britain~ The British govern

ment, heavily ini'luenced by the prevailing laissez-faire doc

trine, initially opposed direct intervention in the form of 

relief', but set up public works so that those in need could 

earn money with which to buy food. At last, in January 1847 

the government changed course and by the middle of the year 

some three million people were surviving on public rations. 

Governmental delay and hesitation, however, had proved 

costly" Nationalist vi tupera tion was also heaped upon the 

landowning class of Ireland who took advantage of the inabili ty 

of the tenants to pay their rents to evict "25,700 during 1847-9 

and no less than 58,425 (affecting 306,120 persons) in the 

following four years." A s Strauss correctly argues : 

It was the colonial position of Ireland, the combina
tion of the archaic semi-feudal Irish land system and 
the market economy and laissez faire principles of 
Great Britain which produced in the famine a gigantic 
scourge for the Irish people and an indelible symbol 
of the extreme results of Bri tish rule in Ireland. 

(strauss, 1951, 87) 

Two other ramifications of' the famine are worthy of 

note. Firstly, as a result of emigration a large and ex

tremely anglophobic Irish population was established in the 

Uni ted States. For these American Irish the revolutionary 

tradition was to prove most appealing. Thus, the Fenian 

(from the Gaelic word for soldier ur warrior) Movement, a 
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secret society dedicated to the task of winning an indepen

dent Ireland by force, was established in New York and in 

Dublin in 18.58. Secondly, the famine widened the already 

existing gap between Ulster and the rest of Ireland. The 

population of the north eastern province was less dependent 

on the potato and therefore was effer-ted less severely by 

the blight. The Ulster economy based on textiles, engineering 

and shipbuilding and closely linked to British markets, con

tinued to expand While the industries of the south and west 

of Ireland declined more rapidly than ever. 

In the latter half of the nineteenth century two ques

tions dominated Irish politics : land and Home Rule. Both 

consti tutional and revolutionary methods were used to pursue 

objectives regarding these key issues. The discontent of the 

peasantry was reflected in the formation of the Irish Tenant 

Right League in 1850 which called for the "three F' s" - fair 

rent, fixity of tenura and freedom of the tenant to sell his 

interest in his holding. The failure of the league to achieve 

its goals led to disillusionment with constitutional methods 

and a concomitant increase in the activities of "physical force" 

organizations like the Fenians (or Irish Republican Brotherhood). 

In 1867 an abortive IRE rising failed but seems to have im

pressed upon the mind of British statesman W. E. Gladstone the 

urgent need for change in Irish policy (see Moody in Moody and 

Martin eds., 1967: 280). As a result, the Liberal Prime Mini

ster embarked upon a series of important reforms: in 1869 
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the Anglican Church of Ireland which commanded the allegiance 

of a small minority of the Irish population was disestablished; 

in 1870 and 1881 Land Acts were passed which fjnally conceded 

to tenants the "three F' s". 

In 1870 the Home Rule League was founded by a Protes

tant barrister, Isaac Butt. The objective of the new movement 

was limited : a subordinate Parliament in Dublin with control 

over domestic affairs. Despite the fact that the League was 

an essentially moderate, con8ervative movement,mainly supported 

by the Catholic middle class and the landowners, Butt was able 

to co-opt support frOID, the Fenians. Weakened by the failure of 

the 1867 rising and by the arrests that followed, they chose to 

throw in their lot with the Home Rulers in the hope of wilUling 

at least a measure of independence. This cooperation continued 

wi th the rise to prominence in the Home Rule movement of Charles 

Stewart Parnell and the emergence of Michael Davitt as a key 

Fenian leader. Together these two directed the activities of 

the Land League, an all-embracing agrarian nationalist grouping, 

which was largely responsible f'or bringing about Gladstone's 

1881 Lan.d Act. 

Following the attainment of this objective the Land 

League was replaced by a new organi za tion, the National League I 

which set about the task of securing self-government for 

Ireland. The .1885 general election produced a victory for 

Gladstone's Liberal party in Britain and a victory for Parnell's 

forces in Ireland "where pledge-bound home rulers were returned 
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f'or every seat outside eastern Ulster and Dublin Uni versi ty" 

(Moody in Moody and Martin ads .• U67. 289). In April 1886 

Gladstone introduced his first Home Rule bill but it was 

defeated by a split in the Liberal ranks. In 1892 a second 

bill was passed in the House of' Commons but was rejected by 

the House of' Lords. 

The Irish Question had become very much the English 

Question. Wi thin the Westminster Parliament it was now a 

party political issue. The Conservatives took up the cause 

of' the maintenance of' the Union and of' the Protestant cause 

in Ireland. The House of' Lords, a Conservative bastion, was 

instrumental in quashing a measure which it perceived would 

lead to the disintegration of the British Isles, the heart 

o:f the British Empire. During the struggle over the first 

Home Rule bill the tory, Lord Randolph Churchill, visited 

Belfast and assured Ulster Protestants in their "dark hour" 

tha t they would find powerful support in England. 

Though grateful for Conservative support Ulster' s 

Protestants were already fimly resolved to defend themselves. 

They opposed Home Rule just as fiercely as they had opposed 

the repeal movement at an earlier time. Despite the fact 

tha t such prominent Home Rulers as Butt and Parnell were 

Protestants, the composition, organization and policy of the 

movement convinced northern Protestants that "Home Rule is 

Rome Rule". The collective memory of sectarian conflict 

loomed large in the minds of the Protestant community. The 
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resurrection of' the Orange Order, which had been in decline 

for some time, was a symbol of a vehemently anti-Catholic 

stance, as were the riots that took place in Belfast following 

the defeat of the first Home Rule bill. 

The ideological distance between the two communi ties 

was widened by economic factors. As we have already indicated, 

by the end of the nineteenth century Ulster was very much part 

of the integrated system of British trade and industry (in a 

way that the South of Ireland was not). Moreover, the inter

ests of the Ulster middle class completely fused with those 

of the British business classes of which it formed an integral 

part. Protestant industrial workers also reflected the linkage 

wi th the British mainland economy: : more than half' the trade 

unionists of Belf'ast had joined cross-channel unions. As f'or 

the Protestant fanning class they were staunch supporters of' 

the Union. They had always been in a privileged position 

compared with the mass of' the southern peasants. This difference, 

and particularly their violent hostility to the neighbouring 

Catholic peasants in South Ulster, made them no less reliable 

supporters of' the Unionist cause than the industrial popula-

tion (see Strauss, 1951, 231-4-), 

Fortified by the exhortations of men like Randolph 

Churchill,who popularized the slogan "Ulster will fight and 

Ulster will be right", the Protestant fragment organized to 

oppose Home Rule. As in the south, resistance took two paths 

opposi tion by peaceful, Parliamentary means, and opposition 



by force. The Unionist movement was founded in 1886 to 

organize Parliamentary resistance. In the early years of 
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the twentieth century. Unionists led by Sir Edward Carson, 

formed the Ulster Volunteer Force, a private army dedicated 

to the preservation of the Union. In September 1912 over 

470,000 Ulster people signed Ulster I s Solemn League al1d 

Covenant pledging themselves "to stand by one another in 

defending for ourselves and our children our cherish~d posi

tion of equal citizenship in the United Kingdom'.' (from Curtis 

and McDowell, 1968, 30/f). 

Perhaps the most serious challenge to this Protestant 

"uni ted front" came from Irish socialist leaders such as James 

Larkin and James Connolly who tried to appeal to the conunon 

socia-economic interests of Protestant and Catholic workers 

and to instill in them the realization that their real enemy 

was the ruling class which had purposely divided them. But 

these men were unable to penetrate the centuries-old colonial 

mentality. Strauss compares the conflict between Protestants 

and Catholics with that between white and coloured workers 

in the United states, arguing that each conflict acts as a 

brake on the growth of a social consciousness and rallies the 

privileged section 01' the workers to the side of their employers 

(Strauss, 1951, 235). 

'Racism and Revitalization 

The colonial mentality o:f necessity involves the 

dogmatic assertion by the colonizer o:f superiority over the 



colonized: 

To observe the life of' the colonizer and colonized 
is to discover rapidly that the daily humiliation 
of the colonized, his objective subjugation, are 
not merely economic. Even the poorest colonizer 
thought himself' to be - and actually was - superior 
to the colonized. This too was part of' colonial 
privileged. (llemmi, 1965, xii). 
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In the Ulster context the Protestant fragment had come to 

depend on privilege for the evidence of their inherent superi

ori ty over the na ti ve Gaels. Privilege, then, juxtaposed 

settler against native. 

Irrespective of the historical reality of a common 

Gaelic inheri tancs, Ulster Scots viewed the indigenous popula

tion in stridently racist terms. This too is consistent with 

the nature of' the colonial relationship. Again, as Memmi .points 

out, racism is not "an incidental detail but .• a consubstantial 

part of colonialism" (1965, 74). At the height of the Home 

Rule crisis settler rage f'ell squarely on the shoulders of 

the despised "Papish". The Irish Review commented: 

.•. The 'Papish' is looked down upon by his Protes
tant fellow-countrymen, and half' of the ire raised 
by the idea of' Home Rule is due to the fact that 
the despised 'papish' will be on terms of absolute 
equality. It is to him as if the Kaffir in the 
Transvaal were to dominate at the polling booths 
and the Africander be bottmll dog .•• ':Never trust a 
"Papish""He has a "Papish" face on him' 'A low 
"Papish" name.' 'You can tell he is a "Papish" -
he has the mark of' the beast on him.' These are 
remarks which you may hear f'rom the lips of' res
pectable Ulster UnioJ;1ists. 

(cited in O'Farrell, 1971, 24J) 

The Protestant settlers of Ulster could derive comf'ort 

and encouragement, not to mention justification, if they needed 
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any, from the fact that by the middle and later decades of 

the nineteenth century their imperial masters had developed 

similar images of Ireland and the Irish. The stereotypical 

Irishman, who of'ten found himself' lampooned on the stages 

of England's theatres and music halls, was "Paddy", an unfortu

nate being commonly thought of as "childish, emotionally unstable, 

Ignorant, indolent, supersti tious, primi ti ve' or semi-civilized, 

dirty, vengeful, and violent" (L.F,Curtis,Jnr., 1968: 53). The 

popular prejudices of the day were also reflected at the highest 

levels of government. Lord Salisbury, the Conservative leader 

and strong supporter of' coercion in Ireland, believed that the 

Irish were as unf'i t for self-government as the Hottentots of 

Africa (Husband,ed., 1982: 39). His colleague, Disraeli once 

wrote in a series of articles that appeared in the Times that 

the Irish 

hate our free and fertile isle. They hate our order, 
our civilization, our enterprising industry, our 
sustained courage, our decorous liberty, our pure 
religion. This wild, reckless, indolent, unce<rtain, 
and supersti tious race has no sympathy wi th the 
English character... (ci ted in Lebow, 1976: 62). 

The cultural renaissance or revi taliza tion which 

occurred in late nineteenth century Ireland can be seen as 

both a reaction to British attacks upon the charactf;!r and 

attainments of the Gaelic Irish people and their civilization, 

and as a natural stage in the growth of a nationalist move-

ment. In 1884 the Gaelic Athletic Association was founded to 

encourage the playing of traditional s,p:>rts such as Gaelic 

football and hurling, and at the same time to discourage 
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participation in "foreign" i.e. English games. It became 

Ireland's biggest sporting organization and, according to 

Lyons, was a major contributor "to the revival of national 

feeling in rural Ireland" (1971' 22). 6 

In 1893 the· Gaelic League was founded by Douglas 

Hyde in order to arr'8st the decline of the Gaelic language, 

to encourage its use in Ii terat,ure and daily life, and even

tually to make it the national language of Ireland. Hyde 

argued that if the Irish were to survive as a separate 

nation they must reject all English influences and recover 

the language, customs, manners, etc. of their native past. 

Wi thout this, he reasoned, "we will become what, I fear-, we 

are largely at present, a nation of imitators, the Japanese 

of western Europe, lo·st to the power of native initiative 

and alive only to second-hand assimilation" (Lyon::.:, 1971: 

224) . 

The Great Famine had been particular·ly damaging to 

the language since losses through mortality and emigration 

were highest in the most Gaelic parts of the country. At the 

beginning of the nineteenth century perhaps half of the pop

ulation were still Irish speaking. By 1851 this proportion 

had been reduced to about a quarter. At the time of the 

parti tion the figure was less than one-seventh of the pop

ulation (see Heslinga, 1971' 192-193). In Nor·thern Ireland 

in the per-iod 1851 to 1921, those able to speak Gaelic 

6. As of May 1971 the GAA is pledged to the strength
ening of the national identity in a J2-county Ireland. 
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consti tuted about J per cent of the po pula tion (Hechter, 1975: 

196). The reasons for the decline of the language include 

deliberate efforts at eradication on the part of English 

officialdom, the use of English in the schools and significantly 

by the Catholic church, and by Nationalist leaders,such as 

o 'Connell ,who felt obligated to use the language of their 

rulers in order to get their message across. 

The Partition of Ireland 

The Gaelic League' s separatist philosophy was shared 

by other po Ii tical groups such as Sinn Rein, the I.R.B. and 

the labour movement directed by James Connolly. Sinn Fein (from 

the Gaelic for "Ourselves"" sometimes mistranslated "Ourselves 

alone" - see Lyons, 1971: 252) was formally established in 

1905. It evolved from the foundation of a newspaper The United 

Irishmen by Arthur Griffith in 1899. Essentially, the Sinn 

Fein policy. which was based to a certain extent on the ex

perience of Hungarian Nationalists in the 1860s, revolved 

around the concept of national self-reliance. It rejected the 

use of violence as impracticable given the prevailing conditions 

in Ireland, whilst at th.e same time, condemning the consti tu

tional approach of the Parl.i.amentarians. Instead, Griffith 

advocated another course - the withdrawal of Irish M.P.s from 

the imperial Parliament and the creation of a new regime in 

Ireland based upon poli tical and ecomonic self-sufficiency. 

Although Sinn Fein and the I.R.B. were linked by their 

acceptance of separatism and through close personal friendships 
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they dif':fered in that the loR.B. argued for violent insur

rection (see McCartney in Moody and Martin ads., 1967.1 300-

301, Lyons. 1971: 245. 254). Outside ot' the LR.B. the 

Irish labour movement was becoming more and more ~dicalized 

as Larkin and Connolly attempted to use industrial unionism 

to bring about an improvement in the deplorable condi tiona of 

urban Ireland. Dublin in 1911 "had one of the most underfed, 

worst-housed and badly paid populations in Europe. 21, 000 

families lived in single-room tenements. The death rate at 

27.6 per 1, 000 was higher than that of any other oi ty in 

Europe (with Moscow second to Dublin) II (McCartney in Moody 

and Martin eds •• 1967: 301). In August 1913 a bitter eight 

month strike began which pitted the Irish Transport and 

General Workers Union against the commercial empire of the 

Dublin entrepreneur, William Martin Murphy. This brutal and 

bloody labour dispute, which ended inconclusively, produced 

yet another militant organization in the shape of the Citizen 

Army, a body formed to protect the striking workers. 

In response to the formation of Carson's pro-Union 

Ulster Volunteer Force, Nationalists in the south created 

their own Irish Volunteers. As these opposing private amies 

marched and drilled, an anxious Liberal government in Britain 

finally secured passage at' a third Home Rule bill, but the 

sudden outbreak of World War One in 1914- caused its implementa

tion to be delayed. The Nationalist movement split over the 

issue of the war. The Irish Parliamentary Party I headed by 
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John Redmond, vowed to support the British war effort. The 

majority of the Volunteers agreed with Redmond but a small 

minori ty, including several key figures such as Patrick 

Pearse, Thomas MacDonagh and Joseph Plunkett who were also 

members of' the LR.B., argued for revolutionary action to 

take advantage of the opportunity presented by Britain' S 

involvement in a continental war. This group was also able 

to secure the cooperation of Connolly's Citizen Army. The 

result of their planning was the Easter rebellion of 1916. 

Al though the rising, which lasted a week and began 

wi th an attempt to sieze and hold the Dublin General Post 

Office, was a military failure, its aftermath had profound 

consequences. Initially, the Irish populace was unmoved by 

the events in Dublin but the subsequent executions of the 

leaders of the rising, including Pearse and Connolly, and 

the arrest of' thousands of others, caused a wave of revulsion 

throughout Ireland and across the western world (especially 

among Irish-Americans). The Manchester Guardian warned : "The 

executions are becoming an_atrocity" (cited in O'Farrell, 1971: 

288). By 1919 the situation had degenerated into open warfare. 

As Prime Minister, H.H.Asqui th told the House of Commons : "The 

government has come to the conclusion that the system under 

which Ireland has been governed has completely broken down" 

(cited in Rose, 1971: 88). This was no exaggeration since by 

1920 guerilla warfare was endemic allover Ireland. "In Belfast 

in 1922 there were 97 cases of murder and 96 reported attacks 
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intervals, until Christmas 1924" (Rose, 1971: 88). 

The Government of Ireland Act, 1920 provided for 
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Home Rule for twenty-six of Ireland's thirty-two counties. It 

also stated that the remaining six counties (six of the nine 

counties of the historic kingdom of Ulster) were to remain 

part of Britain. The original nine counties of Ulster were 

Armagh, Antrim, Cavan, Donegal, Down, Fermanagh, Londonderry I 

Monaghan and Tyrone. According to the 1911 census, Protestants 

constituted 889,000 and Catholics 687,000. The six counties 

that formed the "new" Ulster were Armagh, Antrim, Down, 

Fermanagh, Londonderry and Tyrone. In this arrangement there 

would be 819,000 Protestants and 427,000 Catholics i. e. a 

decisive Protestant majority (see Rose, 1971: 90). Both the 

twenty-six government in the south and the six-county govern

ment in the north were to have a Parliament and the two govern

ments were to join in a Council of Ireland (which never func

tioned) , 

The Ulster Unionists were willing to accept the 

hitherto unthinkable partition of Ireland because it gave them 

a secure and permanent stronghold. By the simple 'device of 

excluding the three counties with the largest Catholic popula

tions, a numerous and potentially threatening group of 

irredenta were removed at one fell swoop, and yet a terri tory 

remained that was sufficiently large to exist as a viable 

enti ty. As one Unionist politician candidly admitted : "We 
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Palley, 1972.377). 
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Meanwhile in the south of' Ireland a secessionist 

legislature - Dail Eireann - had been in existence since 

January 1919. Denounced as illegal by the British, the dele

gates nevertheless went ahead and elected Eamon de Valera. a 

senior leader of the 1916 rising,as president of the Dail, 

while Arthur Griffith was chosen as his deputy. The Irish 

Volunteers and the I. R. B. fused together as the Irish Repub

lican Army (I.R.A.) and under the leadership of an adept 

military strategist, Michael Collins, continued to i'ight a 

carefully organized campaign of guerilla warf'are against the 

Royal Irish Constabulary and two volunteer forces recruited 

in England, the Black and Tans and the Auxiliaries. 

Two-and-a-half years of fighting took its toll on 

Collins I forces. "As many as 700 volunteers may have been 

killed during that time and more than 800 wounded" (Kelley, 

1982. 42). In July 1921 negotiations began which resulted in 

a controversial treaty being signed in December 1921. Al though 

Collins, one of the signatories, argued that the treaty would 

be a "stepping-stone" to the republic (cited in Coogan, 1970: 

28), large sections of the I .R.A. were vehement in their rejec

tion of the so-called Free state. "Eleven of the Republican 

Army's eighteen divisions would not accept the proposed treaty" 

(Kelley, 1982. 44). They wanted a Republic free of ties to 

Westminster and could not endorse the exclusion of Ulster f'rom 
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their state. On January 7, 1922 the treaty was ratified by 

the Dail on a vote of' sixty-f'our to fifty-seven, and an 

administration was formed three days later led by Arthur 

Griffi tho A civil war between the Free State and Republican, 

anti-treaty forces ensued. The fighting ended in 1923 with a 

victory for the pro-treaty forces but the bitterness created 

by this internecine strife remains to this day. 

By the tems of the Anglo-Irish Treaty the Irish Free 

state was given dominion status with the same constitutional 

status wi thin the British Commonwealth as Canada, Australia, 

New Zealand and South Africa. A representative of the crown 

was to be appointed in the same way as a dominion governor

general and the members of the Irish Parliament were to take 

an oath of' allegiance to the crown. The Free State was to 

assume f'iscal responsibility f'or part of' the United Kingdom' s 

public debt. Most signif'icantly, the treaty granted to Northern 

Ireland the right to withdraw f'rom the jurisdiction of' the 

Dublin Parliament which was done promptly and wi thout 

debate in Belf'ast (Fraser, 1984: 65). 

The treaty also stipulated that if' such a withdrawal 

should occur then a Boundary Commission was to be established 

to "determine in accordance with the wishes of' the inhabitants, 

so far as may be compatible wi th economic and geographic condi

tions, the boundaries between Northern Ireland and the rest of 

Ireland" (cited in Palley, 19-72: J8D). Free State leaders hoped 

that the Commission would recommend such transf'ers of land that 
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Northern Ireland could not continue to exist. However, the 

Boundary Commission failed to issue a final report and 

instead an inter.;..governmental conf'erence met in 1925 and 

agreed that the boundary as laid down by the 1920 Government 

of Ireland Act should remain unaltered (see Hand, 1969). In 

consequence, a large Catholic minority was left in Northern 

Ireland. 

Northern Ireland Since Partition 

During the 19208 and 19308 Northern and Southern 

Ireland developed as separate entities. In 1936 the Irish 

Free state's powers were broadened and the crown's further 

diminished. In 1937 an Irish constitution was introduced 

after a plebiscite. The Free State maintained a policy of . 

neutrali ty throughout World War Two. The South's break wi th 

Bri tain was completed in 1949 when it became the Republic of' 

Ireland and opted to leave the British Commonwealth. 

The same year also saw a strengthening of the legal 

posi tion of' the Northern Ireland regime. With the passage 

through Westminster of' the Ireland Act, 1949, the British 

government officially recognized that the part of Ireland 

known as Eire ceased to be a dominion but it also extended a 

guarantee to Northern Ireland : 

.•• Northern Ireland remains part of His Majesty's 
dominions and of' the United Kingdom and it is hereby 
affirmed that in no event will Northern Ireland or 
any part thereof' cease to be part of His Maj esty' s 
dominions and of' the United Kingdom without the con-
sent of the Parliament of' Northern Ireland. (Palley,1972: 383) 
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In addition, the Act stated that the North-South border could 

not be changed without the consent of the people of the North 

and that Britain could intervene in the North's internal 

affairs only to control a breakdown of law and order. The 

1949 Act then is historically significant because it contains 

an explicit British assent to what has been called "the "loyal

ist veto". 

The constitutional arrangements of the early 19205 

had created a state, Northern Ireland, in which about a third 

of the papulation ·was bitterly hostile. This large I disaffected, 

Catholic minority found itself politically impotent inside a 

structure which could not, and indeed would not, make any 

claim upon its allegiance. As Sir James Craig (later Lord 

Craigavon), the Prime Minister from 1921 to 1940,described 

the regime, it was a "Protestant Parliament for a Protestant 

people" (cited in Rose, 1971: 92). Since most Northern Catholics 

considered themselves Irish, not Ulstermen, and wished for 

rule from Dublin, they were perceived as disloyal and so no 

afforts were made to allow for their participation in govern

ment. Protestants, on the other hand, had historically demon

strated their loyalty to the British crown and thus were 

deemed worthy of participation in government. Inevitably that 

participation would take the form of support for the Unionist 

Party, the political expression of Ulster Protestantism. Under 

the Government of Ireland Act I s electoral system based on the 

Westminster model and providing for majori ty rule, the Unionist 
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Party was destined to govern Northern Ireland so long as the 

demographic balance favoured the Protestant population. The 

Nationalist Catholics ipso facto were condemned to permanent 

minori ty status with next to no chance of securing power by 

consti tutional means. 

Protestant domination was secure from the foundation 

of Northern Ireland until the eruption of communal violence 

in 1968. At the provincial level the Unionist Party controlled 

the government at Stormont, the regime's administrative centre 

on the outskirts of Belfast. At the local level it was necessary 

to engage in flagrant gerrymandering of constituency boundaries 

in order to maintain power. 

In July 1922, having dissolved a number of local 

councils which refused to pledge allegiance to the crown, the 

Stormont Parliament introduced a Local Goverrunent Bill to 

abolish proportional representation in the province. A commis

sion was then created to fix the new boundaries. The results 

were startling. Ai'ter- the elections in 1924 Nationalists 

controlled only two out of nearly eighty local councils as 

compared with twenty-five in 1920. Farrell describes the 

devastatingly effective but simple technique employed! 

In areas with a Nationalist majority the wards were 
so drawn that Nationalist seats were won wi th huge 
majorities, thus 'wasting' Nationalist votes, While 
Unionist majorities were small but adequate. The pro
cess was aided by the restricted franchise - limited 
to rate-payers and their wives - which discriminated 
against the poorer Catholic population; by the virtu
ally complete identification of religion and po Ii tical 

:;~~sIna~~r~i !~:a~:gh degree of relif~~~~ef~~r~~8~~084) 
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The local government franchise which remained un

reformed until 1969 contained such anomalies as Derry City. 

In 1966 the adult poulation of Derry was 30,376 -. 20,102 

Catholics and 10,274 Protestants - yet the Corporation was 

still unionist controlled (see Farrell, 1980: 84-8.5). Dominance 

at the local level was even more consequential than it would 

seem at face value since this also allowed Unionist officials 

to exert patronage powers through the dispensation of such 

privileges as housing and jobs. 

Catholic political grievances were compounded by maj or 

socia-economic problems. In the 19208 and 19308 the Northern 

Irish economy suffered from persistent depression and unemploy

ment. The two great traditional industries, linen and ship

building, were in decline and agriculture was hard hit by the 

agricultural depression. As the table indicates Northern Ireland 

consistenly had the worst unemployment record in the United 

Kingdom. Those most seriously affected were the urban industrial 

workers. In 1924 the two Belfast shipyards Harland and Wolff 

and Workman, Clarke Limited employed 20, 000 men but Harland 

and Wolff didn't launch a single ship in 1932 or 1933, and 

there were only two thousand men in the two yards in 1933. 

Workman Clark's yard closed down for good in 1934 (Farrell, 

1980, 124). 

Al though both Protestant and Catholic communi ties were 

badly affected by this economic disaster, ironically, popular 

discontent was manifested not by demonstrations of the unem

ployed as was the case elseWhere in the United Kingdom but by 



'l'abl~ II. UnemElo;yrQent l 1222-J8 1 Northern Ireland and Great Britain 

NI GB NI GB NI GB 

1922 22.9 14-.1 1928 17.2 10.7 1934- 23·9 16.6 

1923 17.9 11.6 1929 15·1 10·3 1935 25.3 15·3 

1924- 16.6 10.2 1930 24-.3 15.8 1936 23.1 13.0 

1925 24-.2 11.0 1931 28.1 21.1 1937 23.6 10.6 

1926 23.3 12.3 1932 27.2 21.9 1938 28.0 12.8 

1927 13.1 9.6 1933 26.7 19.8 

Source D~partment of' Employment, Northern Ireland (cited in Bell. 1976: 24) 

'" .", 
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sectarian riots. "The worst occurred in July 193.5 when 11 

people were killed and 574- reported injured. There were few 

arrests, and juries often refused to convict Protestants" 

(Rose, 1971: 95). In fact, sectarianism was deliberately 

encouraged by the Ulster ruling elite (see Farrell, 1980: 90-

91, 121-149; Moore, 1972, 28; Rose, 1971, 95). In the time-

honoured manner of divide et impera the Unionist leadership 

continued to exacerbate the settler-colonial tensions that 

were never far below the surface of Ulster society. 

In the early 19305 the Ulster Protestant League was 

formed and it began to argue forcefully that Protestants 

should employ other Protestants exclusively. In July 1933 Sir 

Basil Brooke (later Viscount Brookeborough, Prime Minister 

from 1940 to 196J) endorsed the campaign. The Fermanagh Times 

quo ted him as follows : 

" .There was a great number of Protestants and 
Orangemen who employed Roman Catholics. He felt he 
could speak freely on this subject as he had not a 
Roman Catholic about his own place (Cheers). He 
appreciated the great difficulty experienced by some 
of them in procuring sui table Protestant labour but 
he would point out that the Roman Catholics were 
endeavouring to get in everywhere and were out with 
all their force and might to destroy the power and 
consti tution of Ulster. There was a definite plot to 
overpower the vote of Unionists in the North. He 
would appeal to loyalists therefore, wherever possible 
to employ good Protestant lads and lassies (Cheers) 

(Hepburn, 1980, 164) 

Brooke's speech aroused controversy but this did not stop 

him from being appointed Minister of Agriculture. In March 

1934 he made another speech in the same vein : 

I recommend those people who are Loyalists not to 



employ Roman Catholics,99 per cent of' whom are dis
loyal; I want you to remember one point in regard 
to the employment of people who are disloyaL .• You 
are disfranchising yourselves in that way ••• 
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(cited in Farrell, 1980: 91) 

Discrimination in housing also added a further burden 

to the Catholic plight. As Table III illustrates the wards in 

Belfast which had the worst housing were also the wards wi th 

the most Catholics. Farrell shows that one of the worst areas 

in Northern Ireland in terms of' housing conditions was County 

Fermanagh. A 1944 government survey revealed that over 50 per 

cent of the houses in the rural districts were in urgent need 

of' repair. This was no doubt due to the fact that no new 

houses were built between 1921 and 1945. Between 1945 and 1967 I 

however, "the local authorities in Fermanagh built 1.048 

houses, of which 195 or eighteen per cent were allocated to 

Catholics and 853 or 82 per cent to Protestants I despite the 

fact that Catholics, being the poorer section of the population, 

were more in need of rehousing" (Farrell, 1980:87). 

Following World War Two Northern Ireland endured a 

period of comparative peace and prosperity. In 1962 the loR.A. 

called off a five year campaign of violence, in part becau~e 

of the imposition of repressive'measures on both sides of the 

Irish border, but also because of apathy among the Northern 

Catholic population. In 1963 Captain Terence O'Neill became 

Prime Minister of Northern Ireland. Unlike his predecessors, 

o 'Neill was a moderate Unionist who argued that the way 

forward for the province lay in economic planning and develop-
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Table III. Housing Density in Belfast 1927. 1937 

Catholic Po'pulation no. of rooms 
Ward 1937 (per cent) per person, 1926 

Falls 91 .81 

St. Anne's 37 .88 

St. George's 4 .84 

Shankhill 5 .90 

Smi thf'ield 91 .72 

Woodvale 4 .85 

Source 1926 and 1937 census, Northern Ireland 

(cited in Bell, 1976, 25) 

no. of rooms 
per person, 1937 

.89 

.99 

.99 

1. 05 

.81 

.89 



mant, the rewards of which would be shared by the whole 

communi ty. In 1966 he spoke to a joint Protestant-Catholic 

Conf'erence 

••• I have enough conf'idence in the economic and 
social advantages of' my own po Ii tical philosophy 
to be prepared to argue it on its meri tSr and 
wi thout recourse to catch-cries or cheap slogans. 
I want the community to advance to achievments of 
which ill its members will be proud. This has been 
my consistent aim as Prime Minister. I have spoken 
.of' the 'duty of allegiance I which the State expects; 
but I accept readily those obligations which the 
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State owes in return. (O'Neill, 1969: 115) 

O'Neill's economic strategy seemed to pay dividends. 

Though the traditional industries continued to decline, ·new 

ones were established. Michelin Tyres, British Oxygen and the 

chemical giants, Courtaulds and LC.r., were some of the firms 

that were attracted to Northern Ireland in this period. "By 

March 196.5, 234 new foreign enterprises had been established, 

40 per cent of them British" (Farrell, 1980: 230). In addition 

to economic progress 0 'Neill also sought to improve political 

relations with the Republic of Ireland. To this end he became 

the first Northern Irish Prime Minister to have official 

conversations with his opposite number in the south. As Rose 

puts it the encounter "had all the overtones and anxieties, in 

Irish terms, of a summit meeting between Russian and American 

leaders "(Rose, 1971: 99). 

Al though the outside world might regard a programme 

of economic growth, toleration of the Catholic minority and 

improved relations with Dublin as sensible, if long-overdue, 

within the narrow confines of Northern Irish politics it 
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amounted to a virtual revolution. From inside the ranks of 

Protestant Unionism opponents of' 0 'Neill's reforms accused him 

of betraying the loyalist cause. The Reverand Dr. Ian Paisley, 

an evangelist and founder of the vehemently anti-Catholic 

Free Presbyterian Church, emerged as one of' the most vocif

erous critics of' "0 'Neillism" and "Romani sing tendencies" 

wi thin the Unionist establishment and Official Presbyterian 

Church. By mid-1966, inspired perhaps by Paisley's warnings 

of treachery inside their own camp, Protestant extremists 

formed the Ulster Volunteer. Faroe (U. V.F.), a paramilitary 

organization. Following the murder of two Catholics in separate 

incidents the organization was proscribed (Deutsch and Magowan, 

1973= 5). 

Meanwhile the aa thalia population was becoming more 

and more concerned both with the increase in sectarian attacks 

and with the failure of the government to introduce meaningful 

poli tical reforms. In particular, they pointed to the continuation 

of gerrymandering in local government, and of widespread 

discrimination against Catholics. In addition, catholics had 

grave concerns about the security measures operating in Northern" 

Ireland. In 1922 the Stormont Parliament enacted the notorious 

Civil Authorities (Special Powers) Act which provided for search, 

arrest, and detention wi thout warrant; flogging and the death 

penalty for arms and explosives offences; and allowed for the 

total suspension of civil liberties. It was annually renewed 

until 1933 and then made permanent (see Insight, 1972. J3-J4). 
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The membership of the police force was largely Protestant. 

As late as 1961 only 12 per cent of the Royal Ulster Constabu

lary was Catholic, and the 'B' Specials, created in 1921 to 

help combat the l.R.A., were exclusively Protestant. (see Darby, 

1983, 21; Farrell, 1980, 95-97). 

Before 1968 the chief spokesmen for the Catholic pop

ulation was the Nationalist Party which during the 19608 

performed the f'unctions of a "constitutional" apposition. The 

main thrust of its policies focused on the ending of the 

parti tion of Ireland. In 1967 events took a different turn 

with the foundation of the Northern Ireland Civil Rights 

Association. N.r.C.R.A. downplayed the partition question 

and instead argued for the redress of Catholic grievances 

over "bread and' butter" issues such as jobs and housing. 

Following the example of blacks in the American south, 

Catholics embraced a movement whose main weapon was "the march". 

On October 5, 1968 the first large-scale civil rights march 

was held in Derry. The choice of site was deliberate - the 

city was a historic symbol of resolute and defiant Protestantism. 

Despi te a government ballling order, the march took place, and 

predictably ended in violence. As a later official enquiry put 

it: "the police broke ranks and used their batons indiscriminately" 

and with "needless violence" (Cameron Report, 1969 cited in 

Rose, 1971: 103). In the weeks following the march the government 

admi tted that some grievances had validity and began to implement 

reforms. Although the concessions did not include, for example, 
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any commitment to the principle of one man, one vote, they were 

sUf'f'icient to send the extremists of the Pr.otestant community 

into a paroxysm of rage. 

At this stage Protestant mill tants lost confidence 

in the capacity of the regime to continue repressing Catholics 

and began to take matters into their own hands. Soon a pattern 

of' events emerged of demonstration (or counter-demonstration) 

or march (or counter-march) followed by riots in the surrounding 

area. By the summer of' 1969 Protestant extremists haq also 

taken to invading Catholic communi ties in Belfast and Derry. 

The British goverrunent was forced to commit troops to protect 

the ca.thoiic population from attack. British intervention was 

ini tially welcomed by Catholics. Not only did .the troops stop 

Protestant violence but Westminster also endorsed the key civil 

rights demands. However, the amy was ultimately placed in the 

unenviable position of' having to support the fragment regime 

which was unenthusiastically putting forth refom legislation 

only under great pressure from the British government. 

By 1971 the situation was in collapse •. Not only had 

the army failed to restore order, it had i tsalf become an 

important source of disorder. The London Sunday Times Insight 

team report on the Northern Ireland conflict argues that the 

army's actions in the Catholic Falls Road area of Belfast in 

July 1970 converted "an increasingly sullen acceptance of the 

Army into outright communal hostility" (Insight, 1972: 221). 

catholics were outraged by the army's use of illegal confinement, 
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summary search, and its facility with C.S. gas, which though 

not lethal, is debilitating and indiscriminate. Convinced 

that British troops had been sent over to· ensure the continu

ation of Protestant fragment rule, Catholics turned towards 

tradi tional republicanism. Into this maelstrom entered the 

I.R.A. As the situation deteriorated and Northern Ireland 

became ungovernable, Britain suspended the Stormont Parliament 

and assumed direct control of the province. 

The initial response of the l.R.A. to the civil rights 

movement was ambivalent. Every challenge to Stormont was 

welcome but N.I.C.R.A 's strategy had been to champion the 

cause of Catholics in the North as British citizens denied 

the rights of other citizens elsewhere i1'.l the United Ki:t:'lgdam, 

and this was clearly unacceptable. However, as soon as the 

Catholic areas found themselves under attack, 1. R.A. activists 

surfaced and began to organize the defence of the ghettos. 

The sectarian nature of the conflict contributed to 

the division of the organization into two factions, the "Offi

cials", who advocated collaboration wi th other leftist parties, 

and a new "Provisional" wing which called for immediate action 

to assist the beleaguered Catholic community, thereby enhancing 

the credibility of the LR.A. The Provisionals also rejected 

the Marxist orientation of the old leadership, in favour of 

a more simply nationalistic I socialist stance (see K~lley, 

1982, 127-134). Nor did P. 1. R.A· s call for action fall upon 

deaf ears. Possibly three-quarters of the LR.A. opted for the 
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Provisionals including nine of the eleven company commanders 

in Belfast (Maceoin, 1974: 27, Kelley, 1982: 13.5). Soon, how

ever, the new wing's original raison d'etre, the defence of 

the Catholic enclaves against attack, had given way to the 

tradi tional republican obj"ecti ves of expelling the Bri tish 

and creating an independ~nt, united Ireland, and the tradi

tional methods of revolutionary violence. 

By mid-1970 'the Provisional LR.A. was ready for action 

wi th perhaps as many as 1000 activists in both parts of Ireland 

(Kelley, 1982: 137). Since that time their activities have 

focused on the security forces: the British army, the Royal 

Ulster Constabulary and the Ulster Defence Regiment, a force 

created in 1970 and perceived by Catholics to be the disbanded 

"B" Specials in another guise (13oyce, 1979: 50). Ini tially 

attacks were restricted to anned, uniformed security personnel 

but over time the "combatant" category has been extended to 

include o1'1'-duty military and police, and civilians directly 

supporting the military effort or employees 01' the mili tary 

and their dependents. The organi za tion has also engaged in 

extensive property destruction including bombings 01' commer

cial as well as military targets. 

The great majority of actions have taken place in 

Northern Ireland wi th occasional f'orays into England and the 

Republic of Ireland. In 1972 there were bomb explosions at 

the Old Bailey and Whitehall, and at the British army barracks 

in Aldershot. In November 1974 two bombs planted in pubs in 
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Birmingham killed nineteen and injured 182. There have also 

been selective attacks on prominent civilian individuals such 

as the assassination in 1976 of the British Ambassador to 

Ireland, Christopher Ewart-Biggs, and the 1979 assassination 

of Earl Mountba tten (both carried out in the Republic). In 

1979 Airey Neave, Conservative Party spokesman on Northern 

Ireland, was killed outside the House of Commons in London. 

In October 1984 a bomb planted in a hotel during the Conser

vative Party Conference in Brighton, England, killed four 

people and wounded )2 others including the Secretary for 

Trade and Industry, Norman Tebbi tt. Martha Crenshaw argues 

tba t selective assassinations such as these, which are untypical 

and very risky in terms of popular outrage, reflect "the 

existence of parallel Republican terrorist groups" (Crenshaw 

in Alexander and O'Day, eds., 1984: 2.58), and in particular 

the rivalry between the Provisionals and the Irish National 

Liberation Army (LN.L.A.), a faction which split off from 

the Official I.R.A. in 197.5 because of the latter's publicly 

declared and indefinite cease-fire. 

Following the imposition of direct rule in 1972 Britain 

attempted a policy of co-optation by trying to establish effec

tive Catholic representation in government, including guarantee

ing Cabinet positions to Catholic politicians. However, the 

power-sharing government which was established in 1974 lasted 

only a few months before Protestant workers, fearing that 

power-sharing was but the first step towards unification, staged 

a successful general strike (see Barrington, 1976: 240-42; 
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Kyle, 1975:4-47). Despite the presence of some 20,000 troops 

in Northern Ireland, the British government of' Labour Prime 

Minister, Harold Wilson, lacked the requisite political will 

to stand firm against the Protestant strikers. After that 

debacle, the province again came under direct rule, and 

elections were held to bring tdgether a consti tutional con

vention and design a new political structure to govern the 

troubled terri tory. The convention met and, with a maj ori ty 

of' politicians committed to majority rule and opposed to 

considera tion of a connection with the Irish Republic, was 

dissolved. In early 1976 Wilson announced that direct rule 

would be continued indefinitely. 

On the military, as opposed to the political level, 

the British response to the resurgence of the I.R.A. was to 

crack down on those Catholic areas of Northern Ireland which, 

according to classic counter-insurgency theory, were their 

breeding grounds. In 1972 alone there were more than thirty

six thousand house searches conducted mostly by the army and 

directed oveI"'Nhelmingly at Catholics. In 1973 there were 72,000 

house searches; in 1974:72,000; in 1975:30~OOO; in 1976:34,000; 

in 1977,20,000 and 1978,15,000. From 1969 until 1972, 129 

ci vilians were killed by the army or sec uri ty forces (Finnegan, 

1985, 13-15). 

In August of 1972 internment without trial was intro

duced. The brutal way in which the policy was implemented and 

the savage treatment meted out to the internees in prison 

provoked a storm of outrage in the Catholic community and a 
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consequent increase in support for the I oR.A. Internment 

proved to be an unmitigated disaster for Britain. In response 

to a complaint from the Government of the Irish Republic, the 

European Court of Human Rights eventually ruled that the tech

niques used to interrogate internees constituted "inhuman and 

degrading treatment" (Government of Ireland against the United 

Kingdom, European Court of Justice Judgement of 18 January. 

1978,602). Far from breaking the back of the I.R.A .• 

internment "was followed by 17 months of' the bloodiest violenc e 

in the province. In that period, there were 12,J86 shooting 

incidents, 2,404 bombings, and 641 deaths" (London Times, 

August 5. 1985). In 1975 internment was phased out after 

detaining about 1800 people for various periods of time. Of 

that number two hundred were Protestants (Finnegan, 198.5: 16). 

From the very begiming of direct rule the British 

government paid close attention at the necessity of stringent 

legislation on security matters. In 1973 the Special Powers 

Act of 1922 was repealed and replaced by the Northern Ireland 

Emergency Provisions Act. One of the most controversial aspects 

of this law was the introduction of the "Diplock Courts". These 

courts came about as a result of the recommendations of the 

Diplock Commission Which had been established to investigate 

the problems that had emerged in dealing with alleged terrorist 

crimes. To avoid the risk of partisan or perverse verdicts 

trial by jury was suspended and replaced by special courts 

presided over by a single High Court judge operating under 
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special rules of procedure. The system and the courts have 

come under increasing criticism. Paddy Hillyard, one of the 

authors of Ten Years On In Northern Ireland The Legal Control 

Of Political Violence, wri,tes : 

The long-esta'blished democratic tradition of trial 
by jury is not available for the long list of 
"scheduled offences". Special rules of evidence 
apply. OVer 85 per cent of all convictions are 
based wholly or mainly on a statement or confession. 
In addition, there is now evidence to suggest that 
the judges, are becoming case-hardened. As a result, 
the acquittal rate has declined sharply. A move away 
from these special courts is urgently required if 
there is to be any confidence in the administration 
of justice in Northern Ireland. 

(Christian Science Monitor, April 29, 1981) 

The scale of' the security operations mounted by the 

Bri tish government in Northern Ireland has been immense. 

Catholic Social Democra "tic and Labour politician, John Hume, 

states that : 

Under the Emergency Provisions Act, for example, 
60,000 people have been arrested and interrogated 
(an equivalent proportion in the United States would 
be 10 million people). Only twelve per cent have been 
charged, mostly young people, virtually all Catholic, 
This can only lead to l.R.A. recruitment". 

(cited in Finnegan, 1985: 17). 

An elaborate and sophisticated monitoring and surveillance 

system has also been created. There are approximately 500, 000 

f'iles held by the security forces on the people of Ulster, 

the Republic of Ireland and Britain (cited in Finnegan, 1985: 

19) . 

The reaction of' the Protestant fragment in Northern 

Ireland to the revitalization of' revolutionary Irish nationalism 
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was to generate their own paramilitary organizations. At one 

point t~ere were forty-f'i ve of them ranging from very small 

and extremely fanatical groups to larger and relatively well 

disciplined bodies (0 'Malley, 1983, 315). 

The most well known Protestant paramilitary organization 

is the Ulster Defence Association (U".D.A.) which emerged in 

September 1971 in response to the violence that followed the 

introduction of' internment. Since then it has become the largest 

such organization in the province and the only one .!1Q.1 pros

cribed by Schedule 2 of the Emergency Provisions Act, 1978 

(Aughey and lVIcilheney, 1984: 60). In the Ulster Workers Council 

strike of 1974 which effectively ended the power-sharing 

experiment, the U.D.A. played a prominent role. Particularly 

in the early years of its existence it was linked to sectarian 

"tit-i'or'tat" killings of' Catholics (see Aughey and Mcilheney, 

1984, 66; Finnegan, 1985, 28). In the late 19708, however, it 

began to press f'or the creation of an independent Ulster and 

a political party was founded - the Ulster Loyalist Demacra tic 

Party (U.D.L.P.) to propagate the organization's political views. 

In an intervi"ew in August 1981, U. D.A. Chairman, Andy Tyrie 

claimed that his organization was no longer involved in sec

tarian violence (O'Malley, 1983: 328). Nevertheless, gruesome 

sectarian killings of Catholics continue to be a feature of 

the Northern Irish imbroglio. Oftentimes responsi bili ty for 

such actions are claimed by outlawed Loyalist groups such as 

the Ulster Volunteer Force (U.V.F.), the Red Hand Commandos, 
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or the Ulster Freedom Fighters (U.F.F). The latter organi-

zation which was founded in 1973 has been described as "a nom 

de guerre or flag of convenience far the UDA" (Aughey and 

Mcilheney, 1981" 70). 

Since the rebirth of "the troubles" in the 1960s, one 

of the most consistent advocates of the use of force by the 

Protestant fragment has been the Reverand Ian Paisley. In 

1966 he began organizing paramilitary groups, the Ulster 

Consti tution Defence Committee and the Ulster Protestant 

Volunteers (Fields, 1980: 181). In the same year he founded 

a newspaper, the Protestant Telegraph Which has provided him 

with a platform to set forth his strong views on the "Catholic 

conspiracy" and related subjects. In an article on 4 February, 

1967, the Protestant Telegraph admonished its readers to 

Watch the Jews ••• Israel is on the way back to favour 
•.. Watch the Pa:pist Rome rising to a grand crescendo 
wi th the Commun~sts. The Reds are on the march. They 
are heading for an alliance against the return of the 
Lord Jesus Christ. (cited in Bell, 1978: 4J) 

In recent years the Free Presbyterian minister has berated 

the British government and its securi ty forces for their failure 

to protect the Protestant community. As he wrote in his newspaper 

If we cannot arrest the IRA and disband them and they 
are going to kill us, we have not only the right but 
the duty to kill them before they kill me, my family. 
or others. That is my duty before God and under the 
law. (cited in O'Malley, 198), 187) 

In November 1981 Paisley warned that a confrontation was imminent 

between the I.R.A. and a 50,000 man Protestant vigilante-style 

"Third Force" (Arizona: Daily Star, November 19, 1981). 
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Paisley is an extreme Unionist and evangelist and as 

such is in a tradition of' political pastors and right-wing 

poli tieo-religious leaders who have been active in Ulster 

poli tics from the nineteenth century on. Despite his somewhat 

comical rantings against the "Romanist Anti-Christ" and 

attendant evils in his speeches and writings, it would be 

unwise to dismiss Paisley as a fanatic and demagogue, one 

of the loonier members of the lunatic fringe. He is the 

undisputed leader of the Democratic Unionist Party which he 

founded to protest against the "moderate" policies of the 

Official Unionists, and a member of the 1fJestminster Parliament. 

In the 1983 general election, despi te some setbacks for the 

D. U. P., Paisley's personal performance was outstanding -

he took S~ of the vote in his new constituency of North Antrim. 

In 1979 he was elec-ted with an immense vote to the European 

Parliament at Strasbourg. Since 1982 he has been a member of 

another elected body, the Northern Ireland Assembly. He 

continues to be the madera tor of the Free Presbyterian Church. 

O'Malley argues that: 

Of the major Protestant leaders who came to promi
nence in Northern Ireland in the late 1960s and 
early 1970s, he alone remains at center stage. He 
brought down three Prime Ministers, Terence 0 'Neil, 
James Chichester-Clark and Brian Faulkener. He 
destroyed the hegemony of the Unionist Party which 
had stood, as the sale voice of Protestant opposition 
to a united Ireland since 1892. (0 'Malley, 198J: 170) 

Paisley and Paisleyism are, in fact, contemporary 

manifestations of that brand of militant, uncompromising, 

Protestantism that has persisted and prospered in Northern 
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Ireland in the three hundred years since the Plantation. 

Paisley's personal following and political clout in the 

maelstrom of Northern Irish po Ii tics reflect the fact that 

in many ways he is the embodiment of the Scots-Presbyterian 

tradi tion of defiant oppoai tion to the demands of the Gaelic

Catholic minority. His appeal is strongest amongst the 

Protestant working class for whom "No Surrender" remains as 

potent a slogan in the late twentieth century as it was in 

the late seventeenth. The continuing paradox for the Protestant 

fragment is that the very victory that they achieved in the 

Plantation condemned them to live thereafter inside a narrow 

world of insecurity, suspicion and paranoia. In the 19808 as 

Paisley rails against the iniquities of the Catholic Church 

and the fenian terrorists of the I. R.A., on the one hand, 

and the treachery of perfidious Albion in the shape of Prime 

Minister Thatcher, on the other, he gives voice to the frustra

tions of the Protestant quasi-fragment regime in Northern 

Ireland. 

From its very beginnings as a settler colony, the 

Ulster fragment was forced to look towards the core state, 

England, for political (and military) protection against 

native mobilization which threatened its position of supremacy. 

As mounting evidence emerges of imperial indifference, even 

atrophy, the awful reality dawning on the Protestant community 

is that the British government may be reaching the conclusion 

that the continuation of its rule over Northern Ireland through 



the use of outright military force is no longer worth the 

effort and the cost. 

Northern Ireland in the 19808 

The Bri tish P~r.specti ve 
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,The accession to power of Margaret Thatcher as Britain IS 

Prime Minister in 1979 did not lead to any break in the trad-

i tional policy of bipartisanship that had characterized both 

the Labour and Conservative Party attitudes to Northern Ireland. 

Peter Jenkins, policy editor and po Ii tical columnist of The 

Guardian, writes that Thatcher's "instincts were strongly and 

conventionally Unionist. She did not believe that Irish unity 

was a practicable, or even a desirable, objective, and she had 

no intention of working toward that end. Her policy was to fight 

the 1RJ\ and pacify the province" (Jenkins, in Watt ed., 1981: 165). 

However, particularly during the period of the hunger strikes 

when I. R.A. prisoners fasted to death in an effort to bring 

about changes in British policy, the Thatcher government came 

under strong international pressure from the United States, the 

European Economic Community and the Republic of Ireland (like 

Britain, an E.E.C. member since 1973). 

The Irish Republic's posi tion remains paradoxical. It 

has consis-tently pressed London to implement reforms in Northern 

Ireland, to the extent of initiating international legal action 

to expose human rights violations (lodging complaints with the 

European Commission in 1971 and with the European Court of 
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Human Rights in 1976). Yet it continues to work closely with 

the British authorities on sec uri ty rna tters, and has enacted 

anti-terrorist legislation which in some respects parallels the 

Westminster governments', and raises concomitant concerns 

about basic oi viI liberties. In its Constitution, the Irish 

government claims sovereignty over the whole of Ireland 

(article 2) but it has also consistently disavowed the use 

of force to attain the cherished objective of a united Ireland. 

Consequently, from the 19608 onwards it has attempted to 

engage in a dialogue wi th Unionist and British leaders with 

a view to achieving its territorial ambitions through peaceful 

means. 

In an effort to appease and defuse foreign opinion, 

and fUrthermore to bring about increased cooperation on security 

matters, the British government has sought to improve its rela

tions with Dublin. Following a summit meeting between Prime 

Minister Thatcher and the Republic's Taoiseach, Charles Haughey, 

in December 1980, a communique was issued which undertook to 

give "special consideration to the totality of relationships 

wi thin these islands" and spoke of "possible new insti tutional 

structures" (cited in Jenkins, in Watt, ed., 1981: 165). In 

November 1981 a second Anglo-Irish summit took place, this time 

wi th newly elected Taoiseach, Dr. Garret Fitzgerald of the Fine

Gael-Labour coalition government. Out of this meeting emerged 

an agreement to establish an Anglo-Irish Intergovernmental 

Council, which would give institutional expression to the "unique 
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character of the relationship between the two countries" 

(cited in O'Malley, 1983: 31;), 

In May 1984 a 14, 000 word report was released based 

upon the year-long deliberations of' the New Ireland Forum, a 

grouping of the four main nationalist parties from the Nor'th 

and the South of Ireland. Following the November 1984 Anglo

Irish summit meeting, Mrs. Thatcher bluntly dismissed each of 

the Forum I s proposals with the words "That· s out" (The Economist, 

January .5, 198.5). Nevertheless, as 1985 draws to a close specu-

lation abounds that the London and Dublin governments may be 

about to launch a joint constitutional initiative on Northern 

Ireland. 

Clearly a factor that has not escaped the attention of 

Bri tish policy-makers is the human and financial toll imposed 

on Britain by the Northern Ireland morass. An article in the 

London Times of September 1984 entitled "Ulster : Britain' s 

bottomless pi tot suggested that British politicians were becoming 

increasingly concerned at the 'scale of the commitment to the 

six counties : 

Since August 14, 1969. 2,391 people have died, inclu
ding 721 members of the security forces, of which the 
Army toll is 377. Another 26,134 people have been. 
injured, the prison service staff' has increased from 
300 to 2,500, prisoners from 600 to 2,453, the Rue 
from 3,200 to 8.555. troop levels from ],000 to a 
maximum of 21.200 in 1972. returning to 9,000 now, 
unemployment from 38,600 to 121,600, And 533 million 
:pounds has been paid in compensation for criminal 
injury and damage. (London Times, September 11, 1984) 

It has been estimated that Northern Ireland receives a sub-

vention from the British exchequer which amounts to around 
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1,000 million pounds per annum (Hunter, in Rea, ed., 1982: 4)). 

The New Ireland Forum estimated that violence had cost Britain 

and Northern Ireland more than $11 billion and the Republic $2.7 

billion since 1969 (.TIu! Christian Science ~, May 4, 1984). 

Thli' NQ;t"thern Ga tl101ic pp.rsl?~cti ve 

In Northern Ireland in the mid-1980s Catholic consti

tutional opposition to British rule is confined primarily to 

two poll tical forces ~ the Social Democratic and Labour Party 

(S.D.L.P.) and Provisional Sinn Fein (P.S.F.). The S.D.L.P. 

was founded in 1970 by civil rights activists. In the abortive 

power-sharing executive that was set up in 1973-7Lf S.D.L.P. 

leaders were given a number of portfolios including Health and 

Welfare, Community Relations and Housing. The party also 

participated in the recent deliberations of the New Ireland 

Forum. Led by John Hume, and espousing an essentially moderate, 

nonviOlent philosophy, the S.D.L.P. has seen its share of' the 

vote in Northern Ireland decline from 19.7% in the 1979 general 

election to 17.9% in 1983 (or 57% of the Catholic vote). In 

the May 1985 local elections to the Northern Ireland Assembly 

it secured 17.8% of the vote. 

Since 1982 the S.D.L.P. has been challenged as the 

poli tical mouthpiece of' Northern Catholics by Provisional Sinn 

Fein. Prior to the hunger strikes at I. R.A. prisoners the 

posi tion of Sinn Fein, as the political wing of' the LR.A., 

was that it would not field candidates in elections,whether 

local or national, since such elections were illegitimate 
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in the context of a British occupied, artificially partitioned, 

Northern Ireland. In 1981, however, Danny Morrison, Director 

of Publicity for Sinn Fein, had the idea of putting up an 

LR.A. hunger-striker, Bobby Sands, for the British parlia

mentary by-election in the constituency of Fermanagh-South 

Tyrone. When Sands won the seat and then starved to death in 

the Maze prison camp, 100,000 people walked at hi s funeral. 

The political fall-out was enormous. At P.S.F. 's next annual 

conference, Morrison demanded: "Will anyone here object if, 

wi th a ballot paper in this hand and an Armali te in this hand. 

we take power in Ireland" (r.ited in The Listener, July 19, 1984). 

In October, 1982 P.S.F. contested the Northern Ireland 

Assembly elections. It won three seats and 10% of the first 

preference votes. splitting the Catholic vote 35: 65 wi th the 

S.D.L.P. In the 198J general election P.S.F. took 1J.4% of 

the total (or 43% of the Catholic vote). Gerry Adams, President 

of the party was elected to the British Parliament as M.P. for 

West Belfast although in the time-honoured abstentioni st 

tradition, he has refused to take his seat. In the June 1984 

elections to the European Parliament 93, 000 people in Northern 

Ireland - 13.3% of all voters - cast their ballots for Provi

sional Sinn Fein. In the May 1985 Assembly elections P.S.F. 

won 11.8% of the vote. At the grass roots level party workers 

have been active in providing "social services" for under

privileged communi ties ill the province - listening to citizens I 

complaints and attempting to secure redress of their grievances 



Table IV. Northern Ireland Electoral Trends 

Local Assembly W'minster Europe 

May '81 Oct. '82 June '83 June '84 

Off.U. 26.6 29.7 34.0 21·5 

DUP 26.6 23.0 20.0 33.6 

SDLP 17.5 18.8 17·9 22.1 

PSF 10.1 13.4 13.3 

Alliance 8.9 9.) 8.0 5.0 

Workers P. 1.8 2.7 1.9 1.3 

Others 18.6 6.4 4.8 3.2 

Source Belf'ast Telegraph, May 18, 1985 

Local 

May '85 

29.4 

24.3 

17.8 

11.8 

7.1 

1.6 

8.0 
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through contacting the local authorities. In one twelve-month 

period F.S.F. opened 31 shop-front Advice Centres and staffed 

them with energetic, unemployed recruits (The Listener, July, 

19. 1984-). 

The explanation behind P. S.F I S astonishing electoral 

resul ts which have made it the rising star in the political 

galaxy of Northern Ireland politics, despite the fact that 

it makes no secret of its support for the "armed struggle" to 

overthrow British rule, lies in the profound alienation of 

the Catholic population. The minority began life under the 

Belf'ast regime bitterly opposed to partition. For forty years 

the Unionist majority controlled the province and preserved 

the conditions of Catholic alienation. When O'Neill attempted 

to make some limited concessions to the largely middle-class 

Civil Rights movement, the slumbering giant of Protestant 

Unionism awakened and the resultant backlash resurrected the 

l.R.A. Although welcomed at first by the Catholic community, 

the Bri tlsh Army soon came to be seen as an arIl).Y of occupation. 

Disaffected young Catholics flocked to the banner of the I .R.A. 

because it was adept at reminding them of past and present 

injustices. As the Sinn Fein newspaper, An Phoblacht, put it: 

Our rules are taken from history. We remember the 
famine. We remember the Fenians. We remember 1916 
and the executions. We remember the Loyalist pogroms 
of the twenties. We remember, and we are most proud 
of I the small band of republicans who down the years 
carried the torch of freedom. We remember Orange rule, 
1969. the Falls curfew, internment, the loyalist 
assassinations, Brit murders. 

( cited in Finnegan. 1985, 37) 
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Internal Colonialism in Northern Ireland 

A great part of this thesis has been concerned with 

the history of English colonialism in Ireland. Indeed, Ireland 

was England's first overseas possession and a mode~ for later 

colonial ventures. Evidence has been presented to describe 

the nature of the social, political and economic relations 

that developed between settlers and natives over time. A 

fundamental component of colonialism is racism, the dogmatic 

assertion by the superordinate group of super-iori ty over the 

colonized indigenous population. In the Irish context we have 

suggested that religion has served a similar purpose to race 

in other colonial situations. As De PaoT writes: "In Northern 

Ireland, Catholics are blacks who happen to have white skin" 

(De PaOT', 1970: 13; -see also Moore, 1972: 21-42). 

It is contended that Northern Ireland in the 1980s, 

consti tutionally a constituent element of the United Kingdom, 

manifests many of the classic conditions of the internal 

colony. One of the most fruitful parallels is with the former 

colonial tie between France and Algeria (see particularly 

Lustick, 1984; Lijphart, 1975). In this comparison the Prot

estant quasi-fragment majority in Northern Ireland corresponds 

to the French colons in Algeria. For both groups the most 

sacred article of faith is (was) the continuation of rule by 

the metropole. For na ti ves read Algerian Moslems and Northern 

Irish Catholics. The bond with the mother country could not 

be viola ted because it is (was) perceived as the guarantee 

of settler domination. 
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Catholics in Northern Ireland were and continue to 

be the victims of discrimination at the hands of the Protestant 

fragment. In 1971 Richard Rose in Governing Without Consensus 

argued tha t, whatever may have been tX'ue in particular areas 

(such as Harland and Wolff I s shipyard in Belfast with a 95% 

Protestant work force), there was no great aggregate discrim

ina tion against Catholics in the provision of either public 

housing or public employment (Rose, 1971: 294, 297). However, 

recent research suggests a rather different picture. 

A critical area of examination is the pattern of 

employment in Northern Ireland. As of May. 1985 the unemploy

ment for the province was 120,922 or 20.8% of the insured 

working population, the highest May figure on record (Belfast 

Telegraph, May 31, 198.5). Since World War Two the Northern 

Ireland unemployment rate has exceeded that of any region in 

Great Britain. In the earlier postwar years the unemployment 

ra te in the six counties was three or four times the level in 

Great Britain. But with rising unemployment throughout the 

United Kingdom in the late 1970s and 1980s the province's 

rela ti-ve posi ti on seemed better. Thus, ~urrently with 20.8% 

out of work it is less than twice Great Britain's rate of ~J.1% 

(Belfast Telegraph, May 31, 198.5). Nevertheiess, in absolute 

terms these figures bear comparison with the grim inter-war 

period. 

For our purposes the relevant question is the extent 

to which unemployment has affected the two communi ti es in 
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Northern Ireland. The 1971 census is u:portani: here since it 

was the first since 1911 to cross-tabulate by religion and 

occupation. Boyle, using a large sample (N = 12,669) provided 

by the Census Office found that, when every other variable is 

allowed for, being a Catholic will, in i tsel!, tend to be a 

disadvantage, the disadvantage increasing cumulatively 

throughout the individual's occupational career (Boyle, 1977: 99). 

Aunger (1975) in another analysis of the 1971 census data 

concluded that there was a marked pattern of' cumulative dis

advantage. Catholics are much more likely than Protestants to 

be unemployed. Among the employed, Protestants tend to be dis

proportionately represented in the non-manual and skilled 

manual occupations while Catholics predominated in the semi

skilled and unskilled groups. Holding skill constant, Catholics 

are more likely to be .found in lower status industri es such 

as construction, rather than in higher status areas, such as 

engineering. A unger also found tha t Ca thalic men are in a 

more disadvantageous position than Catholic women. Al though 

Ca tholi,c men represented less than 21% of the economically 

active population, of both religions, and both sexes, they 

represented 44% of the unemployed. 

The work of investigating discrimination has been 

continued by the Fair Employment Agency which was created in 

1976. Its reports have shown that attitudes towards work 

are not very different in the two communities, that Catholic 

educa tional attainments are not inferior to those of Protestants, 



Ta.ble V. Unem 10 ent Rates 
and Catholics 1 1 

Protestants 

Catholics 

Males 

6.6 

17.3 

Females 

3.6 

7·0 

Source Osborne, 1978: 281 
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for Protestants 

All 

5.6 

13.9 
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and that Protestant school leavers are more likely to f'ind 

jobs because they have access to networks of friends and 

contacts (cited in Moxon-Browne, 1983: 133). 

Given the existence of these employment patterns it 

is not surprising that emigration rates have also been higher 

in the Catholic community. The large migration from the -Catholic 

third of the population has had the effect of keeping the 

Catholic and Protestant populations roughly in proportion, 

despi te the higher Catholic birth-rate (see Table VI). 

Housing is another issue which has been a source 

of grievance for the Catholic minori ty. As with unemployment 

the first point to be made is that Northern Ireland as a 

whale fares very badly when compared to the rest of Great 

Britain. A 1970 study showed that 33 per cent of dwellings 

in the province had been built before 1881, 15 per cent had 

been erected between 1921 and 1941, and 40 per cent were 

built in the post-war period. The Housing Condition Survey 

conducted by the Northern Ireland Housing Executive in 1974 

found that 19.6 per cent of the housing stock in the province 

(almost 90,000 dwellings) were unfit for habitation; the 

comparable 1971 British figure was 7.3 per cent. In all, 

38 per cert of dwellings were either unfi t, lacked basic 

amenities such as internal w.c. or a fixed bath, or required 

repairs costing (at that time) 250 pounds or more (Heskin, 

1980, 127). 

Al though Rose's 1968 survey found no evidence of 
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Table VI. Net Emi ration Rates From Northern Ireland 
Rate er 1000 er annum 

Roman Catholics Non-R.C. Both 

1937-1951 6.5 2.3 3.7 

1951-1961 10.8 4.6 6.7 

1961-1971 6.9 2.8 4.3 

Source Simpson in Darby, ed. r 1983: 102 
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systematic discrimination against Catholics in housing 

allocations (Rose I 1971: 293). this view has been challenged. 

Birrell argues that Rose t s figures were analysed on a basis 

that did not take into account the policies of individual 

councils (Birrell, 1972: 324-). In June 1968 Austin Currie, 

one of the founders of N.I.C.R.A., raised the question of 

Wlfair housing allocation wi th specific reference to a 

house at Caledan, Co. Tyrone, which had been allocated by 

Dungannon Rural District Council to an unmarried 19 year 

old Protestant girl while Ca thalic families were not only 

on the waiting list, but had been forcibly evicted for 

squatting in empty houses in Caledon (see Deutsch and 

Magowan, 1973: 8). Certainly the Cameron Commission in 

its investigation into housing "found inadequate housing 

p;bvision by certain local authorities. unfair methods of 

allocation and the use of discretionary powers of housing 

allocation in order to perpetuate Unionist control of 

local authorities (cited in Birrell, 1972: 324). 

Derek Birrell in an article enti tIed • Rela ti ve De-

pri va tion as a Factor in Conflict in Northern Ireland' argues 

strongly that there is an economic basis to the ongoing 

strife. He writes : 

It i~ clear that the severest riots have taken place 
in the Catholic ghettos where conditions in terms of 
housing, employment and pover'ty are very bad. The 
problem in some areas may verge towards absolute 
deprivation rather than one of relative deprivation. 

~;g!~i~~t{~~~eh~~:\r~~ei~~!d t~~ ~i~f~~~;e R~¥U~I~g~¥to 
armed force and a violent revolutionary poli tical 
movement, with the avowed aim of altering the political 
and economic status quo. (Birrell, 1972; 339) 



The Future 

First and i'oremost in the minds of' the loyalist 

communi ty is the continued separation of Northern Ireland 

i'rom the Republic. For them the worst possible scenario 

would be the creat ion of' a united Ireland in. which they 
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would be a helpless minority at the mercy of an alien 

Gaelic-Catholic regime. The activities of Republican para

mili taries in the North are viewed as stemming from the 

illegi timate Nationalist claim of the South upon Ulster. 

Like the Afrikaaner f-ragment in South Africa they remain 

trapped inside their· laager, able to dominate but not control 

the natives with whom they live side by side. 

Since one of the most consistent themes of' Ulster 

Protestantism has been its emphasis upon the symbols of 

Bri tish nationalism, a pref'erred option for the loyalists 

would be the full integration of Northern Ireland wi thin 

the United Kingdom, that is to say, a return to the rela

tionship that pertained between Great Britain and Ireland 

from the Act of Union until 1921. The problems with this 

approach are obvious and daunting. The Act of Union failed 

in the 1920s and the Stormont regime collapsed in the 19708 

because of the opposition of indigenous, Gaelic-Catholic 

nationalism. That this opposition - constitutional and 

violent - is alive and well in contemporary Northern Ireland 

is an inescapable fact of life. Nor would integration be any 

more acceptable to the Republic of Ireland with its consti tu

tionally enshrined claim of sovereignty over the whole island. 
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Such a policy might even arouse the antipathy of elements 

wi thin the fragment community who might see complete control 

from Westminster as but the first step towards a negotiated 

jurisdictional settlement with the Reoublic. Finally, there 

is Ii ttle to suggest that the British government, conscious 

of mainland public opinioni would see any merit in such a 

historically ill-fated solution. 

Po second option and one favoured by some of the key 

Protestant paramilitary organizations is independence. Perhaps 

correctly diagnosed by George Bernard Shaw as "an autonomous 

poll tical lunatic asylum" (cited in Arthur, in Rea, ed. 1982: 119), 

such a proposal appears fraught with difficulty given the pro

found lack of cohesion wi thin the province. As Rose succinctly 

summarised the findings ot' his 1968 Loyalty survey: "Nearly 

everyone in Northem Ireland has a sQnse of national identity, 

but there is no collective agreement about what the nation is 

(Rose, 1971. 207). 

Aside from the historic cleavage of the two counter

posed communi ties there are some other practical difficulties 

associated with the independence notion. Is such an entity 

economically viable? Northern Ireland is the poorest region 

of the United Kingdom. It has the dubious distinction of 

possessing the highest infant mortality rates, the shortest 

life expectancy, the lowest ranking in substandard housing, 

the lowest weekly earnings, the highest unemployment, and 

the lowest percentage of students sitting for uni versi ty 
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education. An independent Ulster would also have to survive 

without Westminster's financial subsidies, not to mention the 

eVentual dismantling of the social services structure. Despite 

occasional f'lirtations with this i.dea by such unlikely bed

fellows as the U.D.A. and the S.D.L.P., the results of the 

1978 Northern Ireland Attitude Survey demonstrated that just 

over 3 per cent of Protestants and Catholics polled, favoured 

the option. As one of the authors of the survey comments: "In 

their rejection of' independence northern catholics and northern 

Protestants find some, albeit negative, common ground (Moxon

Browne. 198), 24). 

If' independence were to become a serious proposition 

many authorities argue that it would have to be accompanied 

by-some kind of repartition. David N.McCarthy Brown writing 

in the London Observer notes J "Yet once it is understood that 

Ulster Nationalism and Eire Nationalism are as incompatible in 

fact as they are in logic, the remedy becomes clear : the border 

must be withdrawn, and the two nations gradually separated" 

(The Observer, 2 June, 1974). Claire Palley also proposes 

this option but notes that while many of the current Catholic 

agricul tural enclaves would be transferred to the Republic 

the problem of Belfast would still remain (Palley, 1972: 474). 

Dr. Conor Cruise 0 'Brien, a former Government Minister 

in the Republic, as well as a one-time member of the United 

Nations Secretariat who was intimately involved in the Congo 

opera tion of the early 19608, advocates reparti tion in a series 
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of articles that appeared in The Observer in 1981. In his 

scenario there would be seven steps beginning with Britain 

voluntarily allowing its frontier with the Republic to be 

detemined by an international commission, drawn from the 

E.E.C. countries or under United Nations auspices. Population 

transfers would have to take place and resettlement grants 

would be necessary as inducements. 0 I Brien also foresees a 

possible security role for U.N.forces (The Observer, 31 May, 

1981). This "benign" model of development has also been 

favourably received by the godfather of consociationalism, 

Arend Lijphart (1975, 105-6). 

Notwi thstanding the impressive credentials of the 

advoca tes of repartition, this option too has some serious 

disadvantages. Firstly, what is being promoted here is 

essentially the same solution as was put into effect sixty 

years ago, a solution which has been tried and found wanting. 

It is unlikely that the Protestant fragment would be willing 

to voluntarily hand over territories to the Republic or an 

international entity, and thereby accept a smaller, less 

viable Ulster, albeit with a smaller Catholic minority within. 

Surely the fragment perception would be that this was but the 

first step towards the catastrophe of Irish unity. As for the 

Catholic minority, the prospect of continued residence inside 

a smaller, more exclusively Protestant state is hardly calculated 

to fill their hearts with joy. Irish history provides little 

evidence of voluntary population transfers. While sixty thousand 
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people did move house in Belfast in 1970 in the biggest dis

placement of people Western Europe has witnessed in peace 

time (London Times, Septmber 11, 1984), they did so as a 

rBsul t of' sectarian violence. The more likely scenario is 

that the Catholic population would remain in West Belfast 

implacably committed to a war o~ a ttri tion with its fragment 

enemi'es. Nor is there much reason to expect that 'Dublin 

would be overjoyed at the prospect of incorporating such 

bastions of LR.A. support as Derry, Strabane, and South Armagh 

into the Republic. Finally, we might even question the willingness 

of the thited Nations to become embroiled ill a situation which 

has all the makings of' a Western European Lebanon. 

Irish unification by consent is the favoured solution 

of the S.D.L.P., the three main Republic of Ireland parties -

Fine Gael, Fianna Fail, the Irish Labour Party, and the British 

Labour Party (as outlined in various conference resolutions 

beginning in 1981). In May 1984 the New Ireland Forum unveiled 

its set of proposals for Irish unity. The group I s preferred 

option was the ending of British sovereignty over Northern 

Ireland and the creation of a unitary Irish state with a 

single government, parliament and legal system but with 

guarantees for the separate identity and civil libertieR of 

Northern Protestants. In addition, a nonsectarian consti tutiion 

would be drawn up. Two other models were examined and outlined -

a federal/confederal arrangement and joint London/Dublin rule 

of Northern Ireland (see O'Malley, 198). 416-24). 
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The response of the British Prime Minister to the 

Forum f s proposals, as we have already indicated, was anything 

but enthusiastic. Although talks continue between the govern

ments of London and Dublin at both the official and unofficial 

levels the likelihood of- the creation of a united Ireland 

based upon the consent of all the parties involved appears 

remote. As ever the stumbling block remains the veto power 

of the Protestant fragment majority in the North for whom 

unification would be anathema. Not surprisingly, the 1978 

Northern Ireland Attitude Survey found that among Protestants 

Irish unity was the least acceptable solution (Moxon-Browne, 

1983, 104). 

Gi ven the realities of Bri tish rule and the oft

quoted guarantee to the Protestant majority that the existing 

consti tutional arrangements would not be altered against their 

will, the policy adopted by the Nationalist paramili taries 

and espoused by their political wings has been to continue 

to prosecute an armed struggle to force the, wi thdrawal of 

Britain and the creation of a unif'ied Ireland. Although again 

such an eventuality appears remote in the short term, clearly 

the fervent hope of the militants is that eventually a combi

nation of human and financial costs, and adverse internal and 

international opinion, will bring about the desired retreat 

on the part of the British authorities. A recent statistical 

analysis of the changing patterns of violence in Northern 

Ireland argues that LR.A. violence has become a more refined 
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tool for the achievment of a political strategy. While violence 

in terms of incidents has de~lined the number of deaths per 

violent incident has risen i. e. it is at a more "efficient" 

level. Such a strategy conceivably could promote even more 

harsh British counter-measures and thus serve to enhance the 

already sizeable numbers of -the politically estranged in 

Northern Ireland (see Fortnight, September 4, 1984). 

As to the consequences of a British withdrawal some 

have said that this represents the "domesday" scenario in 

which the province becomes engulfed in a full-scale, all

out civil war between Protestant and Catholic communities. 

In 1985 as the violence and the political logjam ·show no 

sign of ending the key to this centuries-old conflict perhaps 

lies with Northern Ireland' s Protestant quasi-fragment as they 

seek a safe channel between the scylla and charybdis of 

imperial a trophy and the final fulfillment of the indigenous 

dream. 



CHAPTER 4 

THE COLONIZATION OF NORTH AMERICA 

Pre- Colonial America 

The peoples commonly referred to as the American 

Indians are the descendants of the original human inhabitants 

of the American continent. Where the first American humans 

came from is a subject of some debate within the scientific 

community. It is not a matter of dispute within the Indian 

, population. Most Indians believe that they originated on the 

continent or, at a minimum, that there was two-way travel 

between the American and Eurasian land masses. For Indians 

supporting evidence for claims concerning their independent 

evolution and uniqueness is to be found in the common myths 

and legends of numerous tribes. Thus, "according to the Hopi. 

runners were sent across the Bering Strait as messengers and 

couriers, and information was exchanged between North America 

and Eurasia in very early times, long before European history 

had begun" (Matthiessen, 1984, 9). 

Non-Indian efforts to establish a time frame for pre

European settlement was t until comparatively recently. a rna tter 

of' speculation based upon the prevailing notions of' the day. 

Ini tially Europeans consul ted the Bible and their own tradi

tions to resolve the dilemma forced upon them by their encoun

ters with the mJ(sterious peoples of the New World. Seventeenth 

1JJ 
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century Puritan orthodoxy dictated that "the Indians were of 

the race of men, descendents, in order, of Adam, Noah, and 

those Asiatic Tartars who had come to America by'a land

bridge from northern Asia" (Pearce, 1967: 25). Over time con

jecture such as this gave way to scientific field methods and 

published data. In the twentieth century tree-ring counts, 

radiocarbon analysis and other precise dating methods have 

been developed to enable archaeologists to establish some 

reasonably accurate bench-mark dates. Nevertheless, as yet 

there is no precise and universally accepted chronology for 

the evolution of man on the American continent. 

The dominant scholarly view is that early immigrants 

entered the New World via a land bridge (Beringia), possibly 

a thousand miles wide, connecting Siberia with Alaska, across 

what is now the Bering Strait. This bridge was last exposed 

from 23,000 to 8,000 years ago but geologists believe it was 

also exposed f'rom 35, 000 to 27, 000 years ago, as well as 170. 

000 years ago, and perhaps even earlier (Goodman, 1981: 50). 

Alice B.Kehoe suggests there are three schools of opinion as 

to when the first humans came to the New World and she labels 

these the radical, liberal and conservative views. The radical 

view is that there may have been humans in North America for 

at least 100,000 years, and possibly for a million. The liberal 

hypothesis fixes migration from about 25, 000 B.C. while the 

conservatives can find no evidence of migration before 11,000 

B.C. (Kehoe, 1981: 4-10). A recently published review of 
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scholarly writings on the American Indian takes the view that 

a threshold of 27, 000 years has been established as the earliest 

period when there could have been migration of biologically 

modern humans to the New World (Snow in Swager'ty ed., 1984: 7). 

Despite the disputation concerning man's arrival in 

America learned opinion in large measure supports the thesis 

of a one-way, west-east journey made by nomadic peoples from 

Asia and down into America. However, even this cherished notion 

has come under scrutiny. Jef'frey Goodman, in American Genesis, 

oi tes archaeological discoveries made by himself and others 

to suggest that man may have existed for as much as 100, 000 

years in America. 'Moreover, on the basis of stone' tools and 

skull measurements as well as pictographs and cave drawings, 

he postulates the the CrO-Magnon - the first truly modern men -

who came out of nowhere to displace the Neanderthals in Eurasia 

perhaps 40, 000 years ago, were a pre-Indian people from North 

America. Earliest man, then, was the Paleo-Indian who migrated 

.from America to Europe. Goodman fUrther contends that "these 

40,OOO-to-100,000 year-old Paleo-Indians may have possessed 

virtually every ingredient of civilization, including skills 

not believed to have been developed until just 7,000 to 9,000 

years ago in Egypt and Mesopotamia" (Goodman, 1981: 217). 

Controversy has surrounded not only the origins but 

also the size of' the Indian population in pre-conquest America. 

One of the first widely accepted estimates was made by James 

Mooney and published posthumously in 1928. Using a rudimentary 
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statistical technique Mooney placed the aboriginal population 

north of America at 1,153,000 (1928: 33). Roughly a decade 

later using the same methods Alfred L.Kroeber calculated a 

he{llispheric total of 8,400 I 000 and a North American figure 

of around 900,000 (1939: 166, 134). For almost thirty years 

the accepted view was a round figure of 1,000,000 Indians for 

North America and 8 to 12, 000, 000 for the entire hemisphere. 

In 1966 Henry F.Dobyns challenged the traditional estimates 

and the methods used to calculate them. Using his own very 

sophisticated projection technique he proposed a startling 

hemispheric population of between 90,043,000 and 112,553,750, 

and a population north of'Mexico of 9,800,000 to 12,250,000 

(Dobyns, 1966: 415). 

Dobyns also argued that a major defect of earlier 

studies was their f'~ilure to accurately assess the impact of 

disease I and particularly epidemic disease, mortali ty. An 

attempt to rectify this deficiency was made by William McNeill 

in his major work, Plagues and Peoples. McNeill suggests that 

catastrophic population decay among the Amerindians was a 

direct consequence of epidemiological contact with European 

civilization. In grim succession the Indians of Mexico and 

Peru, for example, fell victim to the ravages of smallpox, 

measles, typhus and influenza, suffering a 90 per cent drop 

in population within 120 years (McNeill, 1976: 205). In another 

study Cook found that the effect of widespread epidemics of 

plague and smallpox, together with chronic maladies such as 
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tuberculosis and dysentery, was to reduce the aboriginal pop

ula tion of New England by fou:c-f'ifths in the first century of 

European occupation (Cook, 1973: 505). Crosby recounts how two

thirds of all the Blackfeet, about 6, 000 people, died in the 

smallpox epidemic of 1837, an epidemic which also reduced the 

Mandans from about 1,600 to between 125 and 145 (Crosby, 1976: 

298-99). Chilling statistics such as these, however, do not 

tell the whole story for behind the physical decimation lay 

the profound spiritual anguish of the Indian people as they 

wi tnessed the destruction of their universe. 

Before we discuss the causes, course and consequences 

of European colonization it behoves us to examine the indigenous 

cuI tures that flourished in North America before its "discovery". 

Anthropologists describe the earliest aboriginal culture stage 

as the Paleo-Indian, Upper 1i thic or Big Game hunting period. 

Among the game animals pursued by the Indians were mammals now 

extinct such as the mammoth and mastodon, and the native 

American horse and camel. The succeeding period known as the 

Archaic began about 6000 B.C. and was characterized by further 

exploi tation of' resources and population growth. It was pri

marily a gathering or foraging economy with families moving 

wi th the seasons to follow game animals but also utilizing 

various sorts of wild plants. In this period of adaptation a 

variety of tools were developed such as chisels, mauls, needles, 

awls, drills. Trade routes were established and activities 

such as basket and textile weaving spread across the land. 
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In time the Indians became major cuI ti vators. Goodman writes 

The Indians, f'irst-rate farmers, harvested more vari
eties of' plants than were used or even known in any 
other ~egion of' the world. These included corn, beans,· 
squash, pumpkins, amaranth, potatoes, tomatoes, pea
nuts, pineapples, papayas, manioc, chives I chilies, 
cashews, sarsaparilla, vanilla beans, and cocoa. The 
Indians also cultivated rubber, chicle (chewing gum), 
tobacco, and cotton. 
In addition. to this cornucopia, it seems that the 
Indians were the first to make the miraculous jump 
from the gathering of wild plants to the development 
and sowing of' domesticated plants. Domesticated wheat 
and rye first appeared in the Near East 9000 years ago. 
Summer squash and pumpkins appeared in the Americas by 
8000 years ago, and corn cobs have been found in 
Tehuacan, Mexico I dating to 9000 years ago. 

(Goodman, 1981, 218) 

Agricul ture diffused allover North America but the 

extent to which it flourished depended on ecological factors. 

In the east rich soils and abundant raini'all favoured plant 

growth. In the west and southwest where conditions were not 

as favourable agriculture never entirely displaced the Archaic 

foraging system. There were exceptions, however. In the desert 

valleys of' present day southern Arizona the Hohokam people 

practiced an intensive irrigation agriculture and lived in 

large communi ties of the Mesoamerican type, communi ties which 

can be traced backed to the Jrd century B.C .. (Spicer, 1982: 10). 

Socio-Poli tical Organizatinn 

The American Indians developed a diverse range of 

socio-poli tical structures. In those areas beyond the limits 

of agricultural expar..sion such as the Plains and the' Plateau 

country the old foraging-hunting way of life continued and 

appropriate social organizations evolved. The archetype was 
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the unstratif'ied, egali tar-ian, uni t based on strong kinship 

ties, a small group welded together by norms of' reciprocity 

and sharing, and charroterized by an intimate relationship 

wi th the natural environment. More complex arrangements reg

ulated the farmers of' the city-states which emerged along the 

Rio Grande and the Little Colorado Rivers. With its powerful 

priestly office-holders, religious societies, moieties, and 

clans, the individual pueblo has been described as " a min

iature, theocratic, community-state" (Fisher in Brand and 

Harvey, eds., 1939: 156). 

An area of particularly high cultural development 

before the arrival of the whi tes was the southeastern 

United states from the lower Mississippi Valley east to the 

Atlantic coast. Successful intensive agricultural practices 

permi tted the growth of large population centres which in 

some cases can be regarded as true urban developments. These 

societies were notable for the richness of' their artistic and 

ceremonial lif'e and for their rela ti vely sophisticated po Ii t

ical and social institutions. 

Of' particular prominence among the southeastern tribes 

were the Natchez and the Creeks. Before the Natchez were de

stroyed by systematic genocide on the part of' the French, they 

had evolved, according to Spicer, "the most highly developed 

forn of organization" in the whole region (1969: 20). Among 

the Natchez and related peoples a highly institutionalized, 

heredi tary class system existed which distinguished nobili ty 
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from commoners, and accorded an almost semi-divine status to 

the most privileged (Kehoe, 19810 172). Although the Creeks 

were' to reach the zenith of their power and influenc e after 

the urrival of the Europeans, an arrival which also stim

ulated their poli tical development, in the pre-contact period 

they developed a basically democratic form of' political organ

ization which was c·apable of easily absorbing other peoples 

(including the remnants of the Natchez). When the Spaniard, 

De Sota, led his rapacious expedition across the southeast in 

1540 the Creek Confederacy was already in existence. 

The basic Creek governmental unit was a body of people 

living for the most part in a single locality known as a talwa 

(town). Such a settlement unit may have contained from 100 to 

2000 inhabitants living in scatteered family dwellings wi th 

surrounding fields. Each town had its central public and c er

emonial buildings and enclosures, The talwas were essentially 

autonomous political subdivisions. The miko, or town chief of 

the Creeks was selected usually from th'e membership of his 

predecessor's clan. He was not an absolute leader but ruled 

wi th the advice and assistance of a group of' counselors or 

"beloved men" (Newcomb, 1974, 48; Spicer, 1969, 21-2). These 

were the elders or veterans of the town who had passed through 

various stages of advancement. and were in many respects the 

decision-making backbone of the Creek nation. 

The Creeks recognized peace and war as separate govern

mental functions, and the towns were classed as White or Peace 
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towns and Red or War towns. Meetings were held in the W.hi te 

towns to settle peaoe terms, to adopt conquered tribes, and 

to gi va sanctuary to fugi ti ves. The Red towns were responsi bla 

1'or declaring war, planning military expedi tiona, and generally 

deciding diplomatic and foreign policies (Debo, 1941, 7). 

Councils such as these which usually took place in the larger 

towns with the best facilities, paid due deference to the 

rank and status of the various participants but at the same 

time gave great weight to popular opinion. Spicer wri tea that 

" .• the organization had a certain fluidity and informality, 

since it did not rest on the principle 01' command and absolute 

authori ty but rather on mechanisms for deliberation and wide 

conSUltation which sought unanimity by consensus" (1969= 22). 

The Creeks in common with other southeasterners, tended 

to form loose alliances or confederacies. Unlike the Iroquois 

of the northeast, however, the Creeks (reflecting their own 

internal structure) incorporated defeated tribes on equal terms. 

By 1770 the Creek Confederacy numbering 20.000 had become a 

major actor in the diplomatic power struggle involving the 

European states and other Indian nations of the region. 

Another area which saw significant socio-poli tical 

development in pre-colonial times was the northeastern part 

of the United states. Here the Woodlands culture flourished 

among peoples of two major linguistic stocks, Algonquian and 

Iroquoian. Best known and most studied of' all the northeastern 

peoples are the Iroquois of whom it has been said : "they 

_._--
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achieved 1'or themselves a more remarkable civil organization, 

and acquired a higher degree of influence, than any other 

race of' Indian lineage, except those of Mexico and Peru" 

(Morgan, 1954: J). Scholarly opinion links the Iroquois with 

the Owasco and Hopewell archaeological traditions which go 

back more than a thousand years (Newcomb, 1974: 60; McNickle 

in Leacock and Lurie, eds., 1971: 47). As with the people of 

the southeast, agriculture was of' fundamental importance to 

the Iroquois, in addition to the traditional acti vi ties of 

hunting and fishing. By A.D. 1200 the longhouse was in use, 

and villages or towns surrounded by pallisades were established. 

usually on high ground. Maize, beans, and squashes were grown 

in the adjacent fields. 

The basic uhit of Iroquois society was the matrilineal 

extended family wi thin the clan. Each of the clans were usually 

represented in every village. By the early seventeenth century 

1'i ve Iroquoian-speaking tribes, numbering perhaps 25, 000 -

30, 000 (Spicer, 1969: 26), had established themselves in the 

area of present day New York state. Each of the five - the 

Mohawks, Oneidas, Onondagas, Senecas and Cayugas - occupied 

a distinct terri tory, spoke a distinct dialect, and was rep

resented by a tribal council reflecting the individual clans. 

The tribes were unequally represented in the Great Council, 

an august body of fifty sachems which met at Onondaga in the 

centre of the Iroquois domain. However, the fact that there 

were fourteen Onondaga, ten Cayuga, nine Mohawk, nine Oneida 
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and eight Senecas was immaterial since each tribe voted as 

one and all decisions of the Council had to be unanimous. 

The sachems were hereditary appointees and remained for life. 

A deceased sachem was replaced by a successor nomina1;ed by 

the women .of the tribe who CQuid also serve as regents. The 

power and influence of the Iroquois matriarchy was such that 

they may be properly described as the deus ex machina of 

the Confederacy. 

The date of the founding of' the League is lost in 

antiqui ty. Historians and anthropologists have made estimates 

ranging from 1450 to 1666. Indian tradition follows the earlier 

da te and assigns the founding to the work of two individuals, 

Deganawida, a visionary of great wisdom, said to hav~ been a 

Huron miraculously born of a virgin, and his disciple Hiawatha, 

a Mohawk warrior. These two leaders persuaded the five tribes 

to unite in a league of' peace and .friendship rather than to 

continue their destructive feuding. The Iroquois Confederacy 

was not the only one of' its kind in the northeast but it was 

certainly the most successful. By mutual agreement the five 

tribes committed themselves to end their own internecine 

discord, to settle infractions through ritual payments made 

by individual families, and to unite together in a mili tary 

organization of unprecedented strength in the northeast. By 

the end of the seventeenth century such tribes as the Hurons, 

Petuns, Neutrals, Eri"es and Susquehannocks had all been either 

dispersed, incorporated or exterminated by the League of the 
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Iroquois. 

Clearly there was tremendous di versi ty among the 

thousands of bands, tribes and nations that comprised the 

aboriginal population of the United states. At one end of the 

cultural spectrum were the atomistic, individualistic, nomads 

of the deserts and semi-deserts of the west. At the other 

extreme were the technologically productive, highly organized, 

socially complex, tribes of the southeast and northeast who 

were capable of grouping themselves together in powerful 

alliances and confederacies. Anthropologists such as Mason, 

Wissler and Kroeber have drawn attention to the various 

culture areas of North America. The roul tiplici ty of classi

fications that have emerged reflect the varieties of physical 

type, language, sUbsistence base, social organization, cere

monial style and technological level (and the particular 

predilections of anthropologists). Kevertheless, it is possible 

to see an underlying homogeneity within this panoply of cul

tures, a homogeneity which has managed to weather the storm 

of invasion and conquest by fragments from Europe. If aborig

inal North America was a land of variegated cultures, it is 

nonetheless true that all Indian societies were organized on 

the basis of kinship. It is also quite clear that these first 

inhabi tants shared a universal and profound respect for the 

earth and the natural world. 

Al though the cast of characters varied from region to 

region Indian creation stories emphasized the role of mar. 
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and the animals in the making of the world. Man is not depicted 

as a superior being, the conqueror of' nature, but as a related, 

interconnected and dependent part of the natural universe. It 

was a holistic view which stressed respect for all the crea

tUres of the earth and the necessity of Ii iring in balance 

and harmony with them. For the native American every part of 

the natural world was sac·red. Humans, animals, plants, rocks, 

ri vers, were all thought to possess spiritual power. To abuse 

any part of' the sacred chain was to alienate oneself' f'rom that 

very power - called manitou in Algonquian - and "was equivalent 

to repudiating the vital force in Nature" (Martin, 1978: 34). 

Qui te obviously this was a world view which stood in 

marked contrast to that held by the Europeans with whom the 

Indians would be in increasing contact from the late fifteenth 

century onwards. For Europeans land was a resource to be ex

ploi ted for the benefit of a superior being, man. It was a 

commodity to be possessed and owned by individuals. Indeed, 

private ownership of property was the bedrock upon which 

European society rested. In pre-industrial, agrarian Europe 

property was the basis 01' po Ii tical power. In the Indian 

weI tanshauung the idea 01' land as a pri va tely held asset to 

be bought and sold was a completely alien concept. 

The Colonial Experience 

The dubious distinction 01' being the first European 

state to systematically exploit the resources of the New 

World belongs to Spain. The first colony was established 
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and Dominican Republic) by Columbus on his second voyage. 

Wi thin twenty five years the entire Indian population, esti-

mated at 125,000 to ,500,000 had perished. Many were killed 

by the Spaniards, many committed suicide, even more fell prey 

to smallpox. All the questions that would arise in later 

years in the course of' whi te-Indian contact arose for the 

first time with the Spaniards. Quite soon a debate emerged 

over the inherent character and rights of the Indian. The 

issue divided Spain into two camps : those who regarded them 

as "noble savages" and those who disparaged them as "filthy 

dogs". Nor was this simply a d.ebate over abstractions. At the 

heart of the matter was the fundamental question as to whether 

the native peoples should be exploited for the benefit of the 

Crown and the settlers, or should their conver'Sion and welfare 

take precedence over material development and profit. 

The most vociferous advocates of Indian rights were 

the clergy. The Dominican friar, Bartolome de las Casas in 

his History of the Indies described the origins of clerical 

support. He recorded the words of a sermon delivered by a 

certain friar, Anton Montesino, in which he berated the Spanish 

colonists for their treatment of the Indians : 

This voice, he continued, says that you are living 
in deadly sin for the atrocities you tyrannically 
impose on these innocent people. Tell me, what right 
have you to enslave them? What authority did you 
use to make war against them who lived at peace on 
their terri tories, killing them cruelly with methods 
never before heard of ... (Las Casas in Collard,ed., 1971:181-9). 
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Another outspoken critic of Spanish colonial policy was the 

theologian, Francisco de Vi toria. In a series of lectures 

delivered at the University of Salamanca in 1532 he affirmed 

that Indians we:re indeed human and- entitled to enjoy civil 

and political rights and that they were the true owner s of 

their lands. The doctrine was officially accepted in Spain 

and given Papal- support in 1537. 7 

The tragic story of the Indian population of the 

Americas, however, tells us that this was a "custom more 

honoured in the breach than in the observance". The Cr'own 

vacillated over conflicting claims and interests but in the 

end came down on the side of the motley cr'8W of ex-soidier-s, 

adventurers, bankrupt noblemen and paroled convicts who com-

rised the Spanish colonists. 

The spectacular t.riumph of Cortes and Pizarro in 

Mexico and Peru inspired other conquistadors to march through 

vast areas of the Americas in search of more spoils. The 

usual pattern of expansion was the dispatch of expeditionary 

forces followed by intermittent armed clashes and sporadic 

colonization wherever the land or resources merited 

exploi tation. In Nox,th America Francisco de Coronado and 

7. Vi toria' s f'amous dissertation on this subj ect 
was De Indis et De .T1IT-e Be]] j Bel ect; ones. The Papal Bull 
Sublimis Deus was issued in 1537 by Pope Paul III. 
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de Sata led wide-ranging expedi tiona across the southern part 

of the United States from Florida to the Grand Canyon. In 

New Mexico Spanish settlers, frustrated by the lack of' profit 

in the aboriginal trade in salt, hides, and farm crops, began 

to t~j'f'ic slaves with the Apache and Comanche tribes. 

French interest in the New World was evident from the 

beginning of' the sixteenth century. Fishing communities were 

quickly established to exploit the abundant cod found on the 

Newfoundland coast. Inland voyages by Cartier and Roberval 

from l.5JIJ. to l.5IJ.J led to the establishment of the first, 

albeit very humble, French colonies. It was not· long before 

the French were heavily invel ved in the fur trade wi th the 

interior tribes. In 1608 Champlain founded Quebec which became 

for many years the business centre of the fur trade. There was 

a major difference between the fishing and fur industries. 

Fishing did not require direct Indian involvement but the fUr 

trade depended on it. Indians caught the animals, employed 

their women to cure the skins,· and then had to exchange them 

wi th the whites in the summer. However, the initiation of 

such an economic relationship was to have profound consequences 

for the indigenous population as they became sucked into the 

maelstrom of European power politics in the years to come. 

In some respects French attitudes towards the Indian 

people were more enlightened than those of their imperial 

rivals. According to Angie Debo : 

The Indians liked the French. The gentlemen adven .... 
turers who visited their country accepted the 
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hospi tali ty of their wigwams with courtesy and consid
eration. The voyageurs and coursurs de bois learned 
their languages, married their women, and adopted 
their ways. Jesuit missionaries traversed the same 
paths and visited the same wigwams, converting the 
Indians without subjecting them to alien rule. 

(Debo, 1970: J8-9) 

Unlike other Europeans,for the most part, the French were 

never too obsessed with their own superiority or too fearful 

to Ii ve with the In@ians. Frenchmen did travel freely through 

Indian country and because they had enough sel).se to respect 

Indian ways oi'tentimes they in turn received the respect 

and even affection of the indigenous population. At the top 

levels of the colonial administration French officials were 

careful to give due def'erence to native leaders. One way this 

was achieved was through the annual council to which delegates 

were invited from the most distant tribes. In New France such 

meetings were held at Montreal' and in the' French terri tory of 

Louisiana the venue was Mobile. 

Yet it would be fallacious to assume too much al tru-

ism on the part of' the French. Diplomacy and tact were at a 

premium for the colonial administrators because it was imper

ative that they construct and retain Indian alliances in order 

to offset the weakness of their- own mili tary position. Simi

larly common sense told the wandering coureurs de bois how 

best to behave towards the Indians they encountered if they 

wished to survive. Most importantly, the French never forgot 

that they were in North America to do business. They were not. 

opposed to indulging in the slave trade and "were especially 
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tribes - their traditional enemies, the Pawnees, and the 
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newly arrived Comanches - to bring back captiv~s for this 

market" (Deba, 1970: 57). Above all, they sought to dominate 

and maximize their profits from the fUr trade (a trade which 

wa.'3 also promoted by the Jesuit missionaries). As Father- Nau 

expressed it in the Jesuit Relations : "Mr Le Comte de Maurepas 

a raison de dire que Les officiers du canada ne cherchent pas 

La mer de L'ouest, mais La mer du castor" (Les Relations Des 

Jesuites, Vol. 68, 282). 

Despite the French reputation for finesse in their 

handling of Indian affairs an early and perhaps fatal error 

was made when Champlain on one of his expeditions joined a 

party of Indians in an attack upon the Iroquoi"s. According to 

Morgan, this aroused "the uncompromising and inveterate enroi ty 

of the League" (Morgan, 19.54: 10). Certainly, by aligning 

itself at an early date with such tribes as the Hurons and 

Adirondacks, France was undeniably handicapped in its efforts 

to become the dominant power in the region. Morgan goes as 

far as saying: "To this Indian League, France must chiefly 

ascri be the final overthrow of her magnificent schemes of 

colonization in the northern part of America" (Margan, 19.54: 11). 

The French found that their chief competitors in the 

northeast were the Dutch and Bri i;ish settlers of colonial New 

York. The Dutch early on established friendly relations with 

the Iroquois and other Indian tribes, relations which the 
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Bri tish were to inherit along with their takeover of the 

Dutch colony of the New Netherlands in 1664. The Dutch went 

to great lengths to avoid antagonizing the indigenous papu-

lati on. The Director of New Netherlands, in 1625, was instruc

ted to see that the Indians "be shown honesty, faithfulness, 

and Sincerity in all contracts, dealings, and intercourse ... 

and that ... friendly relations with them be maintained" (cited 

in Nammack, 1969: 5). Furthermore, the colonists were instruc

ted as to how they should go about securing possession of 

lands that were either abandoned or unoccupied by the Indians. 

Purchase could be negotiated through direct dealings involving 

exchange for trade goods or by some amicable agreement (Nammack, 

1969, 5). 

Regardless of the apparent consideration wi th which 

the Dutch approached Indian relations, caution must again be 

exercised in evaluating Dutch policy. Fair treatment lessened 

the dangers of attack and allowed New Netherlands to concen

trate on obtaining the largest slice of the fur trade that it 

COUld. lin honourable Indian policy was a judicious course of 

action. It was not enlightenment but self-interest that dic

tated the strategy of the States-General, the legislative 

assembly of the Netherlands. 

England was a comparatively late arrival on the New 

World scene. During the early period of Spanish and Portu

guese expansion, English overseas undertakings were on a small 

scale. By the end of the sixteenth century they had failed to 
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secure a single foothold outside Europe. But the New World 

beckoned to London also. Colonies would provide new markets, 

new sources of raw materials, and if they contained gold and 

silver. as the Iberian powers had f01,l.nd, England I s stock in 

the international system would rise commensurately. In the 

sixteenth century, however, her colonial efforts were thwarted 

by Spain which took every opportunity to make sure sllch efforts 

remained still-born. With the temporary stalemate that followed 

the de:feat of the Spanish Armada in 1588 the door was now 

opened for overseas expansion. 

Heading the pack of Elizabethan sea dogs' who sought 

fame and fortune by traversing the Atlantic were such figures 

as Francis Drake, Walter Raleigh, Humphrey Gilbert, and 

Richard Grenville. Raleigh and Gilbert, it will be recalled, 

were no strangers to the problem of colonization. Both had 

gained experience in dealing with "savages" through their 

years spent attempting to subjugate the native Irish. Initially 

the efforts of the early colonizers met with little success. 

Nash argues that they lacked the essential ingredients which 

had brought success to the ventures of the Iberian states 

They had Ii ttle backing in the form of' subsidi es, 
ships, and naval protection from the national 
government. They had minimal support f'rom the Church 
of England in contrast to the extensive partici
pation of the Catholic Church in the Spanish and 
Portuguese colonies. And they lacked the par'tici
pati on of citizen investors - a broad mass of middle 

_ and upper-class people who would risk money in 
colonizing experiments. As long as English coloni
zation rested in the hands of the English nobility -
restless sons of the aristocrats and favoured 
courtiers of the Crown - nothing much was achieved. 

(Nash, 1982, 34-5) 
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It was not until the seventeenth century that organized and 

concerted colonization schemes were to be implemented in 

the wake of the growing economic and political influence 

of the capitalist, merchant class in England. 

Like their Spanish imperial rivals the English were 

from the beginning haunted by two contradictory images of 

the indigenous inhabitants of North America. To be sure there 

was the testimony of many travellers, including Columbus him

self, as to the essentially gentle nature of the Indians. They 

were also aware of the enthusiastic welcomes received by 

Europeans in such plac es as Newfoundland. parts of Florida 

and elsewhere in the Caribbean and South America. In 1583 de 

las Casas was translated into English and published. The 

English title was The Spanish Colonie I or Brief Chronicle of 

the Acts and gestes of the Spaniardes in the West Indies. 

The Elizabethan reader learnt that the Indians were "poor 

innocent people", "harmless" and "silly", "peaceable", "amiable", 

"meek as lambs", "very gentle and very tender, and of an easy 

complexion" (cited in Porter, 1979: 156). 

But there was another dark, negative, image which 

permeated the narratives of the voyages undertaken by English 

travellers and explorers in the Elizabethan era, an image 

which also became enshrined in the contemporary Ii terature. 

This image depicted the Indian as a savage. hostile. unholy t 

beast-like creature. The Indians encountered on Frobi sher IS 

second voyage to America are described thus : 



If' they for necessi ties sake stand in need of the 
premisses, such grass as the countrey yeeldeth they 
plucke up and eat, not deintly, or salletwise to 
allure their stomacks to appetite ; but for 
necessi ties sake wi thout either salt, oyles, or 
washing, like brute beasts devouring the same. 

(Hakluyt, Val. II, 1904 edition ,224) 
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In the Ii terature of' the English Renaissance allusions to 

savages .found in Sidney, Greene, Kidd, Nashe and the early 

Shakespeare reflect commonly held assumptions about the 

Indians of the New World. This is exemplified very clearly 

in Edmund Spencer I s poem The Fairis Queene. Interestingly, 

it appears that the only "savages" Spencer eve~ actually saw 

were the native Irish. Writing about his encounter he concludes 

that "the migratory lives of the Irish, their dress, their war

cries and laments, their semi-pagan religious rites - all show 

them to be a wild, uncivilized people" (cited in Pearce, 1945: 

145) . 

In f'act, the dominant view in Elizabethan England 

was essentially anti-savage or anti-primi ti vistic. Native 

peoples were vilified and defamed whether they were found 

on England's western border or across the ocean. "Irishmen 

or Pequots, Scots or Iroquois, they were enemies, they were 

ignorant, and they were animal-like" (Hodgen, 1964: 364). 

Under the first two Stuart kings long stretches of 

the eastern seaboard of' North America were settled. Virginia. 

Maryland, Massachusetts, Connecticut and Rhode Island all 

had their origin in this period. Following the English Civil 

War the process of expansion continued. New colonies were 
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established in the Carolinas and Pennsylvania. The Dutch 

settlements were seized during the second Anglo-Dutch war 

and the English colonies of' New York and New- Jersey emerged. 

By the end 01' Charles II's reign, English colonies stretched 

along fifteen hundred miles of' coastline from Maine to South 

Carolina. In the far north the Hudson I s Bay Company, granted 

its charter in 1670, sought to dominate the fur trade of 

the region between the Great Lakes and Hudson' s Bay.· 

As expansion continued, inexorable and unquenchable, 

the English were confronted with the problem of Indian land 

ti tIe. Clearly, individual colonizers considered the matter. 

In a sermon of 1609 blessing the Virginia project the Rev. 

Robert Gray asked : "by what right or warrant we can enter 

into the land of' these Savages, take away their rightfull 

inheri tance .from them, and plant ourselves in their places, 

being unwronged or unprovoked by them?" (cited in Craven, 1944: 

65). However, the early English charters, patents, and grants, 

like the state papers of' Spain or France, ignore the question 

of Indian legal rights to the land by virtue of their occupancy. 

From the outset it appears the English claimed the 

land they were invading by right of discovery. Moreover, it 

was held that "as soon as possession of the land was taken 

the ownership and control of' the nation was complete and 

unassailable except by right of conquest" (Kinney, 1SJ?: 4). 

The above argument was buttressed by the European legal 

theory of ~ domiciliurn which stated that Indian land was 
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unoccupied and available for European settlement because 

it was not oc.cupied by representati ves of the civilized, 

Christian nations. The charter to Sir Humphrey Gilbert 

issued in 1578, authorized him "to discover and take poses

sian of such remote, heathen and barbarous lands as were 

not actually possessed by any Christian prince or people" 

(cited in Kinney, 1937' 5). 

Under the Tudor and Stuart dynasties English pene

tration of the North American continent was motivated by 

the all~·constuning passion for mercantile prof'i ts and political 

aggrandizement. But trade and the flag was not the complete 

story. Religion also played its part. Like the Spaniards I 

the English appealed to religious feeling and missionary 

zeal. This should not surprise us given the nature of the 

religious ideology that the English fragment brought with 

them to the colonies. 

Religious dissidence had been a feature of English 

life from the reign of Henry VIII onwards. It has been said 

that "Queen Elizabeth's church broke with Catholics on the 

right, with Presbyterians in the center, and with Separatists 

to the left·· (Quinn, 197), 3)6-)7). Richard Hakluyt, a con

ventional Elizabethan cleric, told his Queen in 1584 that 

some Protestant dissidents could usefully be removed to 

North America where "they will become less contentious" and 

where they can engage in "reducing the savages to the chief 

principles of our faith" (Hakluyt in Taylor, ed., 1935: 217). 
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Another frontier region which was similarly promoted as a 

sui table place to export troublesome dissenters to was, of 

course, Ireland. In the Munster Plantation from 1585 onwards 

there were chances for Presbyterians, Separatists, or English 

Catholics to settle in the Irish west. 

The intensity of their religious convictions led 

such people to leave their homes and seek refuge in out

lying lands far away from the stultifying influence of the 

established church. But that very intensi ty also placed them 

on a collision course with the indigenous inhabitants of 

the territories to which they removed. Just as the seventeenth 

century exodus of militant Protestants from England and Scotland 

was to transform forever the northern province of Ulster, so 

too would a similar migration to the eastern seaboard of 

North America have immense consequences for the futUre 

development of that terri tory, and for the fate of the 

autochthonous population. 

The twin aims of christianizing and civilizing the 

Indians were articulated as early as the establisment of 

the first permanent English settlement at Jamestown, Virginia. 

King James I' s charter to the Virginia Company of London 

expressed the hope not only of bringing them to "the true 

Knowledge and worship of God", but "to human Ci viIi ty, and 

to a settled and quiet Government" (cited in Debo, 1970: 40). 

While some scholars have cautioned against writing off such 

pronouncements as "merely a promotional device" (Craven, 1944: 

67) lit is probably true to say that the verdict of modern 
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scholarship is that despite such rhetoric, and the well

meaning intentions of individual Englishmen, the factor that 

weighed most heavily on the minds of the shareholders of the 

Virginia Company was "the desire to receive a return on their 

investment" (Nash, 1982,46). 

From 1607 to 1622 the colonists and Indians lived in 

a state of uneasy peace. In 1622,in the .face of colonial 

pressures for more land for tobacco cultivation, an alliance 

of tribes under the leadership of Opechancanough, rose against 

the British settlements and wiped out perhaps one-third of the 

whi tes. Thereafter, the colonists, no longer concerned with 

the niceties of conversion and improvement, embarked upon 

a course of' relentless warfare involving the wholescale 

destruction of Indian villages and crops. In 1644 a second 

Indian uprising, again led by the aged Opechancanough, who was 

carried into battle on a litter, resulted in their defeat and 

the signing of a treaty separating white and Indian terri tory 

and guaranteeing the latter protection from intrusion. It 

was the beginning of the modern reservation system (Nash, 1982: 

64, Craven, 1944, 76). 

The religious ideology of the Puri tans who began to 

settle New England from the 1620s onwards had a profound impact 

not only wi thin the northeastern territories they settled but 

on the whole of colonial society, indeed, in a very important 

sense Puritan values shaped its destiny. The Puri tans left 

behind them an England with which they had become thoroughly 
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disenchanted. The source of' their discontent was the process 

of gradual change by which the feudal structure of the late 

~'Iiddle Ages was becoming transformed into the urbanized, 

trade-oriented unit known as the modern, capitalist state. 

It was a period of great flux when not only traditional 

insti tutions but traditional values came under scrutiny. 

The Puritans, then, were emigres who decried what they per

ceived to be the collapse of the old social and economic order 

in England. In their new home, however, they "intended to 

reverse the march of disorder, wickedness and 'masterlessness' 

which they saw burgeoning in English society. Through a new 

discipline the Puritans hoped to create a regenerated social 

order and thus to restore the equilibrium of' their society" 

(Nash, 1982: 69). Through hard work, perseverance, and trust 

in the Almighty, they would create their "utopia" in the New 

England colonies of' America. 

A major component of' the Puritan ideology was messianism, 

the belief' that those who had chosen to reject the decadence 

and anarchy of English society had a special destiny to fulfill 

in the New World. It was the fate of the American Indian to 

be perceived as an obstacle in the path of the divine.1Y

sanctioned Puritan mission. Roy Harvey Pearce argues that 

the Indian was a symbol of' what the English settler knew he 

must not allow himself to become. He was a negative role-

model, as it were, who represented everything the Puritan stood 

against. Thus, the Indian became the stereotyped symbol of 
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lewdness, sloth, viciousness, and treachery while the Puritan 

believed himself to be the embodiment of the truly civilized 

man who combined the virtues of honesty, piety, moral recti-

tude and hard work in the service of the Lord. Where the 

native peoples resisted settler demands for lebensraum it 

was easy to depict them as opposing God's work : 

For here the Puritans carried to its extreme the 
logic of seventeenth century Christian imperialism. 
God had meant the savage Indian's land for the 
civilized English and, moreover, had meant the 
savage state i tselt' as a sign of Satan's power 
and savage warfare as a sign of earthly struggle 
and sin. The colonial enterprise was in all ways 
a religious enterprise. For Puritans, as for Pilgrims 
before them, land tenure was finally to be demon
strated from theology. (Pearce, 1965: 20) 

Regardless of the often expressed desire to "save" the 

savages, the evidence is that among the Puritans there was far 

less active missionary fervour than among the Spanish or 

Portuguese. In part this was a question of numbers. Where 

the Iberian states dispatched hundreds of missionaries 

along wi th the conquistadors, the Puritans arrived with only 

their own ministers to tend to the needs of their small flocks. 

But it also seems that it was not long before the prevailing 

opinion was that the Indians had sunk into such a low condition 

of moral and spiritual degradation that they had become a lost 

cause. As Cotton Mather pointed out they were "doleful creatures 

(whO were) the veriest ruines of mankind, which (were) to be 

found any where upon the face of the earth to (cited in Pearse, 

1965, 29). 
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Among the Algonquian- speaking tribes which lived in 

pre-contact New England were the Massachusetts, the Naragansetts, 

the Wampanoags and the Pequots. Their nwnbers have been esti

mated at more than 100,000 (Nash, 1982: 76). As in so many 

other instances the massive population decline which quickly 

followed the arrival of' the Europeans can be a ttri buted to 

epidemic disease which swept the area f'rpm 1616-1619. Contacts 

between settlers and natives· during the first decade of' settle

ment in the 16208 were friendly but the period following saw 

a marked increase in friction culminating in the Pequot War 

of 1637. The encounter, which ostensibly began because the 

Pequots killed two English sea captains and their crews, was 

noticeable for the f'eroci ty of the colonists I retribution. The 

English, in conjunction with their Narragansett allies (an 

early example of classic "divide and rule" tactics), were not 

content to simply defeat the Pequot, but felt impelled to 

virtually wipe out the tribe, selling the surviving women and 

children into slavery (Debo, 1970, 47). 

Tensions continued to mount among the indigenous 

population of New England until some thirty years later in 1676 

a last di tah eff'ort was made by a federation of' tribes under 

the leadership of the Wampanoag chief, Philip. Faced with the 

reali ty of a rapidly declining land base the Indians rose 

in defiance of English rule. The inevitable defeat was followed 

by the public display of Philip's decapitated head, and the 

sale of his wife and child into slavery (Debo, 1970: 49). 
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The severity of these actions should not surprise us 

too much if' we take into account the fact that the Puritans, 

influenced as they were by the exhortations of' the Old 

Testament, believed themselves to be waging a holy war against 

"Sa tan r S children". Moreover, it becomes easi er to undersand 

policies of extermination in the New World when we consider 

condi tions in the Old World. At home, Europeans perpetrated 

appalling things upon one another : witness the horrors of 

the Thirty Years War, Cromwell's massacres of' Drogheda and 

Wexford, the barbarous penal codes, the poverty of the masses 

and the tremendous gulf in privilege and education between 

high and low. 

Perhaps we should be more surprised by the, albeit 

rare, instances 01' humane and fair treatment on the part of 

European settlers. One of the few bright spots in white-Indian 

relations in this period is the Quaker colony 01' Pennsylvania. 

Like the Puritans, the Quakers were religious dissenters who 

rejected the established Protestant Church 01' England, and 

sought to create a new life for themselves in North America. 

Unlike the Puritans, however, they were committed advocates 

of nonviolence and of just relations between peoples regardless 

of race or religion. In 1681. KIng Charles II granted an immense 

terri tory to William Penn, one of the most important English 

Quakers. Even before his arrival Penn made clear his intentions 

in a letter delivered to the Delaware tribe which inhabited 

the region he had been" ceded : "The king of the Countrey where 



I live, hath given unto me a Great Province therein, but 

I desire to enj oy it wi th your Love and Consent, that we 

may always live together as Neighbours and friends" (cited 

in Nash, 1982. 97). 

Indeed, for a brief moment in American history, a 

concerted effort was made by colonial settlers to deal 

fairly and justly with the indigenous popUlation. W.R.Jacobs 

wri tes that "Quaker-Indian relations, for example, are unique 

in terms of the orderly manner in which land was occupied 

and the extreme care that was taken to maintain cordial 

relations with adjacent t';ibes" (Jacobs, 1972. 109). The 

Quakers were also the only religious group which used presents 

extensively to influence the Indians (Jacobs, 1950. 38). 

However, this period of harmony did not long outlast the 

demise of Penn, nor could it survive the arrival of other 

European immigrants who did not share the Quakers I sensibilities 

in regard to Indian policy. 

In the early part of the eighteenth centllL"Y Pennsylvania 

opened its doors to Swiss Mennonites, German Protestants and 

Scots-Irish. We have already drawn attention to· the very 

significant role that the latter body of immigrants was to 

play on the frontiers of colonial America. The second gener

ation of Quakers, though still paying lip service to the 

ideals of the founding father of their colony, differed little 

from other immigrants as far as. Pursuing material success was 

concerned. By the mid-eighteenth century a weal thy Quaker 
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aristocracy had emerged which was "more interested in prali t 

than pacifism" and which was "willing enough that the Ulster' 

Scots should flock to Pennsylvania, there to forn a buffer 

between the Indians and the lowland settlements, provided that 

they paid .their dues and did not disturb the established order 

in the colony" (Moody, 19LfS. 213). 

But the Ulster immigrants were not content to act 

as a buffer protecting the Quaker establishment in 

Pennsylvania. In their a tti tude towards the na ti va Americans 

they displayed the same kind of sectarian zeal as they had 

shown to the" na ti va Gaels of' the northern part of Ireland. 

They took the lead in foming companies of rangers who proved 

adept at carrying out a bloody guerilla war against the indig

enous peoples living on the frontier. As Leyburn puts it in 

his social history, The Scotch-Irish, otthey carried the war 

informally into the Indian I s terri tory and wrought desolation 

at every opportunity" (Leyburn, 1962. 228). 

In 1763 an incident occurred which was indicative not 

only of the lengths to which the Ulster settlers were prepared 

to go to rid themselves of the "Indian problem" I but also of 

the incapacity and unwillingness of colonial authorities to 

provide adequate protection for Indian people. The Canestogas 

were a tiny band of' Iroquoian-speakers who lived near the town 

of Lancaster, and who had, in fact, signed a treaty with 

William Penn which had been subsequently confirmed by succeeding 

governors. In the autumn of 1763 at the time of the Ottawa 
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chi ef Pontiac r s ri sing, the Conestogas were charged by fron

tiersmen with secretly aiding the enemy. When the Goyernor 

of Pennsylvania, John Penn, refused to act, a gr-oup of Scots

Irish rangers from the township of Paxton took matters into 

their own hands, attacked the Indian village and killed six' 

of them. Fourteen survivors took refuge in the county jail. 

Two weeks later the jail was attacked by the "Paxton boys" 

and all the Indians were slaughtered, women and children too. 

The massacre has been described as "one of the earliest exam

ples of lynch-law in America". Far from being overcome by 

remorse the rioters then proceeded to issue a series of demands 

to the legislative assembly in Philadelphia which included 

pressing for' a more vigorous and ruthless Indian policy. The 

assembly I for its part I refused either to punish the murderers 

or to address their grievances (see Parkman, 1933: 125-671 

Moody. 1945, 214-15). 

As the European presence on the American continent 

grew so the Indians were drawn into their web of po Ii tical 

rivalry. Between 1675 and 176J three imperial states, England, 

France and Spain vied with each other for supremacy in the 

vast area east of the Mississippi River. The Indian societies 

of' the interior played a much more dynamic role in the intricate 

diplomatic manoeuverings that took place than did the less 

numerous and weaker coastal tribes. The Five Nations, in 

particular, were to play an immensely important role in the 

struggle for power in the northeast which by the late seven

teenth century had narrowed down to a contest between England 
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and France. 

Il)dian-Euro.Eean Rela.tions in the ~ortheaflt 

George T. Hunt in his Wars of the Iroquois suggests 

that the explanation behind the League's. rise to a position 

of unparalleled dominance among the Indian tribes of the 

northeastern region is to be found in the coming of Europeans 

to America and specifically to the development of the fur 

trade. This trade wi. th the Dutch became so important to the 

Iroquois that when their supplies were exhausted they were 

impelled to move against neighbouring tribes in order to find 

new supplies. It was the Iroquois desire to attain a "beaver 

hegemony" that led them in the mid-seventeenth century to 

turn upon and decimate the more northerly Hurons. 

Despite the fact, as we have already indicated, that 

relations between the French and the Iroquois got off to a 

bad start, the French continued to tryon numerous occasions 

to win over the Five Nations. What successes they had in these 

endeavours can be attributed to a large extent to the ef'f'orts 

of' Jesuit missionaries. In contrast to the Puritans of' New 

England, the Jesuits of N.ew France did not arrive at the early 

conclusion that the Indians were doomed unless they immedi-

a tely abandoned their values, belief's and customs and placed 

their trust in the Christian God. Since they believed in a 

supreme being, in the immortality of' souls and supernatural 

forces, the Jesuits considered there was suf'f'icient common 

ground to work towards gradual revision and hopef'ully an 
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eventual syncretism. At any rate, a considerable number 

. of individuals from different tri bas, most of' them Mohawks 

and Onandagas, did withdraw from the Fi va Na tiona and formed 

Catholic settlements at Caughnawaga, st·, Regis and Oka ~!l the 

St. Lawrence. 

Along with the takeover of Dutch possessions in 1664 

the English managed to retain intact their good relations 

with the Iroquois. The proximity o:f the English to the Five 

Nations country, the importance of Albany as a trading centre 

wi th the Indians, and the lower cost of English goods as 

compared with the French manufacturers were factors of' prime 

importance in drawing the Iroquois into the English orbit. 

Nor were the early colonists slow to realize the benefits to 

be gained from undercuttfng their French rivals. As one 

contemporary commentator put it; "They e.f.fect them most who 

sell best cheap. This makes it necessary that the trade with 

them should in England lye under as small duties and embar

rassment as may be". 8 

The English were determined to maintain cordial 

relations with the Iroquois. Early on a "covenant chain" was 

established between them which the latter placed great signi.f

icance in and Which they constantly referred to in subsequent 

dealings with the Crown's representatives. The colonial 

authori ties went to great lengths to secure and retain the 

favour and confidence of: this power:ful Con.federacy. "Each 

successi ve governor announced his arrival to the Sachems of 

8. Letter of T. Nairne to the Earl of Sunderland, 
1709. Calendar o:f State Papers. H.M.P.R.D .• 1910, 422. 
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the League and invited them to meet him in council, at an 

early date, to renew the 'covenant chain'. Each new alliance 

was cemented by presents, by mutual prof'essions of' kindness 

and by assurances of mutual assistance" (Morgan, 1954: 21). 

In 1710 came the celebrated visit of' the four Indian 

sachems to England and their reception by Queen Anne. Among 

them was Thoyanoguen, or Hendrick, a famous Mohawk leader. 

During this visit these chiefs pledged their support to the 

English and also requested that the queen send them missionaries. 

The monarch not only gave her exotic visitors bibles and prayer

books to take back with them, but also a communion plate for 

the Mohawk chapel which she had ordered built. The visitors 

were treated to the sights of London, which included attending 

various military exercises. It was, as Fenton writes, "one 

slick public relations scheme" (Fenton, in Leacock and Lurie, 

eds., 1971: 152). 

Despite such elaborate efforts, however, the English 

never succeeded in winning the total support of the Confederacy. 

During the three intercolonial wars of the eighteenth century 

(Queen Anne's War, 1,?Ot-13, King George's War, 1744-48, the 

French-Indian war, 175L:·-63) most of the Iroquois remained 

neutral. The exception here would appear to be the Mohawks who 

remained the most faithful and depondable of Britain's allies. 

A brief survey of some of the key treaties made between 

the League and the representatives of Great Britain reveals 

that there were a number of strains beneath the surface. At 
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1722, besides the obligatory advice to steer clear of the 

untrustworthy French, there were indications that all was 

not well in Anglo-Iroquois relations. Governor Spotswood of 

Virginia, in particular, voiced concern over the increasing 

ntunber of' Indians entering his terri tory and making contact 

with the tribes within the Virginia boundaries. 

A t Lancaster in 1744 another very important meeting 

took place between representatives of the Six Nations (the 

Tuscarora had been admi tted in 1722) and the Governors of 

Virginia and Maryland. Despite evincing willingness to renew 

the covenant chain of friendship, the Iroquois were clearly 

qui te sceptical of British claims that they had special rights 

based on their continuous occupation of American lands 

For we must tell you, that long be.fore one hundred 
years our anc estors came out of thi s very ground, 
and their' children have remained here ever since. 
You came out of' the ground in a country that lies 
beyond the seas, there you must have a just claim, 
but here you must allow us to be your elder Brethren, 
and the lands belong to us long before you knew any
thing of them. 9 

In addition, it is very clear from the discussions at Lancaster 

that the Iroquois felt the English had breached the Albany 

Treaty by allowing colonists to come in and settle areas which 

had been designated to be part of the Confederacy lands. 

There were still outstanding and unresolved problems 

between the Six Nations and Britain and for this r-eason another 

9. Treaty between the Provinces of Virginia and 
M3.ryland and the Indians of the Six Nations held at Lancaster, 
Fa. June 1744. Speech of the Chief Canassatego. Indian Treaty 
Series No.3. 
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treaty was signed at Logg's Town in 1752. British policy 

seems to have had three objectives: to secure a confirmation 

of the treaty of Lancaster from the Indians; to gain their 

approval for the expansion of more trading operations into 

their terri toryj and most important, to obtain the assistance 

of the tribes in the coming contest with France. 

Until 1763 and the end of' the French-Indian War the 

Iroquois were deeply involved in the imperial rivalry of 

England and France. Both these European powers sought alliances 

wi th the Iroquois who held a central and strategic position 

on the continent and who held sway over the tribes to the west. 

In fact, the Iroquois themselves were not slow to realize that 

they could per'form the role of the "balancer", playing the two 

powers off against each other when it sui ted the League's 

needs, and at the same time deriving the consequent trading 

advantages that accrued from such a policy. In 1754, for 

example, representa ti ves of the Six Nations left the Albany 

Congress with thirty wagonloads of gifts in return for- some 

tantalizing half-promises of support against the French (Nash, 

1982, 252). 

In that same year the expected conflict did break out -

the French and Indian War, the last of the great intercolonial 

wars. Despite their old alliance with the British there was no 

immediate inclination on the part of the Iroquois to join in 

the hostilities against France. It is true that William 

Johnson, the Superintendent of Indian Affairs, did manage to 
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persuade the League to contribute some f'our hundred warriors 

to his expedition against the French at Fort Edward, but the 

modest victory achieved in this engagement did Ii ttle to 

arouse the enthusiam of the Iroquois. Indeed, in December of 

1756 a delegation from all the tribes except the Mohawks went 

to Montreal to reaffirm their friendship with Onanta I as they 

called the French' Governor of Quebec. 

The Iroquois were willing to join the war on either 

side but wanted the battles i'ought far away from their home

land. By 1759, however, British successes in reducing Louisburg, 

Fort Duquesne and Fort Frontenac wer'8 decisive in persuading 

the Confederacy to lend its weight to what seemed the winning 

side. Once again realpolitik dictated Iroquois policy. At 

conf'erences with Johnson in 1762 and 1764 the sanctity of the 

"covenant chain" was reaffirmed and all the signs now seemed 

to point to a firm alliance of the League wi th the British in 

the future. 

Indian-EurQp.ean Relations iJl the Southeast 

It was not just in the northeast that native Americans 

proved themselves the equal and oftentimes the superior of 

the European powers at the delicate art of diplomacy. A thou

sand miles south of the Iroquois terri tory the Creek Confed

eracy, occupying the central part of the southeaster·n region, 

were confronted with the machinations of three imperial powers, 

England, France and Spain. Through a combination of adroit 

manoeuvering and skillful opportuni sm that would have done 
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justice to Metternich or Bismarck, the Creek leadership 

exploi ted inter-Europ.ean and intra-Indian rivalries for the 

best part of a century. In the fashion of England's "splendid 

isolation" from continental European entanglements in the 

nineteenth century, the Creeks pursued policies designed to 

prevent the hegemony of anyone of the imperial powers while 

a t the same time maintaining a posture of non-alignment. 

In 1715 a Muskogean-speaking nation known as the 

Yamass8e rebelled against mistreatment by English settlers 

and in th~ war that followed they received assistance from 

the Creeks and Apalachees but significantly not from the 

Cherokees. The victory of the settlers not only enhanced 

England's position in the southeast but prompted the Creeks 

to withdraw inland and to embark upon a policy of limited 

cooperation with the conquerors of the Yamassee. At the insti

gation of the headman of the Lower Creek town of Coweta, whom 

the English referred to as Brims, the Confederacy began a 

pr-ocess of fence-mending with both the settlers of South 

Carolina and with the Spanish, going as far as sending emis

saries to Mexico City (Nash, 1982: 232; Kehoe, 1981: 178). 

Meanwhile, the French were allowed to build a fort in Creek 

country, but when they attacked the Natchez the Confederacy 

refused to participate. In sharp contrast, the Choctaws did 

get involved and consequently split and fought among themselves 

over allying with the French (Spicer, 1969: 18). 

Until his death in the early 1730s Brims continued to 
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make assiduous efforts to maintain the balance of power in 

the southeast and to preserve Creek neutrality. That he 

managed to attain these objectives is all the more surprising 

given the lengths to which the English, in particular, were 

prepared to go in order to force the Creeks into a closer 

relationship. As Deba explains in The Road to Disappearance 

It was the object of the colonial officials, by a 
combination of intr'igue, bullying, and the sale of 
manufactured goods, to get control of the Indians' 
foreign relations, undermine their independence, 
and reduce their country to a protectorate. The 
reports of George Chicken, Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs, who went to the Cherokee country in the 
summer of 1725, and Tobias Fitch, who was sent to 
the Creeks at the same time, present an illuminating 
picture of English treachery and the conflicting 
imperial infl·uences that were brought to bear upon 
the Oon:!'ederacy. (Debo, 1941: 28) 

As imperial tensions increased in the period leading 

up to the decisive events of the mid-eighteenth century, the 

Creeks held firm to their policy o:f neutrality. In 1739 when 

England declared war on Spain the Creeks,wi th few exceptions, 

ref'used to participate despite the entreaties of the Carolina 

authorities. Again in 1746 when the French and Spanish joined 

forces against England the Creeks resisted pressure from the 

Governor of' South Carolina and refused to provide military 

support to drive the French from the region. Finally, during 

the critical French and Indian War, which even the Iroquois 

were drawn into once they realized the extent to which the 

balance had til ted in England I s favour, the Creeks once more 

wi thstood implora tions and blandishments to join either side I 

at the same time accepting wi thout demur the presents of their 
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ever-hopeful European sui tors. 

By the end of this final clash between the French 

and English the Creeks could look back with pride. on several 

decades of successful diplomacy. They had profited materially 

through astute handling of their trading relations with the 

Europeans, and above all, they had maintained intact their 

poli tical independence. Numbering perhaps 20,000 in 1770, 

they were described by a British of'f'icial as "the most power

ful" Indian confederation known to them (Spioer, 1969: 16). 

The Creeks had reached the zenith of their power. In the 

future they would be faced with the deadliest rival that 

they had ever encountered. 

The Administra ti~m of Bri tish-.Indial]. Policy 

By the terms of the Treaty of Paris which ended the 

Prench and Indian War or the Seven Years War, the French lost 

all their possessions on the North American continent. Canada 

and all terri tory east of the Mississippi River was ceded to 

England. French possessions west of the Mississippi were 

transferred to Spain. Spain ceded Florida to England. As a 

resul t of the decisions of' 1763 England emerged from the pack 

of' imperial rivals to become the exclusive European power in 

the eastern half of North America. How'ever, she was to be 

allowed but a few short years in which to bask in the glory 

of final victory in the two hundred year old struggle for 

hegemony. There would be a short interregnum at the end of 

which a new power would arise and step forward to throw down 
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the gauntlet at Britannia I s feet. 

Prior to the final defeat of France in 176] the Indian 

policies pursued by the Brl tish home government were inconsis

tent, unclear and often ineffective. In consequence, the 

various colonies tended to take matters into their own hands 

and to work independently of the Crown and of each other. 

Thus, for example, during the Seven Years war Governor James 

Glen of South Carolina was responsible for calling a large 

gathering of Cherokees at the very time when Governor 

Dinwiddie of Virginia had contracted with the same Indians 

to lead General Braddock's army through the woods towards 

Fort Duquesne (Jacobs, 1972: 120). Clearly, the lack of coop

eration and the outright disagreements between colonial 

officials were factors which also help explain the diploma tic 

successes of such Indian nations as the League of the Iroquois 

and the Creek Con:federacy throughout this period. 

A major area of friction between the mother country 

and the colonies, between the colonies themselves, and between 

the local administrators and the growing hordes of settlers, 

was trade, and especially trade in firearms and liquor. 

Al though attempts were made to secure uniform practices from 

colony to colony, colonial authorities were never able to 

effectively cantr'ol and regulate trading arrangements. Just 

as the imperial government in London found it difficult to 

ensure colonial compliance with its wishes, the officials on 

the spot found it all but impossible to enforce their will 
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upon the opportunistic and often unscrupulous individuals 

who wer'8 drawn to the farthest reaches of the colonial i'rontier. 

Governor Dinwiddie called the English traders "the most 

abandoned wretches in ,the world" but f'o.und himself incapable of' 

remedying the situation (McNickle. 1949, 172). 

Then there was the problem of the insatiable appetite 

of settlers for Indian land . .Although in many instances 

indi vidual colonists acquired -land directly from Indians by 

purchase or some other sort of deed, these private arrangements 

were notorious for the extent of .fraud and abuse that was 

involved. Colonial laws recognized that transgressions occurred 

by overturning all transactions made with native peoples which 

did not have governmental approval. But such colonial legis

lation also served another purpose 1 the preservation of the 

rights of the Crown. 

One of the first steps taken by the central govern

ment in Britain to try and regain control of Indian affairs 

and to bring about a measure of unif'ormi ty in colonial policy 

was the calling of the Albany Congress in June, 1754. Present 

at this important gathering were the Governors of New York, 

Maryland, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New Hampshire and 

Massachusetts. The meeting failed to produce the desired 

resul ts but has nevertheless been depicted as "one of the 

first faltering steps toward the for-rna tion of a federal union" 

(McNickle. 1949, 172). 

The imperial government could hardly fail to recognize 
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the growing unrest within the Indian population. At the 

Al bany meeting which was ostensibly called to secure the loy

al ty of the Iroquois in the coming struggle with the French, 

a Mohawk leader expressed the resentment that was very much 

on Indian minds at the time: "We told you a little while ago 

that we had an uneasiness in our minds', and we shall now tell 

you what it is; it is concerning our land" (Prucha, 1984, Vol. 

I : 17). 

In 1755 steps were taken to remove Indian affairs from 

the control of the colonies and to place them under central 

administration. Two Indian departments were set up, a northern 

one Which was headed by Sir William Johnson,a man of consider

able influence with the Iroquois, and a southern one to which 

Edmund Atkin was originally assigned only to be replaced by 

John Stuart in 1762. The two superintendents were given f'ull 

responsi bili ty f'or political relations between the British and 

the Indians. Their activities included the distribution af 

presents in the hope of' securing Indian goodwill, the enlist

ment of warriors to fight alongside British troops, and the 

provision of such protection as they could from avaricious 

traders and speculatot's. Significantly, however, little 

substanti ve progress was made in terms of bringing trade unde r 

strict imperial control (Prucha, 1984, Vol. I: 21-22; McNickle. 

1949: 173). 

Some pr'Ogress was made on the land question, however. 

In December 1761 a proclamation was issued by the Privy Council 
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to the governors of the various colonies forbidding them to 

issue grants to any Indian lands. The governors had to refer 

all future appliea tiona for Indian lands to the Board of 

Trade in England. Furthermore they were ordered to command 

all persons who "e1 ther wilfully or inadvertently" had settled 

on Indian lands to leave at once I and they were to prosecute 

all persons who had secured titles to such lands by fraud 

(Prucha 1984 Vo1.I, 22). 

Indian anxieties and frustrations were to surface in 

a very direct manner in 1763, the same year as the signing of 

the Peace of Paris. Not for the first or the last" time the 

fires of' resentment smouldering among the indigenous papu-

la tion were fanned by the messianic message of an Indian 

prophet. Faced with the unprecedented numbers of whi te settlers 

swaming onto traditional tribal lands, Neolin, a Delaware, 

passed through the Indian territories calling upon the people 

to reject European culture and return to the ancient customs. 

Neolin demanded a cultural and spiritual awakening as a prelude 

to a full-scale uprising to drive the whi tea out of Indian 

country. Hi s message did not fall upon deaf ears. Led by an 

Ottawa chief, Pontiac, a league of tribes that included the 

Shawnees, Delawares, Chippewas, Hurons, Miamis, Potawatomis 

ans Senecas,. attacked and destroyed British posts in western 

Pennsylvania, Ohio and Michigan. However, the tribes were 

unable to overcome the three principal garrisons at Detroit, 

Niagara and Pi ttsburgh and wi thin two years the ri sing was 

over (Nash, 1982, 261-6)). 
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Undoubtedly Pontiac I s rebellion, which threatened 

disaster for the British position in North America I impelled 

the imperial authorities to promulgate the Royal Proclamation 

of' October, 1763. 10 The document, however, was also the cul-

mination of a series of policies that had been evolving over 

the previous decade. On the one hand, it is a constitutional 

document establishing the government for the terri tory 

acquired from France following the Treaty of Paris. On the 

other, it is a major statement of policy vis-a-vis the Indians 

and their lands. They were to be protected in their use and 

occupation of' their traditional hunting grounds. These con

sti tuted lands outside the Hudson I s Bay Company I s terri tory 

and the new colonies of Quebec, East and West Florida, and 

west of the "Sources of the Rivers which fall into the sea 

from the West and North West as aforesaid" (generally thought 

to be the Allegheny Mountains). To meet the pressur"e of white 

encroachment all private purchases of native lands were pro

scribed. Only the Crown was to be allowed to purchase these 

lands, and the procedure for Crown acquisition was spelled out. 

The recognition of aboriginal rights and the principles 

of Indian policy outlined in the Royal Proclamation should 

not be seen as evidence of the enlightenment of the British 

Government but, rather, as just another example of the prag

matism which characterized so much of British imperialism. 

It was expediency that dictated pacification of the Indians 

10. For excerpts from the Royal Proclamation of 1763 
see Appendix II, Cumming and Mickenberg, eds., 1972: 291-92. 
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through confirmation of their rights to traditional lands 

and centra.lization of Indian administration. The continuation 

of settler-native conflict -over land questions would lead 

to unrest and furthe·r demands upon the mill tary. It may be 

that the real beneti t of the Proclamation for the British 

lay in their continuing success in maintaining the Indians 

as allies in their- wars in North America during this period. 

The 176J Proclamation's proposed boundary line sep

arating the settled country from Indian country was a product 

of the exigencies of the moment i. e. the ongoing rebellion 

of Pontiac and his followers. Nevertheless, a practice was 

established which was to be repeated time and time aga:in 

throughout the tragic history of Indian contact with the white 

invaders. The hastily drawn dividing line was replete with 

anomalies which left Indian lands east of the watershed and 

whi te settlements to the west. In 1764 there:fore the British 

Board of Trade, the department wi th overall responsi bili ty 

for Indian affairs, authorized that a carefully devised 

demarcation line be worked out by the government I s agents 

and the Indians. By 1767 the line had been marked out in 

Soutli and North Carolina. When it came to Virginia the colony 

was reluctant to relinquish its claims to western lands and 

so a meeting was held at Fort Stanwix in October, 1768 to 

attempt to resolve the problem. 

The treaty which emerged from the Fort Stanwix con

ference was in large measure the result of. the efforts of 
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Sir William Johnson. At Fort Stanwix Johnson I s stock was high 

among the Iroquois with whom he was instructed to do business. 

Indeed,Johnson was one of the most important per-sonali ties 

involved in British-Iroquois relations in the eighteenth cen

tury. Unlike so many of his compatriots he took a keen interest 

in the language, history and political structure of the Six 

Nations and other tribes, as his papers demonstrate (see 

Fenton in Leacock and Lurie, eds., 1971: 153-.55). After the 

death of his first wife he is said to have taken two Indian 

wives, including the brilliant and powerful Mohawk matriarch, 

Molly Brant. 

Despi te the fact of intermarriage and the abund.ant 

evidence of his praise for the finer qualities of the Iroquois, 

it has been suggested that at Fort Stanwix in 1768 Johson 

"mercilessly fleeced the Indians who trusted him as their 

protector" (Billington, 1944: 182). Al though the Indians 

appear to have accepted a settlement which lef't a veri table 

treasure trove of' forest lands in the eager hands of the 

speculators, the British government initially witheld its 

approval of arrangements which seemed, even i'rom its vantage 

point, overly favourable to vested interests (see Jacobs, 1972: 

100) . 

Nevertheless, by 1768 two connecting boundary lines 

separated colonists and natives along an expanse of territory 

that stretched from Canada to Florida. An imaginary barrier-

had been erected closing the far West off to further colonization 
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but at the same time opening up "for immediate settlement new 

land in New York, a large part of western Pennsylvania, and 

the terri tory back of Virginia, as far west as the Great 

Kanawha" (Alvord, 1959, V,,,l. II: 71-2). But concessions such 

as these provided only temporary nourishment; the settler 

appeti te CQuld not be satiated so easily. 

While we may applaud this effort at creating a fixed 

boundary by the home government, in hindsight it appears a 

rather naive as well as futile attempt at dyke-plugging, 

especially since it was followed by an imperial decree trans

ferring the duty of protecting the frontier from encroachments 

to the colonial governments themselves. 'rhe truth of the 

matter is that British-Indian policy in the period leading 

up to the American Revolution was inconsistent, uncertain 

and vacillating; There was little agreement on Indian matters 

in London where political instability was the order of the 

day, and even less agreement in the colonies where opposition 

to the imperial policies of His Majesty's Government was 

rising to a crescendo. Great numbers of colonists simply 

would not countenance British efforts to control land purchase 

and the Indian trade. In consequence, British-Indian policy 

as it had evolved by the last quarter of the eighteenth century 

was largely unenforceable. 

On the eve of the American Revolution in 1774 Sir 

William Johnson died and was succeeded as Superintendent for 

Northern Indian Affairs by his nephew, Guy Johnson. In a 
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ceremony later that year the Six Nations of the Iroquois 

assembled to reaffirm the sacred bond with the British as 

signified by their covenant chain belt. Soon, however, they 

were to find themselves at the centre of a diplomatic vortex 

as both sides in the coming war sought to win them over. 

A key figure in Iroquoian poll tics at this time was Joseph 

Brant or Thayendanegea. The younger brother of Molly Brant, 

he was a man of exceptional ability and strong character. 

Much influenced by his brother-in-law, Sir William Johnson, 

Brant wrote his own Mohawk language and spoke at least three 

and perhaps all of the Six Nations languages. He was to become 

a valuable ally for the British in the eventful years ahead. 

When the Great Council of the Iroquois met at Onondaga, 

however, they were unable to reach a unanimous decision on the 

course that they should follow. For many of them the conflict 

seemed to be an unnatural one since it looked like a quarrel 

between b:c'others. Unable to reach agreement it is said that 

the sachems of the League covered the sacred fire for the 

duration and left affairs in the hands of the war chiefs 

Fenton in Leacock and Lurie, eds., 1971: 156). 

In trying to secure Indian support the British had, 

some distinct advantages over their rebellious colonial sub

jects. In the Northern and Southern Superintendents they 

had able men in office with whem the rebels could not compete. 

More important, they had some persuasive arguments which they 

did not hesitate to exploit. The greatest sources of grievance 
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f'or the Indians were the abuses of the traders and settler 

pressure on their lands. The British could and did point out 

that they had frequently attempted to protect native rights 

in opposition to the importunities of' the colonists. Moreover, 

the British were ·caref'ul to maintain their supply of' trade 

goods to the Indians and despite American promises, they were 

not in a posi ti on to provide the sarne services. 

In July 1775 the Continental Congress formed an 

Indian Department, appointed commissioners and prepared to 

stage a cOni'erence with the Six Nations. The Congress hoped 

that the Iroquois would remain neutral : "This is a f'amily 

quarrel between us and Old England. You Indians are not cone ernad 

in it. We don't ·wish you to take up the hatchet against the King's 

troops. We desire you to remain at home and not join on either 

side, but keep the hatche:t buried deep" (cited in Prucha, Vol.I, 

1984: 40). When the conference took place in late August 1775 

the representatives of' the tribes which attended agreed that 

they would continue in f'riendship with both sides. 

Overtures were also made by the belligerents to the 

southern tribe •• In September 1775 Superintendent John Stuart 

was instructed by General Gage at Boston to enlist Indians in 

the British army and he sent a supply of ammuni tion to the 

Creeks and the Cherokees. Meanwhile, the American commissioners 

advised the Creeks to remain out of the conflict. Eventually 

Creeks of both the Upper and Lower Towns were to reject the 

American requests and to commence raiding outlying settlements. 



In 1776 the Cherokees began a general war along the Virginia, 

Carolina and Georgia frontiers. Despite British encouragement 

and ammunition it proved to be a disastrous venture which 

resul ted in their defeat and further loss of land. In M,ay 1777 

John Stuart urged the Choctaws and Chickasaws to f'ollow the 

Cherokees in taking up the hatchet against the Americans. He 

argued that: 

... as it is the declared intention of the Rebels to 
possess themselves of' your iands, it also becomes 
your duty and interest to unite yourselves with 
other nations f'or your mutual def'ense and protection 
and to attach yourselves f'irmly to the King's cause, 
to whose goodness and protection you have been and 
are so much indebted. (cited in Prucha, Vol.I. 1984: 39) 

In the north the Iroquois were inexorably drawn into 

the Anglo-American conf'lict. The campaigns of 1777 had the 

ef'fect of dividing allegiances and creating turmoil in the 

ranks of the Confederacy. At the famous battle of Oriskany 

the Oneidas fought alongside the Americans while the British 

utilized Mohawk, Seneca and Cayuga warriors. The League of 

the Iroquois was on the path to dissolution. To teach them a 

lesson they would not forget Washington dipatched General John 

Sulli van to their country in 1779. He followed the classic 

scorched earth strategy and lef't behind him a trail of destruc

tion and a legacy of' bitterness that time would not erase. 

Wi th the exception of the Oneidas and Tuscaroras f'rom 

the Six Nations, the Americans had Ii ttle success in attracting 

Indians as allies in their struggle against the British. This 

can be explained in part by the fundamental differences in 
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their attitudes. The British placed a high value in their 

Indian alliances because they saw these as a means of protecting 

the frontiers, not only against native incursions but against 

the French and Spanish empires. Men such as Sir William 

Johnson saw it as diplomatically prudent to concern themseves 

wi th the welfare of their indigenous alIi e s to the extent of 

learning and honouring their customs and providing some pro

tection from white encroachment. But this was a view which was 

not held by many of the colonial leaders and border settlers. 

For them the Indians were an obstacle in the path of advancing 

whi te civilization, "a creature to be appeased only when abso

lutely necessary. to be exploited always, and to be divested 

of his land whenever feasible" (Graymont. 1972: 89). 

On November JO, 1782 Great Britain and the United 

States reached agreement on the Preliminary Articles of Peace. 

These provisions completely ignored the Indians and contained 

no guarantee for the protection of their rights. They would 

have to deal with the victorious colonists on their own. The 

leaders of the Confederacy. angry at their treatment. defiantly 

told General Maclean, commander at Niagara, that he "had no 

right whatever to grant away to the States of America, their 

rights of properties without a manifest breach of all justice 

and Equity, and they would not submit to it (ci ted in Graymont, 

1972, 260). 

Meanwhile in the British Parliament, as the debates 

continued on the Preliminary Articles of Peace, little attention 
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was paid to the treatment meted out to the Indians. The 

exception was a speech made by Lord Walsingham on February 17, 

1783 when he referred to England' s "shameful and unpardonable 

treatment" of its Indian allies in North America. The noble 

lord spoke with particular remorse about the fate of the 

Irquois : 

With respect to the Indian nations, the Iroquois 
were cut of'f from us for ever, as well as their 
tributaries and allies. The cruelty and per-fidy 
of this fact was beyond his powers of description: 
they engaged in all-out wars; in the present contest, 
they were: invtted,)by the ,most "flattering-".and seductive 
professions. General Burgoyne 's proclamation promised 
them rewards in proportion to their zeal. They 
accepted the condi ti on; in their answer they promised 
obedience; they refused the offers made them by 
America; they served us well ••. What was the reward 
which they were to receive? What was their present 
si tuation? Their calami ties were little known, but 
they were unspeakable,., 11 

But Walsingham I s voice was a soli ta~y 9ne. The pre-

vailing view -was put by Lord Shelburne. who had played an 

important role in the formulation of British-Indian policy. 

The peer completely rejected the idea that Britain's treaties 

wi th the Indians bound her to eternally protect them as allies: 

This is one of those assertions which always sounds 
well; and is calculated to amuse the uninformed mind: 
but what is the meaning of in perpetuo in all treaties? 
That they shall endure as lorig as the parties are able 
to perform the conditions. This is the meaning of per
petual alliances; and in the present treaty with America, 
the Indian nations were not abandoned to their enemies; 
they were remitted to the care of neighbours, whose 
interest it was as much as ours to cultivate friendship 
wi th them and who were certainly the best qualified for 
softening and humanizing their hearts, .. 12 

11. Cobbett's Parliamentary History of England, Vol. 
XXIII, 1782-83, The Lords'. Address to the King on the Pre
liminary Articles of Peace, February 17, 1783: 383-84. 

12. Ibid. 410. 
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The words of these two representatives of the English 

aristocracy are worth quoting at length since to a certain 

extent they encapsulate the best and the worst of' Bri tish

Indian policy in the turbulent period culminating in the 

American War of Independence. Walsingham, like many of the 

British officials and officers in the field who conducted 

Indian policy, was appalled and embarrassed by his Govern

ment's abandonment of the native population. Men such as 

these had genuine respect and admiration for the achievrnents 

of Indian culture, for their proven loyal ty, and for their 

mili tary and strategic prowess. But the dominant view was 

Shel burne' s who in a speech of unbridled cynicism recognized 

that their North American allies had been presented with a 

fai t accompli and that their destiny now lay in the hands of 

their Ameriban "neighbours". Just how the victorious colonists 

would go about the task of "softening and humaniZing" Indian 

hearts was to become evident early on in the history of the 

young Republic. 



CHAPTER 5 

TEE UNITED STATES , THE SINGLE-FRAGMENT 

The idea of the fragment society is derived from 

the history of immigration. Proponents of fragment theory 

contend that at specific points in time social groups have 

left their homelands and migrated overseas to form settlements. 

The use of the term fragment is significant because it denotes 

the connecting link between the old and the new societies. 

But the settler fragment is not simply a microcosm of the 

parent society. Characteristically, it evinces an ideological 

cohesion that stands in sharp contrast to the diversity and 

complexi ty of the mother country. 

Richard Roseerance argues that the fragment ethos 

that eventually develops will be affected by such factors 

as the historic timing of the migration, the moti va tional 

forces at work, the context of the new environment, and the 

indigenous population. In time, once the fragment has been 

lodged in its new setting, it tends to crystallize and take 

shape. The fragment becomes fixed and traditional soon after 

implanta tion as the competitive challenges of rival social 

classes are absent in the novel context. The implantation of 

the fragment is followed by its congealing i. e. the conscious 

acquisi tion of group identi ty at a, given point in time. Immi

gration does not continuously reshape the social ethos each 

189 
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generation. In this sense there is a vi tal distinction between 

the foundational immigration of' fragmentation and the second

ary immigration of' papulation. A t a certain point in time 

the fragment congeals and the na tional ethos is formed. La tar 

immigration, except in certain c~.rcumstances, d09!3 not repre

sent· a new fragmentation. Instead, later migrants are required 

to adopt the social ethos of the founding settlers (Rosecrance, 

1962, 2-5). 

Louis Hartz in his seminal work, The Liberal Tradition 

in America, argues that the United States represents the 

archetypal single-fragment society, whose fundamental character 

can be attributed to the migration of a disaffected bourgeois 

fragment from England in the seventeenth century. By the 

eighteenth century this fragment had congealed, developed a 

sense of' identi ty and an ideology. 

The ideology of' "Americanism" was and is rooted in 

the political philosophy which has come to be known as Lockean 

liberalism. As Hartz .puts it, "Locke dominates American polit

ical thought, as no thinker anywhere dominates the political 

thought of a nation" (Hartz, 1955, 140). The rock on which 

Locke built his powerful philosophy was natural rights. Even 

before governments arose, he contended, people existed in a 

state of' nature where they were governed only by the laws of 

nature. People contracted among themselves to form a society 

to protect their natural rights. But government had to be 

based on the consent of' the governed and in Locke I s schema, 
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since natural law was superior to human law, a challenge to 

the rule of' a tyrannical king could be justified. Locke also 

attached great importance to property, viewing its protection 

as one of the primary purposes of' government. For the middle

class property owners who dominated the American colonies 

Locke IS ideas were extremely attractive. Not only did such 

ideas legi timize their revolution they were also very important 

in setting the framework wi thin which American-Indian policy 

evolved. 

The .process of fragmentation by its very nature 

produces major crises of self'-defini tion for the transplanted 

population. As we have seen, wi thin the quasi-fragment struc

ture, such as in Northern Ireland, this is a problem which is 

never resolved since one of the fundaments of the quasi

fragment is its inability to be fully accepted by the 

metropole and its unwillingness to subsume i tsel! wi thin the 

indigenous population. In the single-fragment case, however, 

the dilemma is solved through the rejection of the imperial 

progeni tor and the development of a fragment nationalism. 

The foundi:r..g fathers of the United States were men 

steeped in the culture, laws and values of their English 

heri tage. Indeed,. they considered themselves to be the right

ful heirs of the best English traditions. But they no longer 

considered themselves to be English for by the eighteenth 

century this term had become synonymous in their minds with 

corruption, decadence and oppression. A transformation was 
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therefore necessary: lithe Purl tan must convert Puritanism 

itself', the one thing he has, into a new nationalism which 

denies the humiliation of the old. He must convert it into 

'Americanism', a new national spirit under the sun, grander 

than anything the world has ever seen" (Hartz, 1964: 11). 

A central element of the one fragment society is a 

consciousness of "uniqueness". of' a special destiny to be 

i'ulf'illed in the new context. For the leaders of the success-

ful rebellion in the American colonies such ideas loomed 

large. Thus, Jefferson in 1784 was moved to exclaim that: 

"This is surely an age of innovation, and America the focus 

of it." The Continental Congress also reflected the millenial 

pretensions of the new regime when in 1783 it adopted as 

mottoes on the Great Seal of the United States both annui t 

coeptis, "He (God) has smiled on our undertakings". and novus 

ordo seclorurn, "a new order of the ages" (Berkhofer, 1978: 137). 

The notion of uniqueness or superiori ty had major consequences 

for the conduc.t of United States foreign policy, where isola

tionism was perceived as the answer to the ever-present 

danger of European contamination. It also had enormous ramifi

cations for United States relations wi th its Indian population. 

As the eighteenth century wore on it became necessary 

to modify and rei'ine the religious ideology of Puritanism 

and transi'orm it into the bourgeois ideology of the Enlighten

ment. One of the first casual ties to fall by the wayside on 

the road from Calvin to Locke was religious fervour. The 
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Indian found, no doubt to his relief, that there was less 

interest in him as one of Satan's poorest creatures, awaiting 

salvation at the hands of the Puritan elect. 

Another casualty was the Puritan notion of community, 

a commonwealth of oi tizens bound together by obligations and 

responsi bili ties. This conceptual view, while it served its 

purposes in the earliest phase of colonization, was found 

wanting in the eighteenth century, since it was obviously a 

major hindrance to expansion which was itself contingent not 

on community spirit but on highly individualistic, competi ti ve 

behaviour. Indeed, one of the great attractions of Lockean 

theory was its emphasis on men as free individuals with natu

ral rights to the land by virtue of occupation and labour. 

Clearly, too, this also stood in sharp contrast to ·Indian 

tribalism. 

Messianism remains a constant in Doth Purl tan and 

Enlightenment conceptual frameworks but its character is 

al tered; religious messianism gives way to the secular vari

ety, with no less damaging consequenc es :for the indigenous 

population. In Jeffersonian America the native is not dipar

aged because he is an anti-Christ but because he is unable 

to understand the benefits that he will derive from swimming 

wi th the tide o:f whi te civilization. 

It is instructive to examine Thomas Jefferson's attit

ude towards native Americans not only because his figure looms

so large in tho early history of America but also because he 
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was very much the embodiment of the Enlightenment fragment 

ideology. In addition to his prodigious involvement in both 

the practical and theoretical aspects of politics, Jefferson 

was a natural historian who observed and wrote about the 

aborigines of the United State. (see Sheehan, 1973' 14-44). 

Hi. studies led him to affirm in 1785 that. "I believe the 

Indian to be in body and mind equal to the whiteman. ,,13 In 

Notes on the State of Virginia he took the offensive to 

refute the theories of the French naturalist f Buffon, who 

charged that the Indian was interior to the European in 

mental and physical prowess, and in the strength of his 

family ties. 

The major flaw in the Indian condi tion, according 

to :s efferson, 'was that he was a hunter and not a farner (a 

largely inaccurate assessment). For the Enlightenment frag

ment, however', the notion of land, divided up into plots and 

farms and diligently cultivated by enterprising Americans 

was the base of the liberal democratic system of the Uni ted 

States. Thus, there remained a place for the Indian in the 

new order but to assume tha t place he would have to adapt. 

A.s Jefferson wrote to the Indian agent, Benjamin Hawkins: 

I consider the business of hunting as already become 
insufficient to furni"sh clothing and subsistence to 
the Indians. The promotion of agriculture, theI'efore, 
and household manufacture, are essential in their 
preservation, and I am disposed to aid and encourage 

I). Letter from Jefferson to Chastellux, June 7, 
1785 in"The Papers of Thomas Jefferson, Boyd, ad., Vol.B, 
1953' 186. 
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it liberally. This will enable them to live on much 
smaller portions of land, and indeed will render their 
vast forests useless but for the range of cattle I for 
which pur'pose ,also, as they become better farmers, 
they will be found useless, and even disadvantageous. 
While they are learning to do better on less land, 
our increasing nUmbers will be calling for more land. 

~~~w!~~S t~o~~i~~~d~~~: ~!n~~t~~'e:~~r:~l~n~e w~~~d~~~~s. 14 

In sum, the policy of the United States as it was 

enuncia ted by her leaders in the early years of the Republic 

was to oi vilize the Indians by turning them into Americans. 

If they adopted the white man' s conception of private property, 

if they learned to farm by his methods, if they accepted his 

education and his Christian beliefs, then but only th"en, would 

there be a place for them in the great American enterprise. 

But if they lacked the foresight to enthusiastically partici

pate in their own self-abnegation, and the reality is that 

most of them were not convinced of the beneficience of 

American civilization, then their fate would be a harsh one 

indeed. Thus, when many Indians sided with the British in 1812, 

Jefferson revealed the dark side of the fragment mentality. 

By allying with the enemies of the United States and perpe-

trating "cruel massacres" they would "oblige us now to 

pursue them to extermination, or drive them to new seats 

beyond our reach." 1.5 

14. Letter from Jefferson to Hawkins, February 18, 
1803 in The Writings of Thomas Jefferson, Ford, ed., Vol. VIII, 
1897, 213-14. 

15. Letter from Jefferson to Baron von Humboldt, 
December 6, 1813 in Ford, ed., Vol. IX, 1898: 4.32. 
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American Indian Policy In The Treaty-Making PerJod 1789-1871 

Brt tish efforts to centralize imperial administration 

had provoked the wrath of the colonists, and after gaining 

independence they remained no less concerned about central 

interference in their affairs. New York, for instance, 

challenged the authority of Congress to negotiate a peace 

treaty with the Six Nations, and the southern states also 

opposed congressional authority over Indian tribes· wi thin 

what they oonsidered their domain. However, the Federal 

Consti tution that went into effect on March 4, 1789 barely 

touches upon Indian affairs. The only specific reierence to 

Indian policy was in section 8 of Article I, the commerce 

clause which allows Congress: "to regulate Commerce with 

Foreign Nations, and among the several States, and with the 

Indian tribes." Yet despite the brevity of these words, this 

clause taken together with the treaty-making powers outlined 

in Article II of the Constitution remain the foundation of 

Federal authority over Indian affairs. 

Bya 1786 Ordinance Henry Knox, Secretary of War, was 

gi ven responsibility for the management of Indian affairs. 

An administrative structure was created which entailed a 

northern and southern division, with a superintendent and 

two deputies for each area. Both President Washington and 

Knox, like the British policy makers before them, believed 

that a major source of friction between Indians and whites 

was boundary disputes and that therefore treaty provisions 
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should be rigorously adhered to in order to prevent conflicts 

from erupting. The state of Georgia, for example, was notorious 

for ignoring the terms of its treaties with the Creeks and 

i'or making treaties with groups of Indians whose competence 

to speak for the whole nation was extremely dubilDus. Thus, 

the treaties of Augusta (1783), Galphinton (1785), and 

Shoulderbone (1786) were contested by a majority of the 

Creeks, who denied their validity (Prucha, 1984, Vol. I: 54). 

In order to bring peace to the region, to exert 

Federal treaty-making authority over Georgia, and to drive 

a nail into Creek-Spanish relations, President Washington 

inyi ted Alexander McGillivray, the astute mixed-blood who 

had risen to prominence among the Creeks, to come to New 

York to negotiate a settlement. The visit of' the chief and 

his entourage of' twenty-six warriors and headmen was quite 

an occasion. McNickle notes that the party "was met at the 

dock by the leaders of' Tammany Hall and escorted up Wall 

Street to Federal Hall, where Congress was in session" 

(McNickle, 1949: 228). Despite the fanfare and pomp the 

treaty that was signed on August 7, 1790 marked the end of 

Creek independence. Even though their lands were solemnly 

guaranteed by the Federal Government, the Indians acknowl

edged themselves "to be under the protection of the United 

States of America and no other sovereign whosoever" and 

agreed that they would not make "any treaty with an individual 

State, or with individuals of any State." Article XII of the 

treaty is indicative of the over-arching framework of American 
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policy. The Um ted States promised that it would provide 

animals and implements so~ "That the Creek nation may be led 

to a greater degree of civilization, and to become herdsmen 

and cultivators, instead of remaining in a state of hunters .. ,,16 

(The same phrase was to reappear in other treaties.) 

The Creeks, like all the other southeastern tribes, 

were forced to recognize that hencei'or-th there would be very 

Ii ttle opportunity for them" to use their diplomatic taLents to 

exploi t the ri valri es of' the Europeans. A new era had arrived 

which would soon witness the ascent to hegemony of a single 

power. Despite the 1790 Treaty of New York,Creek 'lands came 

under increasing pressure from Georgian settlers and the 

Confederacy proved incapable of taking united action to stem 

the tide of encroachment. 

When the War of' 1812 broke out the Creeks found them-

selves divided with the nativistic "Red Sticks" from the 

Upper Towns siding with the Shawnee, Tecumseh, and the British 

while the Lower Towns remained under American influence. At 

the Battle of Horseshoe Bend in March 1814 the resistance of 

the Red Stick Creeks was crushed. Ironically, the victory 

of the American commander, Andrew Jackson,and his Cherokee 

allies was followed by the imposition of a treaty upon a 

gathering of Creek leaders who had remained loyal to the 

Uni ted States in the war.1? By its draconian provisions the 

16. Treaty With The Creeks, 1790 in Indian Affairs 
Laws and Treaties; Vol. II Treaties. Kappler, ed., 1904: 25-29. 

17. Treaty With The Creeks, 1814 in Kappler, ed., 1904, 
107-10. 
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Creeks were made to sign a confession of war guilt and to 

cede two-thirds of' their terri tory - an immense tract to the 

west of their heartland comprising about half of Alabama and 

a wide strip along the. south cutting them off from the 

Seminoles; As Versailles was to Germany, 80 this treaty was 

to the Creek nation. 

As white settlers moved relentlessly westwards across 

the American continent, the indigenous populations that stood 

in their path were faced with the daunting task of trying to 

protect their ancient lands and traditions. For many Indian 

tri bes the first quarter of the nineteenth century was a 

period of intense introspection as they looked wi thin them

selves to find solace and strength to resist the pressures 

which were convulsing their societies. Anthony Wallace 

suggests that a process may take place at the societal level 

Which is analogous to individual behaviour when faced with 

chr·onic, prolonged, stress. He contends that when societies 

are confronted by immense cultural changes and distortions 

they may react by forming revitalization movements defined as 

" a deli berate, organized, conscious eff'ort by members of a 

society. to construct a more satisf'ying culture" (Wallace, 

1956, 265). 

Evidence abounds· of' such cultural reawakenings 

occurring among Indian populations at the beginning of the 

nineteenth century. Paradoxically, just as the American 

liberal fragment was dedicating itself' to the creation of' 
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a divinely appointed new order, so too indigenous peoples 

were coming together to reformulate their own self-images or 

"mazeways", to use Wallace's term, as a prelude to cultural 

transformation and a return to "the new steady state." 

Indian participation in the War of 1812 came about 

partially because the tribes of the northwest were moved 

to oppose the Americans by the preachings of the Shawnee 

Prophet, Tenskwatawa and his brother,Tecumseh. They urged 

a return to traditional ways, a spiritual regeneration and a 

millennial crusade against the settlers. Though the crusade 

ultimately failed to dislodge the American invaders, warriors 

from thirty-two tribes at one time or another responded to 

the call of the Shawnee Prophet. 

In New York, the Senecas of the Six Nations were also 

confronted by white expansionj om and concomitant disorgan

ization and loss of purpose wi thin their own communi ties. 

Into this situation stepped Handsome Lake, an elderly Seneca 

who preached a code of behaviour which reaffirmed Iroquois 

religious beliefs and the value of the major traditional 

ri tuals. Unlike Tenskawatawa, however, the Seneca did not 

call for a complete repudiation of all things European, but 

rather for adjustment and a selective acceptance of white ways. 

CuI tural revitalization movements I notwithstanding. 

a pattern was established in the opening years of the nine

teenth century which was to become all too familiar in the 

years ahead. Tribe after tribe would cede tracts of land to 

settlers in return for compensation in the form of annuities 
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and assistance, and the promise that the established boundary 

lines would remain immutable. Inevitably such assurances were 

worthless for the United states government proved to be even 

more unsuccessful than the British had been in preventing 

settlers from violating treaties and overrurming borders that 

were anything but fixed in perpetuity. In the midst of' these 

confused circumstances a steady chorus of voices was to be 

heard proposing a solution to the Indian question that 

typified the "unconquerable pragmatism" (Hartz, 1955: 43) of' 

the American fragment. 

The idea ,of removal Le. the inducement of Indians 

Ii \ring east of the Mississippi to exchange their lands for 

territory in the west, was first mooted by Thomas Jefferson 

in 1803 when the Louisiana Purchase appeared to make such a 

plan viable. Before the end of his administration efforts 

were made to persuade the southern tribes to move westward. 

Removal remained an idea rather than a policy, however, until 

the War of 1812 which not only aroused rage among the white 

population at the "treachery" of the Indians but also cast 

great doubts upon their capacity for "civilization." 

Serious discussion of the practical aspects of the 

problem began during the Monroe administration. Both the 

President and his Secretary of War, Calhoun, were convinced 

that the Indians must either'" "Americanize" quickly or else 

move out of the way of advancing settlers. In a letter to 

Andrew Jackson in October 1817, Monroe asserted that "the 
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hunter or savage state requires a greater extent of terri tory 

to sustain it, than is compatible with the progress and just 

claims of civilized life, and must ·yield to it" (cited in 

Prucha, 1984~ 184). Increasingly the War Department was 

instructed to negotiate with the eastern tri bes in order to 

get their voluntary assent to an exchange of lands. 

The removal problem was given a special urgency in 

the 18208 by the 5i tuation appertaining in the state of 

Georgia where there appeared a distinct passi bili ty that 

the Georgians would take matters into their own hands and 

arbi trarily expell the Cherokees. Ironically, the Cherokee 

nation had made monumental efforts to perfom exactly the 

sort of cultural transformation that Jefferson, for example, 

had exhorted all Indians to attempt. They had adopt~d white 

farming methods, developed domestic spinning and weaving 

skills, produced a constitution based on the American model, 

and through the achievments of Sequoyah they had even created 

a method of writing the Cherokee language. As if thi s was 

not enough of a demonstration of how far an indigenous 

population was prepared to go to meet the demands of "Ameri-

canism, II they had also provided warriors to help put down 

the Red Stick Creeks in 1813-111. Not surprisingly, in light of 

all of this, the Cherokees were not interested in moving 

away from their ancestral lands. 

In 1828 Andrew Jackson, a staunch supporter of removal, 

was elected President. A few weeks after his inauguration he 
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urged the Creeks and Cherokees to abandon their eastern land 

and move outside the limits of the United States. The con

ventional view of .Tackson has portrayed him as the classic 

"Indian-hater" who lost no time in dispossessing Indian lands 

and opening them up for white settlement. Francis Paul Prucha 

has challenged this view. He suggests that Jackson's removal 

policy was not simply a convenient device, " a land grab to 

satisfy the President's western and southern constituents" 

(Prucha, 1971: 71). Prucha believes that Jackson's approach 

can be characterized as JefXersonian in that he also envisaged 

the Indian transi tion from hunter to farmer and his eventual 

"Americanization" but in- order for this to be accomplished 

time and space were required; hence removal was both a prac

tical and desirable course of action if the Indian was to be 

preserved. 

Consistent with this view, Jackson did not accept 

the notion of Indian tribes as having a special sovereign 

sta tus which necessitated the United States entering into 

treaty relationships with them. He opposed the very idea of 

Indian treaties and argued that Congress should legislate for 

Indians as it did for whi tes. Thus, when the Cherokees found 

their lands under direct threat from the Georgia state legis

lature in 1828 and in 1830, the President made it clear that 

they could expect no support from the Federal Government. 

Indeed, in 1830 he successfully secured the passage of an 

Indian removal bill through Congress. Nor did he flinch when 
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in Worcester v. Georgia (1832) Marshall' s Supreme Court ruled 

that the Cherokee nation was a distinct entity separate from 

both the state of Georgia and the United states, and pos

~essed the full rights and attributes of sovereignty. Georgia 

completely ignored the court I s proceedings and President 

Jackson made no effort to enforce the decision. As ,a result 

of a combination of harassment, bribes and administration 

pressure thl3 Cherokees fell into disunity and soon they too I 

along with perhaps 100,000 Indians a1 together, were forced to 

take the "Trail of Tear-s" -across the Mississippi. 

During the Jackson years the United States acquired 

about one hundred million acres of Indian land for a.pproxi

mately sixty-eight million dollars and thirty-two million 

acres of' land across the Mississippi River' (Satz, 1975: 97). 

The largest number of the removed Indians were of the Five 

Civilized Tribes of the south - the Cherokees, Chickasaws, 

Choctaws, Creeks and Seminoles. The removal policy was de

signed to apply to Indians living north of the Ohio River 

also. Barring those who migrated to Canada or remained on 

reservations wi thin' their old terri tories, a westward exodus 

of northern tribes was also accomplished by the mid-184os. 

But it was the plight of the once mighty nations of the 

southeast which was perhaps the most poignant. De Tocqueville. 

one of the most astute and prescient of commentators on the 

Uni ted States. witnessed the arrival of the Choctaws at 

Memphis: 



The Indians had their families with them, and they 
brought in their train the wounded and the sick I 
wi th children newly born and old men on the verge 
of' death. They possessed neither tents nor wagons, 
but only their arms··and some provisions. I saw them 
embark to pass the mighty river, and never will 
that solemn spectacle fade from my remembrance. No 
cry, no sob, was heard among the assembled crowd; 
all were silent. Their calami ties were of an ancient 
da te and they knew them to be irremediable. 

(De Tocqueville, 1981: 208) 
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Underpinning the removal stratagem was a concept 

which is yet another example of the similarity in objectives 

and methods which links British and American policies towards 

the indigenes of the United states. Removal was designed to 

remedy white pressure on native lands by setting aside an 

area of terri tory, Indian country, in which they could live 

unmolested and separate from European settlers until such 

time as they had become sufficiently "civilized." But the 

idea of erecting an Indian barrier was not a new one. Clearly, 

the Royal Proclamation of 176] was an attempt to do the same 

thing. After the War of 1812 the British proposed an Indian 

buffer state in the northwest between the United states and 

Bri tish North America. 

Removal was accompanied by a major overhaul of the 

regulations governing Indian relations. On June 30, 1834 two 

comprehensive statutes were passed which "in large- part. form 

the fabric of our law on Indian affairs to this date" (Fed-

eral Indian Law, 1958: 103). For the purposes of the 1834 

Indian Trade and Intercourse .Act Congress defined Indian 

country : 



That all that part of the United states west of the 
Mississippi, and not wi thin the states of Missouri 
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and Louisiana, or the terri tory of Arkansas, and also 
that part of the United States east of the Mississippi 
ri ver, and not wi thin any state to which the Indian 
ti tle has not been extinguished, for the purposes of 
this act, be taken and deemed to be the Indian country 
(Federal Indian Law, 1958, 15). 

Between 1790 and 1834 a series of Trade and Intercourse Acts 

had been passed but it had become increasingly obvious that 

these measures were being circumvented. The purpose of the 

1834 Act was therefore to strengthen federal laws in order 

to protect the new Indian terri tory. The licensing system 

for traders was tightened, a requirement was added that all 

trading be carried out at designated sites and other provi-

sions were set out for bringing criminals 1::0 justice, for 

restricting the whisky trai'i'ic,and concerning the use of 

mili tary forces. 

Another statute reorganized the Indian service which 

had evolved in a haphazard manner and now required firm 

legal foundations. Congressional legislation was therefore 

enacted defining the duties of the Indian department and 

setting out its administrative structure. The Secretary of 

War continued to have overall responsi bill ty but beneath him 

the office of Commissioner of Indian Affairs (established in 

1832) was charged with actual Indian relations and day-to-

day operations of the Indian Office. The various field 

officers - superintendents, agents and subagents - remained 

but their duties were institutionalized and extended. 

Idealism per·~·aded Indian policy in this period. There 
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were many who really believed that removal and the laws of 

1834 had brought a permanent E!olution to the Indian problem. 

Separated from ,the settlers in a new homeland, protected by 

a benevolent, paternalistic,Federal Goverment, all the 

Indians needed was time so that they could gradually be ex

posed to the multifarious benefits of white civilization. 

The 1840s, as Prucha demonstrates (1981, 153-79), was a de

cade marked by genuine efforts on the part of the Indian 

commissioners, agents and missionaries to reform and improve 

the Indian condition. In reality, of course, the Indian prob

lem had been anything but solved. The so-called barrier was 

to be quickly breached, as Texas (1845). Oregon (1846) I and 

California and the rest of the Mexican cession (1848) were 

added to the Republic. 

The decade of the 1840s is traditionally regarded as 

the heyday of Manifest Destiny, that massive expansionary 

process by which the United States obtained, as President 

Polk proudly told Congress "1,193,061 square miles ... a 

country more than half as large as all that which was held 

by the United States before their acquisition ... nearly as 

great an extent of terri tory as the whole of Europe. Russia 

only excepted. ,,18 The roots of expansion, however, go back 

to the foundation of the Um ted States and the firmly held 

conviction of the Enlighterunent fragment that they were duti-

bound to carry the flame of AnglO-American civilization to 

18. President James K. Polk's Fourth Annual Message 
to Congress, December 5, 1848 in Messages and pagers of the 
Presidents 1789-1897, Vol. IV. Richardsvn ed., 1 97: 634. 



the farthest reaches of' the continent and to its wretched 

wilderness inhabitants (see Horsman in Prucha, ed., 1971: 

20-28) • 
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By the mid-nineteenth century the fragment vi ew 

subscribed to by Jefferson, and Jackson in a modified form 

i. e", that all was not yet lost for the Indian, that he was 

perf'ectible under the right conditions, had come under sari-. 

ous scrutiny. Native Americans demonstrated time and time 

again their appoai tion to the transformation process known 

as "Americanization" (none more so than the western plains 

and desert dwellers whom the settlers would now encounter). 

The aggravating and inconvenient propensity of the indigenous 

population to reject the blessings of civilization posed a 

dilemma for the American fragment. The conundrum was resolved, 

in traditional pragmatic fashion, by increasing reliance on 

the doctrines of racial inf'eriori ty. 

Indeed, Manifest Destiny can be seen as a conscious 

affirmation of belief in the inherent superiority of the 

Anglo-Saxon race. Americans were dazzled by the scope of 

their achievments over a relati v.ely short span of time. In 

this era of' supreme self-confidence the Indian came to be 

perceived as an obstacle to be overcome rather than as a 

reluctant partner in need of convincing. By failing to embrace 

white civilization with open arns they revealed their essen

tial inferiori ty. 

Further justification for such beliefs was at hand in 
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the emergence of' the school of scientific racism (see Horsman, 

1975. 152-68). In 1830 Dr. Charles Caldwell, the first impor

tant {l.merican phrenologist, launched a direct scientific 

attack on the Indians arguing that there were four distinct 

species of', man - Caucasian, Mongolian, Indian and African -

.each possessing dictinct inherent abilities. He further 

contended that both the Af'rican and the Indian were "infe

riorly organized and endowed." In 1839 Samuel George Morton, 

a Philadelphia physician, published his book Crania Americana. 

Comparing cranial size, capacity and structure, he posited 

the existence of races that had always been distinct from 

physical, not environmental causes and singled out the intel

lectual inferiority of the Indians. In 1846 one of Morton's 

followers, J. C. Nott, an Alabama physician, combined with 

the Egyptologist, George R. Giddon to publish Types of 

Mankind in which Indians were depicted as an inferior race 

characterized by " ••• small and peculiarly shaped crania, a 

cinnamon complexion, small feet and hands, black straight 

hair, wild, savage natures." Horsman concludes that "the 

American school of ethnologists in the eyes of many had made 

nonsense of the long-reiterated claim that given time the 

Indians were fully capable of absorbing American civilization 

and assimilable on an equal basis." 

This view has been criticised. Prucha (1981. 180-97) 

believes that the impact of racial theories on American 

Indian policy in the nineteenth century was negligible. 'It is 
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his contention that the dominant influences on policy con

tinued to be the rationalism of the Enlightenment and 

increasingly, evangelical Christianity. both of which en

dorsed the idea that the Indian was improvable. That be as 

it may, it is noticeable that, notwithstanding the arguments 

made in favour of assimilation, intermarriage between whites 

and Indians did not occur on a large scale J arguably an 

important method of achieving integration. 

The Reservation SXRtem 

As a result of the massive territorial gains that it 

had made in the 18408 the United states was now forced to de

vise sui table stratagems to deal with the Indian peoples who 

inhabi ted the newly acquired western regions. In the process 

of confronting the challenge now thrown up by the doubling in 

size of the Indian population r'esiding wi thin the United 

States, the notion of' the Indian barrier was jetissoned. To 

replace ita reservation system was created. The nomadic 

buffalo hunters of the northern and southern plains, the 

fierce desert warriors of the southwest. and the other indi

genous peoples of the west would be located henceforth on 

small, scattered, enclaves. 

In this change of course we find further evidence of 

the essential flexibility of the fragment approach to Indian 

policy. Since there was no ,way that white expansion across 

the continent could or, indeed, should be stopped then expe

diency dictated that another formula had to be found to 
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subati tute f'or the evidently unworkable concept of' a separate 

Indian country. For policy makers the. reservation system 

could be rationalized as another method for attaining the 

long-term goal of' civilizing the natives. As the Secretary 

of the Interior reported to Congress in 1851 z 

.•• The policy of removal, except under peculiar 
circumstances must necessarily be abandoned; and 
the only alternatives left are, to civilize or 
exterminate them. We must adopt one or the other ••• 
The great obstacle to success, which must be met and 
overcome in the outset is their nomadic mode of life. 
All history admonishes us of the difficulty of civil
izing a wandering race who live mainly upon game. To 
tame a savage you must tie him down to the soil. You 
must make him understand the value of' property and 
the benefits of its separate ownership. 19 

The reservation system, then, was conceived in pro

gressive terns as an "alternative to extinction" (Trennert, 

1975). The Indians, segregated in their isolated colonies, 

would be protected against white encroachments and gradually 

weaned from their traditional life styles until such time as 

they were ready to take their places in mainstream America. 

Moreover, as Trennert convincingly demonstrates, there were 

some very practical benef'i ts inherent in such a policy. It 

had the great merit. in the eyes of' Congress, of off€'ring 

some significant economic advantages. Fewer agents and sub

agents would be required and "by concentrating the Indians 

and also allowing the missionary societies more par'ticipation 

in the civilizing effort ... the government's obligations and 

expenses could be further reduced" (Trermert, 1975: 31). 

19. Report of the Secretary of' the Interior, November 
29. 1851 ir Senate Executive Document No.1, 32nd Congress, 1st 
Session. 502-50J 
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Experimentation with reservations began first in 

California and was then extended to other areas west of the 

Mississippi. Characteristically, the treaty was the instru

ment by which reserved terri tory and annui ties were set aside 

for the Indian peoples. Ironically I such was the intensity 

of' anti-Indian feeling in Caliiornia, where the settlers 

resented the loss of good lands f'or reservations, that Con

gress refused to ratify the treaties made with the Californian 

tribes, leaving Indian affairs there in an uncertain and con

fused state. Nevertheless, "from 1853 to 1856, 52 treaties 

were negotiated, more than in any other like period. Some 

174, 000, 000 acres Of. land were acquired from the tribes by 

the United States as a result of' those treaties" (Tyler, 197 J: 

74), 

In Texas the reservation policy fell far short of 

the expectations created by its enthusiastic advocates in 

the Indian Office. Because of' the peculiarities of the si tuo.. 

ation - Texas came directly into the Union as a state with an 

Indian policy intact - the Federal Government was reluctant 

to press forward with the establishment of reservations 

against the expressed wishes of the land-hungry Texan set

tIers. Al though two reserves were eventually created in 1855. 

one exclusively for the Comanches, and another fay a number 

of smaller tribes, the problems continued. Many Texans could 

see no difference between a reservation and a non-reservation 

Indian, and lobbied for a more "vigorous" policy. The 
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Democratic Telegraph and Texas Register, for instance, opposed 

any peace with the tribes and called for a war of extermi

nation" (Trennert, 1975: 68). In the face of such pressure, 

the Indian Cffiee in 1859 recommended the, removal of the 

resarvation Indians outside the borders of Texas or, as the 

Indian agent, Robert S. Neighbours put it "out of the land 

of the Philistines" (oi ted in Prucha, 1984, Vol. I: 36.5). Mean

while, fighting continued between natives and settlers until 

the defeat of the southern plains tribes in the 18708. 

In New Mexico in the mid-1850s a series of treaties 

were negotiated with the Apaches, Navajos and Utes in which 

the United states Government made clear its intention of 

transforming even these zealously independent nomadic hunters 

and raiders into settled agriculturalists. That the indige

nous peoples in question were reluctant participants in 

the venture may be gleaned from the fact that the reservation 

policy was accompanied by massive amounts of bloodshed. The 

paradox of the al ternati ve to extinction lay in the numbers 

of Indians who were extinguished en route to the much

heralded alternative. 

During the Civil War years the Indian plight wors

ened as hordes of settlers poured across their tri bal lands 

lured by stories of' fortunes to be quickly made in the 

mineral-rich western territories. The already precarious 

si tuation was exacerbated by the weakening of federal author

i ty that followed the transfer of' regular troops to eastern 
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battlefields and their replacement by hastily organized local 

mili tia. 

In New Mexico the Apaches and Navajos took advantage 

of the opportunity presented by the Government's internal 

preoccupations to begin a campaign of depredations against 

the settlers. The response of' the military commander of the 

Department of New Mexico, Brigadier General James H. Carleton, 

was to organize a force which would not only defeat the 

Indians but which would then relocate them on a suitably 

distant and isolated reserve in eastern New Mexico. Carleton's 

orders were efficiently executed by Colonel (Kit) Carson who, 

having defeated the less numerous Mescalero Apaches, used 

scorched earth tactics to f'orce the surrender of thousands 

01' the half-starved Navajos. In April 1864 they began the 

Long Walk, a tragic four hundred mile journey across New 

Mexico to an alien land and a reservation located on the 

Pecos River at Bosque Redondo (se~ Bailey, 1964: 145-71). Far 

1'rom being the panacea that its proponents claimed it would 

be. Bosque Redondo, overcrowded I plagued by insects, drought. 

crop failures and disease proved to be a virtual concen

tration camp for the Nayajos. Although they were permitted 

to return to their former terri tory in 1868 the memory of 

this dismal episode was etched forever in the collective 

psyche of the tribe. 

Despi te his reforming reputation, A braham Linco In's 

years in the White House saw Ii ttle change in United States 
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Indian policy. It was "business as usual"; the reservation 

system was continued and there was no wavering from the 

ultimate goal of "civilizing"" the savages. Given" the exi

gencies of the war between the North and the South it is 

not surprising that Indian a.t'fairs were handled in the main 

by the Secretary fo the Interior, and in particular by the 

Commissioner of' Indian Affairs, William .P. Dole. Both Lincoln 

and Dole were men drenched in the philosophy of the Enlighten

ment. They were firm believers in the theory that agricul tur"e 

would be the great civilizer. Dole was convinced that indi-

. vidual ownership of "the soil was the step that was the most 

important in their progress toward 01 vilization" (01 ted in 

Nichols, 1978. 184). At the height of the ferocious inter

necine struggle between the Union and the Confederacy, 

Lincoln spoke with unintended irony to a gathering of tri bal 

leaders in the White House: 

The pale-faced people are numerous and prosperous 
because they cultivate the earth, produce bread, and 
depend upon the products of the earth rather than 
wild game for subsistence. This is the chief reason 
of the difference; but there is another. Although we 
are now engaged in a great war, between one another, 
we are not as a race, so much disposed to fight and 
kill one another as our red br"ethren. 20 

In November 1864 a group of peac sful Cheyenne and 

Arapaho Indians camped at Sand Creek near Denver, Colorado, 

were attacked by detachments of the Colorado Volunteers. 

20. Speech by Lincoln to leaders from the Cheyenne, 
Kiowa, Arapaho, Comanche. Apache and Caddo tribes, 27 March, 
186) in The Collected Works of Abraham Lincoln, Basler, ed., 
Vol. VI, 1953' 151-52. 
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under Colonel John Chivington. The barbarity of' the action -

about one hundred and fifty men, women and children were 

slaughtered, their bodies mutilated, and their scalps later 

exhibi ted in Denver - shocked even the apathetic American 

public. In the wake of the Sand Creek massacre more and 

more voices could be heard calling for reforms in Indian 

policy. In 1865 Congress appointed a special joint committee 

to investigate the conditions under which Indian tribes lived 

and to examine their treatment by the oi viI and military 

authori ties. The Doolittle Committee which took two years 

to compile its report was aptly named since it produced few 

substantive changes. Prucha argues, however, that it "marked 

c1;:,beginning of a new approach to Indian affairs emphasizing 

peace and justice'.' (Pr-ucha, 1976,15). 

By 1867 Indian opposition to settler expansion 

throughout the plains region added a further incentive for 

the Government to come up with astra tegy to bring peace to 

the west. On June 20, 1867 Congress created a special com. 

mission composed of military and civilian personnel wi th a 

mandate to determine the causes of unrest and to resolve them 

by treaty. When the report of the Peace Commissioners was 

submi tted in January 1868 it reflected very closely the views 

of the humanitarian reformers who were prepared to admit 

that the Indians had genuine grievances and had suffered 

unfairly at the hands of the whites. Yet their proposed 

remedy for the Indian people was anything but innova ti ve 
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they should be oi vilized on reservations where they would be 

taught to farm and educated in the white man's ways and lan

guage. In reality they differed only in method from the school 

of thought epitomized by General William T. Sherman who 

"wanted to aceul turate the nomads of the plains at the point 

of the bayonet" (Fritz, 196J, 71). 

Much has been written about the influence of religi!

DUS groups on American Indian policy during this period (see 

Fritz, 196J; Keller, 198J; Mardock, 1971; Prucha, 1973; 1976, 

1984). That lobbying by Christian gr"oups on behalf of Indian 

reform was significant may be adduced from the fact that the 

program which President Grant introduced in 1869 has been 

variously described as the "Peace Policy" t the "Quaker Policy" 

or the "Religious Policy." In 1869 and 1870 Grant instituted 

a number of major changes in the conduct of Indian affairs : 

he appointed for the first time an Indian, Ely S. Parker, as 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs, he removed all the existing 

Indian agents and replaced them with amy officers and Quakers; 

he created a Board of Indian Commissioners to oversee and 

correct abuses in the Department of the Interior and the 

Indian Office; and he announced a greatly expanded and intensi

fied program of Federal aid to Indian education and missions. 

When Congress passed a bill forbidding military personnel to 

hold civil office, Grant extended fUrther appointments to 

indi viduals recommended by religious bodies. 

At the very moment when the so-called "Peace Policy" 
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was being promulgated the native peoples of the western plains 

were entering the final phase of their anned resistance to 

the remorseless flow of settlers, miners and assorted adven

turers who were bearing down upon their ancient tribal lands 

in ever growing numbers. When tribes refused to be penned up 

on reservations or fled from them in order to wander and hunt 

in the traditional way American military force W3.s used un

sparingly against them. In the fragment mind the Indian would 

be civilized one way or the other and whether he liked it or 

not. 

American Indian Policy 1871-1930 

By the Indian Appropriations Act of March J, 1871 

the United States abandoned the practice of treaty-making 

wi th the Indian tribes. The system, which had been an integral 

part of Federal-Indian relations from the birth of the nation, 

was abrogated by Congress ostensibly because of the House of 

Representatives resentment at being left out in the cold, 

treaty-making being the prerogative of the President and the 

Senate. In fact, the anti-treaty movement had support in 

high places : President Grant, Commissioner Parker, and the 

Board of Indian Commissioners all advocated this course of 

action. It had been a major objective of the humanitarian 

reformers who saw a fundamental contradiction in the special 

posi tion granted to the Indians by the treaty and the goal of 

assimilation. Cri tics also charged that unscrupulous officials 

had exploited the process to the advantage of vested interests 
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such as railroad or land companies who profited greatly from 

the disposition of. Indian lands. 

Both the reservation and the treaty were mechanisms 

Which recagirl.zed and indeed conferred a separate status upon 

the indigenous population of the United States. In the short 

run, at least, irrespective of stated long-term goals, Amer

ican Indian policy at various points in time sought to 

isolate and segregate the indigenes. By the same token, from 

the very beginning of the nation's history and particularly 

in the closing decades of the nineteenth century great 

emphasis was placed upon the need to "civilize, II "Americanize" 

and thus ultimately to absorb the Indian into the dominant 

whi te culture. From the perspective of Hartzian fragment 

theory this duality of approach is not atypical. Hartz argues 

that American Indian policy illustrates "that oscillation 

between exclusion and inclusion which comparative analysis 

proves is the characteristic way that the Amer':'can liberal 

fragment in common with other Enlightenment cultures, handles 

the problem of the non-westerner" (Hartz, 1964: 94). 

While the fragment ideology was broad enough (and 

flexible enough) to be able to justify the separatism of 

Indian treaties, it proved more difficult to explain away 

the United States I failure to abide by them. The American 

inabili ty to comply with undertakings which were inevitably 

concluded with a magisterial solemnity struck at the very 

heart of bourgeois liberalism. Again as Hartz succinctly puts 

it: " .• the violation of treaties is peculiarly hard for the 
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Lockean conscience, drenched as it is in the morality of 

contract, and the land grabbing of the United States fragment, 

especially after it began to hunger for gold, raised a noto

rious problem of conscience for i t n (Hartz, 1964: 97). By 

ending the practice of treaty-making the American fragment 

let itself off' the hook. 

The reservation hook was not so easily slipped out of. 

In the last quarter of the nineteenth century the burning 

question was not how to abolish reservations but rather what 

should be their scope and location. The policy of the Indian 

Office as it had developed by the mid-1870s was that Indian 

tribes should be concentrated together on large reservations 

in sui table areas. Here they CQuld be protected from perni

cious white influence and at the same time learn the agricul

tural skills that were necessary if they. Were to join the 

mainstream of society. The heroic struggle of the Poncas I 

southern Cheyenne and Nez Perces, each of whom fiercely 

resisted the forced relocation which was the carollar'y to this 

policy, led to a renewed attack upon the Federal Government r s 

handling of Indian affairs by the vociferous reform lobby (see 

Prucha, 1976, 107-31). 

The humanitarian reformers who opposed the removal 

of Indians from reservations in terri aries they had long 

occupied to ones which were both distant and unattractive to 

them were undoubtedly motivated by genuine sympathy and con

cern for their suffering. However, despite their good 
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intentions, the radical programs that the reformers were to 

come up with in the closing years of the century were to 

prove disastrous for the native populati on. Organized in 

regional and national groups such as the Indian Rights Asso

ciation, the Women's National Indian Association, the Boston 

Indian Citizenship Commission, the Massachusetts Indian 

Association and the Connecticut Indian Association, the 

crusade mounted by the "friends of the Indian" was firmly 

grounded in the ideology of the Enlightenment fragment. 

Beginning in 1883 the reform movement chose to hold 

an annual conference at Lake Mohonk in New York to discuss 

and propose policies designed to ameliorate the condi tiol1 of 

the American Indian. They were to have much success in 

securing the adoption of their programs. The Indian reformers 

believed themselves ~o be doing God's work. They were in the 

main evangelical Protestants (many were clerics) who saw it 

as their divinely ordained mission "to save the Indian." One 

of the most prominent, Merrill E. Gates, who was President of 

the Board of Indian Commissioners from 1890 to 1899. declared 

tha t the only hope for the Indians was to bring them "under 

the sway of Christian thought and Christian life, and into 

touch with the people of this Christian nation under the law 

and institutions which govern the life of our States and 

Terri tories." Herbert Welsh, Secretary of the Indian Rights 

Association, spoke of guiding the Indian "from the night of 

barbarism into the fair dawn of Christian oi vilization" (cited 
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in Prucha, 1976, 150). 

The plans that the reformers devised were consistent 

wi th their strong religious convictions. Since one of the 

hallmarks of American. evangelicism was its insistence on 

individual salvation, great emphasis was placed on the 

necessi ty of individualizing the Indian and feeing him from 

his dependence on the tribe. As in the classic formulation 

of the Protestant work ethic, he' would prosper if' he only 

practiced the traditional American virtues of har-d work and 

thrift. 

But the Christian reformers were not simply preaching 

the language of the gospels they were also repeating the 

basic tenents of classic Lockean liberalism. Thus, the 

"friends of the Indian" from their Lake Mohonk bastion lead 

the onslaught to finally crush what ranained of traditional 

Indian life. They pressed for an end to tribal ownership of 

land and its replacement by the allotment of Indian land in 

several ty. Essentially tribal collectivism was un-Amer-ican. 

Thomas J. Morgan, as Commissioner of Indian Affairs, urged 

that the tribal relation be broken up, socialism destroyed, 

and "the family and the autonomy of the individual substituted" 

(eited in Prucha, 1976: 1.53). Although there was some dis

agreement on timing, the reformers believed that the Indian 

should be entitled to equal protection under the law, includ

ing ci tizenship and suffrage. Finally, underlying the whole 

reform movement program, and a key article of faith for its 
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proponents, was a firm belief in the efficacy of education 

as the surest method for bringing about lasting change for 

the Indian. 

The ref'ormers of' the 1880s, unlike earlier philan

thropists who drew the line at intermarriage, promoted 

social fusion as the ultimate solution to the Indian problem. 

Nevertheless, it is possible to argue, as Wilbur Ahern does, 

that the "friends of the Indian" were "racist in effect if 

not in intent" (llhern, 1976: 29). Despite their evident 

concern for the plight of the American indigenes I their 

approach was overwhelmingly ethnocentric. Inherent in every

thing they plarmed and advocated was a deterministic belief 

in the unstoppable advance of Euroamerican civilization. As 

Philip c. Garrett, a Philadelphia lawyer active in the Indian 

Rights Association expressed it: "It is the lion and the 

lamb lying down together, the lamb having been devoured by 

the lion. What happy result can there be to the lamb, but in 

absorption, digestion, assimilation in the substance of the 

lion. After this process he will be useful - as part of the 

lion" ( cited in Ahern, 1976: 76). 

Al though she was not a participant at Lake Mohonk, 

Helen Hunt Jackson was at the forefront of those who sought 

to raise public awareness about the treatment of the Indian. 

In 1881 she published her magnum opus, A century of Dishonour, 

which was a scathing indictment of the United States' rela

tions with its native populati on. Condemned by contemporary 
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cr-i tics as overly sentimental and by subsequent ones as un

balanced and polemical, the book nevertheless served i.ts 

purpose for it generated great popular interest. Jackson, 

unlike other reformers, offered no prescriptions, contenting 

herself with a detailed expose of American wrongdoings. Yet, 

the book, with its concentration on questions of occupancy 

and contract right, is written, as Hartz says "in the mood 

of Locke and Marshall" (1964: 97) and exemplif'ies the Ii beral 

ilragment approach. 

The General Allotment or Dawes Act of 1887 was the 

CUlmination of years of lobbying by Indian rights groups and 

their supporters. Simply described the allotment system 

proposed to make indiviual landowners and farmers of the 

Indians by ending the age-old practice of communal or tribal 

ownership. By the terms of the legislation the President was 

authorized to allot to individual Indians part or all of 

any reservation that he believed contained good agricultural 

or grazing land. Native people were to choose the allotments 

themsel Yes and if they failed to do so wi thin four- years they 

would be selected for them by agency officials. The ti tIe to 

the land was to be held in trust by the United States for 

twenty five years at the end of which period the Indians, who 

would become citizens as soon as they took out their patents, 

would receive the land in fee simple. Unalloted land would 

be disposed of by the government to settlers in plots not to 

exceed 160 acres with the proceeds from such sales held in 
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trust for the Indians subject to appropriation by Congress 

for their "education and civilization." 

The "Dawes Act was the logical cUlmination of a made 

of thinking which had been present in American Indian policy 

from the earliest days of the Republic. The Indian was doomed 

unless he gave up his barbaric way of life and conformed to 

the white man I sways. The collectivism of the traditional 

Indian tribal structure was a continuing anachronism in 

liberal, capitalist, nineteenth century America. To be saved 

the Indian would have to pay a price : part of the price was 

his land. Although it had been intended that the terms of 

the Allotment Act would be introduced gradually so that 

the reservations would have adequate preparation time, this 

is not what happened. By 1900 53,168 allotments involving 

five million acres had been made. As a result of pressure 

from speculators and settlers eager to buy the surplus lands, 

Indian landholdings shrank from 155,632,312 acres in 1881 to 

77.865.373 acres in 1900 (Tyler. 1973: 97). 

In 1891 a measure was passed allowing Indians to 

lease their lands. To many reformers this was another per

fectly logical atep. Native Americans, it was thought, were 

entitled to control their property as they saw fit. Moreover, 

it would have the added benefit of' bringing white farmers 

into closer proximity with their Indian lessors who would 

learn through exposure to white agricultural methods. Not 

surprisingly, homesteaders leapt at the opportuni ty of 
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leasing allotments, and Indians, with little experience and 

generally Ii ttle inte+9st in transf'orming themselves into 

yeoman farmers, obliged. 

The catastrophic consequences of the Dawes Act for 

its intended benei'iciaries were soon apparent. The sponsor 

of' the legislation "himself' contessed in a speech only a few 

years after the act became law that had the "radical chara

cterll of' the change made by the Allotment Act been fully 

comprehended at the time of its enactment, "it is doubtful 

if ~he legislators would then have had the oourage to put it 

on the statute books" (cited in Washburn, 1975: 28). Irre-

'specti va of' the widespread abuses and the mounting criticism, 

however, no important changes were made in the Dawes Act for 

several years. It was not until the presidency of Franklin 

Roosevel t that there would be a fundamental re-evaluation 

of the wisdom of the allotment ooncept. 

As at other times in the long and sombre record of 

Indian contacts wi th European American society, native re

action to the destructi on of the last vestiges of their 

historic way of life took the form of Clil tural revi taliza

tion movements. In the vast reaches of the Great West groups 

of Indi.ans had for centuries roamed freely across lands which 

sustained them both physically and spiritually. Their ancient 

culture, however, could not withstand the massive assault 

launched against it in the nineteenth century. The reserva

tion policies of the 18606 and 18706 which concentrated 
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Indians on reserves, oftentimes in the most remote and poor 

locations, left them weak, dependent, and bewildered. Faced 

wi th such pressures large numbers of native peoples turned 

to cultural adaptations such as the Ghost Dance, the Sun 

Dance and the Dream Dance, and to increased reliance on 

alcohol and the drug peyote. 

The Ghost Dance religion first began in the 18706 

and then resurfaced in 1889 when the message of the Paiute 

prophet, Wovoka, spread rapidly among the tribes of the Great 

Basin and the Great Plains. Essentially Wovoka preached that 

the trials and tribulations of the Indian people at the hands 

of the white interlopers were a result of their having 

offended God. Soon, however. their atonement would be com

plete and God wuuld destroy all the intruders, resurrect all 

the Indian dead, and bring back the great buffalo herds. 

Although the details varied from tribe to tribe it was the 

classic millenarian prophecy which promised salvation through 

a purifying cataclysm. 

One of the key sources on this pheneomenon is James 

Mooney's classic work, The Ghost Dance Religion and the Sioux 

Outbreak of 189.0. Given the larger comparative perspective 

of our own study it is interesting to note. as Anthony 

Wallace does in his introduction to the 1976 edition of 

Mooney's book, that in his approach to the Ghost Dance and 

the peyote cult "Mooney brought with him a personally experi

enced model of this type of event, a model which included an 
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awareness of ancient glories, of a sense of wrong and depri

vation, and a dream of a golden age returned" (Wallace in 

Mooney, 1976: vi). In fact, Mooney, although born in the 

Uni ted States was the son of Irish immigrants and throughout 

his life he was a passionate supporter of' Irish causes. 'He 

wrote articles on traditional Irish customs as well as tradi

tional Native American ones. He served as President of the 

Gaelic Society of Washington and was a committed advocate 

of Irish Home Rule and the Republican movement. 

The pre-conquest Sun" Dance of the Plains tribes also 

took on a new role in the late nineteenth century when such 

tribes as the utes and Shoshones began to utilize it as a 

means of promoting pride in themselves and in their tradi

tions (see Jorgensen, 1972). The Dream Dance, Which spread 

through the Algonquian-speaking communi ties of' the upper 

midwest in the 1880s, called for a restoration of the old 

values and looked forward to a day when the whites would be 

destroyed and Indian lands returned. In addition to these 

movements many Indians found some respite from their suf

ferings and another means of protest through the exagerrated 

use of alcohol. The peyote cult, which first took hold among 

the tribes of the southern Plains and then spread northwards 

on the 1880s and 18908, also allowed native people to find 

solace through hallucinatory visions While at the same time 

emphasizing their differentiation from the dominant culture. 

The American reaction to this widespread indigenous 
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cultural renaissance was 'predictable. Just as England per

ceived the threat to its power that lay in the continuance 

of native Irish t.radi tions and responded at various points 

in time by such measures as the Statutes of Kilkenny, the 

Penal Laws and officially sponsored efforts in the nineteenth 

century to eradicate the Gaelic language, so the United 

States r'eponded in like manner to nativistic revival. In 

1884 Congress authorized government agents to cooperate with 

local missionaries in suppressing native religions. They out

lawed the Ghost Dance on the Sioux reservations with a 

consequently tragic denouement. In December' 1890 government 

efforts -to arrest Ghost Dance leaders among the Sioux led to 

a final and bloody encounter- at the battle. of' Wounded Knee. 

In New Mexico the Pueblos could not continue their centuries-

old initiation rites for the young. In TrJ"yoming the Arapahos 

had to give up their vision quests and funeral ceremonies. 

Efforts were also made to eliminate the peyote cult wherever 

it flourished. 

American cultural imperialism was manifested very 

clearly over the language issue. The persistence of native 

tongues was viewed as an obstacle in the path of assimi

lation. In 1877 the Commissioner of Indian Affairs took 

the following po si tion: 

I would advise the establishment of a rule making it 
compulsory upon all Indian children between the ages 

~!q~t~i~~d E~~rr;~e~I;~:r~O t~e a;~~~~n s~~~o~:~g~~d therein. 21 

21. C. I.A. Report, November 1, 1877, serial 1800: J. 
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J.D.C.Atkins, who was Commissioner of Indian Affairs from 

188.5 to 18BB,was another ardent believer in the superiority 

of the English language and the necessity of weaning the 

Indians away from their deleterious mother tongues : 

This language (English), Which is good enough for a 
Whi te man and a black man, ought to be good enough 
for the red man. It is also believed that teaching 
an Indian Y9uth in his own barbarous dialect is a 
positive detriment to him. The first step to be 
taken toward civilization, toward teaching the 
Indians the mischief and folly of continuing in th eir 
barbarous practices, is to teach them the English 
language ... If we expect to infuse into the rising 
generation the leaven of American oi tizenship we must 
remove the stumbling blocks of hereditary customs and 
manners, and of these language is one of the most 
important elements. 22 

Central to the liberal fragment approach was a firm 

belief in education as the solution to the "Indian problem. II 

Commissioner Hayt in 1877 actively promoted the boarding 

school concept: 

... and it is decidedly preferable that as many of 
~hem as possible should be placed in boarding schools, 
which possess more advantages in every way than day 
schools, for the reason that the exposure of children 
who attend only day-schools to the demoralization and 
degredation of an Indian home neutralizes the efforts 
of the school teacher, especially those efforts which 
are directed to advancement in morality and ci vili
zation. 2J 

Richard Pratt, an army officer and founder of the Carlisle 

Indian Industrial School, shared Hayt's views on what could 

be achieved if only Indian children could be removed from 

the "negative" effects of their home environments. Al though 

22. Report of the Commissioner of Indian A ffai rs to 
the Secretary of the Interior, September 21. 1887, serial 
2542. 21. 

23. C. LA. Report, November 1, 1877, serial 1800: 3. 
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critics complai~ed that his plans were expensive to implement 

and over optimistic in their expectations, Pratt's model for 

Indian education dominated the 1880s and 18908. The Bureau 

of Indian Afi'airs, meanwhile, established dozens of non

reservation boarding schools, including Santa Fe (1890), 

Carson (1890). Phoenix (1890). Pierre (1891), and Flandreau 

(1893) (Olson and Wilson. 1984. 61). As the twentieth oentury 

bS5Q,n, however. 'there was a. shirt in emphasis away from imme

diate assimilation through such methods and more reliance on 

the gradualist approach which Rrgued for specific vocational 

training for Indian children in day schools near their homes 

The allotment and leasing of Indian lands continued 

unabated into the next century. As a result of pressure by 

speculators who wished to see more areas opened up for exploi

tation, by individual Indians who wanted immediate cash pay

ments, and by reformers who hoped to raise Indian income, 

measures were passed which made it easier for native people 

to sell their lands. The Dead Indian Land Act of 1902 waved 

the trust status of inherited allotments and the Burke Act 

of 1906 allowed the Secretary of the Interior to declare 

individual Indians competent to manage their own affairs. 

During the presidencies of Theodore Roosevelt and William 

Howard Taft such competency patents were issued cautiously. 

"By 1917 only 9.984 Native Americans had received patents 

pemi tting them to sell their allotments; but when President 

Woodrow Wilson appointed Franklin K. Lane, an arch 
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assimilationist, as Secretary 0.1' the Interior in 1917. the 

number of patents issued increased dramatically, totalling 

more than twenty thousand between 1917 and 1921" (Olson and 

Wilson, 1984, 81). 

On the eve of the inauguration of' President Franklin 

Roosevel t 'some fifty years had elapsed since the Indian 

ref'orm movement had taken up the "white tn'an' s burden" to 

save the Indian. While they freely admitted the injustices 

perpetrated upon native peoples in by-gone days, they promised 

a new era of well-being and prosperity for ilmerica's earliest 

inhabi tants. They castigated the racial theories which 

posi ted inherent Indian inferiority, as Jefferson had once 

refuted Buffon. They denounced the mistakes of the past -

treaties, removal, reservations - all of' which hurt the 

Indian by reaffirming his separateness instead of his 

potential for integration. With the supreme self-confidence 

of the truly convinced they exhorted the Indian to turn his 

back on the past and renounce his language, his religion, 

his tribe and his land. From the standpoint of the bourgeois 

American fragment mentality this was the only rational thing 

to do. 

The results of such "Americanizing" policies wer'e 

qui te apparent by the 19208. Despite the fanfare surrounding 

allotment the Indians' economic condition was deplorable. In 

1926 Secretary of the Interior, Hubert Work, commissioned a 

comprehensive study of the status of Indians and of the 
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effectiveness of federal administration, to be conducted by 

the Institute of Government Research, now the Brookings 

Insti tution. The report I which was completed two years later 

under the direction of Lewis Meriam, represented a scathing 

indictment of Indian Office policy. Among the document IS 

voluminous findings were the following statistics: 28.8 per 

cent of Indians had a per capita individual income of less 

than one hundred dollars per yearj 5.5 per cent of Indians 

had a per capita individual income of less than two hundred 

dollars per year; only 2 per cent had incomes greater than 

fi ve hund:"ed dollars per year. This income derived primarily 

from rent rather than labour: 96 per cent of all Indians had 

an earned income of less than two hundred dollars per year 

(Meriam Report in Miller, 1971, "51-5"). A study made in 1933 

by the Civil Worker's Administration found -that 49 per cent of 

Indians on alloted reservations were landless, and that the 

per oapi ta value of those lands remaining in Indian hands 

was about eight hundred dollars (oi ted in Taylor, 1980; 7). 

Heal th problems were rampant: the adult and infant death 

rates were twice that of the white population; diseases espe

cially trachoma and tuberculosis were endemic. Beyond the 

material and physical devas.tation there lay the immense and 

incalculable spiritual degredation brought by contact with 

Euro-American oi viliza tion. As the abj ect failure of American 

Indian policy to improve the condition of native peoples 

became more and more apparent a new reform effort began which 
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sought different remedies. 

American Indian Policy Since The New Deal 

Th~ Indiap Reorganization Act 

The Mariam Report was a detailed analysis of condi

tions in Indian country. The tone of the survey was set in 

its opening sentence: "An overwhelming majority of' the 

Indians are poor, even extremely poor, and they are not 

adjusted to the economic and social system of the" dominant 

whi te civilization" (Mariam Report in Miller, 1971: J). The 

Report's recommendations, however, were basically designed to 

try and shore up the existing assimilationist policies. A 

more significant ref'onn effort was to be attempted by the 

Bureau of Indian Affairs under the leadership of John Collier, 

who was appointed Commissioner of Indian Affairs by President 

Roosevel t in 1933 and held the office for an unprecedented 

twelve years. 

Collier was a native of Georgia who had attended 

universi ties in New York and Paris in the early years of the 

twentieth century before being drawn into a movement among 

social workers and educators in New York and other eastern 

ci ties. He was involved in efforts to organize immigrant 

communi ties on the basis of' cooperative action and respect 

for cultural traditions and life styles. In 1920 he travelled 

to New Mexico at the behest of Mabel Dodge, doyenne of a 

blossoming artistic and intellectual community, and there he 
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encountered and was enthralled by the Pueblo culture. Gollier 

marvelled at the Pueblos who appeared to possess a stable, 

self-contained, intact community despite centuries of ,Euro

pean attacks. In the 19206 he was at the foref'ront of a 

campaign f'ormed to fight the Bursom bill Which threatened 

the Pueblos' Spanish land grants. En route to successfully 

crushing the bill, Collier emerged as a very ef'fecti ve lob

byist for the Indians. He also reached the conclusion that 

part of the solution to native problems lay in tribal organi

zations. 

As Cornmissioner~ Collier was given a remarkable amount 

of freedom to implement his unconventional proposals. Both 

Roosevel t and Secretary of the Interior, Harold Ickes, 

trusted his judgement. They were also preoccupied with the 

problems generated by the Great Depression. Ickes believed 

that Collier was "the best equipped man who ever occupied 

the office" (cited in Philp, 1977: 117). Aided by Assistant 

Corrunissioner, TtJilliam Zimmerman and a team of lawyers that 

included Felix Cohen, who was later to compile the Handbook 

of Federal Indian Law, Collier set about the task of Indian 

ref'orm 

He had firm convictions as to what needed to be done. 

He believed that the allotment policy had been an unmitigated 

economic and social disaster for native people. He wanted a 

return to communal ownership of land and resources, and a 

restoration of Indian self-government. In education policy 
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he favoured community day schools and public schools on or 

near the reservations. Finally, he was determined to end 

government sponsored ei'forts to denigrate and suppress Indian 

customs and traditions. 

Collier quickly took the offensive to provide succour 

to an Indian population whose already bleak position had 

deteriorated even further under the impact of the depression. 

He pressed Secretary Ickes to establish a separate Indian 

Civilian Conservation Corps and the Indian Emergency Con

servation Work program was duly organized with an initial 

budget of $5.875.000. Between 1933 and 1942 the program 

employed more than eigh.ty five thousand Native Americans to 

build a total of 1.742 dams and reservoirs, 12,230 miles of 

fences, 91 lookout towers, and 9,737 miles of truck trails 

(Olson and Wilson, 1984: 110). The Department of Agriculture, 

the Federal Emergency Relief Administration, the Department 

of War, the Civil Works Administration, the Works Progress 

Administration and other agencies were all enlisted by 

Collier to provide assistance through job creation schemes 

and reservation improvements. 

The Commi ssioner also turned his attention to r-e-

dressing the problems created by the Dawes Act. One of his 

first moves was to persuade the president to abolish the 

heavily assimilationist Board of Indian Commissioners. In 

August of 1933 he ordered his superintendents to prohi bi t 

the sale of Indian trust land and to abjure from submitting 
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certificates of competency, fee patents, or removal restric

tions on Indian lands to the B. LA.. except in cases of 

extreme distress. In Collier's view the most urgent problem 

was to lif't Indians out of their "spiritual.dependency and 

hopelessness," instead of absorbing them into the white pop

ulation (cited in Philp, 1977: 127). Furthermore, he was 

successful in persuading his superiors to cancel Indian debts 

to the federal government; by 1936. debts exceeding $12,000, 

000 for reacls, bridges, tribal herds and irrigation projects 

had been eliminated. Nor did he shirk from taking on the 

missionaries who had for so long wielded influence over 

Indian education. Two executive orders introduced in 1934 

attempted to guarantee Indian freedom of conscience, and to 

. curb missionary activity at boarding and day schools. 

Collier's piece de re'sistance was the Indian Re

organization Act of 1934 which has been described as "perhaps 

the most fundamental and far-reaching piece of legislation 

passed by Congress in this century" (Deloria, 1974: 187). 

Early in 1934 Collier, Zimmerman, and their legal advisers 

drew up a forty-eight page bill divided into four titles 

covering Indian self-government, education, lands and a pro

posed Court of Indian Affairs. This comprehensive draft was 

then sent to Senator Wheeler and Representative Howard, chair

men respectively of' the Senate and House committees on Indian 

Affairs (see Barsch and Henderson, 1980; 96-111; Olson and 

Wilson, 1984, 115-28, Prucha, 1984, 954-68, Taylor, 1980). 
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Colli er beli eyed that the Indian people possessed in 

their own tribal institutions the key to their survival and 

advancement. He hoped that his bill would facilitate change 

by allowing for much greater Indian control over their- own 

fa te. In an unprecedented decision the Commissioner opted to 

consul t America I s indigenes directly and he called a series 

of Indian congresses around the nation. While these took 

place extensive hearings were undertaken by the relevant 

commi ttees in Congress. 

The proposed legislation was so innovative (and so 

untypical of the historic liberal fragment approach) that it 

was greeted with a storm of criticism from many sources. 

Native people themselves raised objections at the congresses 

wi th some individuals wanting to retain their allotments, 

others fearing a return to tribal segregation or the effect 

on treaty rights, still others voicing particular concerns 

about how the bill would affect them. Some Indian refom 

groups also voiced their opposition. The Indian Rights Asso

ciation, for instance, regarded the bill as a step backwards, 

viewing assimilation as inevitable and desirable. Other 

cri tics, such as Flora SeYI?our, a former member of the Board 

of Indian Commissioners, charged that the projected tribal 

organiza tions were "communistic" (Taylor, 1980: 24). Congress

men from the western states echoed the anxieties of those 

economic interest groups which feared that valuable reser

vation resources would be put permanently beyond their reach. 
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Even Senator Wheeler, one of' the original sponsors, had a 

change of' heart and questioned the anti-assimilationist 

nature of Collier's bill. It became clear that major changes 

would have to be made if it were to become law. In fact, 

Collier responded to Some of the complaints by preparing 

more than thirty am~ndments to the legislation. 

Following the personal intervention of President 

Roosevel t the Indian Reorganization Act was passed by Con

gress but in an emasculated form which bore Ii ttle resemblance 

to the original draft. It has been said that "Collier gave 

every faction in Congress what it wanted, stood firm on 

nothing but the need to pass the bill, and was purposely 

vague throughout" (Barsh and Henderson, 1980: 107). The final 

version repealed the allotment laws, allowed for the resto

ration of surplus reservation lands to tribal ownership, and 

penni tted voluntary exchanges of allotments for interests in 

tribal corporations. Congress was empowered to allocate 

$2,000,000 annually for the acquisition of additional lands 

for the tribes. A $10,000 I 000 revolving credit fund was also 

established to provide loans for tribal economic development 

and $2.50,000 was appropriated annually to organize tribal 

governments. The same amount was allocated to provide 

scholarships for Indian stUdents. 

However, there were some major deviations from the 

ini tial Collier proposal. The section in Title II endorsing 

the· preservation and enhancement of Indian culture was 



eliminated. Title IV creating the special Court of Indian 

Affairs, which would have been a significant step towards 

self-determination, was also missing from the final act. 
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The original bill had called for mandatory as opposed to 

voluntary transferral of alloted lands to tribal ownership. 

The new version would allow the continuation of fractionated 

allotments and thus prevent tribal consolidation. The self

government provisions were drastically altered and veto 

power was given to the Secretary of the Interior. A section 

was added which prevented Indians who were not members of an 

officially recognized band or tribe from being covered by 

the act. Nor did the Indian Reorganization Act apply to the 

Indians of Oklahoma or Alaska. (This was achieved by separate 

legislation in 1936.) 

In addition, the legislation was hampered from the 

beginning by the inclusion of' an amendment requiring each 

tribe or band to signify its acceptance of the act by holding 

a ref'erendum vote. Those voting in favour would then be 

permi tted to devise constitutions which also would have to be 

approved by affirmative referenda, These procedures contained 

some basic weaknesses. The tribes were allowed only one year 

in which to vote and organize their governments and many of 

them resented and were suspicious of this imposed deadline. 

The Interior Department, in its infinite wisdom, decided to 

count all eligible voters who failed to vote as favouring the 

measure. This flew in the face of the standard Indian practice 
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of indicating displeasure through non-participation. Finally. 

the principle of majority rule was enshrined in the voting 

provisions even though the traditional Indian method of 

reaching decisions was through consensus and persuasion. 

The evidence indicates clearly that the 1934 Indian 

Reorganization Act was a much watered down version of 

Collier's visionary program as well as being flawed in some 

important ways. Yet the conunissioner himself and many of 

those who subsequently wrote about the act continued to 

portray it as the answer to Indian prayers. Lawrence Kelly 

argues (1975. 291-312) that the legislation was far from 

being as revolutionary as its supporters claimed and further

more that its shortcomings were deliberately obscured through 

the "masterful, but oi'ten misleading public relations cam

paign" Collier waged on its behalf. In particular, Kelley 

notes the coni'usion surrounding the number of Indians and 

the number of tribes which came under the 1934 statute, and 

challenges the impression created by Collier that most 

Indians accepted it. In fact, forty per cent of potentially 

eligi ble Indians were excluded at the very beginning from 

the right to create tribal governments. A considerable number 

of the almost 1)0, 000 who approved the act subsequently 

failed to adopt constitutions and even more failed to qual

ify for credi t funds. When the Oklahoma tri bes became 

eligi ble to adopt consti tutions as a result of the 1936 

Oklahoma Indian Welfare Act only groups representing 13.200 
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out of 95.000 did so. 

The Indian Reorganization Act was the cornerstone of' 

what has been called the "Indian New Deal." Collier chafed 

at the restrictions tacked onto his program and attempted to 

circumvent them through administra ti ve action. The reality 

was, however, that the 1934 statute was not the instrument 

which would bring life to his vision of a revitalized Indian 

society based upon traditional tribal values and beliefs. 

Had the original program been implemented then it might have 

been possible to turn back the clock and to begin to undo 

the damage perpetrated upon Native Americans by a century 

and a half of contact with the United States. As it was, the 

1934 act was a pale imitation of Collier's intended law. 

Increasingly the Commissioner -foUnd himself on the 

defensive, fighting a rearguard action to save what he could 

of his programs. In 1937 Senator Wheeler went as far as 

introducing a bill to repeal the Indian Reorganization Act 

in its entirety. The bill was dei'ea ted but the whole affair 

was indicative of' Congressional dissatisfaction wi th the 

"Indian New Deal." A similar bill was resurrected by Senator 

Bushfield of South Dakota and Collier again was forced to 

mobilize opposition to crush the measure. In 1945 faced with 

Congressional threats to make major cuts in the already de

pleted Bureau of Indian Affairs budget unless he resigned, 

Collier left office. 
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Termina tion 

The approach underlying United States policy towards 

its indigenous population during John Collier's tenure as 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs may be viewed as an aberration 

in an overall pattern which, we have argued, reflected the 

ideology 01' American fragment liberalism~ In the years 

following the end of World War Two there was a vol te face 

and a return to the standard formulae which called for 

immediate merging of Native Americans into the melting pot. 

This renewed faith in tried and true remedies was to culminate 

in the termination and relocation policies of the 19506 

which sought to substitute state and local for federal 

responsibili ty over the Indians, to break up the reservations, 

and to encourage Indians to migrate from their homelands and 

to settle in urban areas. 

Analyses of termination generally focus heavily on 

the role of Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Dillon S. Myer 

(1950- 53) and of Congressional supporters of the policy such 

as Karl E. Mundt of South Dakota and Arthur Watkins of Utah 

(see Debo, 1970' 303; Tyler, 1973. 152). Kenneth Philp in a 

recent article (1983: 165-BO) argues that the roots of ter

mination are to be found in the failure of the New Deal 

Indian reform effort. Not only did the Indian Reorganization 

A.ct fail to arouse the enthusiasm of native people as demon

strated by their reluctance to participate in referenda and 

by the outright negative votes of such important tribes as 
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the Navajos, but the legislation actually served to intensify 

existing factionalism. 

If' the provisions concerning tribal reorganization 

were less than satisfactory the same could also be said of 

the economic initiatives contained in the package. Given the 

depth of the economic morass into which Indian country had 

sunk, such measures as the $10, 000,000 revolving credit fund 

were pitifully inadequate. Indeed, in 1935 the National 

Resources Board conservatively estimated that a credit fund 

of $66,000,000 was needed merely to begin the rehabilitation 

of Indian America (cited in Philp, 1983: 174). As a result 

of the Department of' the Interior returning Indian lands, 

addi tional purchases under the Indian Reorganization Act 

and direct tribal purchases, nearly 4,000,000 acres of land 

lost under the Dawes Act was restored to native ownership. 

This was not much to crow about, however. Since the 1887 

Allotment Act over 86,000,000 acres of'land had been lost 

and there still remained a class of 88,000 landless Indians 

(see Philp, 1983: 174-77, Olson and Wilson, 1984: 127). 

In understanding the evolution of termination policy 

the impact of World War Two must also be taken into account. 

On a very practical level, the abili ty of the Bureau of Indian 

Affairs to have access to the highest rungs of the executive 

ladder, and to cooperate wi th othe~ agencies in implementing 

the Indian New Deal programs, was severely hampered by its 

being deemed a "nonessential" wartime agency and by its exile 



from the centre of' power to Chicago. Wartime imperatives 

caused an exodus of Bureau employees to other agencies or 
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to the armed services. Road, housing, medical and educatioml 

services all declined during the period of hostilities with 

the Axis powers. 

Addi tionally, there were some profound ideological 

ramifications for Indian policy. The whole thrust of Collier's 

approach had been to emphasize the distinctiveness of native 

culture and institutions, and the necessity of preserving 

them through special economic treatment and limited self

goverment. This strategy rapidly fell from favour when the 

exigencies of the war led to a much greater stress. being 

placed on national unity and patriotism'as oPP?sed to cultural 

pluralism and ethnic diversity. Ironically, the fact that 

Indian men and women left their reservations in great numbers 

to work in war industries and to serve in the military forces 

provided more evidence for the assimilationist lobby which 

argued that th ey ought to be rewarded by being set free 

fx'om government bureaucratic control and given the full 

rights of citizenship (s,ee Holm, 1981.,69-81). 

In the immediate pOf:ltwar era a number of factors 

unrelated to Indian policy led American fragment liberalism 

back to its classic "Americanizing" posture vis-a-vis native 

people. In World War Two it had been necessary to encourage 

nationalist fervour and traditional home:..spun values in the 

propaganda war against the fascist powers. Unity and 
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conformi ty remained the catchwords in the cold war struggle 

that was soon joined against the Soviet Union. Since 

Collier's critics had already made the connections in the 

19308 between Indian tribalism and socialist collectivism, 

it was viewed as imperative that the American indigenes 

abandon their anachronistic, communal, life-styles and 

amalgamate wi th the mainstream. As always, practical consid

erations were never far below the surface: "the postwar boom 

in the American economy turned the attention of land devel

opers back to the reservations, which could be used for large 

commercial farms, highways, strip mines, resort developments. 

shopping centers, and suburban housing - Native American 

resources 'productively utilized'" (Olson and Wilson, 1984: 

133) • 

In 1946 the Indian Claims Commission Act created a 

three-person tribunal to hear native grievances against the 

Uni ted States. However, the Commission was specifically pro

hi bi ted from authorizing the return of lands - all valid 

claims would be paid in money. Given the immense significance 

of land in Indian culture this was a major defect. By the 

time the Commission went out of existence in 1978 some $818, 

000,000 had been awarded on 285 claims out of nearly 850 

originally filed (Olson and Wilson, 1984: 1421 Prucha, 1984, 

Vol. II: 102). Unfortunately, since compensation often came 

in the form of per capita money payments the awards were 

utilized quickly and did Ii ttle to ameliora te living standards 
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on a long-term basis. Most ominously. it is quite clear that 

a final settlement of Indian claims was perceived as an 

integral part of the overall strategy of termination. As 

Senator Arthur Watkins wrote in 1957; "(a) basic purpose of 

Congress in setting up the Indian Claims Commission was to 

cleatr the way toward complete freedom of the Indian by 

assuring final settlement of all obligations - real or pur

ported - of the Federal government to the Indian tribes" 

(cited in Olson and Wilson, 1984: 143). 

The report of the Hoover Commission in 1948 proved 

to be another step towards the official acceptance of the 

termination program. Arguing that traditional Indian tribal 

structure had been destroyed, the report concluded that: 

"assimilation cannot be prevented. The only questions are: 

What kind of' assimilation, and how fast?" (cited in Prucha, 

1984, Vol. II: 1029). 

The termination idea received a major boost with the 

appointment of Dillon S .Myer as Commissioner of Indian 

Affairs in May, 1950. To the chagrin of old New Dealers such 

as Collier, Ickes and Cohen, as well as many Indian organi

zations, Myer embarked upon an ambitious program to destroy 

the last remnants of the Indian New Deal and to institute 

what he called "withdrawal programming" (see Koppes. 1977: 

560-66; Dippie, 1982: 336-37; Olson and Wilson, 1984: 144-45; 

Prucha, 1984, Vol. II: 1030-36). 

The new Commissioner fundamentally disagreed with 
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many of the basio premises of the Indian New Deal. He could 

see Ii ttle benefit in reservations which perpetuated anti

quated life-styles and promoted poverty, and generally saw 

little to appreciate in what remained of Indian culture. He 

abolished the arts and crafts boards that Collier had esta

blished on the reservations. He reintroduced the practice of 

sending Indian children to distant boarding schools where 

they CQuid be drilled in the white man 1 sways. He prahi hi ted 

all access to the revolving oradi t fund and urged Indians 

instead to mortgage their lands and borrow from banks. He 

ended earlier efforts to secure native land claims, espe

cially for the Pyramid Lake Paiutes in Nevada, and supported 

a statehood bill for Alaska that would have extinguished 

tribal claims. In one of his most controversial actions, he 

tried to insist upon BUreau approval before tribes could 

hire attorneys. He even supported a bill in Congress that 

would have authorized Indian service employees to carry arms 

and arrest Indians wi thout warrant. 

Myer I S tenure was short lived but there was a remark

able continuity of policy during the Eisenhower adminis

tration. In 1953 Congress passed House Concurrent Resolution 

108 which proposed ending federal relations with individual 

named tribes. Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Glenn L. Emmons, 

a New Mexico banker, hailed it as "one of the most valuable 

and salutary Congressional measures we have had in Indian 

Affairs for a great many years" (cited in Tyler, 197)' 178). 
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Also in 195J, Public Law 280 transf'erred civil and criminal 

jurisdiction over Indian reservations to several states and 

authorized other states to asstune such jurisdiction if' they 

so desired. In 1954 the House and Senat.8 Committees on 

Indian Af'f'airs held hearings concerning the implementation 

of H.C.R. 108. In the same year all Bureau of Indian Affairs 

heal th programs were transferred to the United States Public 

Heal th Service. Eventually, between 1953 and 1962, Congress 

passed laws terminating federal services to more than sixty 

separate Native American groups (Olson and Wilson, 1984: 146). 

The effect on individual tribes has been well docu

mented. One of the most notable cases of termination involved 

the Menominee tribe of' Wisconsin (see Peroff, 1982; ,Lurie, 

1972). Among the many deleterious consequences for the 

Menominees included "increased economic instability, higher 

unemployment, decreased public services, aggravated racial 

discrimination, lower morale and personal self-esteem, deeper

poli tical alienation and renewed factionalism, together with 

intensified opposition to tribal leadership" (Peroff, 1982: 

169). This latter phenomenon culminated in the emergence of 

a political organization called Detennination of Rights and 

Uni ty for Menominee Shareholders (DRUMS) whiCh eventually 

overthreW and replaced the established government and set 

about the task of reversing the tennination policy. The DRUMS 

movement represented the militant opposition of Menominees to 

the very concept of termination and, in par-ticular, to the 
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role of the highly assimilated tribal elites which supported 

and were officers of Menominee Enterprises Inc. (MEl), the 

corporation set up to manage the tribe's lands and other 

assets after termination. Nancy Lurie suggests that a pattern 

of intereli te conflict and differentiation is a discer-nable 

feature of Native American reservatio-n life (Lurie in Leacock 

and Lurie, eds., 1971: 435). 

Another fundamental component of postwar American 

Indian policy was relocation. Since there was no place for 

reservations in the assimilationist credo a solution had to 

be found to the problem of what to do with the displaced 

na ti ve population. conunissioner Myer I s answer was the Volun

tary Relocation Program by which thousands of Indians were 

provided with one-way tickets, initial jobs, and accomodation 

in urban centres. The destinations selected were usually as 

far away as possible from their home communi ties so as to 

discourage returning (see Debo, 1970: J1J j Lurie in Leacock 

and Lurie, eds., 1971: 440). It was, of course, absurd to 

thrust native people into the midst of such a totally alien 

environment as the average American ci ty. There could hardly 

be a sharper contrast than the collective ethos of the tribal 

communi ty and the isolation, anonymity and competi ti veness of 

big ci ty life. 

As the decade of the 19508 drew to a close the bank

ruptcy of American Indian policy had become quite evident. 

Stewar-t Udall, Kennedy' s appointee as Secretary of the 
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Interior, responded to questions about H.C.R. 108 by saying 

that it had "died with the 8Jrd Congress and is of no legal 

effect at the present time" (cited in Debe, 1970. Jlfl). 

Shortly after taking office Udall or-ea ted a task force to 

study Indian affairs and make recommendations. Although the 

report criticised .the previous administration's policies 

and advocated such measures as maximum Indian economic self

sufficiency. there was little deviation from the standard 

assimilationist line (see Lurie in Leacock and Lurie, eds., 

1971.441, Prucha, 1984, Vel. II. 1089-91). 

During the Kennedy and Johnson-. administrations the 

key phrase in American Indian policy was "self-determination" 

and government officials went to gr'eat lengths to distance 

themselves from the "unenlightened" policies of their pre

decessors. This should not surprise us since the failed mea

sures of the past could hardly fit in with the grand purposes 

of the architects of the New Frontier and the Great Society. 

In 1968 the Civil Rights Act was passed which contained a 

number of special Indian titles including title II, sometimes 

referred to as the "Indian Bill of Rights." The controversy 

that this legislation engendered demonstrated that, despite 

the avowed concern of United States lJolicy-makers to improve 

condi tions in Indian country and to give Indians greater 

control over their own affairs, Native Americans still re

mained the vic tims of fragment ethnoc enteri sm. 

The 1968 Indian Bill of Rights arose from Congress' 
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concern with the relationship that existed between individual 

Indians and their tribal governments and the possible con~ 

fliet between their rights as tribal members and their rights 

as American oi tizens. At the forefront of this campaign, which 

essentially sought to apply the same constitutional restric

tions on tribal governments as those imposed on the Federal 

govern.lJlent, was Senator Sam Ervin of North Carolina (see 

Prucha, 1984, Vol. II. 1106-10, Deloria and Lytle, 1983. 127-

30). During the lengthy hearings that were held by Ervin's 

Consti tutional Rights Subcomrni ttee of the Senate Judiciary 

Cornmi ttee questions were raised as to the wisdom of forcing 

tribal governments to adopt legal practices which were often 

foreign to them. One witness protested that: 

The Constitution of' the Um ted States was adopted 
by a people whose philosophical and political roots 
were deeply embedded in the history of England, of 
Western Europe. Many of the restraints and limi ta
tions on the United States contained in the U.S. 
Consti tution were an outgrowth of the history. On 
the other hand, the people of the Indian tribes 
have their roots in an entirely different culture 
and it may be that the devices which appropriately 
protected the interests of the Anglo-American of 
the late 18th century may not be appropriate to 
protect the Indian tribal member of the middle 20th 
century. (cited in Smith, 1970: 12) 

This was certainly the po si tion taken by the Pueblos 

of' New Mexico. Domingo Montoya, chairman of the All-Pueblo 

Council of New Mexico, argued vehemently against the legis

lation stressing his peoples I long record of successful 

self-government which stretched far back into pre-contact 

times, and the undesirability, for financial and philosophical 
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reasons, of transforming the Pueblo system to meet the stan

dards of Anglo-American courts (see Delo'ria and Lytle, 198J: 

128, Prucha, .1984, Vol.II: 1108, Smith, 1970: 14-15, Washburn, 

19711 188-89). Montoya's pleas, however, fell upon deaf' ears. 

In the words of one commentator, the 1968 Civil Rights Act 

was " .. in the tradition of virtually every white policy 

imposed on the Indian •. It is the tradition that somehow the 

Indian should conform, aspire or submit to the dominant white 

culture of the United States" (Washburn, 1971' 191). 

Republican Presidents Nixon and Ford continued to re

i terate the self-determination sentiments of their Democratic 

predecessors. On July 8, 1970 President Nixon delivered a 

Special Message to the Congress on Indian Affairs. 24 Nixon 

unequi vocally stated his opposition to termination, affirmed 

the historic "solemn obligations" of the Federal government, 

obligations which could not "be abridged wi thout the consent 

of the Indians," and called for self-detennina tion. Specifi

cally, he advocated that Indian communi ties be encouraged to 

asswne responsi bili ty for programs currently administered by 

federal agencies. He proposed restoring to the Taos of New 

Mexico their sacred Blue Lake and some 48,000 acre's of sur-

r.ounding lands that had been taken by the Federal government 

in 1906 to create a national forest. The President went on to 

call for greater Indian control over education, measures to 

bring about economic development, and improve health care, to 

24. P1lhl j c papers Of the Pres; dents of the United 
-..S:tat.e.s., Richard Nixon, 1970 (Washington: G.P.O, 1971), 564-76. 
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assist urban Indians, and to assure legal representation on 

natural resource questions. Finally, he recommended the 

creation of the position of Assistant Secretary of the Inte

rior for Indian and Territorial Affairs. In lofty tones Nixon 

charged that: "the time has come to break with" the past and 

to create the conditions for a new era in which the Indian 

future is determined by Indian acts and decisions." 

Such clear pronouncements as these could not fail 

to arouse a keen sense of anticipation among native peoples 

and their supporters. A contemporary commentator saw the 

message as offering hope : "at long last an equitable solution 

to the Indian problem may be within reach" (Washburn, 1971: 

245). Moreover, it appeared at first that there was more to 

Nixon,'s programs than just rhetoric. He appointed Louis R. 

Bruce, a Mohawk-Oglala Sioux, as Commissioner of Indian 

Affairs under Secretary of the Interior, Walter J. Hickel. 

One of Bruce I s first moves was to fSBue a memorandum empha

sizing that he wished the B.I.A. to become a service rather 

than a management or-gam za tion. He followed thi s up by re

aligning the Bureau's central 'office and appointing a new 

executive staff of fifteen Indians (Butler in Yinger and 

Simpson, eds., 1978: 58). As further evidence of the Pres

ident's good faith, Blue Lake was returned to the Taos Pueblo 

in December 1970, as was land belonging to the Yakima tribe. 

However, the heavy-handed reaction of the Federal 

government to the rise of Native American activist groups 
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appeared to demonstrate that it was Rbusiness as usual" as 

far as American Indian policy was concerned. In the la te 

1960s and early 1970. the wave of frustration that led to 

the emergence of the anti-Vietnam War movement, and to the 

creation of militant minority organizations such as the 

Black Panthers, also began to impact upon Indian country. 

Young Indians, embittered by reservation condi tiona and the 

oftentimes trauma tic experience of oi ty lii'e, decided to emu

late their ancestors as well 8& their contemporaries, by 

taking c.ollective action to protest their 8i tuation. Using 

the methods of the black civil rights movement of a decade 

earlier (and of the contemporaneous Northern Ireland move

ment) , they engaged in such activities as 81 t-ins, marches, 

boycotts as well as using the courts to secure redress on 

land and natural resource issues. 

A number of key events occurred which brought the 

advocates of Red Power into direct conflict with the Nixon 

administration. (see Deloria, 1974: 23-83; Prucha, 1984, Vol. 

II, 1115-20, Ortiz, 1984, 158-61. Talbot, 1981.29-32), In 

November 1969 the island of Alcatraz in San Francisco Bay 

was seized and occupied by Indians representing some fifty 

tribes who offered to buy it for twenty-four dollars worth 

of beads. It was a poignantly symbolic gesture, as well as 

being a masterful public relations exercise. In the summer 

of 1971 the few remaining protesters were forcibly removed 

by federal marshals. Even more drama tic was the takeover of 
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the Bureau of Indian Affairs Central Office building in 

Washington D.C. for six days in November 1972 by a group 

using the slogan "Trail of Broken Treaties." Under the 

direction of the American Indian Movement (AIM), which had 

been founded in Minneapolis in 1968 as an Indian self-defence 

group, a series of twenty demands were made, many dealing 

with treaty questions. The demonstrators were eventually 

persuaded to leave on condition that the Federal government 

respond to the twenty points. In due course the adminis

tration replied by patting itself on the back for its own 

accomplishments while rejecting the Indian demands out of 

hand. As a result of the 1972 protest Commissioner Bruce and 

other Bureau staff members were forced to resign. 

The last and most critical event in this period of 

heightened tension in Federal-Indian relations occurred with 

the siege of Wounded Knee from 27 February to 8 May 1973. 

The site was chosen deliberately being the scene of the 

bloody 1890 confrontation between Indian men, women and chil

dren and the U.S. army. ,It had also been recently popular

ized by Dee Brown's best seller on the Indian Wars. The 1973 

Wounded Knee incident led to troops and heavy armour being 

dispatched by the Federal government on the request of the 

chairman of the Pine Ridge Sioux reservation, Richard Wilson. 

As in the Menominee termination dispute, this was another 

example of intratribal conflict since a key element was the 

rivalry between the supporters of the pro-BIA, Wilson and 
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the activist AIM leader, Russell Means. The nightly exchanges 

of' gunfire I the three fatalities and the extensive property 

damage served to give notice in the most graphic of ways 

tilat all was 'not well in Indian country. 

Following the Watergate debacle the For-d adminis-

tration continued to express support for the policy of 8e11'

determination. On January 4, 197.5 the President signed the 

Indian Self' Determination and Education Assistance Act, 

Public Law 93-6J8, calling it "a milestone for Indian 

people,,25 (see Gross, 1978. 1195-1244, Prucha, 1984, Vol. II. 

1157-62, Deloria and Lytle, 1983. 103-5). The first part 

of the legislation (title I) authorized federal agencies 

to contract with and make grants directly to Indian tribal 

governments for the delivery of federal services. In the 

past, Indian groups were denied the legal power to compel 

financing, and whether- or not they received assistance was 

up to the discretion of the federal authorities. The second 

section (title II) amended the existing Johnson-O'Malley Act 

to bring about greater Indian participation in the public 

school system and to provide greater attention to the special 

needs of Indian students. 

Nevertheless, this act has fallen far short -of 

expectations. More than one commentator has drawn attention 

to the opposition of elements wi thin the Bureau of Indian 

Affairs to the concept of mandatory contracting, an apposi tian 

2.5. Public Papers of the Presidents of the United 
~: Gerald R. Ford, 197.5, Vol. I (Washington: G.P.O. I 

1977). 10-11. 
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based to a certain extent on fear of losing bureaucratic 

turf. Moreover, the regula ti ons still vested the Bureau with 

the role of proving that a proposed contract was not viable. 

At hearings held by the Senate Select Committee on Indian 

Affairs in June 1977 tribal leaders spoke of the "backlash 

of a paternalistic organization" and insufficient technical 

assistance from the bureau (cited in Prucha, 1984. Vol.II: 

1161). Nor were the tribes always sufficiently astute enough 

to be able to take over and manage service programs, which 

is not surprising given their lack of experience in the area. 

As for title II this has been criticised for f'ailing to deal 

adequately wi th the problem of how to 'give Indians political 

control over their own schools. In his succinct analysis of 

the legislation Michael Gr-oss writes that: 

P.L. 93-6J8 thus codifies a pervasive confusion that 
simultaneously supports Indian status and identity 
while forcing acculturation through assimilation 
in public schools. Al though billed by Congress as 
a follow-through to the r-ecommendation of the Spe
cial Senate Subcommittee I the Act nevertheless 
ignores the s]lbcommi ttee I s warning that public 
school education can no longer be assumed to be the 
best method of educating Indians" (Gross, 1978: 1215-16) 

The year 1975 also saw the creation by Congress of 

the American Indian Policy Review Commission. Composed of 

six Congressmen and five Indians, the commission was empow-

ered to undertake a two year study to review Federal Indian 

policy and to make recommendations for change. The Chairman 

of the Indian committees of the Senate I James A bour-ezk I and 

of the House. Lloyd Meeds I were Chairman and Vice-Chairman 
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established to investigate specific problems. Sadly, the 
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A bour'8zk Commission was handicapped from day one by internal 

bickering among the various Indian factions represented (see 

Prucha, 1984, Vol. II : 1165. Deloria and Lytle, 198J: 2J). 

When the Final Report was released in 1977 it was 

apparent that the commission had failed to live up to the 

promise implied in its mandate. Al though massive amounts of 

data was compiled, much of it critical of Federal policy, 

the end product was a poorly organized, grab bag of ideas 

embracing some 206 recommendations. The report reflected 

the perennial debate between self-determination and pater

nalism since it endorsed the concept of full po Ii tical 

sovereignty for tribes while at the same time calling for 

the government to provide funds and services on a large scale 

to them. Finally, the credibility of the report's findings 

suffered further damage when a dissenting opinion was filed 

by Vice-Chairman Meeds. 

In the years following the disastrous termination 

policy some advances were made by Native Americans. With the 

acceptance of the notion of self-determination by the Kennedy 

administration and its successors,culminating in the 197.5 

Indian Self-Determination and Education Act, there was at 

least a verbal commitment to an approach that had first been 

attempted forty years previously by Collier. But if assim

ilation had become a taboo word the principle remained alive 
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and well, and certainly underlay, as we have demonstrated, ... 

postwar legislation such as the 1968 Civil Rights Act, and 

the 1975 Self-Determination Act, particularly in its educa

tion provisions. Nevertheless, there were positive signs for 

Indians in the' United States. Tribal goverments had survived, 

Indians were being allowed greater participation in social 

programs, despite the historic intransigence of' the B.l.A.,_ 

and some successes had been achieved securing r8cogni tion 

of' land claims and water rights. 

Following the accession to power of President Ronald 

Reagan in 1980, however, there was much concern that the 

clock was about to be turned back. A January 1983 policy 

sta tement26 appeared to suggest continui ty wi th the recent 

pastJ "This administration honors the commitment this nation 

made in 1970 and 1975 to strengthen tribal governments and 

lessen Federal control over tribal govermental affairs. The 

administration is determined to tUrn these goals into reality." 

But the statement also contained some ominous indications as 

to how the Reagan "'t'"eali ty" program was to be achieved. 

In line with his overall economic strategy for the 

nation, the President believed that the Indian lot would 

improve if he stood on his own two feet and if he placed his 

trust in the free market economy I 

26. Public Papers of the Presidents of the United 
States, Ronald Reagan, 1983, Vol. I (Wash1ngton, G.P.O., 
I9Sli")"7 96-100. 



It is important to the concept of self-government 
that tribes reduce their dependence on Federal 
funds by providing a greater- percentage of the cost 
of their self -government ... Wi th regard to energy 
resources, both the Indian tribes and the Nation 
stand to gain f'r-om the prudent development and 
management of the vast coal, oil, gas uranium and 
other resources found on Indian lands .•. It is the 
free market Which will supply the bulk of the capi
tal investments required to develop tribal energy 
and other resources •.• It is the policy of this 
administration to encourage private involvement, 
both Indian and non-Indian, in tr-i bal economic 
development. 
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Given the experience of Native Americans at the hands of the 

private citizens who had enthusiastically participated in 

the theft of their lands and resources, it is not surprising 

that Indians in the 1980s continue to show a heal thy dose of 

scepticism as to the benefits they can expect to receive 

from the unfettered operation of American free market capi-

talism. 

The American Indians In The 1980s 

In this chapter and the preceding one we have 

attempted to describe the evolution of relations between 

the indigenous populatir)fl of the present United States and 

the European settlers who first began to migrate in substan

tial numbers from the late fifteenth century onwards. Al though 

we commonly refer to the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries 

as the "colonial period" this was an era of comparative inde-

pendence for Native Americans. Indian nations such as the 

Iroquois, Creeks and Cherokees were recognized as distinct 

poli tical entities whose military and diploma tic strength 
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was highly prized by the competing European powers. That 

symmetrical power- relations obtained may be deduced from the 

practice and the content of treaty making that took place 

betw8,en Indian and European nations in this era. 

By 1763 Britain had become the dominant colonial 

power on the continent. In the space. of two decades the 

Uni ted States emerged from the thirteen colonies of Br-i tish 

North America to replace one form of imperialism with another-. 

Armed with the ideology of Lockean liberalism, it would 

embark upon a course of expansion that would ultimately lead 

to it becoming the most power-ful nation on the face of the 

earth. However, before the United States could become a 

world power, it was necessary to structure its relations with 

the Indian peoples who had been residing on the continent for 

millennia, and who still controlled vast acreages of land. 

The nature of the ideology that the founding fathers 

of the Republic subscribed to dictated the approach that 

would be adopte~ towards the indigenes. As we have demon

strated, f'rom the earliest years onwards policy makers sought 

to "civilize" Indians by turning them into God-f'earing, soil

tilling, property respecting, English speaking, thoroughly 

individualized Americans. When Indians indicated that they 

were not willing to see their universe turned upside down, 

and, in particular, manifested an inconvenient desire to 

retain their' ancient tribal lands, the United States single

fragment regime embarked upon a two hundred year struggle to 
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take by force what it could not have by any other way. In 

the course of this sorry exercise, American Indians were the 

victims of' direct military and settler attacks, forced 

removal and emplacement on distant, poorly appointed and ill

pr'ovisioned reservations from which they often sought to 

escape. The Final Report of the American India.n Policy Review 

Commission (AIPRC) commented: "As it worked out in practice, 

the "civilization" policy wholly disregarded. the values and 

strengths of Indian culture. Furthermore, the measures under

taken to civilize Indians either served the overall objective 

of depriving them of their land, or, where the goals of the 

policy did not fit the objective, the _ goals were subordinated 

(AIPRC, 1977: 60). 

The pattern of the relationship that developed over 

time may be characterized as classic colonialism i. e. the 

poli tical and economic domination of a geographically exter

nal political unit, composed of people of a different r-ace 

and culture, by a colonizing group intent upon the exploi

tation of the resources of the coloni zed terri tory (see 

Blauner, 1969). The Indian response to American fragment 

colonialism took the form of outright military resistance. 

Tecumseh's alliance with the British in the War of 1812, the 

mid-nineteenth century war of attrition between the tribes 

of Texas and New Mexico and the white settlers, the epic 

struggle of the Plains peoples. and the final guerilla war 

waged by the Apaches of the southwest, all demonstrated the 
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determination of Native Americans to resist foreign subju

gation with force. 

Where military methods were imprac tical or too costly 

more devious strategies were employed. One of the most effec

ti ve means of weakening the Plains Indians was to exterminate 

the buffalo, which was so central to their culture. General 

Phil Sheridan lobbied the Texas legislature to prevent the 

passage of a bill outlawing t"he buffalo hunter, arguing that 

"they should give the white hunters a unanimous vote of 

thanks and appropriate funds to present a bronze medal to 

each one, with a dead buffalo on the one side and a discour

aged Indian on the other" (cited by WeI tf'ish in Leacock and 

Lurie, eds., 1971,218). 

From the 18708 onwards the fragment discovered that 

education was a valuable resource which could be used to 

detri balize and ultimately de-Indianize na ti ve people. "Inner 

turmoil, confusion, frustration, and other manifestations of 

psychological s tress were only indications that the young

sters were making progress in casting oiT their 'savage' 

backgrounds and habits of mind" (AIPRC, 1977: 64). Indian 

resistance to this kin,d of cultural genocide, which .also 

embraced efforts to stamp out na ti ve languages t sometimes 

took the form of cultural revitalization movements. 

Wi th the passage of the Dawes Act and subsequent 

legislation the United states embarked upon a policy of 

forced assimilation of Indians, as individuals, into American 
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society. Irrespective of the humanitarian mati ves of th:e 

Christian Reformers millions of acres of Indian land, passed 

into white ownership in the next half century. In exchange 

for their lands Indians were given a special status which 

included Federal provision of benefits. Over time Indians 

living on reservations found themselves on the wrong side 

of a dependency r-elationship with the United States govern

ment. Though well intentioned, Collier's Indian New Deal 

was fundamentally flawed and encountered too many enemies 

to be the panacea that would bring recovery 'and rebirth to 

Indian country. 

Internal Colonialism and thp.: American Indian 

The Final Report of the American Indian Policy 

Review Commission entitled its chapter on the history of 

Federal-Indian policy "Captives Wi thin A Free Society" 

(AIPRC, 1977: 51). It is contended here that this remains an 

accurate description of Indians in the contemporary United 

States. In the last twenty five years the internal colo

nialism concept has been increasingly utilized by social 

scientists to describe the Native American condition. Cohen 

(1960), Hagen and Schaw (1960), Hagen (1962), Thomas (1966-

7), Jorgensen (1972), Lurie (1972), Lamphere (1976), Moore 

(1976), Anders (1979, 1980, 1981, 1983), Ortiz (1980, 1984) 

and others have depicted American Indians as "colonized" 

peoples. These studies generally focus on particular tribes 

such as the Sioux, Cherokee, Navajo, Menominee, Northern Utes, 
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and upon reservation structures encompassing a dominant 

colonial institution, the Bureau of Indian Affairs. which 

has usurped traditional Indian responsi bili ties, a co-opted 

Indian elite, and a dependent, underdeveloped, colonized 

na ti ve mass. 

The available data on the "original" Americans 

reveals that they suffer· from levels of deprivation far 

beyond those of any other United States subgroup, and compa

rable with conditions typical in the developing nations. 

Indians experience the highest unemployment, the lowest 

income, the poorest health, the lowest life expectancy, the 

highest infant martali ty rates, the highest alcoholism rates I 

and shocking housing and sanitary conditions (see AIPRC, 

1977. 83-94). 

According to the 1980 census 8,3.2% of the Dni ted 

States population reported their race as white. Blacks made 

up 11.7% of the population; Asian and Pacific Islanders 

equalled 1.5%; American Indians, Eskimos and Aleuts combined 

comprised 0.6%; and all others added up to 3.0%. About half 

of the 1.4 million American Indians, Eskimos and Aleuts lived 

in the west. They represented 16% of the population of 

Alaska and 4 to 8% of the populations of New Mexico, South 

Dakota, Oklahoma, Arizona and Montana. 27 Seven million respon

dents reported American Indian ancestry, mostly in combination 

27. 1980 Census of the Population, Supplementary 
Reports l Race of the Population by States, 1980, PC80-S1-J. 
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wi th other groups such as German, Irish and English. 28 

Recent research, as we have indicated, posits a pre

Columbian population in the area north of Mexico at between 

to and 12 million. The ravages of epidemiological contact 

wi th Europeans, and centuries of intermittent warfare reduced 

the population. in the are;:!. now known as the United states to 

237,196 at the beginning of the century. Since that point 

the trend has reversed (see Table VII). 

Until World War Two the number of' Indians Ii ving in 

urban areas was small, about 24,000. Since then the figure 

has risen sharply to produce a major demographic ,change. The 

effects of the war, the perception .that oi ties offered better 

opportuni ties, the Federal relocation program, combined to 

lead to the present situation where over 740,000 Na ti ve 

Americans - more than half the national total - live in 

urban areas (Olson and Wilson, 1984: 164). According to the 

1980 census ten urban areas contain more than 10,000 Indians 

(see Table nIt). 

The 1980 census data also revealed that the 250 

Indian reservations ranged in size :t:rom the Navajo Reserva

ti on in A.rizona j New Mexico, and Utah with over 104,000 to 

several minute Californian rancherias with fewer than ten 

Native American residents (see Table IX). There were 283 

Federally recognized tribes in 1980, and the Federal govern

ment held in trust 52 million acres of Native American land. 

28. 1980 Census' of the Population, Supplementary 
Reports: Ancestry of the Population by State, 1980, PC80-S1-10. 



Table VII. American Indian Population in the 
Twenti 8th century 

1900 237,196 

1910 276,927 

1920 244,437 

1930 J4J,J52 

1940 J45,252 

1950 J57, 499 

1960 532,591 

1970 792,730 

1980 1,361,869 

Source Prucha, 1984, Vol.II, Appendix B: 1217. 
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Table VIII. American 01 ties with 10.000 Or More Indians 

Los Angeles - Long Beach 

New York City - Northeastern New Jersey 

Tulsa 

Oklahoma Ci ty 

San Francisco - Oakland 

Phoenix 

Minneapolis - St. Paul 

Seattle - Everett 

San Diego 

Detroit 

Source 

59,833 

19,745 

17,201 

17,035 

16,959 

16,035 

14,895 

12,604 

10,980 

10,466 



Table IX. Federal Indian Reservations with 
5. 000 or more Indlans 
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Agenc:l or Reservation Number of Indians 

Navajo (AZ,NM",UT) 104.968 

Pine Ridge ( SD) 11.882 

Gila River (AZ) 7. 067 

Papago (AZ) 6.959 

Fort Apache (AZ) 6.880 

Hopi (AZ) 6.601 

Zuni Pueblo (N!Vl) 5.988 

San Carlos (AZ) 5.872 

Rosebud (SD) 5.688 

Blackfeet (MT) 5. 080 

Source 1980 Census of the Population. Vol.I. General 
Population Characteristics, Table 71: JOO-30) 
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These lands were shared with non-Indians to a considerable 

extent. Nationwide, Native Americans accounted for only 49% 

of those living on reservation land in 1980 (Olson and 

Wilson, 1984: 209). Finally, there remains a large group of 

Native American communi ties which are unrecognized legally 

by either state or Federal government. In 1978 the B. I.A. 

established a Federal Acknowledgement Branch to check the 

eligibility of groups petitioning for- recognition. It esti

mated the number of' unrecognized groups as 251. living in 

thirty-eight states, of which 150 might submit petitions 

(Prucha, 1984, Vo1.II, 1196). 

Indians in the United States were and continue to be 

the victims of discrimination at the hands of the dominant 

American culture. A number of state and national studies 

car-ried out by public civil rights commissions in the 1970s 

revealed continuing patterns of prejudice and discrimination 

against Native Americans (Olson and Wilson, 1984: 187). 

Ethnocentrism has pervaded film, television, news

paper_. magazine and text book depictions of Indian people. 

Although a few recent productions have attempted to move 

away from the traditional filmic portrayals of Indians, nega

tive stereotyping characterized the silent film era (1908-

29), the sound serials of the 19J08 and 1940s, and even the 

ostensibly pro-Indian movies of the 1950s and 1960s (see 

Price, 1978: 200-16). The preponderant image of Native 

Americans continues to be the mid-nineteenth century, 
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f'eather- bedecked, warrior/horseman of the Plains. A study 

of cartoons carried by the Saturday Evening Post in the 1920s 

and 19608 noted the stability of the Indian warrior as a 

stopk character: " .. the message they convey, taken together, 

is that the Indian in American life is important only as a 

primitive, histor"ical bow-and-arrow type who has no place in 

the modern society" (Houts and Bahr, in Bahr, Chadwick, Day, 

eds., 1972: 113). Another study found that the proportion 

of material on Indian and BlaC'k events in recent U.S.history 

textbooks is very low, averaging about one per cent each, or 

4! pages at the high school level (cited in Price, 1978: 210). 

A critical area of examination in ascertaining the 

posi tion of Indians in the contemporary United States is the 

patter-n of employment. A 1984 study of Indian labor history 

concluded that: "For the most part Indian labor has been 

ignored. In the United States the corporations who benefited 

from colonization benefited for the most par-t from exploi

tation of Indian lands rather than Indian labor (Jacobson, 

1984: 169). Current unemployment figures demonstrate that 

Indians continue to be ignored. Native Americans living on 

reservations suffer from astronomical rates of unemployment 

and urban dwellers, while faring better than their r-ural 

counterparts, still face higher rates than_ ,the rest of the 

population. 

In January 1983, at a time when the U.S. unemployment 

rate stood at 10.4% (The. Economist, February 26, 1983), the 
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B.LA. estimated that 51% o:f those able to work (16 years o:f 

age or older) were unemployed on the nation's reservations. 

These dismal statistics ranged from 23% in Kansas and 

Oklahoma to 74% in Nebraska and South Dakota (Taylor, 1980: 

Appendix BI 180). In addition to the chronic situation on 

th'e reservations, urban unemployment by the early 19808 

stood at 16% with nearly 40% O:f all Native American men 

working in unskilled or semiskilled factory, service or 

farm occupations, compared to a nati onal average of les8 

than 15% (Olson and Wilson, 1984, 186). Indians thus :found 

themselves in the lowest ranks of the urban proletariat. 

As far as income is concerned, a similar pattern 

emerges with reservation Indians at the bottom of the pile, 

and Indian urban workers doing comparatively better but still 

far Worse than other workers. In 1970 the median income of 

Nati Va American men over the age of sixteen was barely mare 

than $3,500 compared to an average for European Americans of 

nearly $9,000. and "$5,400 for Afro-Americans. Average annual 

earnings f'or Native American women in 1970 were $1,700 

compared to $6,823 for European Americans and $5,258 :for 

Afro-American women. On reservations the average per capita 

Indian income was less than $1,000 in 1980. In 1983 only 

25% of' reservation workers were earning more than $1.000 

per year (Olson and Wilson, 1984: 186). 

The situation in the state of' Arizona illustrates 

the scope of' the problem that Indians face in the United 
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states in the 19800. In April 1984 it was estimated that the 

Indian population numbered about 166,839 of whom 80% lived 

on reservations. Seventeen tribes including the Navajo, 

Papago, Apache, Hopi and Pasqua Yaqui lived on twenty reser

vations. Unemployment levels ranged from 85% and 80% on the 

San Carlos Apache and Papago Reservations to 30% on· the Ak

Chin reservation (~ Daill'.Star, October 13, 1985). 

As of mid-1985 the situation on the 3,000 squar-e mile San 

carlos Reservation was particularly bleak because of a 

financial cri~is of major proportion~. According to reports, 

the tribe had amassed a debt of $1.9 million to the Internal 

Revenue Service and was facing interest charges on its un

paid debts at the rate of' $500 a day (Arizona Daily Star, 

April 7, 1985). 

Another indicator of the level of deprivation faced 

by Indians is housing condi tiona. A 1981 housing inventory 

by the Bureau of' Indian Affairs indicated that for 176,400 

Indian families there were some 84,200 existing dwellings in 

standard condition and some 92,200 in substandard condition. 

Of the substandard homes only 32,000 were even worth reno

vating. Among urban Native Americans, perhaps 20% lived in 

overcrowded homes and 8% in houses with inadequate plumbing 

(Olson and Wilson, 1984. 165). 

On June 1, 1985 the U.S. Senate Select Committee on 

Indian Affairs held hearings to discuss s. 400, the Indian 

Heal th Promotion and Disease Prevention Act of 1985. The 
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testimony and comments were instructive for the light that 

they shed on the state of Native American health in the mid-

19808. Although many of the speakers drew attention to the 

progress that had been made in reducing inf'ant deaths and 

deaths due to pneumonia, influenza and tuberculosis, for 

instance, it was also made abundantly clear that Indians 

continued to experience the worst health problems of any 

population in the country. 29 

Dr. Lawrence Mike of the Office of Technology 

Assessment testified that whereas the United States average 

infant martali ty rate stood at 10.0 per 1, 000 Ii ve births, 

the Native American rate was 17.1 per 1,000, with some tribes 

having as high as 66 per cent. Senator Bingaman of New Mexico 

pointed out that Indian people were dying much younger than 

the general American population, In 1981 only 5.5% of all 

deaths in the United States occurred under the age of 25, 

and 32% of the deaths occurred under the age of 65. Among 

American Indians, however, 19% of the deaths occurred under 

the age of 25, and a full 62% occurred under the age of 65. 

The American Indian Health Care Association produced sta

tistics to demonstrate that Indians experienc e health problem 

mortali ty rates that are significantly higher than the nat

ional population statistics (see Table X). The plight of 

urban Indians was also addressed. Denied bureaucratic 

29. "The Indian Health Promotion and Disease Preven
tion Act of 1985," Hearing before the Select Committee on 
Indian Affairs United States Senate th Con ress 1st 
session (S.HRG. 99-27 , Washington, G~P.O., 1985). 



Table X. Indian Health Problem Mortality Rates 
Compared to the U.S. Population 

Tuberculosis 

Pneumonia/Infl uenza 

Alcoholism 

Accidents (automobile) 

Diabetes Melli tUB 

Homocides 

Suicides 

500% greater 

64% greater 

451% greater 

154% greater 

124% greater 

68% greater 

25% greater 

Source Testimony of' Ken Reid, Board Representative, 
American Indian Health Car-e Association, to 
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the Senate Select Cornnli ttee on Indian Affairs 
regarding the Indian Health Promotion and 
Disease Prevention Act of 1985. (S.HRG. 99-276) 
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services and unable to purchase increasingly costly insurance 

coverage, they face more severe health problems than reser

vatio~ Indians or the national population. 

Alcoholism rates among Native Americans are the 

highest in the nation. The drunken Indian, like the drunken 

Irishman, has become a familiar figure in stereotyping. 

Research indicates that excessive drinking in technologically 

underdeveloped groups confronted with major cultural adap

tation problems can be attributed to anxiety reBul ting from 

stress (see Horton, 1943: 199-320). It is contended here 

that Native American problem drinking is both a product and 

a symptom of the enormous weight of the deprivations that 

Indian people labour under after centuries of contact with 

Euro-American civilization (see also Dozier, 1966: 72-86). 

The scale of the contemporary problem was attested to at the 

1985 Hearings on the Indian Health Promotion and Disease 

Prevention Act. Dr. Lawrence Mike testified that on the Pine 

Ridge Reservation about half the women have alcoholism prob

lems of one sort or another. Representative Richardson of 

New Mexico testified that 62% of all deaths in the Navajo 

nation are alcoholism related. In New Mexico six times as 

many Indians die from the medical complications of alcoholism 

than the general population. Due to the extent of the Indian 

alcoholism problem their death rate from cirrhosis of the 

liver is also the highest in the country - five times the 

national average (Olson and Wilson, 1984: 187). 
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Indian society is also afflicted by very high rates 

of suicide. Although the practice of self destruction was 

not unknown in pre-contact times, a number of postwar- studies 

have drawn attention to the high levels of Native American 

suicides and the linkage with drinking (see Bynum in Bahr, 

Chadwick, Day, eds., 1972: 367-77·). Dizmang, for instance, 

analysed seven years of suicidal behaviour· among the Shoshone

Bannock Indians near Fort Hall, Idaho. The 15 suicides that 

occur-red among the 2600 Indians in the period 1960-1970 

represented roughly ten times the national average. Thirteen 

of the 15 suicides were male, and the great majority were 

young (only two were over- the age of 35), a pa tter-n typical 

of' Indian tribesa There were also 88 known suicide attempts 

during the same period. After summarizing the findings of 

five studies of suicide among the Mohave, Navajo, Cheyenne, 

Sioux and the Shoshone-Bannock, Bynum concludes that suicide 

represents aggression turned inward, and its roots lie in 

the socia-cultural pressures on the contemporary Indian. 

By the early 1980s the Native American suicide rate was six 

times greater than f'or any other ethnic group in the United 

States (Olson and Wilson, 1984, 187). 

Education is another critical area where American 

Indians continue to f'ace major problems. These problems have 

been well documented in Federal reports (Meriam, 1928; 

Kennedy. 1969) and individual articles and research (see, 

for example, Gross, 1978; McKenna, 1981). The Meriam Report 
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concentrated its o1'i ticism on the off-reservation boarding 

schools which the B.LA. had, in its infinite wisdom, deemed 

to be the appropriate instrument for educating Indian chil

dren. The Report pointed to the prevalence of disease among 

the residents, the evidence of malnutrition, the lack of 

me~ical care. the dangerous overcrowding, the excessive labor 

requir'ed of the children and the heavy discipline (see Szasz, 

1977: 8-36). It recommended increased public scho'ol enroll

ment. Forty years later the 1969 Report of the Special Senate 

Subcommittee on Indian Education (known as the Kennedy Report) 

concluded that this policy had not worked. 

The Kennedy Repor't I which was entitled "Indian 

Education : A National Tragedy - A. National Challenge," 

contained grim statistics about the state of Indian education. 

Drop-out rates were twice the national average in both public 

and Federal schools. Some school districts had drop-out rates 

approaching 100%. Achievment levels of Indian children wer·e 

2 or J years below those of white students wi th the Indian 

child falling progressively behind the longer he stayed in 

school. Only 1% of Indian children in elementary school had 

Indian teachers or principals. "The subcommittee found that 

public schools were carrying forward a federal practice of 

ancient origin, one of attempting to turn Indian children 

into Whites. It called this practice 'coercive assimilation'" 

(Gross, 1978, 1203-1204). 
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By the 19708 the majority of' Native American students were 

attending public schools but the pressures to assimilate 

and the ethnocentric nature of most school curricula has 

meant that Indian children often find themselves trapped 

between two worlds with cancomi tant results. Native Americans 

in the early 19808 had the lowest enrollment figures of any 

ethnic group in the United States. More than 40% of Indian 

students entering high school dropped out before graduation. 

Among the Klamaths of Oregon the drop-out rate was about the 

same as for European Americans. but among the Sioux in South 

Dakota the number reached near'ly 60%, and nearly 70% for 

the White Mountain Apache (Olson and Wilson, 1984: 186). 

Paradoxically, while Indians remain at the bottom 

of the pile according to virtually every socia-economic 

indicator, their lands contain substantial proven mineral 

resources. In 1976 the General Accounting Office stated that 

Indian oil and gas reserves amount to approximately 3% of 

the United States total reserves. In 40 reservations in -17 

states there were approximately 4.2 billion barrels of oil 

and 17.5 trillion cubic feet of gas. There was also an esti

mated 100-200 billion tons of identified coal reserves in JJ 

reservations in 11 states, or 7-13% of U.S. identified coal 

resources. In 1974 100% of the Federal ar..d Indian land ura

nium production was on Indian lands (AIPRC, 1977' ))8-)9). 

The Navajo Reservation alone is estimated to contain 100 

million bar;r'els of oil, 25 billion cubic feet of natural gas. 
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5 billion tons of easily accessible coal, and 80 million 

pounds of uranium (Ruffing, 1979, 27). The Northern Cheyenne 

_ Reservation which encompasses some 440,000 acres in Montana 

sits atop a 60-foot-thick layer of coal (Olson and Wilson, 

1984. 181). 

Again the American Indian Policy Review Commission 

provided part of the explanation for the continuing dire 

poverty of America' s indigenous population. Mineral leases 

negotiated on behalf of Indians have proved to be extremely 

inequi table. In particular, the royalty rates a;r-e usually 

too low. Being fixed in dollars per unit of production, the 

rates ignore the increase in valUe of the product. ThUS, "in 

four out of the five Navajo coal. leases cons'WIlIIlsted between 

1957 and 1968, the royalty was fixed between $0.1'5 - $0.375 

a ton. Since then the average value per ton of coal rose 

from $4.67 (1968) to $18.75 (1975) (AIPRC, 1977,339). The 

Abourezk Comission suggested that American Indians have 

not been able to develop their own resources because of their 

lack of control over those resources, lack of technological 

expertise and skilled labor, and lack of capital. It singled 

out the B.LA. for opprobrium : 

The BIA has seldom attempted to assist the tr-i bes 
in tribal development of their mineral and petro
chemical resources. Rather, its involvement in 
resource exploitation has consisted largely of 
arranging leases of Indian land including the min
eral contents to major petrochemical and mining 
companies at. questionable rates. 



Indian people are losing valuable non-renewable 
resources to corporate developers. The return to 
Indian individuals and tribes is minimal. The most 
valuable development asset of many tribes is being 
wasted for them. (AIPRC, 1977: 346) 
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In a r-ecent article, Pratt suggests that the great 

dispari ty between resource holdings (and income potential) 

and the grim realities of the Indian condition is due to 

the fact that although Native Americans own their resources, 

they do not control them. He wri teB that, "a fundamental 

contradiction exists between the political sovereignty 

Indian tribes supposedly enjoy, and the realities of a 

dependent, and extremely exploi tive economic 8i tuation" 

(Pratt, 1979: 45). In this sense, the analogy has often 

been drawn between Indian and Third World nations. Dependency 

theory, which grew out of the efforts of Latin American 

political-economists to account for that region's persistent 

stagnation and subordinate status in the world economy, 

posi ts the underdevelopment of the Third World as the result 

of its historic relationship to the advanced countries 

before and after independence. However, in some key respects 

Indian tribes are even worse off. Clearly, they do not pos

sess anything like the bargaining power of Third World 

countries. In particular, they do not have the power to 

cancel leases unilaterally at to nationalize. As ever, Indian 

freedom to act is limited by the United States Federal Govern-

ment and the B.LA. 
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Indigenous Political Movements and the International Arena 

A recurrent theme throughout our discussion of Euro

American - Native American relations has been that Indians, 

from the very earliest days of' contact up to the present 

time, have resisted foreign domination. Their methods have 

varied according to the strength of their own position and 

to the configuration of' mili tary/pali tical/economic factors 

pertaining at any given point in time. In the face of the 

Uni ted States' tremendous superiority in numbers and tech

nology, outright military resistance collapsed in the late 

nineteenth century and has only been sporadically utilized 

in the twentieth. In time of profound distress cultural 

revi talization movements have emerged in an effort to re

kindle faith and confidence in the ancient ways and 

tradi tions. Historically,Native Amer1cans have also seen the 

benefi ts to be gained from united action. The collective 

mili tary endeavours that were undertaken by various confed

eracies, leagues and alliances of' Indians have given way 

in the twentieth century to concerted indigenous political 

movements. 

Al though the Indian New Deal emphasized traditional 

cuI tUre and tribal loyal ties one of the consequences of the 

Collier program was an increased sense of Indian awareness 

of their shared problems and prospects. The activities of 

the All Pueblo Council and Collier's Indian congresses had 

the effect of stimulating Pan-Indian movements. In 1944 
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Indians from various tribes across the United States came 

together to form the National Congress of American Indians. 

O::::-ganized by native people themselves, rather than the white 

"friends of' the Indian," it quickly became an important 

national lobby group (see Hertzberg, 1971: 289-91; Spicer, 

1969: 14)-44). In 1961 the National Indian Youth Council was 

established and it soon revealed its determination to take 

militant action by staging a number of "fish-ins" in the 

Pacific Northwest to protest abuses of treaty rights. The 

same period saw the emergence of a number of other Native 

American groups such as the Indian Land Rights Association, 

the A.laskan Federation of Natives, and the United Native 

Americans. Like the NIYC, many of' these Pan-Indian movements 

were committed to the goal of Indian self-determination. 

In the 19708 American Indians began to look to the 

international arena as a means of prosecuting their claims 

for self-determination. In 1974, in the wake of a period of 

intense domestic activity, the American Indian Movement 

convened the International Indian Treaty Conference at the 

Standing Rock Sioux Reservation. The conference, attended by 

several thousand Indians from North America and represen

tatives from Latin America, led to the formation of the 

International Indian Treaty Council (lITe). The name itself 

is indicative of one of the initial objectives of the organ

ization which was to have the United Nations recognize that 

treaties made between the tribes and the United States 
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Government were true international treaties. 

A number of 'recent studies have considered the 

question of the status of Native Americans under interna .... 

tional law (see Cline bell and Thompson, 1978, 669-714, 

Joyner, 1978, JO-J6, Chartier, 1979, 1-2J). Joyner argues 

that historically, Indians were treated by the Federal 

Government as independent political entities; that they 

possessed attributes which define independent sovereign 

nation-states e.g. they were governed by their own laws and 

maintained the absolute right to make war and peace: that 

they entered into treaties as free, self-governed polities, 

guided by the fundamental international legal concept of 

pacta sunt servanda i. e. legal contracts entered into in 

good faith are binding; and that the treaties were recog

nized as legitimately comprising part of the supreme law of 

the land (Joyner, 1978, JJ-J4). 

In 1977 the IITe applied for and was granted Non

Governmental Organization status with the Economic and 

Social Council of the United Nations. Since that time this 

status has also been bestowed upun the World Council of 

Indigenous Peoples, the Indian Law Resource Center, the 

Indian Council of South America, the Circle of the Four 

Directions and the Inuit Circumpolar Conference (see Ortiz, 

1984, J2-J8). These groups are thus accredited lobbying 

organizations, with limited rights of participation in 

United Nations activities. They have pressed their grievances 
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through such vehicles as the Htunan Rights Commission and the 

Sub-Commission on the Prevention of Discrimination and the 

Protection of' Minorities. In 1977 the first indigenous inter·

national conference was held wi thin the United Nations 

system, and was organized by the Non-Governmental Organi

zations' Sub-Committee on Racism, Racial Discrimination, 

Apartheid and Colonialism of' the Special NGO Caromi ttee on 

Human Rights in Geneva. In 1971 a special study on discri

nation against indigenous populations was commissioned. It 

was completed in 1982 and in the same year a Working Group 

on Indigenous Populations was establi shed to meet annually 

in. Geneva. At the most recent meeting of the Wor-king Group 

(July 29-August 2, 1985) the IITe presented testimony on 

behalf' of the Chippewa, Sioux and Navajo I and submitted 

evidence that Native American activists were being held 

in United Sta teB jails as political prisoners (see Treaty 

Council News,Vo1.6, No.1, October, 1985). 

In seeking, to create an international framework 

wi thin which to view the problems of American Indians I indig

enous political organizations have access to a number of 

relevant international precedents and instruments. It should 

not be forgotten that the question of' the rights of native 

populations has been on the international agenda ever since 

the beginnings of European settlement of the Americas. It 

was out of the confusing surrounding the rights of such 

groups that international law developed. De las Casas, 
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Vi toria, GrotluB, Wolff and de Vattel all addressed the 

issues of sover·eignty and ownership as they arose in the 

period of initial settler-native contact. The protection of 

the rights of minorities also has a long history in inter

national law. In 1648 the Treaty of Westphalia guaranteed 

to Protestant and Catholic communi ties in Europe the right 

to r"eligious fr·eedom and tolerance. The Treaty of Berlin 

(1878) contained provisions concerning minority rights in 

Bulgaria and Turkey (see Fawcett, 1979. 6). The Berlin 

Africa Conference of 1884-8.5 is especially interesting 

since it reveals an international concern with the treat-

ment of colonized populati ons well be~ox:e there was a 

general commitment to decolonization. The Covenant of the 

League of Nations contains clauses relating to both aborig

inal and minority rights. Thus Article 2J(b) imposed on the 

members of the League the obligation to "undertake to secure 

just treatment of the native inhabitants of' territories 

under their control .•• ,,)0 The emphasis and the thrust of 

League of' Nations activities in the whole area was on collec

tive or group rights rather than on individual rights. 

Unlike the League o~ Nati ons, for whom minority group 

rights had been a major theme, the United Nations' approach 

to the whole question has been highly individualistio in its 

orientation. The shift of' emphasis was to a significant 

)0. The text of the Covenant, including a summary 
and discussion, can be found in Walters, 1952: 40-66. 
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degree a reflection of the wishes of the United States. As 

General Walter Bedell Smi th, an American delegate to the 

San Francisco Conference, put it: "It is difficult for a 

oi tizen of the United States to understand the desire to 

perpetuate racial minorities rather than to absorb them" 

(cited in Claude, 195.5: 141). The United Nations Charter 

contains exactly nothing about the protection of minor-i ties. 

Such concerns as existed were satisfied by the promulgation 

of general human rights provisions. Thus, the Charter- re

quires governments to promote "hwnan rights and fundamental 

freesoms f'or all without distinction as to race, sex, lan

guage, or religion .. ,,31 The Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights (1948) also expresses clearly the principle of non

discrimination while again making no express provision for 

minori-ties. Other anti-discriminatory mechanisms include 

the 1963 General Assembly Declaration on -the Elimination of 

All Forms of Racial Discrimination and the International 

Conven-tion on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, which 

came into force in 1969. Again, however, these instruments 

are concerned wi th the notion of disadvantaged peoples 

rather than wi th facilitating their efforts towards self

goverrunent. 

This is not to suggest that the United Nations has 

allowed the hallowed principle of self-determination, which 

31. Charter of the United Nations, Chapter 1; 
Article 1, Section 3. 
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President Wilson campaiged for so strongly in the inter-war 

period, to fade away. Article 1(2) of the Charter states as 

one of the purposes of the organization : "to develop friendly 

relations among nations based on respect for the principle of 

equal rights and self-determin8.tion of peoples, and to take 

other appropriate measures to strengthen universal peace." 

It is also repeated in the context of international economic 

and social cooperation in Article 55. The General Assembly 

has affirmed the principle in a series of resolutions. On 

December 16, 1952 it recommended that : "the States Members 

of the United Nations shall uphold the principle of self

determination of all peoples and nations. "J2 illso of partic

ular relevance here is the Assembly's 1960 Declaration of 

the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and 

Peoples. Both the International Covenant on Civil and Poli t-

ical Rights and the International Covenant on Economic, Social 

and Cultural Rights,which were adopted by the General Assembly 

in 1966 and came into force in 1976, begin with identical 

statements on self-determination. Far from fading away, then, 

it now seems that the right of self-determination has made a 

full transition from a political concept to an integral part 

of customary international law. However, though the principle 

may have become a basic legal right, it is far from clear 

that it applies in relation to collective minority groups. 

32. U.N. General Assembly Resolution 637A (VII), 
December 16, 1952. 
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In practice, self-determination has come to be 

vi tually identified with the achievment of independence by 

colonial peoples. Following the close of World War Two, 

poli tical pressures grew both outside and inside the United 

Nations for the end of' colonial rule and the movement of 

countries towards full independence. As decolonization got 

underway in Africa, Asia, and elsewhere (in the process 

trebling the membership of the United Nations), the question 

of the protection of minorities was largely ignored. If the 

inter-war period was remarkable for the amount of time and 

concern lavished upon ethnic minorities, the post-war era 

has witnessed a similar preoccupation with decolonization 

and the attendant problems of nation-building. 

The very fact that so many of' the new emerging 

nations were themselves often deeply divided by tribal and 

ethnic loyal ties, caused the international community to take 

a particular view on the minority issue. In essence, the 

right of self-determination has been accorded to peoples 

perceived as being under colonial domination and who, irre

spective of their numbers or the size of their territorial 

base, have been deemed capable of independence and United 

Nations membership. It has not been thought fit to apply the 

principle to minorities living within the established states. 

Indeed, there is a firm prescription against this, as in the 

following extract : 



any attempt made at the partial or total disruption 
of the national unity and the territorial integrity 
of a country is incomatible with the purposes and 
principles of the Charter of the United Nations. 33 

There is obviously much more, then, to the often cited 
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Um ted Nations injunction - all peoples have the right to 

self-determination - than me~ts the eye. Although it is a 

simple formulation that appears to have the ring of universal 

applicabili ty lit has been drastically modified by caveats 

and limitations. 

The International Labor Organization is an inter

national body which has made extended inquiries into the 

condi tions of life and work of indigenous peoples. The 

culmination of over thirty years work in the area came with 

the adoption in 1957 of Convention No. 107 concerning the 

Protection and Integration of Indigenous and Other Semi

Tri bal Populations in Independent Countries. 34 Despite the 

fact that this was a major effort at the promotion and 

establishment of international standards for indigenous 

peoples, the Convention has come under heavy fire because 

of its individualistic, integrative, orientation. 

The ultimate objective of assimilation is clearly 

stated and implied throughout the entire document. Self-

33. U.N. General Assembly Resolution 1514 (XV), 
December 14, 1960. 

34. For the full text of LL.O. Convention 107 see 
Conventions and Recommendations Adopted by the International 
Labor Conference 1919-1966 ( International Labor Office. 
Geneva, 1966, 901-915). 
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determination for native populations is not envisaged. In 

addi tion, the Convention. is .wri tt.sn in a paternalistic 

style I reminiscent of' Article 22 of the League Covenant on 

Mandates, Which presumes the aboriginal to be an inferior. 

In 1977 the First International Conference of Indigenous 

Peoples met in Geneva and recommended that the Gonvention 

be revised to remove the emphasis on integration. For the 

same reason the World Council of Indigenous Peoples rejected 

Convention 107 entirely. In light of such BY-snts there has 

been a noticeable downplaying of the integration aspect by 

LL.D. officials "in recent years. An LL.O. symposium on 

equali ty of' opportunity in employment in the American regions I 

held in Panama City in 1973. issued a statement rejecting 

integration as the only proper goal of' indigenous policy 

(see Sanders, 1981. )0). 

Al though by no means a perf'ect document for the 

reasons outlined this Convention was and remains a major 

step f'orward toward global recognition of indigenous peoples I 

problems. In particular. the document has some very signif

icant things to say about land. economic development, culture 

and language. The importance of a territorial land base to 

aboriginal populations cannot be over-stated. For such 

societies land is the unii'ying forc)9. a force which repr-e

sents a home, a livelihood, and a spiritual lif'e. In this 

regard the I.L.O. Convention states ; 



The right 01' ownership, collective or individual, 
of the members of the papula tiona concerned over 
the lands which these populations traditionally 
occupy shall be recognized (Article 11) 

The popUlations concerned shall not be removed 
wi thout their free consent from their habitual 
terri tories except in accordance with national laws 
and regulations for reasons relating to national 
securi ty, or in the interest of national economic 
development or of the health of said populatilon •. 

When in such cases removal of' these populations 
is necessary as an exceptional measure, they shall 
be provided wi th lands of quality at least equal to 
that of the lands previously occupied by them, 
sui table to provide for their present needs and 
future development. In cases where chances of 
al ternative emlpoyment exist and where the popu
lation concerned prefer to have compensation in 
money or in kind, they shall be compensated under 
approved guarantees. 

Persons thus removed shall be fully compensated 
for any resulting loss or injury (Article 12). 

The essence of Convention 107 is to provide a set 

·of standards, a yard-stick, as it were, against which to 

measure the activities of individual national governments 
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vis-a-vis their indigenous populations. The relevance of 

the above provisions, for example, to United States Indian 

Policy is quite clear. As we have demonstrated, beginning 

in the 18JOs the Federal Government instituted a policy of 

mass deportation by moving eastern tribes west of the 

Mississippi River. By the mic:i-1800s, in response to settler 

pressure, the government forced many tribes (often by 

mili tary means) to cede their lands in exchange for money 

and promises of' exclusive control over smaller areas of, 

almost inevitably, poorer land called reservations. In the 
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19508 and 19608 the United States executed termination 

policies ending trust relationships and selling tribal 

lands, without tribal consent. By July, 1986 more than 10,000 

Navajos and several hundred Hopis appear destined to be 

forci bly removed from their ancestral lands in Northeastern 

Arizona and relocated, as a consequence of U.S. Public Law 

93-531. 

The fact that I .L. O. Convention 107 has been around 

for almost thirty years does not mean, of course, that there 

have beem enormous strides forward in the actual lot of indi-

genous peoples. By the close of the 19708, 27 states had 

ratified of which 14 were Latin American, .5 Asian, 6 Af'rican 

and 2 European (Swepston, 1978: 755-56). However. even when 

ratified and thus accepted as legally binding, the sanctions 

open to the international organization are quite problematic. 

In reality, all the I.L.O. can do is to recommend action on 

the basis of obligations taken on by the national government. 

If the government does not choose to ta.ke the action sug

gested the only recourse left then is publicity and moral 

pressure. 

Another important international instrument which has 

obvious potential for indigenous political groups is the 

Convention on the Prevention and Puni shment of the Crime of 

Genocide. 35 The convention defines genocide in the following 

35. U.N. General Assembly Resolution 260A (III), 
December 9, 1948. 



way: 

genocide means any of the following acts committed 
wi th intent to destroy, in whole or part, a national, 
ethnic, racial or religi ous group. as such : 

1) Killing members of the group; 
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2) Causing serious bodily or- mental harm to members of 
the group; 

J) Deli bera tely inflicting on the group conditions of 
lii'e calculated to bring about its physical 
destruction in whole or part; 

4) Imposing measures intended to prevent births 
wi thin the group; and 

5) Farai bly transferring children of the groups to 
another group. 

Since the convention went into force in 1951 it has been 

ratified by over 90 states. Constitutionally responsible 

rulers, public officials, and private individuals are all 

subject to punishment for the crime. Punishment is provided 

for in national legislation, and in addition, contracting 

parties may call upon any United Nations organ to take what

ever action may be deemed appropriate. 

At the Third International Indian Treaty Conference, 

held at Standing Rock in 1977, the Hunkpapa Sioux argued 

that the United States Government had violated all five acts 

of the Genocide Convention (Ortiz, 1984: 34). The treaty was 

signed by President Truman on behalf of the United states in 

1949 but fore more than three decades the Senate refused to 

ratify it. In February 1986 the logjam ended and the treaty 

was finally approved. Since a United Nations Subcommittee 

on Human Rights has recognized the projected implementation 



of Public Law 93-531 as a form of genocide (Arizona Daily 

Star, January 28, 1986), this raises the possibility that 

the United States CQuld be found in breach of the very 

convention which it has so recently acceeded to. 

In concluding our analysis of the various inter

national precedents and instrum~nts that are relevant to 

native peoples in their struggle to attain justice, it is 
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qui te clear that there exists ,a historic concern in the 

interna tiona1 community for indigenous and minority questions. 

In particular, the League of Nations developed a concept of 

protection that amounted to the extension of special rights 

and privileges to groups on a collective basis. With the 

inauguration of' the united Nations, however. there came a 

decline in interest in collective rights in favour of a 

greater concentration on individual human rights. Combined 

wi th the fact that self-determination was so interpreted as 

to apply to colonial territories and not to minority groups 

inside independent states, this represented a double blow 

to the aspiration of indigenous peoples. Until comparatively 

recently, the record of the United Nations vis-a-vis aborig

inal peoples was far from scintillating. 

A number of encouraging developments, however, have 

been taking place as indigenous questions have reemerged in 

interna tional law. The United Na ti ons and its various 

agencies, including the International Labor Organization, 

have shown an increased readiness to consider, clarify, 
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define and establish an international framework for the 

self-determination of indigenous peoples. Significant 

progress has been made by aboriginal peoples tHemselves in 

directly pressuring their goverrnnents, and indirectly 

pressuring them~ through the operation of their own Non

Governmental Organizations which have sought to make use of 

existing international standards to prosecute their claims 

in the world community • 

. The Future 

Aside from the increased use of international fora 

and relevant instruments and mechanisms, American Indians, 

in the last twenty five years, have shown a new assertiveness 

and a willingness to take action en the domestic level to 

secure their rights. Moreover. there have been some promising 

signs. Since 1959, the Native American Rights Foundation 

says, the Supreme Court has handed down about 75 opinions on 

Indian law, all but a few in the tribes I favour. Of partic

ular significance was the 1979 Supreme Court ruling that 

Indians in the Northwest had the right to ignore state game 

laws in fishing outside their reservation. 

Nevertheless, there is still a long way to go and 

Indians continue to face enormous problems. Americans still 

remain faithful to what we have descri oed as a fragment 

ideology, rooted in Lockean liberalism, and stronglyassim

ilationist. Despite centuries of indigenous resistance, 

fragment colonial poliCies have taken their toll on Native 
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Amer-ican society. Indian tr-ibalism sur-vives but more and 

more individuals have been forced to. move to the cities to 

attain a better material standard of living. Indians as a 

sub-group of' American society are the most economically and 

socially deprived in the nation, notwithstanding the 

:c-esources that their lands contain. Above all, they still 

remain at the mercy of the Federal Goverrunent and the 

Bur-eau of Indian Aff'airs. As Indian lobby groups currently 

mobilize to resist Reagan Administration budget cuts - a $69 

million reduction in the Indian Health. Service; a $40 million 

plus cut in the B.l.A. budget (Arizona Daily Star, Februar-y 8, 

1986) - the r-eali ty of their dependency is highlighted once 

mor-e. 

If' there is to be a worthwhile futur-e for the indig

enous population of the United States the structure of 

relation between Indians and the dominant society, which we 

have characterized as internal colonialism, must be dis

mantled. But American Indians, like the emerging new nations 

of the 'fhird World, must be helped along the path towards 

eventual self-government. Treaty responsi bili ties must be 

acknowledged and violations redressed. Of especial importance, 

viable, equitable and productive land bases must be restored 

to tribal entities. Developmental assistance must be provided 

to enable Indian people themselves to progress materially 

while at the same time protecting and preserving their 

tradi tional cultures. 
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As of 1986 the prospects do not look very promising 

for such a major vol te-face in American Indian Policy. As 

much as Indian political organizations may campaign on the 

domestic and international scenes, the ball remains firmly 

in the court of the Uni ted states single-fragment regime. 



CHAPTER 6 

CANADA : TIlE DUAL-FRAGMENT 

In this chapter we will examine the evolution of 

settler-native relations in Canada, a society which may be 

classified as a "dual-fragment" according to the Hartzian 

typology. As we hay!: already indicated, a French fragment 

had been implanted in Canada as early as the 15308. An 

English-speaking fragment, derived from various parts of 

Bri tain and Ireland, began to settle at a later date and 

then expanded greatly in size following the American Rev

olution. 

French· Colonization of' Canada 

The colonists who settled New France carried with 

them an ideology reflective of the Ancien Regime that they 

left behind. When New France was founded, France stood on 

the verge of a golden age in which her civilization was 

acknowledged as the model for all of Europe. During the 

reigns of' the f'irst three Bourbon kings - Henry IV, Louis 

XIII. and Louis XIV - the system cf absolute monarchical 

rule reached its zenith. Royal power was such that it 

could justif'iably be regarded as co-terminous with that of 

the state itself'. In this Age of' Absolutism government was 

centralized in the hands of the king While below him stood 

JOO 



a vast royal bureaucratic apparatus. Above him stood only 

God. 

J01 

Kenneth D. McRae, in his chapter on Canada in The 

Founding of New Societies (Hartz, 1964), argues that the 

fragment society which emerged in New France "in its law 

and institutions ... reflected the prevailing ethos of 

authori tarianism to an even greater degree than did the 

more complex and less malleable society of old France" 

(McRae in Hartz, 1964: 221). This stands in marked contrast 

to the early English colonies in North America which were 

established by a diverse grouping of' settlers who had 

turned their backs on the mother country and who wished to 

create a new order based upon such Lockean values as 

individual freedom, property rights, and limited government. 

But if the French colonists did not reject their homeland 

it could be said that France rejected them. Wade writes 

that: "Canada was commonly regarded in worldly France as 

the'last resort of the r·uined, the alternative to a prison 

cell, under both Louis XIII and Louis XIV, long before 

Vol taire dismissed it as • several acres of snow' II (Wade, 

1955: J). 

This rather dismal view of what was to be expected 

in French Canada undoubtedly helps explain one of the 

fundamental problems that the colony faced : the low rate 

of population growth. Between 1665 and 1754 population 

increased from 3,215 to 55,000. but by the end of the same 



period the English colonies had grown to over a million 

inhabitants (McRae in Hartz, 1964: 227). Moreover, much 

of the later- rise in numbers in the French colony can be 

attributed to natural increase, since after the 16808 

immigration slowed to a trickle. Frenchmen were simply 

not enthused about the idea of leaving their- own fields 
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and towns for the bleak landscape and cold climes of 

Canada. Nevertheless, there might have been higher irmni

gration if' the authorities in France had not introduced a 

rigorous screening process to make sure that only desirable 

colonists were allowed to migrate. Ironically, New France 

might have benef'i ted from the forced exodus of the, perhaps 

200,000 strong Huguenots, were it not for the stringent 

requirements of religious orthodoxy that those in charge 

of colonization insisted upon. In the event, following the 

revocation of the Edict of Nantes in 1685, the industrious 

French Protestants found refuge with their co-religionists 

in other parts of Europe, and as far afield as South Africa 

and the English colonies in America. 

From the very beginning of French coloni za tion 

religious acti vi ties played an important role. In 1615 

Champlain brought the Recollects, or reformed Franciscans, 

to Quebec. They, in turn, sought the assistance of the 

powerful Society of Jesus who quickly established a reli

gious monopoly in the colony (see Kennedy, 1950: 39). Apart 

from attending to the spirt tual needs of the sparse numbers 
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of' colonists the major concern of the Jesuits was missionary 

work among the Indians. Al though their objective was to 

save the souls of the "savages" through conversion, unlike 

their Puritan counterparts in New England, they were pre

pared to live and work alongside the native population. 

It was not long bE?fore the ambivalence of the French 

attitude toward the Indians became apparent. The Jesuit 

view differed markedly from that held by the fur traders, 

for example. The Jesuit Relations, those invaluable annual 

reports which the missionaries sent back to their superiors, 

whilst containing many references to the unattractive and 

brutal aspects of native life, are also replete with favour

able depictions of Indian culture. Healy (1958) shows that 

it was fundamental to the Jesuit philosophy to take a 

tolerant view of man's nature, and that this entailed the 

acceptance of, and indeed respect for, native customs unless 

they clearly violated the essential spirit of Christianity. 

Since the Indian came to be seen as fundamentally humane 

and naturally theistic, the missionaries concluded that "he 

could then be effectively converted directly fr'om the state 

of pagan savagery, and there was no need for an intervening 

stage of' civilization between barbarism and true Chris

tianity" (Healy, 1958, 152-3). 

Nor were the Jesuits slow to realize the deleterious 

effects that exposure to the French fur traders and their 

liquor, was having on the Indian population. As a result, 
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they became zealous advocates of a policy of rigid segre

gation of Indians in their own independent, tr-adi tional 

communi ties, away from the corrupting influences of the 

traders. Following permanent settlement in one place, it 

was reasoned, the task of Christianizing the Indians would 

be made much easier. 

A focal point of early French missionary endeavour 

was Bur-onia, the terri tory of the Hurons. Located on the 

shore of Georgian Bay along established canoe routes, this 

area was populated by an estimated 15-30,000 people in the 

early seventeenth century (Patterson, 1972: 67). Through 

the establishment of an early trade connection, the HUrons 

found themselves sucked into a complex web of inter-

European and inter-tribal rivalries and tensions which 

ultimately lead to their downfall. When the beaver supply 

was exhausted in the country of the Iroquois Confederacy 

after 1640 they turned upon their more northerly Huron 

neighbours in an attempt to open up new fields of supply. 

As a result, the latter were defeated and dispersed. 

Prior to this, the Jesuits had established the first 

Indian "reserve" at Sillery near Quebec in 1637. Later on at 

the lIe d' Orl~ans and at Lorette they also set up what have 

been called "theocratic Indian colonies where they sought 

successfully to christianize and gallicize the savages, 

while keeping them ill1contaminated by the regrettably god

less traders" (Wade, 1955: 15). Following their defeat by 
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the Iroquois, Huron numbers dwindled so that by the mid-

1660s there were less than 150 of them (Patterson, 1972: 69). 

Among the Six Nations Confederacy the French made Ii ttle 

headway, as we have seen, but such small inroads as were 

made can be attributed to the Jesuit influence. 

If the missionaries were encouraged by the spiritual 

aspects of Amerindian Ilie I the na ti ve people, for their 

part, appear to have belm similarly impressed by the French 

liking for ceremonial and ritual. The French habit of 

staging ceremonial preludes to trading engagements, to 

mili tary talks and to parleys dovetailed well with tradi

tional Indian practice. The ritual of the mass, the 

veneration of the Blessed Sacrament, and the use of crosses 

and rosaries also served to command the respect of' the 

tribes (Jaenen, 1974: 268-9). The same religious symbols, 

however, could and did arouse the suspicion and f'ear of' 

the local population especially when the connecting links 

were made between the arrival of' the missionaries and the 

spread of epidemic diseases. 

Religious orders such as the Jesuits and Ursulines 

persevered in their efforts to assimilate Indians into 

French culture. Education was the means by which this was 

to be achieved. Elaborate schemes were created to remove 

children from their parents and, what was perc ei ved as the 

regressive influences of Indian society. Needless to say, 

the program was not welcomed with open arms by the native 
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population. "It has been our experience," wrote Mother Marie 

de 1 'Incarnation in 1688, "that of all the Indian girls who 

have passed through our hands, we have hardly succeeded in 

civilizing a single one"(cited in Lanctot, 1964, Vol. II: 

204) • 

In the 16608 a policy of' systematic assimilation 

was urged by the government in France. The purpose of this 

"Francisation" was to bring Indians and French together 

under one legal and governmental system so that in the course 

of time they might constitute one people and one race (cited 

in Cumming and Mickenberg, 1972: 78). The implementation of 

this policy was again left to the clergy. Irrespective of 

the support of th,8 oi viI authorities, this program also 

failed. Indians were simply not interested. Between 1663 

and 1700 only nine French colonists took Indian wives and 

only one French girl married an Indian hUsband (Lanctot, 

1964, Vol. II: 20.5). Such miscegenation as did occur tended 

to take place in the West between the coureurs de bois and 

native women. Of'tentimes the resultant assimilation might 

be better described as "Indianization." One study concludes 

that "these emissaries of the fur trade probably contributed 

as much or more than any other group in New France to cement 

close and f'riendly ties between the French and the Indians" 

(Cumming and l\Iickenberg. 1972, 84). 

According to Francis Parkman, "Spanish civilization 

crushed the Indian; English civilization scorned and 
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neglected him; French civilization embraced and cherished 

him" (Parkman, 1909: 131). If this is perhaps overstating 

the case, there is Ii ttle doubt that the French enjoyed 

comparatively better relations with the Indians than their 

imper1al rivals. An important explanatory factor here is 

the very. smallness of' the French settlements, especially 

when contrasted with the British colonies to the south. 

Simply put, the Indian was never threatened in his lands 

as he was in nearby New England. The French preoccupation 

wi th the fur trade also necessitated the establishment of 

hamonious working relations with the Indian tribes. The 

two peoples thuB found themselves bound together by the 

knot of economic interdependence . 

. The "feudal" origins of' the French fragment were 

clearly reflected in the seigneurial system of land tenure 

which was early on established in the colony. Under this 

system land was granted to seignories who in return swore 

fai th and homage to. the Crown as well as reserving for it 

minerals I and oak trees for shipbuilding. Below the seigneurs 

were the tenants or "hab.i. tants" who also undertook obli

gations, including the payment of rents, and the corv!15e 

which required them to work a fixed number of days a year 

for the seigneur. In practice. this transplanted feudal 

arrangement proved to be comparatively mild. The law 

protected tenants against exploitation and abuse and also 

ensured that the seigneurs fulf'illed their responsibilities 
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(see Bell and Tepperman, 1979' 40-41, Lanctot, 1964, Vol. II 

, 55. McRae in Hartz, 1964, 224-5). 

The French seigneurial system would have been qui te 

incomprehensible to a native population whose atti tude 

towards land and property was vastly different. As for the 

French view of Indian rights, the Crown took the posi ti on 

that there CQuld be no such thing as any aborig:inal pro

prietary interest in the soil. The accepted explanation 

for French non-recognition of Indian title lies in the 

belief of the Crown that French territories in North 

America were its property by virtue of the right of discovery 

and conquest (see Cumming and Mickenberg, 1972: 81). Nor did 

Indians have any special claim on the lands which were set 

aside for their use as reserves. As Stanley puts it: 

There never was any question of France recognizing 
an Indian land title which should be extinguished 
by treaty. Admittedly, lands were set aside f'or the 
use of Indians, such as the reserves at Lorette, 
Sault St-Louis, Lac des Deux Monagnes, St. Francois, 
and St. Regis, but these lands were not granted in 
any recogni tiOD of aboriginal rights, but rather as 
a matter of grace. Whatever rights the Indians 
could claim on these reserves flowed from the 
generosi ty of the king or the Jesuits and not from 
any abstract theory of' natural right. 

(Stanley in Getty and Lussier, 198), 7) 

The reality of the vast areas of land which the 

French king theoretically lay claim to and the small numbers 

of colonists with whom the Indians actually had contact 

made the Crown' s position on land tenure somewhat irrelevant 

to the conduct of French-Indian relations. Of greater concern 

to the tribes was the growing pressure emanating from the 
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New England colonies. Warfare between English and Abenaki 

in the late 1670s led to the Abenaki migration into Canada 

and Acadia, and into alliance with the French. In the late 

16808 when their neighbours, the Penobscots, warred with 

the English, they did so with arms supplied by the French 

(Patterson, 1972: 60). Similarly, the Micmacs and Malectites 

were more interested in obtaining French guns and presents 

than they were in theories of' land tenure. 

In the struggl e for imperial supremacy on the North 

American continent French fortunes began to ebb as the 

eighteenth century uni'olded. By the Treaty of Utrecht in 

1713 the whole of Acadia (now called Nova Scotia) was ceded 

to Great Britain. France also ceded the island of St. Kitts, 

the Hudson Bay basin and all its forts, and the Bay itself. 

In Newfoundland she retained only some limited fishing 

and drying rights (see Lanctot, 1964, Vol. II: 190). From 

the Peace of Utrecht until the beginning of the iUar of the 

Austrian Succession in 1744, New France enjoyed thirty 

years of' peace. It was a period which witnessed a widening 

separation between French Canadians and their mother country 

and the development of' a distinct fragment identity. 

Indian tribes, such as the Abenakis, sought to try 

and play of'f the imperial powers against each other, while 

the Europeans competed for their support. However, as Eccles 

pointedly remarks: "By no stretch of the imagination could 

either the French or the English, at that time have pretended 
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Both powers wanted something from them; both feared that 
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the other would acquire, if not the support of the Abenakis, 

then their. acquiescence in the attainment of its aims" 

(Eccles, 1984, 497). 

In 1748 France and England composed the differences 

that had led them to war but it proved to be merely a 

temporary cessation of hostilities. During the French and 

Indian War against the British, the tribes who fought along

side the French did so as independent allies. They accepted 

their supplies and weapons, and military leadership if and 

when they saw fit, but not their sovereignty. This war 

proved to be the last act in the story of the French Empire 

in Canada. It was not the last act in the story of the French 

fragment. 

By the 1763 Treaty of Paris all French subjects 

were permitted to return to France if' they so desired. Only 

a small proportion chose to do so. Apart from the soldiers, 

administrators and some hundred of the colonial nobility 

who returned, the remainder of the middle class, the clergy 

and the great mass of habitants elected to stay (Wade, 1955: 

50). From 1763 onwards there was almost no French immigration 

to Canada. As a result, -the Francophone community developed 

in an atmosphere of isolation, introversion, and above all, 

tradi tionalism. As McRae puts it: "The strategy of sur-vi val 

called for a closing of ranks, a united front against the 
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clearest landmark of cultural identity" (McRae in Hartz, 

1964: 231>. 

British Colonization of' Canada 

In Acadia (Nova Scotia) after 1713 the Anglo

Americans tried to lay claim to Indian lands by argirl.ng 

that the King of France had ceded them to Great Britain 

by the Treaty of Utrecht. Furthermore they demanded that 

the natives pay homage to the British monarch, and that 

they allow settlers to come in and colonize this newly 

acquired British terri tory. These claims were vigorously 

resisted. The Abenakis maintained that since they had 

never been French subj ects and their lands had never 

belonged to the French king, then those same lands could 

not have been ceded to the English (Eccles, 1984, 496). 
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It was not until the 17408 that a policy 01' settle

ment was undertaken. These initial migrants were disbanded 

soldiers but in the 1750s the policy was begun of trying 

to entice British colonists in New England to move north. 

These transplanted farmers, lumbermen and fishermen became 

the nucleus of the Nova. Scotian population. 

The natives of Newfoundland, the Beothucks, were an 

early example of an indigenous population destroyed by the 

combined effects of exposure to European disease and direct 

attacks by settlers. By the 17508 there were some four 

hundred British settlers on the island who enthusiastically 
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participated in salmon fishing, fur trapping, and Indian 

killing. Governor Hugh Palliser was the first British 

official to comment on the 8i tuation. In 1766 he informed 

the secretary of state that the "barbarous system of killing 

prevails among our People toward the native Indians •.• whom 

our People always kill when they can meet them" (cited in 

Upton, 1977' 140). Upton estimates that the Beothuck pop

ulation declined from 2000 in 1500 to seventy-two in 1811 

(1977' 152). 

When the French capitulated in 1760 they did so 

to the British commander, Major-General Jeffrey Amherst. 

Amherst took an extremely dim view of Indian apposi tien 

to British policy. When they rejected outright his govern

ment I s claims to sovereignty over their lands and rose under 

Pontiac's leadership, his response was ruthless even by 

eighteenth century standards .• He instructed his subordinate 

commanders that the Indians were to be treated "as the 

vilest race of' beings that ever infested the earth, and 

whose riddance from it must be deemed a meritorious act, 

for the good of Mankind. You will therefore take no pris

oners, but put to death all that fall into your hands" 

(ci ted in Eccles I 1984: .507). Amherst also provides us with 

an early example of attempted biological warfare since he 

urged that blankets taken from a smallpox hospital should 

be distributed among the Indians. Though there is some 

dispute as to whether his orders were actually carried out 
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there is no doubt that a smallpox epidemic decimated the 

villages of' the Delawares, Shawnees and Mingoes at this time 

(see Eccles, 1984, 508; Patterson, 1972, 74). 

In the conquered French province, Canada, the main 

purposes of British settlement emerged as defence and trade. 

In the years between 1763 and 1776, one thousand British 

mili tary officers and merchants replaced the French fur 

traders and po Ii tical officials in Quebec, settling mainly 

in Montreal and Quebec City (Bell and Tepperman, 1979: 44). 

The end of the American Revolutionary war saw the 

first great influx of' Loyalists (later to be officially 

called "United Empire Loyalists") into the vast areas now 

comprised in the Maritime Provinces, Ontario and Quebec. 

Their numbers were such and they spread so widely over the 

Maritime region that it was found necessary to divide Nova 

Scotia into three provinces to ease administrative problems 

i':ew Brunswick, Cape Breton, and Nova Scotia. Between 30,000 

and 60,000 Loyalists may have emigrated to Canada after the 

Revolution. It can truly be said theref'ore that Engli$h 

Canada came into being in large measure because of the 

Revolutionary War. 

Despi te the many grim aspects of' British Indian 

policy in this period, during the hostilities of' 1776-1783 

and 1812-1814, the Crown enjoyed a number 01' distinct 

advantages over the American rebels in vying f'or Indian 

support. There was in place an Indian Department whose 
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experience in handling Indian affairs dated back to the days 

when William Johnson, as Northern Superintendent, had 

attempted to cement the British alliance with the Six 

Nations. The Department had extended its acti vi ties to 

Canada after the French and Indian War, and after the 

American Revolution removed its main office to Montreal. 

In 1782 Sir John Johnson, Sir William I s son, was appointed 

superintendent-general o:f Indian affairs. Moreover, there 

were other officers who had been involved in Indian policy 

over the years. "They were names .familiar to more than one 

generation of Indians; and they were still names to conjure 

with in 1812"(Stanley, 1950, 146). The same officials could 

also boast that they had been active in trying to stem the 

tide of illegal white encroachment onto Indian lands. 

Noticeably in the War of 1812 the western tribes 

proved much more enthusiastic in rallying to the British 

flag than the Six Nations or the Canadian tribes who had 

good reason to doubt the benefits they could expect to 

receive from upholding the British cause. At least in the 

negotiations leading up to the Treaty of Ghent in 1814 

there is some indication that the British government 

attempted to improve upon the dismal' "sell-out" of Indlan 

rights at Versailles in 1783. In the event, G.F. Stanley 

can only conclude : "If the Indians did not gain anything 

from supporting the Bri tish in 1812-14, at least they did 

not lose anything" (Stanley, 1950, 165). 
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A major change in British policy, however, was about 

to ensure that their Indian allies would lose a great deal 

in the coming years. For some time officials in Canada had 

been concerned a bout Americans who had drifted northwards 

and settled along the border and whose loyalty was suspect. 

Some of these individuals had openly joined the invading 

American forces while others had remained neutral or been 

U.S. sypathizers. Consequently orders were issued to prevent 

more Americans from entering the pro'Tince (Johnston, 1972 : 

16). Efforts were also begun to ensure that settlements be 

established exclusively by loyal British subjects. To this 

end, the colonial secretary, Lord Bathurst, authorized land 

grants to demobilized soldiers from His Majesty I s Forces. 

Schemes were also devised to encourage emigration from the 

Uni ted Kingdom. 

Even before the war was over, in November 1813, 

plans were drawn up for the transportation of some four 

thousand persons I mainly from Scotland, to Canada on the 

conclusion of a peace settlement. The emigrants were offered 

some generous inducements by the time the· plan was ready for

implementation in 181.5 : transportation to the colony; free 

grants of 100 acres of land to each head of a family I and 

to the sons on coming of age: rations for eight months or 

until establishment; axes, plows, and other implements at 

prime costs; and a minister and school-teacher on government 

salary. Ultimately, 699 applicants embarked at Glasgow for 
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the long journey to Quebec (see Cowan, 1961. 41-43). Despite 

the incentives, initially there was no great exodus of 

eager colonists for British North America. A.R.M. Lower 

suggests that the prevalent view of' the public was that it 

was only a matter of time before Canada was absorbed by the 

United States (Lower, 1922. 45). Nevertheless, the figures 

show a steady growth after a fal taring start. "In 1816, 

there came by sea to Canada, 1,250 immigrants; in 181? 

6,800, in 1818, 8,400, in 1819, 12,800" (Lower, 1922. 46-47). 

Increasingly Ireland became a major source of emi

gration to Canada. "This is not .surprising given the dire 

poverty, overpopulation, unemployment, famine, and the 

quasi-feudal relations that obtained between landlords and 

peasants. As we have discussed elsewhere, these horrendous 

condi tiona gave birth to widespread disaffection manifested 

in innumerable agrarian disturbances and risings. In 1817 

Belfast, Londonderry and Dublin sent twenty shiploads of 

emigrants to the Maritimes and more than 1,300 emigrants 

to Quebec. Cowan points out that before 1820 perhaps one

half' of the petitions to emigrate filed in London were from 

western and southern Ireland (Cowan, 1961: 67). In each of 

the years 1822 and 1823 about eight thousand Irish arrived 

at Quebec (cited in Cowan, 1961. 73). 

One figure who was instrumental in promoting schemes 

for the transportation and settlement of emigrants from 

Ireland was Robert John Wilmot Horton, the Under-Secretary 
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in the colonial office (see Johnston, 1972). In the House of 

Commons on April 15. 1825 he spoke of the "national impor-

tance of establishing a policy of emigration to Canada as 

a means of effecting "a partial benefit to Ireland. ,,36 Need

less to say, though they might have embarked upon a great 

experiment in a new world, the settlers did not forget their 

old allegiances. Canada, too, was to provide a setting for 

the deeply felt antipathy between Irish Catholics and Ulster 

Protestants. 

Between 1815 and 1850 almost one million people left 

the British Isles for Canada. An English fragment of perhaps 

350,000 in 1815 was doubled in twenty years, tripled in 

thirty, more than quadrupled in f'orty. While the populations 

of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick almost quadrupled between 

1815 and 1851, that of Upper Canada increased tenfold, from 

an estimated 95,000 in 1814 to 9.52, 000 in 1851. The· census 

figu!"es of 1851 and 1861 show that mo!". than half of the 

Bri tish-born population were of Irish stock, the balance 

being fairly evenly divided between English and Scots 

(JllIcRae in Hartz, 1964: 24.5-46). Despite figures such as 

these, by the mid-nineteenth century Canadian officials 

became concerned that more needed to be done to stimulate 

immigration. An important factor here was their realization 

tha t many of the immigrants coming to Canada were being 

36. Hansards Parliamentary Debates, New Series Vol. 
XII, 1825. Emigration from Ireland to the Canadas, April 15. 
1825' 1358. 
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drawn across the border to growth states such as Ohio, 

Indiana, Illinois, Michigan and Wisconsin (see Gates, 1934: 

24-38). Accordingly, from about 1860 onwards Canada began 

to appoint resident agents in some of' the principal catch

ment areas of emigration. One such figure was Charles Fay J 

an Irish born canadian who became the Canadian government I s 

commissioner of' emigration for northern Ireland (see Keep, 

1953' 151-57). 

This great wave of' migration from the British Isles 

in the post-1Bi5 period raises questions as to the nature 

01' the fragment regime in English Canada. McRae suggests 

that "despite the flood tide of immigration ••. the original 

Ii beral inher1 tan~ e of English-speaking Ca.nada survived and 

dominated" (McRae in Hartz, 1964, 247). This view has not 

gone unchallenged. Horowitz argues that the British immi

grants brought wi th them "non-liberal ideas which entered 

into the political culture mix, and which perhaps even 

rein:f'orced the non-liberal elements present in the original 

fragment" (Horowitz, 1966. 153). It is not the purpose of 

this study to reach any conclusions as to whether English 

Canada reflects a non-liberal as well as a liberal heritage. 

It is our intention, however, to examirle the extent to which 

a :fragment ideology can be said to have influenced Canadian 

Indian policy. If McRae is correct and the English Canadian 

fragment embraced the North American Lockean Ii beral tradi-

tion then we might reasonably expect to see such notions 
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reflected in Canada I s attitudes and policies towards its 

nati ve popula tioD, as indeed they have been reflected in 

United States Indian policy. It is contended here that there 

are in fact major similarities between the two countries in 

respect to their handling of indigenous questions. 

Bri tish ~nnian Policy.in Canada 

Al though Indians bad played a key role in the 

struggle for continental power as late as 1814, after this 

date their utility as allies diminished and a new policy 

began to evolve, the aim of which was to "civilize" them. 

It was a policy which has been continued up to the present 

day ( as exemplified, perhaps, in the Liberal Government's 

notorious 1969 White Paper). Its roots lay in the widely 

held assumption that it was the duty of the British to 

conf'er upon their Indian "inferiors" the mul ti tudinous 

benefi ts of a superior culture. Just like their Enlighten

ment counterparts in the United States, the British in 

Canada concluded that the only hope for the Indian lay in 

his assimilation. 

The practice of giving presents to the tribes was 

a longstanding one. It was based not on any altruistic 

grounds but on the very practical premise that Indian 

allegiance in wars against foreign enemies could be bought 

through the annual distribution of such necessaries as 

blankets, cloth, tobacco, knives, gunpowder, shot and flints. 

In 1827 the number of' Indians in Lower Canada who received 



presents were 3,93.5; in Upper Canada 12,919 (see Mellor, 

1951: 383). (The old Province of' Quebec had been divided 
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in two in 1791). The figures for Upper Canada also included 

4, 000 Indians who customarily resided wi thin the United 

States but moved into the area during the periods of issue 

(Mellor, 1951: 387). Because of t~is, because of the 

decreasing importance of the Indians as military allies, and 

because of' concerns that the presents themselves were helping 

to perpetuate the Indians' nomadic Iii'e, the system came 

under increasing criticism. 

A new approach to Indian policy was evident as 

early as 1829 in the recommendations of Sir James Kempt 

who served as the Acting Governor of Canada from 1828-

18JO (see MeHor, 1951. J85, Surtees, 1971. J6). Kempt's 

proposals amounted to the gathering and settlement of 

Indians in agricultural villages where they would be pro

vided with the requisi!:ie materials to turn them into 

successful farmers and where they would receive religious 

instruction and education. To assist them in their trans

formation the types of presents they traditionally received 

would be changed. Presents more suitable for their new way 

of life would now be provided 0 The parallel with the 

Jeffersonian notion of' converting the Indian from hunter 

to farmer is obvious. 

In 18)0 the Indian Department, which was a branch of 

the military J was transformed into the Department of Indian 
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A.ffairs. The change ref'lected the view that humanitarian 

rather than military considerations were to be the guiding 

principles in the administration of Indian, .affairs'. 

Accordingly, the Department was now placed under the super

intendence of the civil Governors in the two provinces of 

Lower and Upper Canada, Grenfell Price maintains that this 

administrative reorganization meant that "henceforth Indian 

o:fficials were to be no longer solely the purveyors of 

presents or almoners of Crown grants. They were to be the 

'executors of a humane and progressive plan for the 

oi vilisati on of the aborigines'" (Grenfell Price, 19.50: 69). 

It was a plan which would also entail enormous transfers of 

land from Indian into settler hands. 

Even before the "civilization" program was given 

official sanction in the 18308 Indian land was being trans

ferred on a substantial scale. Following the American War 

of Independence it had been found necessary to provide lands 

for the United Empire Loyalists who had been forced to flee 

their homes in the old American colonies. Among those who 

came north were bands of the Six Nations Indians led by 

Joseph Brant and John Deseronto. Those under Deseronto 

settled in the Bay of Quinte region. Brant I s Mohawk followers 

chose the Grand River Valley area. Governor Frederick 

Haldimand of Quebec thereupon purchased from the resident 

Mississauga Indians a tract of land six miles wide on each 

side of the Grand River. By a single payment of the princely 
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sum of "Eleven Hundred and Eighty Pounds Seven Shillings 

and Four Pence" the land passed into the hands of the 

Mohawks. The arrangement, known as the Haldimand Agreement, 

which contained a specific reference to the Iroquois as 

"His Majes-ty' s i'ai thful Allies" is to this day regarded as 

a legitimate treaty by the Six Nations (see Simon, 1983: '27-

50). 

From 1815 onwards, as we have seen, immigrants began 

to arrive in Canada in growing numbers. The government 

looked to the Indians and their lands as a way to provide 

for the newcomers. For a number of reasons the Indians were 

particularly vulnerable to administrative pressure at this 

time. Not only had there been a decline in their relative 

numbers but serious divisions emerged between and wi thin 

the tribes. In classic "divide ~ impera" style British 

policy had the effect of worsening those rifts. "Adminis

trative methods such as a careful use of interpreters, the 

location and the distribution of gifts, or the assignments 

of Indian agents, were the usual methods adopted to promote 

that division" (Surtees in Getty and Lussier, eds., 1983: 

68). Furthermore, in 1818 the old system whereby land 

surrenders were handled through a lump paymen.t was replaced 

by the new practice of' payment by annuities. The prospect 

of securing a regular annual income such as this was an 

obvious inducement for Indians to sell even further lands 

to the more than eager Canadian authorities. 
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According to the Royal Proclamation of 1763 private 

land sales were prohibited and thus the massive transfers of 

land that did take place were carried out through the 

beneficience of" Crown officials. "Nine tribes gave up 11,277, 

480 acres outright for annuities between 1818 and 1838. They 

received annual pa)llllents totalling 6,653 (pounds), all but 

1,400 (pounds) of which was to be in goods. In addition to 

this were 201,926 acres deeded over to Crown agents .f'or 

Bale." L.F.S. Upton, in his analysis of the way in which 

the Indian Department functioned as the administrator of 

moneys arising from land sales, argues forcefully that far 

from protecting Indian interests, o.ff'icials actually under

mined them. He concludes that "the Department's discharge 

oj' its duties in connection with Indian lands can be 

characterized in one word: fraudulent" (Upton, 1973: 56). 

Ironically, the fact that Canada's Indians showed 

themselves willing to part with vast areas of their tradi

tional and sacred home-lands was taken as .further evidence 

of the demoralized and degraded state into which they had 

fallen. "Such actions served as an indication that the 

native peoples had lost their confidence in survival. In 

such circumstances, the presentation of' an alternative 

lif'estyle, it was felt, would be gratefully, even eagerly, 

embraced" (Surtees, in Getty and Lussier, 1983: 81). 

Indeed, officials in Canada were spurred on by 

increasingly influential philanthropic and humanitarian sects 
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in Britain. These groups were responsible for the abolition 

of slavery in the empire and they supported the Aborigines 

Protection Society, a movement founded in 18J6 to protect 

native peoples. A key figure in the evolving BritiSh p~licy 

at the end of the 18J08 was Sir Herman Meri vale who was to 

become James Stephen I s successor as Colonial Secretary. In 

a series of lectures delivered at Oxford University in 1839, 

1840 and 1841 he mapped out the possibilities for indigenous 

peoples as they came into contact with Europeans: "There are 

only three al ternati ves which imagination itself can 

suggest :- The extermination of native races. Their civili

zation, complete or partial, by retaining them as insulated 

bodies of men, carefully removed, during the civilizing 

process, from the injury of European contact. Their amalgam

ation with the colonists." lVlerivale dismissed the first two 

alternatives and came down firmly on the side of amalgam-. 

ation, believing " ••• it to be the very keystone, the leading 

principle, of all sound theory on the subject - that native 

races must in every instance either perish, or be amalgamated 

wi th the general population of their country" (Merivale, 

1967' 509-510). 

The direction which Indian policy appeared to be 

taking was not without its critics. One of the leading 

dissenters was Sir Francis Bond Head who served as Lieutenant 

Governor of Upper Canada from 1835 to January of 1838. Bond 

Head felt that the best hope for Indian survival lay in 
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their removal and separation from all contact with whites. 

In fact, in his percep.tion of' what a so-called superior 

civilization had perpetrated upon an unsuspecting native 

population Bond Head's views were far ahead of his time. 

He wrote that: "The fate of the red inhabitants of America, 

the real proprietors of its soil, is without any exception, 

the most sinf'ul story recorded in the history of the human 

race." All that contact with Christian Europe had done, in 

his view, was to bring ruin to the natives through vice, 

rum and consumption (see lVIellor, 1951: 389). 

Bond Head was convinced that Canada I s Indians could 

not, indeed would not, submit to being recast as Christian 

farmers. Consequently, in the late 18308 he succeeded in 

obtaining Great Manitoulin Island in Lake Huron. embracing 

some 23,000 islands. which he envisaged as a last refuge 

where the Indians could hunt and fish in the traditional 

manner without fear of settler encroachment. Head' s 

al ternative stratagem was clearly a full frontal attack on 

the cherished notion of assimilation. It brought down upon 

him a predictable reaction f'rom equally predictable quarters. 

A t the forefront of the outraged opposi tion was the 

Aborigines Protection Society and their t1!esleyan Methodist 

contacts in Upper Canada. In a letter to Lord Glenelg, the 

Colonial Secretary, written on August 20, 1836, the 

Aborigines Protection Society accused Bond Head of being 

moti va ted by a desire to get the Indians out of the way as 
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they were impeding "the progress of civilization" (cited in 

Patterson, 1972; 121). The Secretary of the Wesleyan 

Methodist Sociey, R.Alder, appealed to Glenelg as a 

Christian statesman to undo Head's work (Upton, 1973: 58). 

Despi te mounting a spirited defence of his plans, Bond Head 

found that he had lost the confidence of' his superiors. He 

was simply out of step with the prevailing wisdom of the 

day which envisaged the Indians' progress only if they 

firmly grasped the proferred bible and plough. (The reserved 

lands om lVlani toulin were eventually sold.) 

In 1844 a report on Indians on reserves in Upper and 

Lower Canada was released. It was a direct rebuttal of the 

line taken by Sir Francis Bond Head. The Commissioners who 

compiled the document produced statistics to show how much 

"progress" had been made by the settled Indians as compared 

to the hunting Indians. Progress, was of' course, defined in 

terms of' the extent to which natives had become westernized. 

Thus, only those Indians who had embraced the church and 

accepted agriculture were deemed worthy of praise. By 1857 

the Commissioners were advocating the creation of "compact 

Reservations surrounded by whi tes" (Hodgetts I 1955: 209), 

They were convinced that the American experience in the 

state of Michigan demonstrated that where reserves were 

circumscri bed by European settlement Indian tribes made 

greater strides towards civilization (no doubt inspired by 

the example set by their white neighbours). 
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The ultimate goal of assimilation received explicit 

declaration in the Civilization of Indian Tribes Act of 

18.57. The Act provided inducements for Indians to leave 

tribal societies and secure enfranchisement. If' the Indian 

CQuid prove that he CQuid read and write either the French 

or English language, was free of' debt, and of good moral 

character, he was then eligible to receive an allotment of 

twenty hectares of reserve land. After a one year pro

bationary period he would then receive the franchise. In 

fact, as Tobias note~, "it set standards for acceptance 

that many, if not most, white colonials could not meet, 

for few of them were literate, free of debt, and of high 

moral character. The 'civilized' Indian would have to be 

more 'civilized' than the Euro-Canadian" (Tobias, in Getty 

and Lussier, 1983' 43). 

In the decade preceding the transferance of respon

sibili ty for Indian affairs from the Imperial government 

to the Dominion authori ties there was a rising crescendo of 

complaints about the costs involved in Indian administration. 

Hodgetts argues that "it was the consideration of expense 

which induced the Imperial government to seek to free itself 

of the responsi bili ties for the Indians" (Hod/)etts, 19.56: 

217). An important source of funding was the annual grant 

voted by the Westminster Parliament which covered such items 

as the salaries of Indian agents, the pensions of certain 

former officers in the Department, the expenses of teachers 
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and missionaries, and the distribution of' presents. In July 

1850 a debate took place in the House of Commons on the 

proposed vote ot 14,102 pounds for the Indian Department. 

The grant was opposed by Hume, Cobden and Bright with the 

latter recommending that the Canadian Parliament should 

pay the momes since it possessed the hunting grounds for 

which this compansation was paid. 37 

In 1860 the British government expressed its desire 

to relinquish its responsi bili ty for Indians in Canada but 

it took two years for the necessary arrangements to be made, 

pr.imarily because of foot dragging on the part of the 

colonial authari ties. In the "event, all that happened was 

that the Indian Department was added to the many branches 

wi thin the Department of' the Commissioner of Crown Lands. 

By the British North America Act of 1867 the federal govern

ment of the Dominion of Canada assumed responsibility for 

the administration of Indian affairs. 

Domini6n Indian Policy 

The British North America Act transferred juris

dictional authority over Indians and lands reserved for 

Indians from the British to the Canadian government. In 

terms of the basic principles underlying Indian policy it 

was a case of .J2ly§ ~ change, .l2l.!lil c I est a m~me chose. 

37. Hansards Parliamentary Debates, New Series, 
Vol. CXII, 1850. Supply - Indian Department, Caneda, July 
12, 1850 I 1333-1335. 
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Bartlett wri tea that "the most singular feature of' canadian 

legislation concerning Indians is that the governmental 

policy established therein, that of 'civilizing the Indians, r 

has shown. almost no variation since the early 19th century 

when the government assUmed responsibility for the society 

and welfare of the Indian population (Bartlett, 1978. 582). 

Tr~aties 

The Royal Proclamation of.' 1763 established the 

canadian policy of' entering into treaties with the Indians 

in order to extinguish their title to the land. The system 

came to be appli ad to Indians who occupied the present day 

Provinces ot Ontario, Mani.toba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and 

the Northwest Territories. Excluded from the system wera 

the older eastern Provinces originally settled by the French, 

namely, Quebec, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince 

Edward Island, and also the western coastal Province of' 

Bri tish Columbia. 

The treaties are to this day a subject of' controversy. 

The contemporary Indian viewpoint has been expressed elo

quently by Indian activist and writer,Harold Cardinal; ·"To 

the Indians of' Canada, the treaties represent an Indian 

Magna Carta. The treaties are important to us, because we 

entered into these negotiations with f'aith, and hope f'or a 

better life with honour" (Cardinal, 1969. 28). In 1946 

T.R.L. MacInnes of' the Indian Affairs Branch in Ottawa took 



a somewhat different view: "These Indian treaties::are not 

treaties in the sense in which that term is used with 
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respect to agreements between high-contracting and sovereign 

powers ... While these treaties or agreements were bilateral 

in form, actually, of course, the Indians had to accept the 

condi tions offerd or lose their interest in the lands anyway" 

(MacInnes, 1946, 387). 

By the 18408 some two dozen treaties and surrenders 

had taken place in the Province of Canada. In 1850 two 

trea ti es were signed which differed f'rom previ ous arrange

ments and which set the pattern for those f'ollowing 

Confederation, from 1871 onwards (see Cumming and Mickenberg, 

1972: 11.5. Stanley in Getty and Lussier, eds., 1983: 9; 

Melling, 1967' 35; Harper, 1947' 136). For the first time 

the motivation behind acquisition was not simply the desire 

for more lands for settlement and farming. The vast area 

which now drew the attention of the authorities was discov

ered to be rich in minerals. The Robinson Treaties (named 

after the chief negotiator, William Benjamin Robinson) 

secured all the land north of Lakes Superior and Huron to 

the height of land separating Rupert· s Land from Canada. The 

two treaties were signed with the Ojibways of Lake Superior 

and the Ojibways of Lake Huron. In all 2,662 Indians and 

52,400 square miles were involved (Surtees, 1971: 49). It 

was an immense expanse of land, far in excess of anything 

hi therto transferred in the Province. 
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In concluding these treaties Robinson followed the 

guidelines established by the Proclamation of 1763 : the 

negotiations were conducted at an open meeting in the 

presence of the Indians; the lands involved could only be 

ceded to the Crown and not to private individuals. Appended 

to each treaty was a schedule of' reserves for "the Chief's 

and their tribes in conunon." Nor could the Indians sell or 

lease their reserves without government consent. In addition, 

a system of annuity payments was established. Finally, the 

Indians retained the right to fish and hunt except in the 

areas sold or leased by the government and they agreed not 

to hinder or prevent mineral prospecting on the ceded lands 

(see Harper, 1947' 136-137). 

The Robinson treaties of 1850 paved the way for the 

whole series of "numbered" treaties which were signed 

between 1871 and 1921 , 

Treaty No.1, the Stone Fort Treaty-, August ], 1871. 
ceding a portion of southern l\J:ani toba and absorbing 
the Selkirk Treaty. 

Treaty No.2, the Manitoba Post Treaty, August 21. 
1871, ceding the area north of Treaty No.1, west 
of Lake Winnipeg in Manitoba. and including a 
portion of Saskatchewan in the southeastern corner. 

Treaty No.], the North-West Angle Treaty, October ], 
1873. ceding a region west oi' the Robinson-Superior 
Treaty. 

Treaty No.4, the Qu 'Appelle Treaty, September 15. 
1874, ceding a large region in southern Saskatchewan. 

Treaty No.5, the Winnipeg Treaty, September 20 and 
24, 1875, ceding northern Nani toba. 



Treaty No.6, Treaties of Forts Carl tan and Pitt, 
August 23 and 28, 1876 (Carl ton), and September 9, 
1876 (Pitt), ceding central Alberta and Saskatchewan. 

Treaty No.7, the Blackfoot Treaty, September 22, 
1877. ceding southern Alberta. 

Treaty No.8, June 21, 1899, ceding the greater 
part of northern Alberta. 

Treaty No.9, the James Bay Treaty, 1905-~906. 
ceding northern Ontario. 

Treaty No.lO, 1906, ceding northern Saskatchewan 
and a portion of northern Alberta. 

Treaty No.11. 1921, ceding the McKenzie River 
Country in the North-West Terri tory. 

(Har'per, 1947, 138) 
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When the first treaties were concluded the Indians 

of the Canadian plains had been suffering from the effects 

of European intrusion for centuries. The first contacts with 

the tribes of the interior were made by the early French 

and English fur traders. Originally, the Hudson's Bay 

Company, which was granted its charter in 1670, did not 

establish posts in the interior, but encouraged the Indians 

to transport their fUrs to the English posts on Hudson Bay 

and James Bay (Rich, 1967: 69). However, competition from 

French-Canadian and private traders, who showed little 

reluctance to penetrate the vast western area, prompted the 

Hudson's Bay Company to reverse its policy (Rich, 1967: 150). 

Wi th the foundation of the rival North-West Company in 1783-

1784 a period of even more intense competition was begun 

which ensured that within ten years the Whole region from 

Lake Superior to Lake Athabasca and from Hudson Bay to the 
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Rocky Mountains was dotted with trading posts. By 1800 

the rival fur companies may have had f'x'om 1.500 to 2,000 

white men permanently in the North-West (Stanley, 1960: 5). 

The westward push of the Europeans drew the indige

nous peoples of the plains into a nexus of furs I firearms, 

and liquor which formed the basis of their dependency 

relationship with the whites. This vast region west of 

Ontario became a bloody battleground, with inevitably 

catastrophic results for the Indians, even before there was 

extensi ve European settlement. Despite efforts to regulate 

the flow of alcohol into Indian hands by the Hudson I s Bay 

Company it proved impossible to stem the tide. "In two 

years the quantity of spirits taken into the Indian country 

was more than doubled from 10,098 gallons in 1800 to 16,299 

gallons taken in by the North-West Company and over ),000 

gallons taken in by the XY Company in 180)" (Rich, 1967,194). 

'rhe situation was exacerbated when traders from the United 

States moved north to cash in on the Iridian trade and brought 

wi th them plentiful supplies of whisky. 

In the pre-treaty period epidemic disease also took 

its grizzly toll. From 1781 to 1784 smallpox ravaged the 

Western Crees of the plains and the Chipewyans. An estimated 

9/10 of the Chipewyan populati on died. A further smallpox 

outbreak from 1835 to 1838 wiped out one third of the plains 

Indians. In 1866 influenza (which killed 1,000 Indians), 

scarlet fever,and measles epidemics were all reported. In 



188S measles and whooping cough killed one-fifth of the 

Indians of the Peace River District (see Fumoleau, 1973, 

Appendix I. 320-326). 

As if these were not enough woes to contend with, 

the Canadian plains tribes, like the tribes south of them 
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in United States territory, were faced with the disappearance 

of the buffalo, which had been the mainstay of their cuI ture 

for so long. Indians on both sides of' the border had hunted 

and utilized the resources of these animals for centuries 

wi tbout making an appreciable dent in their numbers. The 

mid-nineteenth century, however, witnessed a wanton and 

systematic slaughter which exteminated the buffalo and 

fatally weakened the indigenes. Between 1830 and 1888 the 

great herds were reduced from some 75,000,000 to a few 

hundred (see Roe, 1970. 416-88). In the Saskatchewan region 

alone in 1872 considerably more than a million, and those 

mainly cows, were destroyed (Roe, 1934. 1)). 

This, then, was the situation which the Indians of 

western Canada found themselves in when the Dominion 

government embarked upon intensive treaty negotiations in 

the 1870s .. The role 01' the Canadian authorities. in this 

period is open to interpretation. The conventional view 

suggests that in the main Canadian policy was benevolent 

and humane and that the treaties themselves were just and 

honoura bl e. Thus, for instanc e, G. F . G. S tanl ey, in comparing 

Canadian and United States Indian policies writes· : 



But strict honesty, justice and good :rai th have 
marked the administration of' Indian af'f'airs in 
Canada. The treaties have not only been mutually 
observed, but have been supplemented by the Govern
ment in the interests of' the na ti va. There have 
been no wars of' extermination or compulsory 
migrations (Stanley, 1960 •. 214) 

Similarly, Granf'ell Price was moved to pronounce : 

Canadian native policy proved less destructive 
than did the policies of' the United States, 
Australia, and New Zealand, mainly because it 
preserved for most 01' the tribes an adequate 
amount of' sat.tsf'actory land .•• the Canadian record 
was clean and honest, in comparison for instance 
wi th some of the practices in New Zealand 

(Grenf'ell Price, 195P. 85) 
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Clearly, we have already demonstrated that there 

isn't much to choose between the Canadian and United States 

reoords on "protecting" their native populations f'rom the 

scourges of' disease, alcohol or firearms. Nor were the 

Canadians any more successf'ul in ensuring the sur-vi val of 

the buffalo. On this latter point Roe writes that ..... despi te 

the serious inroad which the slaughter of the buff'alo made 

on the Indian's principal f'ood-supply. and th~s at a time 

when the authorities in western Canada were but ill-equipped 

for the task of feeding them when that supply should fail. 

nothing was done for years to conserve the buffalo" (Roe, 

19J4.15). 

The traditional view concerning Canada's enlightened 

treaty making has also come under scrutiny. In a recent 

article, John L. Tobias attempts to correct some of the 

myths which have been propagated on the treaty question. 
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He challenges the image of Dominion policy as well-conceived 

and far-sighted and demonstrates that, in fact, the treaties 

resul ted from Indian p'ressure and initiative rather than 

vice versa. Thus, it was the Ojibway and Saulteaux tribes 

of Manitoba who forced the government of Canada to initiate 

the treaty process. Similarly, it was pressure from the 

Cree which compelled the authori ties to do the same with 

the Indians of the Q'Appelle and Saskatchewan districts. 

The Cree, in particular, had shown themselves to 

be skillful diplomatists and strategists from their first 

contact with the Europeans. It was they who began to explore 

the possibility of the transition to an agricultural system 

while at the same time endeavouring to preserye the buffalo 

cul ture as long as possible. When prestigious Cree military 

and religious leaders of the likes of Piapot, Big Bear and 

Li ttle Pine sought to revise the treaties and secure more 

autonomy for their people, the Canadian government's 

respcnse was anything but humane and just. "He (Commissioner 

Edward Dewdney) used the mili tary to disarm and impoverish 

the Cree by confiscating their horses and carts; he 

increased the size of the Mounted Police force, and used the 

police to arrest Cree leaders who protested against his 

policies j he broke up Cree bands, deposed Cree leaders, and 

forbade any Indian to be off his reserve wi thout permission 

from the Indian agent" (see Tobias, 1983: 519-48). 

The treaty arrangements that were made contained 
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provisions establishing reserves on which the Indians were 

to be located. Unlike in the United States, where whole 

tribes or groups of di:ff'erent tribes were placed together, 

the Canadian practice was to establish a separate reserve 

for each band. The size of the reserves were computed 

according to set formula: in four treaties, Nos. 1,2,5 and 

8, reserve .size was based 'on 160 acres for each family of' 

five, and in proportion for larger or smaller families; and 

in seven others, ),4,6,7,9,10 and 11, the formula was one 

square mile (Harper, 1947' 143). 

The underlying objectives of civilizing and assimi

lating the Indians still remained. The reserve was conceived 

of as a device which would afford some temporary protection 

for the natives while at the same time preparing them for 

their ultimate absorption. The authori ties also retained the 

belief' that agriculture would be the key to the transf'or

mati on process. To this end, Roman Catholic and Protestant 

missionaries played an important part in encouraging Indians 

to turn to farming. In the Enlightenment fragment view the 

Indian was culturally as opposed to racially inferior and 

thus was "improvable." 

Of course, the initial reaction of many native 

people was to ref'use to go to the prairie reserves to begin 

their improvement training. When they did, albeit reluc

tantly I move onto the resC.:.."'Ves they were prompted to do so 

by very practical considerations : the demise of the buf'f'alo 
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and the prospect of' imminent starvation. Moreover, it was 

quite clear to them that they would receive food from 

government agents only if' they consented to go to the 

reserves. Although this meant that their immediate needs 

were taken care of, the raserY9S were far f'rom being 

panaceas. Soon the Indians became discouraged either because 

they simply had no taste for faming' or because the crops 

we;re not successful. In the 01"1 tical years of the early 

1880s an already precarious situation was exacerbated by 

the arrival of' growing numbers of white settlers. Almost 

inevi tably they demonstrated the same degree of sensi tivi ty 

as their comrades south of the International Boundary line. 

Patterson comments that: "The white settlers frequently 

treated the Indian with scorn. ridicule and comtempt. They 

invaded his reserves. took timber off his lands. and grazed 

their cattle there. cutting fences to do so"· (Patterson. 

1972: 131) • 

. Tp.e .Me'tis 

Another argument in favour of a more careful 

scrutiny of the thesis that Canada 's treatment of its 

Indian population can be viewed as somehow compassionate 

and humane, lies in the fate of the Metis and their leader, 

Louis Riel. The story of Riel remains to this day a contro

versial one. A recent article surveying the extensive and 

divergent literature on Riel concludes that: "The writings 

on him are both a reminder of the continuous frictions 
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wi thin Canadian life and of the delicate nature of the 

Canadian nation" (Owram, 1982: 336). It is beyond the scope 

of this study to provide a lengthy analysis of the events 

which culminated in the 188.5 Rebellion. These events ar'8, 

nevertheless, instructive in so much as they reflect some 

of the important themes in this study, namely. the conviction 

of na ti ve people that their land was being threatened by 

whi te settlement; the· differing perceptions and sympathies 

of the English and French-speaking fragments; the millenarian 

aspects of the Riel movement; and the "Irish" dimension of 

the Riel movement. 

The M~tis of western Canada originated in the late 

seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries (Frideres, 198J: 

274). They were people of mixed blood, the products of 

miscegenation between natives and Europeans. Given the 

colonization experience that we have already described it 

was quite natural that they should be French-speaking and 

English-speaking mixed bloods. At the begilUling of the nine

teenth century a settlement was founded along the Red Ri ver

(in present day Manitoba). According to the official census. 

by 1871 this colony contained "5,720 French-speaking half

bree,ds, 4.080 Engli sh-speaking half'- breeds and 1,600 white 

settlers" (cited in Stanley. 1960, 1J). 

The background to what became known as the Red River 

Rebellion lay in the apprehension of the mixed blood popu

lation as to what their fate would be once the terri tor'y they 
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inhabi ted became part of the Canadian Confederation. The 

French-speaking, Catholic; M~tis, quite understandably, were 

the most concer-ned about their future. Not only were they 

anxious to preserve their racial, linguistic and r'eligiouB 

identi ty but also their Ii velihood as buffalo hunters. The 

English-speaking mixed bloods, sometimes called the "Country

born" (see Frideres, 198): 278-280), differed from the Metis 

in that they were of' British, Protestant stock and in that, 

for the most part, they were farmers as opposed to hunters. 

Nevertheless, the traditional interpretation has been that 

the Country-born sympathised with the Me'tis cause, united by 

their common Indian heritage and their- shared concer-ns about 

whi te settlement (see Stanley, 1960). Recent research, 

however, based on new documentary evidence, suggests a very 

different interpretation i.e. "'that the Country-born and 

Metis were implacable enemies and that the Country-born were 

anxious to trounce the Metis at every possible opportunity" 

(Pannekoek, 1976: 1J4). Given the cultural and religious 

identification of the Country-bor·n with the dominant British 

fragment culture, it seems more plausible that their alle

giance would have been towards the Canadian side in the 

dispute. 

When in 1869 the Hudson's Bay Company agreed to sell 

the territory known as Rupert's Land (including the Red River 

settlement) to Canada, the Metis, under the leadership of the 

well educated and eloquent Louis Riel, revolted. Neither 



inf'ormed nor consul ted about the transfer of control, and 

fearful of' the massive immigration they expected to come 
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from the east, the Metis set up their own Provisional Govern

ment with Riel as its president. In March, 1870 they 

presented their demands to Ottawa : the new terri tory should 

enter Confederation as a self-governing province; there 

should be guarantees for the French language and Catholic 

religion modelled upon those prevailing in Quebec; the M{tis 

should r'8ceive a land-grant settlement to extinguish the 

aboriginal title they had inherited from their Indian for

bears i and there should be a complete amnesty for all acts 

commi tted during the insurr'8ction, including the execution 

of a Canadian, Thomas Scott, who had tried to overthrow the 

Riel regime (Flanagan, 1979' 30). 

The Manitoba Act of 1870 while going some way to 

satisfying the rebels demands, in the long run left the M§tis 

in a worse condition. As they had feared, waves of predom

inantly English-speaking Protestant settlers flocked into 

the new province of Manitoba and it was not long before 

they became the dominant element in the Red River community. 

1Jforse still, the land grant was slow in implementation and 

when it did come it was designed to facilitate quick sale 

to land speCUlators. In light of these circumstances many 

Metis began to move west. "By 1885 the remnant of the Me'tis 

in Mani toba was only 7 per cent 01' Manitoba's total popu-

la tiona Ontario born residents outnumbered them 5 to 1, 
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and many of these newcomers were living on land which M6tis 

people had occupied fifteen years before" (Sprague, 1980: 83). 

Before discussing the 188.5 Rebellion (and given the 

overarching comparative perspective of our' study) it is worth 

noting that there was also an Irish dimension to the Riel 

saga. The ancient animosities that pitted (and pit) native 

Gaelic-Catholics against Protestant Ulstermen in Ireland also 

have their place in Canadian history. The nineteenth century 

emigrants who sailed across the Atlantic in search of a 

better future brought their assiduously nurtured grievances 

along with them. "Orangeism and anti-Irish Catholicism also 

flourished in the Maritime Provinces and in Ontario I espe

cially in Irish Protestant-dominated Toronto, known as the 

'Belfast of America, I in part for the frequency of local 

Orange-Green confrontations" (Miller, 1985: J2J). 

The execution of the Orangeman, Thomas Scott, on the 

orders of the Provisional Government produced a hysterical 

reaction among Protestant Orangemen in Ontario. Stanley calls 

the death of Scott " .. the spark which relighted the embers of 

sectarian controversy" (1960: 145). In Toronto a huge open

air meeting was held to protest the injustices perpetrated 

upon the Red River "loyalists." A reward of $5,000 was offered 

for the arrest of Riel. During the debate on the Mani toba Act 

in May of 1870 Ontario Members of Parliament - especially 

those with Orange Lodge associations - complained· that Canada 

had been humiliated. 



Despi te reaching a negotiated settlement of the 

Metis grievances, the Dominion government alsQ felt it 

necessary to dispatch a military expedition of Ontario 

Volunteers under the command of' Colonel G.J. Wolseley to 

restore order in the province. "In spite of the fact that 

Wolseley. in his proclamation, had declared that his force 

represented no party, either in religion or politics, one 

of the f'irst actions of the Ontario Volunteers was to 

establish an Orange Lodge" (Stanley, 1960. 165). What hap

pened following the arrival of' the Canadian troops has been 

described as a "reign of' terror" in which the Orangemen 

.... . went up and down the country drunk with rage and alcohol. 

The M6tis, not cautious enough to avoid them, were instantly 

insul ted. A number of women and girls were molested ... '.' 

(cited in Adams, 1975. 62). In this atmosphere of heightened 

tension and fear an Engli sh mixed blood, James Tanner, was 

killed apparently because he "had gained the eruni ty of the 

ultra-Orange and Ontario faction" (Stanley, 1960. 165). 

It is hardly surprising that Riel, as a Catholic 

Meti, would look much more favourably upon the Green rather 

than the Orange cause. Flanagan writes that " .. . compassion 

for the Irish as fellow uni'ortuna tes alongside the French 

Canadians wi thin the British empire was to be a hallmark of 

his (Riel's) thinking" (1979.8). During the Manitoba insur

rection the violently anti-British,W.B. O'Donoghue,was Riel's 

colleague and Treasurer in the Provisional Government. In 



September 1871 f the Metis voiced their concerns about the 

failure of the Canadian government to fulfill its pledges, 

particularly over the question of amnesty, and went so far 
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as to send a peti tien to President Grant of the United States 

asking him to interc ada on their behalf. 0 I :Donoghue I who 

carried the petition to Washington, found ,Ii ttle support 

forthcoming and turned instead to the Fenian Brotherhood. 

The Fenians were only t~o willing to take up arms against 

Bri tish Canada and in October 1871 they sent a military force 

across the border. 

Had the lVI~tis risen again and joined forces with 

the Fenians, there is Ii ttle doubt that they would have been 

able to regain control in Manitoba. Moreover, Q'Donoghue, 

knowing the extent of' dissatisfaction among the ·M~tis, was 

confident that he would be received with open arms (see 

Tremaudan, 192). 1)6-7, Stanley, 1960. 165). In the event, 

Riel, whose support was crucial for the success of the 

venture, not only refused to cooperate with the rebels but 

threw his weight behind the Canadians. Although he was 

probably motivated by the hope that this show 01' solidarity 

wi th the authori ties would lead to concessions, Riel was 

disappointed (see Stanley, 1960. 167, Flanagan, 1979. ))). 

Thereafter, he became progressively disillusioned with the 

idea that he could expect leniency from the goverment. He 

was elected three times to the House of Commons but could 

never take his seat because the outstanding reward for his 
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capture made it unsafe for him to go to Ottawa. In April of' 

1874 he was expelled from the House following a motion put 

by th~ Conservative member, Mackenzie Bowell, who also hap

pened to be the Grand Master of the Orange Association 

(Stanley, 1960. 170). Finally, in 1875 he was amnestied but 

only on condition of five years banishment from Canada. 

During these years in exile in the United States 

Riel began to think seriously about org~nizing another rebel

lion in which the key elements would be the French and 

English mixed bloods, the Indians eLf the prairie tribes, the 

French Canadians of Quebec, and the Fenians. This confeder

ation of the dispossessed, Riel felt, represented "the forces 

of goodness throughout the world, presently in bondage to 

the powers of evil,· but destined to triumph under his leader

ship" (see Flanagan, 1979. 48, 99, 104, 109). 

Clearly, there are similarities between Riel's 

grand design and millenarian or chiliastic movements such as 

the Ghost Dance of the Sioux in the 1890s. Such phenomena are 

associated with periods 01' disaster and cultural destruction 

when social groups come under enormous stress. Almost always 

they 1'all prey to the influence of a prophet figure or 

messiah who is able to interpret the sufferings of the people 

and promise them relief and salvation through a great 

purifying revolution to overturn the status· quo (see Barkun., 

1974, Flanagan, -1979. 178-86). 

The Red River Rebellion and its postscript led to an 
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exodus of Metis from the Red River colony. The perception 

that the government had r'eneged on i te promises and the 

disdain with which they were looked upon by the settlers 

helped convince them that their best hope lay in moving west. 

Consequently, by the early 1880s a string of Metis settle

ments had sprung up along the Saskatchewan valley. From the 

very beginning the Metis began to submit complaints to the 

federal government. Between 1878 and 1884 they submitted 84 

peti tions to Ottawa requesting better conditions and better 

services, none of which were answered (Adams, 1975: 85). 

Although the documents dealt with many items, the one theme 

that was ever-present was the land question. Flanagan summa

rizes their position thus: 

The half-breeds are an aboriginal people who, along 
with the Indians were the original owners of Rupert's 
Land. Their original title must be extinguished in 
the North-West, as it was in Mani to ba. through a 
land grant. In the meantime lit is unjust to limit 
their access to timber resources of which they are 
still the true owners. Also I as original settlers I 
they should be allowed free patent for lands they 
have already occupied. (Flanagan, 198J: 6) 

In May 1884 a delegation of Metis was dispatched 

to Montana where Riel was exiled to consult with him and to 

invite him to participate in their movement. Given the 

intensi ty of his commitment to the Metis cause and his 

personal sense of mission there was no doubt as to the out

come of the meeting. Riel agreed to lead the agitation in the 

North-West Territories. During his years in exile it seems 

that Riel had had some form of spiritual awakening which 
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caused him to question certain aspects of traditional Cathol

icism and to begin to view the M~tis as a "Chosen People" 

(Flanagan, 1983: 6-7), The initial consequence of his own 

personal transformation was that the M~ti leader found him

self incarcerated in mental asylums in Quebec for about two 

years. In the longer run, the effect was to ensure that when 

the 1885 Rebellion took place, Riel had long since lost the 

support of' the Catholic clergy (see Stanley, 1960, )16-17). 

Indeed, during his 'trial a number of' priests testified 

against him and even wrote a "collective manifesto" to the 

people ,of Quebec stating that Riel was not worthy of' their 

support because of his inexcusable transgressions against 

the church (Adams, 1975: 124). 

When the M€tis eventually took up arms in March 1885 

they did so virtually alone. The English mixed bloods and 

settlers would not make common cause with them, and the 

plains Indians, as we have seen, preferred to act indepen

dently. The Dominion government responded to the Me-tis revolt 

by putting into the field a force of 8,000 men or "one 

soldier or policeman equipped with the latest weapons for 

every five persons in the Northwest, including women and 

children." Even so, the Metis fighters, who probably numbered 

no more than two or three hundred, gained som~ notable vic

tories, as at the Battle of Duck Lake on March 26 and Fish 

Creek on April 24 (Adams, 1975' 101-10S). Against such odds, 

however, it was only a matter of time befor'e the resistance 
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stand trial rather than to flee the country. 
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The fate of the Meti leader furnishes us with yet 

another argument against the thesis that Canadian Indian 

policy was furldamentally humane and compassionate. The trial, 

like the accused, remains a subject of controversy to this 

day. In one of the most damning accounts Howard Adams I a 

Mati himself, suggests that "Louis Riel's showcase trial 

was really a matter of going through the motions for· the 

sake of the news media and tha national public ... the major 

decisions in the trial had been predetermined" (Adams, 197.5: 

128). Even Thomas Flanagan, in a study which otheI'\folise 

purports to demonstrate that Riel had a fair trial, given the 

circumstances and the standards of the day, is forced to 

admit that Prime Minister Macdonald made a number of state

ments "which were either less or more than the full truth 1 " 

implying, for instance, that the lV1~tis had never tried to 

peti tion the government (Flanagan, 1983: 135). Moreover, in 

analysing the government's handling of the medical commission 

which was appointed to investigate Riel's sanity before he 

was hanged, he paints a lurid picture of dishonesty and 

corruption involving the deli bera te forging of doctunents 

(Flanagan, 1983: 145). In the end, of course, Riel ascended 

the scaffold and paid the ultimate price for daring to 

challenge the policies of the dominant culture. 



The Ingian Act 

As the Canadian Confederation grew in size it became 

necessary to consolidate existing legislation. This was 

accomplished with the passage of the Indian Act of' 187638 

which became the primary instrument of legislative control 

over Indians in Canada. In terms of its scope, this act was 

an unprecedented attempt to regulate Canadian Indians. T.R.L. 

MacInnes, a f'ormer Superintendent of Indian Af'f'airs, writes 

that: "Probably there is no other legislation which deals 

wi th so many and varied subjects in a single Act. It may be 

said indeed to deal with the whole lii'e of a people" 

(MacInnes, 1946, 388). 

However, if the very comprehensiveness of the act 

represented a new departure, the same could not be said of 

its underlying purposes. The Indian Act, perhaps the single 

most important statute in Indian affairs I is also a shining 

example of the assimilationist policy which the Canadian 

libeml fragment deemed to be the only course open for the 

nation's indigenous population. A.G. Harper in an article in 

which he waxes lyrical about the Indian Act and its superi

ori ty over United States Indian law I describes for us what he 

considers to be the outstanding merit of the Act, that it is 

38. See Venne, 1981: 24-52 for the text of the 
Indian Act. 1876. S.C. 1876, c.18 (J9 Vict.) 



"a systematic body of statute law enacted in support of a 

def'ini te Indian policy. That policy ... is to train Indians 
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to support themselves wi thin the framework of Canadian econ

omy, to lead them to adopt Christianity, and to merge them 

ul timately into the dominant culture of' Canada" (Harper, 

1946.298). 

The Indian Act presumes to intrude into the eco ... 

nomic, political, cultural, educational and social lives of 

Canada's native peoples. The second clause of the statute 

sets the paternalistic tone of the document by deSignating 

that "The Minister of the Interior shall be Superintendent 

General of Indian Affairs and shall be gover·ned in the super

vision of the said affairs and in the control and management 

of the reserves, lands, moneys and proper'ty of Indians in 

Canada by the provisions of the Act." Even in an otherwise 

laudatory account of Canadian Indian policy, Harper admits 

that " ... the Act is a non-democratic doctunent because it 

reflects so 1i ttle faith in the Indians" (Harper, 1946. J1J). 

One hundred years and. many amendments later, the Indian Act, 

with its autocratic tone and its ab.!?orptive objectives, 

continues to be the foundation of the Canadian government's 

policy towards the Indian people. 

Amidst the panoply of controls, prohibitions and 

restrictions contained in the Act, Canada I s indigenes were 

also provided with a definition of who they were, in case 

they had any doubts. Thus, according to the statute : 
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"the term 'Indian' means First. Any male person of Indian 

blood reputed to belong to a particular band. Secondly. Any 

child of such person. Thirdly. Any woman who is or was law

fully married to such person" (S.C. 1876 3.J). Thus, the 

Act served to deny matrilineal Indian societies, such as the 

Iroquois, where the descent of' a child is traced through the 

mother's line. Also it has meant that Indian women who 

marry non-Indians lose their Indian sta tUB, as do their 

children. Conversely, a white woman who marries a registered 

Indian becomes an Indian in law, as do her children. Two 

other groups of people are also specifically disentitled 

by the Indian Act - the Metis and those Indians who became 

disenfranchised. Today, the position of Canada I s N on-S tatus 

Indians who may number half a million remains precarious 

(Frideres, 198): 82). In.practice, the status provisions 

of the Indian Act are administered by a registrar employed 

by the Department of Indian Affairs, while the power of the 

bands or band councils over the make-up of their membership 

is strictly limited (Bartlett, 1978, 591). 

The 1876 Act included a section on enfranchisement, 

a process by which the Indian demonstrated how "civilized" 

he had become by renouncing his Indian heritage. A novel 

device, the location ticket, was to be his literal ticket 

into mainstream white society. According to the statute, an 

individual band member who had been assigned ,an allotment 

of land by the band for the purpose of enfranchisement, 



could apply to the Superintendent General who would make 

a decision on that person's suitability. Such a judgement 

would be based on " •.• the degree of civilization to which 
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he or she has attained, and the character for integrity, 

morality and sobriety which he or she bears .. " (S.C. 1876, 

86). On passing this first test, the Indian received a form 

of title, known as a location ticket, and then commenced a 

three year or longer probationary period, at the end of 

which the Superintendent General, if satisfied that an 

Indian was ready to take his place in Eura-Canadian society, 

could grant him title to the land. 

Ap<:,-rt from this classically Lockean method of assim

ilation through adoption of the European notion of private 

property, the Indian was offered another, quicker, route 

to enfranchisement. To get on this fast track, all that was 

needed was a uni versi ty degree in medicine, lawaI' any other 

discipline, or ordination as a Christian minister, and .i.2§.Q 

facto enfranchisement was conferred. 

The logic of the enfranchisement provisions of the 

Indian Act was inescapable. By applying for and securing the 

"gi1't" of en1'ranchisement the Indian would become an indi

vidual proper·ty owner', his property being the section of 

the reserve that the band alloted him. Consequently, if all 

the individual Indians took this course 01' action, and it 

was possible for the band by majority vote to enfranchise 

all its members, the end result would be that the reserves 
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would cease to exist. The irony has not been lost on Tobias 

who comments that l "The first piece of comprehensive legis

lation by which the goverrunent exercised its exclusive 

jurisdiction over Indians and Indian lands had as its pur

pose the eventual extirpation of this jurisdiction by doing 

away with those per sons, and lands that fell wi thin the cate

gory of Indians and Indian lands" (Tobias in Getty and 

Lussier, eds., 1983: 45). 

The 1876 Act consolidated existing legislation re-

garding band government. The introduction of municipal 

insti tutions in Indian internal government had been provided 

for in the 1869 Act for the Gradual Enfranchisement of 

Indians and the Better Management of Indian Affairs. 39 Sec

tion 10 of this Act included provisions allowing for the 

election of chief's to three year terms of' office. They were 

also subject to removal by the Governor "for dishonesty, 

intemperance or immorality" (S.C. 1869, 10). Apart from 

being saddled with an elective system which ran counter to 

Indian tradition, the "Chief or Chief's of any Tribe in 

Council" were authorized, "subject to confirmation by the 

Governor in Council" to frame regulations in stipulated 

ar'eas which included such monumental power's as "the pre

vention of' trespass by cattle" (S.C. 1869, 12). 

39. See Venne. "1981' 11-15 for the text of An Act 
f'or the gradual enfranchisement of' Indians, the better 
management of' Indian affairs, and to extend the provisions 
of the Act 31st Victoria. Chapter 42. S.C. 1869. c.6 (J2-
JJ Vict.) 
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That the Canadian Indians were not over enthused 

about the changes that they were being required to .m.ake in 

their tribal organization may be deduced from the initial 

lack of' progress that was made. William Spragge, the Deputy 

Superintendent in 1870, reported to his superiors that 

apathy could be accounted for "from the fact that the Indian 

mind is in general slow to accept improvements, until much 

time is consumed in discussion and reflection. And it would 

be premature to consider that the bands are averse to the 

elective principle, because they are backward in perceiving 

the privileges which it confers" (cited in Suttees, 1971: 

76) . 

In 1880 the Indian Act was amended to "encourage" 

the adoption of the elective system.40 Section 72 of the Act 

enunciated quite clearly the extent to which Indian indepen

dence had been eroded : "Whenever the Governor in Council 

deems it advisable for the good goverrunent of a band to 

introduce the election system of chiefs, he may by Order in 

Council provide that the chiefs of any band of Indians shall 

be elected ..• " The same article also stipulated that chiefs 

selected in the traditional manner would not be allowed to 

continue to exercise th,eir powers, if an electoral system 

was imposed by the Canadian authorities, unless of course 

they ran for and were elected to office (S.C. 1880, 72). 

40. See Venne, 1981: 56-87 for the text of An Act to 
amend and consolidate the laws representing Indians, 1880. 
S.C. 1880, c.18 (43.Vict.) 
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This full-scale attack on traditional Indian governmental 

practices, then, must be seen as an integral part of' an 

overall Canadian fragment strategy of "de-Indianization." 

Finally, the 1880 Act also included an administrative change. 

A new branch of the civil service was created, the Department 

of Indian Affairs. The Minister of _the Interior, however, 

continued as Superintendent General of Indian Affairs and 

pre sided over the new department. 

The 1884 Indian Advancement Act41 was a natural 

corollary to preceding legislation. Its objective was stated 

in the House of Commons by Sir John A. McDonald : "This Bill 

is to provide that in those larger reserves where the 

Indians are more advanced in education, and feel more self

confident, more willing to undertake power and self-govern-" 

ment, they shall elect the councils much the same as whites 

do in the neighbouring townships" (quoted in Bartlett, 1978: 

596). The Act did sanction some minor increases in the 

powers of the band council. It was given the power to levy 

property taxes on the reserve I and its policing and public 

heal th responsibilities were increased. 

Concessions such as these I however, were really 

qui te meaningless when placed against the incredible array 

of privileges bestowed upon the Superintendent General or 

41. See Venne, 1981: 102-106 for the text of An Act 
for conferring certain privileges on the more advanced Bands 
of the Indians of Canada, with the view of training them for 
the exercise of municipal powers, 1884. S.C. 1884, c.28 
(47 Viet.) 
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his agent. To begin with, it was again entirely up to the 

discretion of the officials as to whether any band was 

deemed sufficiently advanced enough to be allowed to prac

tice the municipal form o:f government. They were also 

empowered to call and supervise elections. Section 9 of' the 

Act was the piece Qg 1& "resistance, however, for this 

empowers the Indian agent to call and choose the Ioea tion 

of band meetings, to preside over them, to record them, to 

adjourn them, to address them and to advise them on their 

powers and duties. The reality was that, despite being 

barred from voting, the Indian agent to all intents and 

purposes controlled the band council. As Bartlett correctly 

observes, the Indian Advancement Act n •• • suffered .in 

extremis from the misguided rationale of all the Canadian 

legislation concerning self-government. The Act did not 

recognize that the encouragement of municipal forms of 

self-government cannot succeed when the power of control 

and management is denied those sought to be encouraged" 

(Bartlett, 1978. 597). 

Despi te Spragge' s 1870 suggestion that the Indians, 

were not averse to the elective principle but merely needed 

time to appreciate its merits, there was no great rush to 

adopt European governmental norms. Most bands refused to 

come under the Indian Advancement Act, and when elections 

were forced on them, they simply elected their traditional 

leaders. Since legislation allowed Canadian officialdom to 
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depose undesirables, they were duly deposed, and then often

times immediately re-elected by their persevering supporters 

(Tobias in Getty ahd Lussier, eds., 1983: 46). Not to be 

outdone, therefore, the authorities amended the Indian Act 

to prohibit precisely' such an occurrence (R.S.C. 1886, 

75.4).42 

The 1886 amendments to the Indian Act also contained 

a number of provisions indicating that all was not going 

according to plan as far as the government· s overall ci vili

zation strategy was concerned. Penal ties were outlined for 

Indians who were found "in a state of intoxication" or who 

frequented "disorderly houses" or who were involved in pres

ti tution. Not content with imposing the white man's version 

of how best to be economically uset'ul, to use and divide the 

land and to govern themselves, the Indians were now being 

given the white man's version of morality. 

Particular opprobrium was levelled at the plains 

tribes and the Indians of British Columbia who persisted, as 

American Indian tribes did, in practicing their ancient 

customs and rituals. Thus, in the very same year that the 

Unl ted States Congress authorized government agents to coop-

erate with local missionaries in suppressing native religions, 

the third clause of the 1884 act amending the 1880 Indian Act 

42. See Venne, 1981: 107-165 for the text of An Act 
respecting Indians, 1886. R.S.C. 1886, c.4J. 
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outlawed the Potlatch feast and the Tamanawas dance, 4 :3 both 

of them central features of the Indian I social organization 

and cultural life (Fisher, 1977= 207). That these prohibitive 

regulations were passed at a time when the Metis and some of 

the plains tribes were attempting to challenge Dominion 

policy, cannot be purely coincidental. 

Central to the Ii beral fragment approach I in Canada 

as in the United States, was the fervent belief' in the effi-

cacy of educa"tion as a means of solving the "Indian problem." 

In both countries too, education was very much linked with 

missionary work. Following the Davin Report of 1879, which 

gave education a national priority and opened new sources of 

funding to the churches in Canada, education came to over

shadow all other types of' activity. All denominations that 

had been seriously involved in Indian missions greatly 

expanded their educational programs during the 1880s and 

1890s. Of the thr'ee types of schools that predominated, most 

day schools, and all boardIng and industrial schools were 

run by the missions, with government financial aid. Again, 

as we have seen in the United States, the prevailing view 

was that the boarding and industrial schools (the latter 

almost inevitably located in distant cities or towns) were 

to be preferred to the day schools. Dr. Andrew B. Baird, who 

was responsible for the general supervision of Presbyterian 

43. See Venne, 1981, 93-101 for the text of An Act 
to amend the Indian Act, 1880. S. C. 1884, e. 27 (47 Viet. ) 



work among the Indians, expressed the classical North 

American fragment view : "In the industrial school the 

children are withdrawn for long periods - and the longer 
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the better - from the degrading suuroundings of their pagan 

homes, and placed under the direct influence of all that is 

noblest and best in our Christian oi vilization ... " (oi ted in 

Grant, 1984~ 178). Grant notes that those residential 

schools were not simply involved in the task of instruction 

but rather, by seeking to change work habits and personality 

patterns, were "geared for a total impact on the child" 

(1984, 178), 

lis we might expect, Indian parents were_ horrified by 

the prospect of handing over the education of their children 

to the whites, and were particularly distressed at the idea 

of sending their o'ffspring far away from the reserve. Worse 

still, conditions in the mission schools left much to be 

desired. "Deaths were so frequent at the Anglican schools 

among the Blackfeet as to lead to public controversy. and 

similar conditions existed elseWhere" (Grant, 1984: 180). To 

combat native hostility which was often expressed by their 

simply refusing to send the children to school, the Dominion 

authori ties took action. In 1894 amendments to the Indian 

Act authorized the Governor-in-Council to make whatever 

regulations on the school question he thought necessary 

and empowered him to c ommi t children to the boarding and 
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industrial schools (S.C. 1894, 11).44 

Grant, in his study of Christian misionaries and the 

Indians in Canada, point~ out that there were diff'erences 

in Roman Catholic and Protestant attitudes. "Francophone 

Roman Catholics, conscious of their minori ty status in both 

religion and language, sympathized with the desire of Indian 

communi ties to maintain their distinctiveness as cultural 

entities." Nevertheless, though Protestants might have been 

more zealous advocates of outright assimilation, Grant also 

demonstrates that Catholic missionaries "were equally 

committed to the venerable program of civilization and to 

the inculcation of loyalty to Canada" (Grant, 1984: 184). 

Indeed, as we have seen, the French Catholic clergy were 

anything but vocal in their support for Louis Riel in 1885. 

The tUrn of' the century brought even more popula

tion pressure to bear on the already beleaguered Native 

Canadian people (see Table XI). In this situation the 

reserves came to be viewed as detrimental to both Indians 

and whi te5. To administrators, the reserve concept appeared 

to have outlived its usefulness. Instead of preparing 

Indians for eventual assimilation it served as a protective 

cocoon which hindered their entrance into mainstream soci-

ety. Moreover, the continued existence of reserves acted 

as a brake on economic development since they inhi bi ted the 

44. See Venne, 1981: 164 for amendments to the 
Indian Act, 1894. s.c. 1894, c.32. 
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Table XI. Annual Immigration to Canada, 1904-13 

Year NUmber 

1904 142,266 

1905 189,064 

1906 (9 months) 124,667 

1907 262,469 

1908 146,908 

1909 208,794 

1910 311,084 

1911 354,237 

1912 402,4]2 

1913 384,878 

Source Melling, 1967: 51 
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growth of towns and cities and prevented the exploitation 

of natural resources. Thus, at approximately the same moment 

in time that the United States, with the General Allotment 

Act and subsequent measures, began a concerted campaign 

to divide up the reservations and to make it easier for 

Indians to lease and sell their lands, the Canadian govern

ment also began to focus on the various' conditions under 

which na ti ves could be divested of their land. 

The initial attack on the reserves began in the 

18906 when the Superintendent General was given power to 

lease land for revenue purposes. Amendments were made to 

ease the permanent alienation of reserve land by allowing 

the government to distribute in cash up to ,50 per cent of 

the value of the land as inducement for a surrender for 

sale. The Superintendent General was also given the power 

to lease Indian land without having a surrender for purposes 

of mineral exploration, to expropriate for right-af-ways 

for highways and provincially chartered railways, and to 

lease for revenue fam lands said not to "be used by Indians. 

A mechanism was also devised to deal with situations where 

reserves wi thin the boundaries of a city could be abolished 

when it was found to be in the Indian and public interest 

(see Tobias in Getty and Lussier, eds., 198): 49). 

Enfranchisement was one of the central planks in 

the government's civilization policy. However, Native 

Canadians did not share the administration' s enthusiasm. 
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"In the period between 1857 when the enfranchisement process 

was :first enacted and 1920, only slightly more than '250 

persons were enfranchised" (Tobias in Getty and Lussier ads. 

1983: 49). !I!o counter this unsatisfactory state of affairs 

a series of amendments were made to the Indian Act to make 

enfranchisement easier. The culmination of' this process was 

a govermnental decision allowing f9r the first time the 

compulsory enfranchisement of Indians (S.C. 1919-20, 107.1)~5 
It was now possible for the Superintendent General to appoint 

a Board of Inquiry which would ascertain and recommend on 

the fi tness of' an Indian person or persons for enfranchise-

ment. By hook or by crook the Indian would be enfranchised. 

If his band rei'used to cooperate in naming a representati va 

to the Board of Inquiry, the Superintendent General would 

name one for him. 

The onslaught on Indian tradition also continued 

unabated. A 1914 amendment directed at the plains Indians 

prohibited participation "in any Indian dance outside the 

bounds of his own reserve, or ... in any show, exhibition. 

performance, stampede or pageant in aboriginal costume 

wi thout the consent of' the Superintendent General of 

Indian Affairs or his authorized Agent ... " (S.C.1914)~6 In 

45. See Venne, 1981: 212 for amendments to the 
Indian Act, 1906. S.C. 1919-20, c.50. 

46. See Venne, 1981' 2)0 for amendments to the 
Indian Act, 1906. S.C. 1914, c.35. 



1927 the federal government once again consolidated the 

Indian Act. This 1927 Act was amended in 1933 to outlaw 

the traditional "Give Away" ceremonials (an obvious affront 

to the fragment conception of private property), and any 

celebrations which involved wounding or mutilating dead 

or living human beings or animals. 

Up until 1945 the Canadian government was pre

occupied with the problems arising out of the economic 

depression and with the events of World War Two. It was 

not until the end of the war that any further interest 

was shown in the state of Indian affairs. In 1946 a Special 

Joint Committee of the Senate and House of Commons was 

created to study the 1927 Indian Act and make suggestions 

for change. After two years deliberation the committee 

recommended that the Act be repealed and almost totally 

amended. 

The 1951 Indian Act oli the surface seemed to 

reflect a new approach to Indian policy. Enfranchisement 

was facilitated by the elimination 01' the probationary 

period and the requirement for location tickets. Henceforth, 

enfranchisement would be granted to an Indian applicant 

if the Minister of Indian Affairs wa.s satisfied that the 

Indian: 

a) is of the full age of 21 years 
b) is capable of assuming the duties and responsi

bili ties oj'" oi tizenship 
0) when en1'ranohised, will be capable of supporting 

himself and his dependents (S.C. 1951. 108.1). 
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Other provisions appeared to reduce governmental control 

over local affairs on the reserves, and to increase the 

imposi tion of' provincial laws and standards on the Indians~7 

These changes in the most overtly unsatisfactory aspects of 

the Indian Act reflected postwar concerns about social 

issues in Canada generally, and in the Indian condition in 

particular. Yet for all that the f'undamental premise of 

the policy remained assimilation. "The accomplishment of 

the 1951 statute was the removal of' the most paternalistic 

excesses in governmental authority introduced in the first 

half' of the 20th century. It in no way, however, conferred 

any power resembling self-determination or self-government 

upon the Indians" (Bartlett, 1978, 587). 

The 1969 White Paper 

In 1961 a second Joint Comrni ttee of' the Senate and 

House of' Commons reported its .findings on Indian affairs. 

The report reflected the traditional integrative approach 

but in recognizing that all was not well in Indian country 

it did serve to arouse public concern about the plight of 

the nation's first inhabitants. In 1963, responding to 

poli tical pressure, the Canadian government commissioned 

the first full-scale national survey of the conditions of 

Indians in Canada (see Weaver, 1981: 20-24). The Hawthorn 

47. See Venne, 1981, 315-354 :for the text o:f an Act 
respecting Indians, 1951. S.C. 1951, c.29 (15 George VI). 
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Report, which was released in 1966, among other things 

documented the high drop out rates of Indian school 

children, and the widespread conditions of poverty, 

unemployment and underemployment among Canada' s indigenes. 

Of particular relevance were the report's conclusions 

concerning the special status of Canadian Indians. Indians, 

it was argued, should be allowed to choose whether they 

wished to remain in their own communi ties or leave them, 

and assimilation should not be imposed on them. The job 

of the government was to protect the Indians' special 

status, while at the same time pr"oviding the services 

that were so necessary if their candi tions were to improve. 

In a memorable phrase, that was later to be taken up by 

Native Canadian leaders, the report maintained that: 

"Indians should be regarded as • Ci tizen Plus '; in addition 

to the normal rights and duties of' oi tizenship, Indians 

possess certain additional rights as charter members of 

the Canadian community"(cited in Waubageshig, ed., 1974: .5). 

This view was decidedly not shared by the new 

Canadian Prime Minister, Pierr'e Trudeau, who was elected 

to off'ice in 1968. This was all the more important since, 

as Weaver states, "Trudeau's personal philosophy on French 

cuI ture and federalism was. a potent force in the formation 

of Indian policy" (1981'53). By the time the Liberal 

government took power there was a widespread public percep

tion that something needed to be done to address the "Indian 
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problem II , the extent of which had been revealed in the 

Hawthorn Report. However, the strategy that the 'Trudeau 

government now put before the Canadian people was anything 

but innovative, it was a return to assimilation a.s.a.p. 

Because of' personal philosophy and the rea1i ties 

o~ the Canadian poli tical environment in the la te 19608, 

Trudeau was totally opposed to the notion of "citizen plus." 

The new prime minister, despite or perhaps because of his 

own French Canadian heritage, was committed to that very 

same liberal ideology that, we have argued, remains at 

the root of Canadian and United States Indian policy. 

Trudeau was indeed a card carrying' Lockean Ii beral sworn 

to uphold the individual, equality and freedom and viscer

ally opposed to special, and therei'ore discriminatory, 

treatment of groups within society. In a speech at Vancouver 

in August, 1969 shortly ai'ter the release of the infamous 

Whi te Paper, Trudeau stated his position clearly: 

We can go on treating the Indians as having a 
special status. We can go on adding bricks of 
discrimination around the ghetto in which they 
live and at the same time perhaps helping them 
preserve certain cultural traits and certain 
ancestral rights. Or we can say that youlre at 
a crossroads - the time is now to decide whether 
the Indians will be a race apart in Canada or 
whether it will be Canadians 0:1' full status. And 
this is a dif'f'icult choice ..• Itls inconceivable, 
I think, that in a given society one section of 
the society have a treaty with .the other section 
of the society. We must all be equal undel" the 
laws and we must not sign treaties amongst our
selves ..• 

I:!uoted in Ponting and Gibbins, 1980, 27-28) 
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Trudeau I s views on the position of Canadian Indians 

were consistent with his attitude towards the French 

Canadian separatist movement which was beginning to emerge 

to challenge the notion of the Canadian Coni'ederation. In 

a major work on the subject, Federalism and the French 

Canadians, Trudeau took the offensive against those who 

called for complete sovereignty and independence for Quebec. 

He argued that for economic, social and cultural reasons 

the withdrawal of French Canadians from Canada was inad

missable. A "national state of Fr"ench Canadians", an entity 

based on cultural attributes, would in his view, "inevitably 

become chauvinistic and intolerant" (1968: 4, 29). Further, 

he contended that excessive cuI tural protection was not 

necessarily beneficial since it might lead to a "hot-house" 

cuI tUre unabl e to face outside competition (1968: 23). For 

Trudeau the "two nations!! concept was a dangerous one, 

rather he exhorted French Canadians to "abandon their role 

of oppressed nation and decide to participate boldly and 

intelligently in the Canadian experience" (1968: 31). 

Thus, at a time when Canadian Indians might have 

expected to see a major break with the policies of the past 

they found themselves faced with a French Canadian Prime 

Minister who embodied English fragment liberalism and was 

adamantly opposed to the idea of special treatment of 

collecti ve cuI tux-al entities wi thin society. Harold Cardinal 

suggests that Indian policy in this period must be seen in 
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the context of "Trudeau I s obsession and preoccupation with 

the separatist question in Quebec ••• our treaties have been 

misunderstood because of' the tug-oi'-war between French and 

English Canada" (Cardinal, 1977' 147) • 

. The approach to Canadian Indian policy that was 

enunciated in mid-1969 followed logically from the liberal 

philosophical premises that we have outlined. On June 25, 

1969 Jean Chretien, Minister of Indian Af':rairs and Northern 

Development, tabled "A Statement of the Goverment of 

Canada on Indian Policy" in the House of Commons. 48 The 

statement or White Paper, as it soon became known, advocated 

far-reaching changes in the administration of Indian affairs 

and in, the legislative framewo~k that governed Indian-white 

relations. The opening lines of the Foreword set the tone of 

the document: 

The Government believes that its policies must lead 
to the full, free and non-discriminatory partici
pation of the Indian people in Canadian society. 
Such a goal requires a break with the past. It 
requires that the Indian people's role of dependence 
be replaced by a role of equal status, opportunity 
and responsi bili ty t a role they can share wi th all 
other Canadians. (White Paper, 1969, 5) 

From the very beginning the document states unequiv

ocally the government's belief that the contemporary Indian 

predicament is a "product of history" and specifically of 

the misguided policy of' special status.: "Special treatment 

has made of the Indians a community disadvantaged and apart" 

48. Presented to the first session of the twenty
eighth Parliament, June 1969, Ottawa. 
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(Whi te Paper, 1969. J). To rectify the mistakes o:f the past 

and to put Indians on the path towards "full and equal 

participation in the cultural, social, economic and poli t-

ical life of Canada" the government proposed: 

1 that the legislative and constitutional bases of 
discrimination be removed, 

2 that there be posi ti ve recognition by everyone 
of the unique contribution of Indian culture to 
Canadian life; 

3 that services come through the same channels and 
from the same government agencies for all Canadians; 

4 that those who are furthest behind be helped most, 

.5 that lawful obligations be recognized; 

6 that control of Indian lands be transferred to 
the Indian people. (White Paper, 1969. 6) 

To establish the above framework the goverrunent was 

prepared to take the following steps: 

1 Propose to Parliament that the Indian Act be 
repealed and take such legislative steps as may be 
necessary to enable Indians to control Indian lands 
and to acquire title to them. 

2 Propose to the governments of the provinces that 
they take over the same responsi bili ty for Indians 
that they have for other citizens in the provinces. 
The take-over would be accompanied by the transfer 
to the provinces of federal funds normally provided 
for Indian programs, augmented as may be necessary. 

J Make substantial funds available for Indian 
economic development as an interim measure. 

4 Wind up that part of the Department of Indian 
Affairs and Northern Development which deals with 
Indian Affairs. The residual responsibilities of 
the Federal Government for programs in the field of 
Indian affairs would be transferred to other 
appropriate federal departments. 

In addition, the Government will appoint a Commissioner 



to consult with the Indians and to study and recom
mend acceptable procedures for the adjudication of 
claims. (White Paper, 1969, 6) 
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Although touted as "the new policy" it might be argued 

that it was, in fact, an old policy, assimilation, dressed 

up in new olothes and with a deadline thrown in for good 

measure. It was expected that the bulk of the policy would 

be in effect wi thin ii va years. 

In the section of the paper dealing with claims and 

treaties, the pasi ti~n taken by the Trudeau government was 

anything but reassuring for those Indians who beli eyed that 

treaty obligations were a vi tal and ongoing element in the 

Federal-Indian relationship. To put it mildly, the govern

mental view of treaty rights, as expressed in the White 

Paper, was a limited one: 

The terms and effects of the treaties between the 
Indian people and the Government are widely mis
understood. A plain reading of' the words used in 
the treaties reveals the limited and minimal 
promises which were included in them ••• The signif
icance of the treaties in meeting the economic, 
educational, health and welfare needs of the Indian 
people has always been limited and will continue to 
decline. The services that have been provided go 
far beyond what could have been foreseen by those 
who signed the treaties. (White Paper, 1969. 11) 

Somewhat optimistically, we would have to say, the 

White Paper also included a final section on implementation 

which stressed the need for the participation of Indian 

regional, provincial and national organizations. Such 

associations would be the primary representatives of the 

individual bands. 
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The reaction in the House of Commons to Chretien 's 

statement of June 25 was generally favourable. Yet, the 

questions that were asked raised iSSU8.S that were to become 

more and more significant as the weeks and months elapsed. 

The Member 01' Parliament for Peace River, G.W. Baldwin, 

stated that: 

There is also bound to be apprehension among some 
of the Indian people. While the Indian Act and the 
federal authority have been unpopular, they have 
also been familiar. Their proposed removal will 
raise questions and concerns about Indian lands and 
other rights. In SOIDe cases the Indian people may 
not welcome the prospect of' having to rely upon 
provincial authori ties ..• The statement involves 
what would seem to be a limited interpretation of 
existing treaty rights, and a reluctance to deal 
with specific claims of aboriginal rights.49 

The cautious words of this one Canadian Member of 

Parliament were as nothing, however, compar:ed to the great 

outpouring of anger and scorn that was soon to surface in 

the Indian community. The initial statement of the National 

Indian Brotherhood released on June 26, 1969 charged that: 

The Minister's policy statement appears to be a 
departure from the year's consultations. We view 
this as a policy designed to divest us of our 
aboriginal, residual, and statutory rights. If we 
accept this policy, and in the process lose our 
rights and our lands we become willing partners in 
cultural genocide. This we cannot do. 

(cited in Duran. 1971,35) 

Dave Caurchene, President of the Manitoba Indian Brotherhood, 

told an Anglican General Synod : 

49. Canada, House of Commons Debates. First session 
of the twenty-eighth Parliament, 18 Elizabeth II. Vol. X 
1969. Indian Affairs, Statement by Minister of Government 
Policy. June 25. 1969' 10583. 



.•. It is a white man's white paper on Indians, 
cancel ved in isolation and as far as Indians are 
concerned aborted at birth ..• No single action by 
any Government since Confederation has aroused 
such a violent reaction from Indian people -
never have Indians felt so bitter and frustrated 
as they do today. (cited in Patterson, 1971' 178) 
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The most damning indictment of the Trudeau govern

ment's policy was to come from Harold Cardinal, President 

of the Alber·ta Indian Ass.ociation, in his scathing volume, 

The Unjust Society. Wasting no time on pleasantries, 

Cardinal launched his attack on the opening page of the 

book I deseri bing the goverment policy as Ita thinly 

disguised programme of extermination through assimilation" 

(1969, 1l. Although couched "in nice middle class platitudes" 

the pr'ogram was destined to lead "directly to cul tura.l 

genocide" (1969' 139). In the final chapters he dissects 

and rebutts point by point the White Paper's basic premises. 

concluding that the government's plea for Indian partici-

pation in the implementation of' the policy "is like asking 

the doomed man on the gallows if he would mind pulling the 

lever that trips the trap" (1969, 161l. 

Cardinal's withering denunciation of the White 

Paper was, in fact, to become the basis for the alternative 

set of proposals, known as the Red Paper, which were put 

forward by the Alberta Indian Association in June 1970. 

Taking its title from the "Citizens' Plus" idea contained 

in the Hawthorn Report, the Red Paper called for the recog

ni tion of Indian status, not its withdrawal; it stressed 
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the Federal government I s continuing responsibility f'or 

Indians and Indian lands and the sanctity of treaty rights; 

it decried the government I s "divide-and-rule" tactics in 

its White Paper position that "those who are furthest behind 

should be helped most"; it called for the reorganization of' 

the Indian Af'f'airs Department, a review of the Indian Act 

and the creation of an impartial Indian Claims Commission; 

and it called for increased educational and economic devel-

opment expenditure (Waubageshig, 1974, 9-26). 

Even before the Red Paper was announced the Canadian 

government found itself' on the dei'ensive in the face of 

mounting criticism. In a special debate on the White Paper 

in July 1969 Chretien was forced to respond to a barrage of 

complaints from Members of Parliament concerning such issues 

as lack of consultation with the Indians, the status of 

treaty and aboriginal rights, the Indian land question.J° 

The Minister was at pains to tell the House that the polidy 

was a proposal which the government was putting forward for 

public debate, and that they had no intention of rushing 

into implementation. At one point in the debate Chretien 

fell back on his own French fragment origins to respond to 

the charge that the White Paper would assimilate Indians 

out of existence: 

50. Canada, House of Conunons- -Debates. First session 
of the twenty-eighth Parliament, 18 Elizabeth II. Vol. X 
1969. Indian Affairs, Alleged Failure of Government to 
Consult Native People in Development of Policy, July 11, 
1969, 11123-11148. 



There is no such thing in Canada as "assimilation". 
I do not want anyone in Canada to be assimilated. 
No one will assimilate me. I am a different person, 
a Canadian who speaks French, but I want to share 
the advantages and responsi bili ties of' being a 
canadian. I know that it is passi ble for the Indians 
of' Canada to be canadians of Indian origin and share 
in the advantages and reponsi bili ties of' having 
Canadian 01 tizenship.51 

In the :l'all 0:1' 1969 and winter 0:1' 1970 Chr~tien 

and David A. Munro, the Assistant Deputy Minister for 
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Indian Consultation and Negotiation, attempted to reassure 

Indian gro"ups and their supporters that the White Paper was 

not set in stone and that the goverment I s approach was 
essentially flexible and ,pragmatic. The clearest indication 

that the White Paper was in deep trouble came with the 

Prime Minister's response to the Indian al ternati ve, 

Ci tizens' Plus. Trudeau openly acknowledged that his 

policy might have been "shortsighted or misguided" and 

seemed to suggest that the White Paper woUld not be pressed 

on the Indians (Weaver, 1981. 185). The policy was formally 

dropped by Chretien in a March 1971 speech when he armounced 

that: liThe Government does not intend to force progress 

along the directions set o~t in the poliey proposals of 

June 1969. The i'uture direction will be that which eroerges 

in meetings between Government and IndIan representatives 

and people" (Emphasis in original) .52 

51. Ibid. 11146 

52. "The Unfinished Tapestry - Indian Policy in 
Canada." A speech by Jean Chr-etien given at Queen's 
University, Kingston, Ontario, March 17, 1971. 
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It is not difficult to see the similarity between 

the strtegy that the Canadian government embarked upon with 

its 1969 White Paper and the United States' temination 

policies of' the 19505. The comparison was not lost on 

contemporary commentators such as Cardinal (1969, 133) and 

DUran (1971, 34), nor on Canadian spokesmen who went to 

great lengths to deny the parallels (see We\iver,. i981' 182). 

That both American and Canadian policy-makers concluded that 

their responsi bili ties for Indian affairs shoul.d be trans-

f'erred to the states or provinces should not surprise us 

given the argument that we have put forward concerning the 

strength of' the Lockean liberal impulses in both societies. 

What is more surprising perhaps is that the Canadian author

i ties should press on with their own brand of termination 

when the evidence was already clear that the program had 

been a complete fiasco in the United Stat.es. Marule, in a 

recent article on the subject, has this to say: 

Canadian government officials completely ignored 
the fifteen year experience with the same policy 
in the United States. This blatant disregarding 
of' facts, especially the serious consequences of 
such a policy for the Indian people, can only be 
interpreted to mean that officials concerned are 
deliberately engendering cultural genocide. It is 
inconceivable that such policies are still pursued 
out of mere ignorance and ethnocentrism. 

(Marule in Getz and Smith, eds., 1978, 111) 

Furthermore, Marule contends that, despite the 

official shelving of the Whi te Paper policy, various steps 

have been taken to bring about its implementation on a 

gradual basis. Thus, the effect of 1975 guidelines on 
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on Indian local goverrunent "was to impose more incorporated 

Indian authorities, reduce programme funding to bands, and 

add the threat of federal wi thdrawal from programme 

responsi bili ty" (1978, 109). Also she cites the Indian 

Economic Development Fund and the Central Mortgage and 

Housing Corporation Indian ,housing programme as further 

examples of' schemes Which the Canadian authorities have 

contrived as a means of forcing "band councils to establish 

Euro-Canadian institutions through which adoption of' muni

cipal government status and provincial jurisdiction is 

introduced on a piecemeal basis" (1978: 110). 

A particularly controversial issue which was brought 

to the fore by the promulgation of the White Paper was the 

question of Native Canadian land claims. As we have seen, 

an Indian Claims Commission had been established in the 

United States in 1946. In Canada, the Joint Committees of 

the Senate and House of Commons on the Indian Act and 

Indian Affairs which reported in 1948 and 1961 respectively, 

recommended establishing a similar body. Indian opposition 

to the proposed Commission Which like the American version 

would not be authorized to restore land but merely to make 

money awards, resulted in the shelving of the idea in 1965. 

The White Paper again proposed the esta bli shment of an 

Indian Claims Commission but it was made clear that it 

would be solely an advisory body and would not be empowered 

to recognize aboriginal rights claims. It did, however, 
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introduce the notion of recognition of lawful obligations, 

although such obligations were defined strictly, especially 

as they related to the interpretation of treaties (see 

Bossin in Morse ed., 1981: 76). 

Obviously the Indian view of their' aboriginal and 

treaty rights caused them to reject the minimalist position 

taken by the Canadian government. In August. 1973, the latter

made a substantial change in its position when it announced 

a willingness to negotiate claims based on unextinguished 

aboriginal title as well as the types of claims referred to 

in 1969. A major factor in this vol te ~ was the decision 

taken by the Supreme Court of _ Canada in January 1973 in 

Calder v. Attorney General of British Columbia. The judge

ment held that the Nishga Indians of British Columbia had 

an aboriginal title to their lands at the time of contact 

wi th Europeans, but the Court split on the question of' 

whether the aboriginal title still existed. At any rate, 

the significance of the decision was not lost on Prime 

Minister Trudeau who remarked that the case indicated that 

"perhaps" aboriginal peoples had more "legal rights" than 

the government h~d::considered when .they formulated the 

federal paper on Indian policy in 1969 (cited in A sch, 

1984, 64). 

As a result of' the August 1973 policy statement 

claims were divided into three categories: specific, 

comprehensive and claims of a different character. In July 
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1974 the Office of' Native Claims was established wi thin the 

Department of Indian and Northern Affairs to deal wi th 

Indian land claims. Between 1970 and 1983 the Federal 

government provided over $95 million in the f'orm of grants, 

contri butions and loans to aboriginal po Ii tical groups to 

conduct research into treaties and abpriginal rights and to 

develop and negotiate their comprehensive and specific 

claims. One of the most important settlements effected under 

the comprehensive claims policy was the James Bay and 

Northern Quebec Agreement by which native people would 

receive $75 million in cash over a ten year period, and 

a fUrther $75 million in royal ties f'rom a hydro-electric 

project, and further royalties f'rom other projects. In 

addition to a cash settlement the Indians and Inuit people 

were allocated lands for their exclusive use, hunting and 

fishing rights, and were promised strengthened self'

goverrnnent, control over education, and ownership of' 

renewable and non-renewable resources (see Frideres, 1983: 

110-113; Boldt and Long, eds" 1985: 12). 

In 1982 and 1983 specific claims were settled with 

the Penticton, Osoyoos, Clinton, West Bank, Squamish, and 

Okmagan bands in British Columbia alone. Meanwhile, tri

parti te negotiations between federal, provincial and Indian 

representatives continue with regard to specif'ic claims 

submitted by bands. Boldt and Long conclude that: 
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"The positive results of claims negotiations, in process 

and completed, over the past several years may indicate 

that the best hope for progress on aboriginal issues ' lies 

outside of the constitutional, judicial, and parliamentary 

process" (1985, 12). 

The Constitution Act..J,. 1982 

The position of' aboriginal groups in Canada was 

again placed on the national agenda at the beginning of 

1980 when Pr1me Minister Trudeau announced that his govern

ment would seek to patria te its constitution from Britain 

where it had resided in the 1867 British North America Act. 

The patriation process provided an opportunity for Canada's 

natives to press their claims for special treatment as the 

nation's first inhabitants. 

Indian groups began to lobby extensively both inside 

and outside Canada. In the British Parliament they secured 

the support of' the Labour Member for Walsall, Bruce George. 

The Labour backbencher was not unsympathetic. In December 

1980 he presented a paper entitled Human Rights and Indige

nous Peoples : A Neglected Dimension at the Atlantic 

Provinces Political Science Association meeting in Nova 

Scotia, Canada. In this essay he sought to draw attention 

to the plight of' the world I s tribal peoples whom he depicted 

as the poorest of' the poor. He f'orcef'ully advocated the 

extension of' human rights "to the countries prof'essedly 

democratic and Christian, having wi thin their boundaries 
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original peoples" (George, 1980, JJJ). At Westminster he 

was one of a group of' backbencher-s who pressed Margaret 

Thatcher's government, to deny patriation on the grounds 

that the Trudeau administration had f'ailed to recognize 

native aspire tiona. In a memorandum of December 1980 sub

mi tted to the Foreign Affairs Commi tte8 of the British 

House of Commons George stated that his appoai tion to 

patriation was based on: "1) A desire to see Native peoples 

more f'ully involved in the constitutional renewal process 

in Canada. 2) Greater recognition of' their demands to be 

accamodated in any change in the constitution that may be 

made" (George, 1980: 3J3). 

Successful Indian lobbying e:f'f'orts no doubt contrib

uted to 'the Canadian gover,rnnent I s ultimate decision to 

cone ade to demands for a recogni tion of the unique status 

of aboriginal groups. On 17 April 1982 Canada proclaimed 

the Consti tu~ion Act, incorporating the Charter of Rights 

and Freedoms. The Charter contained two sections which were 

of particular significance for Canadian Indians: 

25. The guarantee in this Charter of certain rights 
and 'freedoms shall not be construed so as to 
abrogate or derogate from any aboriginal, treaty or 
other rights or freedoMS that pertain to the aborig
inal peoples of Canada including 

a) any rights or freedoms that have been recognized 
by the Royal Proclamation of October 71 1763, and 

b) any rights or freedoms that may be acquired by 
the aboriginal peoples of' Canada by way of land 
claims settlement. 



35 (1) The existing aboriginal and treaty rights of 
the aboriginal peoples of Canada are hereby 
recognized and aff'irrned. 

(2) In this Act, "aboriginal peoples at' Canada r! 

includes the Indian, Inuit, and m6tis peoples of' 
Canada. 53 

The 1982 Constitution Act also contained a commitment by 

the government to hold a series of constitutional confer

ences dealing with aboriginal questions. 
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It cannot be denied that the above provisions marked 

at least a partial victory f'or Canada I s nati va peoples. 

There is an unprecedented constitutional recognition of 

the special status of named· distinct aboriginal groups 

within Canadian society. There is an explicit affimation 

of existing aboriginal rights and there is a provision for 

nati VB participation in further ;ro~s to discuss and 

negotiate indigenous claims. Moreover, constitutional 

advances such as these may well strengthen and enhance the 

Canadian Indian case as it comes before the nation's courts. 

Nevertheless, given the long history of' Canadian 

Indian policy that we have attempted to chronicle in this 

essay it may be just a little premature to begin ringing 

the victory bells. To begin with, the Constitution' B Charter 

of Rights and Freedoms certainly does not represent a 

departure from Canadian fragment liberalism. Native Indian 

leaders, according to one recent analysis of the aboriginal 

53. Text of' the Resolution respecting the Consti
tution of Canada adopted by the House of Commons on 
December 2, 1981 and by the Senate on December 8,. 1981. 
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rights question, believe that the Charter ":. wi th its 

western-li beral principles of' legal, social, po Ii tical and 

economic individualism, not only lacks relevance but 

threatens the destruction of' their cosmocentric philosophy, 

their spiritual unity. and the customary precepts of their 

tribal society" (Boldt and Long, ads., 1985. 170). As for 

section 25, af'f'irming and recognizing existing aboriginal 

and treaty rights, one interpretation maintains that this 

clause II •• continues the exercise of nati va rights as they 

were enjoyed before without limiting the power of' Parliament 

to suspend or restrict them" (Barsh and :Henderson, 1982: 79). 

Fill:811y, the constitutional conferences on aboriginal rights 

have also come under recent fire f'or being unproductive 

(Boldt and Long, ads., 1985. 14). 

The Canadian Indians in the 19808 

In this chapter we have attempted to describe the 

pattern of' relations that developed between the indigenous 

population of the present canada and the Europeans whom they 

first began to have extensive contacts with from the early 

sixteenth century onwards. 

The Canadian Indian experience in the initial pha.'38S 

of contact was somewhat different from that of the American 

Indians because the first fragment colonization emanated 

from France, rather than Britain. As we have demonstrated, 

an early obstacle in the path o:f' French settlement, an 

obstacle never overcome, was the low rate of population 
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growth in New France, The paucity of French settlers lef't 

the Indians in a relatively stronger demographic position 

and dictated that French policy would place a premium on 

cautious, judicious diplomacy. Added to the reality of 

numeric inferiority was the fact of French interest in the 

fur trade, a trade which d-epended on the establishment of 

amicable relations with the indigenes. 

Another characteristic of the French colonization 

effort was the early involvement of Catholic missionaries 

who, unlike their Puritan counterparts further south, saw 

much to appreciate in Indian culture and worked hard to 

bridge the gap between the two cultUre (albeit with limited 

success.) Probably more "bridging" progress was made by the 

French trappers who penetrated the Canadian interior, inter

mixed and married with natives, and contributed to the 

emergence of a new racial group, the Me"tis. 

The pattern of French Indian policy was affected by 

the authoritarian nature of the fragment who brought wi th 

them the values and norms of the pre-Revolutionary Ancien 

Regime. State power was manifested in its tight control over 

immigration to the colony and in the establishment of the 

seigneurial system of land tenure. The seigneurial system, 

it can be argued, brought precisely that sense of order and 

regulari ty to property relations that was noticeably lacking 

in the British colonies. 

The British conquest of Canada ensured that Indians 
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would have to deal on a long term basis with a second 

European derived fragment population. Despite the brutality 

of British military leaders such as Amherst and the scant 

regard for Indian life displayed by settlers, in 

Newfoundland for example, the British government did attempt 

to regulate relations between Indians and settlers, and to 

prevent illegal white encroachments. The payoff for such 

efforts came in the form of Indian support in the campaigns 

against the American rebels. However, as always British 

policy was characterized by expediency and once the hostil

i ties had ended, the Government was determined to shore up 

its northern colony with loyal British subjects. 

We have suggested that, despite the debate over the 

liberal or non-liberal character of' the 'Bri tish fragment 

regime in Canada, the evidence of British Indian policy as 

it developed in the nineteenth century indicates a root 

similari ty with United States policy in its emphasis on 

"civilizing" and "assimilating" the indigenes. North and 

south of the international border the pattern was the same 

Indians would have to part with their lands to accomodate 

the influx of' European settlers who were products of' a 

"superior" culture: to survive in this new order Indians 

were encouraged to emulate their bett~rs, discard the 

cul tural baggage of' the past, and learn to f'arm and worship 

the Christian God as soon as possible. 

Under the British administration, by virtue of the 
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1763 Royal Proclamation, private land sales were forbidden. 

Imperial control, however, though it might have brought some 

semblance of order to an inherently muddy business, cer":' 

tainly did not, resul t in the safeguarding of' Indian lands. 

Vast tracts continued to change hands and Indian holdings 

declined precipitously. When the Canadian government assumed 

control of' indigenous affairs in 1860 very· Ii ttle a1 tered 

as far as Indians were concerned. If anything, the Dominion 

authori ties proved to be even more zealous in their efforts 

to attract immigrants to Canada, appointing resident agents 

in some of' the capitals of Europe whose job it was to extoll 

the virtues of life in the Canadian land of opportunity. 

From the 18608 onwards these new settlers flooded 

into the western territories. Many of them also flooded over 

the boMer into the United States. It is important to 

realize that the Indian population in Canada suffered less 

population pressure than in the United States but the 

explanation does not lie in the wisdom and sensi ti vi ty of' 

the Canadian goverrunent but in a few practical realities. 

Simply put, there were fewer whites in Canada, the area 

involved was much larger, and the Indians themselves were 

less numerous. Notwithstanding these factors, the adminis

trations in Canada and the United States were confronted 

wi th essentially the same problem : the unpleasant reality 

of the continued existence of racially and culturally 

distinct entities living wi thin their national borders. 
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Both countries implemented colonial policies. 

Canadian colonialism, it has been suggested by some, was 

less oppr'essive than the' Arner,iean version. A major source 

of' evidence often cited in this connection is the fact that 

there was less bloodshed between Indians and whites in 

Canada than in the United States. This is undoubtedly true 

but it does not follow that the comparatively peaceful 

resolution of differences· in Canada was due to the greater 

compassion or superior diplomacy of the Dominion authorities. 

In the United States the most determined indigenous 

mili tar-y resistance took place in the period between 1840 

and 1880 when well-organized, numerically str'ang, culturally 

intact, tribal societies rose to defend their lands against 

whi te expansion. But it was a different story in Canada. 

When the treaties concluding the major land cessions w(e~e 

made the Indians of the Canadian prairies had been the vic

tims of European intrusion for centuries. Alcohol, firearms, 

epidemic disease, and the destruction of wild game, had all 

taken their deadly toll. 

Even so, in the rare instances when Indians, such as 

the Cree, tried to resist Canadian rule the authorities 

responde~ swiftly and brutally. Nor did they show any reluc

tance to use force to repress the Me'tis in 1869 and 1885 

when they fought to protect their lands, culture and reli-

gion from being swallowed up in the latest round at' fragment 

settlement. 



In Canada and the United States humani tar-ian 

reformers had their role to play. Education was perceived 

as a vi tal weapon in the struggle to transform Indians 

from their alleged state of cultural backwardness. Both 

states reached the same conclusions as to the most appro

priate types at' schooling for Indian children, and had 
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the same opinions about the retrograde and pernicious 

influence of traditional native customs. Both hit upon the 

idea of the reserve or reservation as a means of simply 

removing Indians from their lands and putting them on io e I 

as it were, until such time as their fragment superiors 

deemed them to be ready to join the mainstream of society. 

Both adopted the British practice of treaty making in order 

to extinguish Indian title to the land. 

By the twentieth century the consequences of United 

States and Canadian colonialism were quite similar for the 

indigenous peoples of' these two countries : they had lost 

their lands, their right to govern themselves, and their 

societies were mere vestiges of what had once been vibrant 

and vi tal human organizations. 

Internal Colonialism and the Canac'li.an Indian 

Just as the internal colonialism model has been 

applied to the American Indian so too it has been utilized 

to depict the plight of Canada's natives. Boldt (1981. 1982), 

Boldt and Long (1985), Froideres (198;), Patterson (1972, 

1977), Watkins (1977) and others have described Canadian 
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Indians as internally colonized peoples. These studies char

acterize the indigenes as victims of' European invasion and 

settlement. In the passage of' time their political, economic 

and cultural systems have been destroyed. As in the United 

States, integral elements of the Canadian colonial structure 

include the reserve, a dominant colonial institution in the 

shape of the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern 

Development (DIAND), a co-opted Indian elite, and a depen-

dent, colonized native mass. 

Current data on the "First" Canadians indicates that 

they suffer from levels' of deprivation far beyond those of 

any other groups in the nation. Prime Minister Trudeau 

himself, addressing the Coni'erence of First Ministers on 

Aboriginal Constitutional Matters held in March 1984, cited 

a goverrunent report which stated that Indian life expectancy 

was ten years less than the general population's, that 

violent deaths were three times the national rate, that 

suicides, particularly in the 15-24 age group, were more 

than six times the national rate, that between 50 and 70 per 

cent of Indians received social assistance, that one in 

three families lived in overcrowded ·condi tions, and that 

less than 50 per cent of Indian houses were properly ser

viced, compared to a national level of more than 90 per cent 

(cited in Boldt and Long, eds., 1985' 148). 

The Constitution Act (1982) divides Canada's aborig

inal peoples into three categories: Indians, Inuits, and 



Metis. Indians may be fUrther subdivided into two groups, 

status and non-status. A status Indian is any person 

registered as an Indian according to the Indian Act. 
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In the period 1881-1980 there was a three-f'old 

increase in the absolute size of the registered Indian 

population, (see Table. XII). This period also witnessed a 

decline in the Indian papulation as a proportion of the 

total population, from 2.5 per cent in 1881 to 1.2 per cent 

in 1980 (Frideres, 1983: 131)" According to the Department 

of Indian Affairs and Northern Development there are 335, 

354 status Indians grouped in 579 bands acros.s nine regions 

(see Table XIII) .The average band size has grown from about 

360 in 1960 to about 525 in 1979. when the smallest band was 

New Westminster, with 2 members and the largest, the Six 

Na tions of the Grand River, numbered 9950. Canada has 2242 

reserves comprising a total area of 10,021 square miles 

(DIAND Survey, 1980: J). In Eastern Canada, each band is 

generally limited to one reserve. In the West, one band may 

hold several reserves: British Columbia has over 1600 re

serves, but less than 200 bands (cited in Frideres, 198J: 

140) . 

The evidence in Canada, as in the United States, is 

that increasing numbers of Indians are moving to urban areas 

and for similar reasons i.e. the belief that jobs will be 

easier to find for them and their children and the know

ledge that they will become part of Indian enclaves wi thin 



Table XII. Population of' Native People in Canada, 
1881-1980 
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Year Registered Indian P012ulation 

1881 108,547 

1901 127.941 

1929 108,012 

1934. 112,510 

1939 118,378 

1944 125,686 

1949 136,407 

1954 151,558 

'.959 179,126 

1960 185,169 

1961 191,709 

1966 224,164 

1971 257.619 

1974 276,436 

1979 320,000 

Source Frideres, 1983. 132 



Table XIII. Registered Indian Population and Band 
Numbers' Bv Region 

J92 

Region Number of' Status Indians Number of' Bands 

Atlantic 12,458 29 

Quebec JJ,952 J9 

Ontario 74,000 115 

Mani toba 49,956 60 

Saskatchewan 51,075 68 

Alberta 42,600 41 

British Columbia 59,54J 195 

Northwest Territories 8,470 17 

Yukon J,JOO 15 

Source Compiled f'rom DIAND Annual Report 1983-4 
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the cities. The proportion of' the Indian population living 

"off-reserve" increased from 18 per cent in 1960 to just 

under )0 per cent in 1975 where it appeared to stabilize 

(DIANn Survey, 19801 11). Although this :figure represents 

quite a dramatic increase, it still remains true that 70 per 

cent of Canadian Indians remain on the reserves. Of those 

Indians moving to urban areas over half are relocating in 

metropolitan areas of more 'than 100,000 (Frideres, 1983: 

142) • 

Non-status Indians, those Indians who have lost 

their right to be registered under the Indian Act, number 

approximately 75, 000, accoroing to census figures. The 1981 

census estimates the Me"tis population at slightly over 98, 

000 approximatley two-thirds of them living in Manitoba, 

Saskatchewan, Alberta and the Yukon and Northwest Territories 

(cited in Boldt and Long, eds., 1985. 4). However, the 

Native Council of Canada, which represents many M(tis and 

non-status Indians has arrived at another figure which 

estimates the total self identifying M6tis and non-status 

population at between 700,000 and 1,0)5,000 (The Report of 

the Metis and Non-Status Indian Constitutional Review 

Commission, 1081: 8). SUCh a disparity is significant 

since resource allocation is of course related to the pop-

ulation figures that are accepted. 

The Inuit are those aboriginal people who inhabit 

Canada I s northern-most regions, including the Mackerlzie 
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Del ta, the Northwest Territories, the area along the Hudson 

Bay, Labrador, and the Arctic Islands. They are the smallest 

aboriginal group in Canada and number over 25. 000 (Boldt and 

Long, eds., 1985: 4). 

The data on Canadian Indian employment patterns 

reveals a dismal consistency. The Department of Indian 

Affairs and Northern Development I s own figures suggest that 

nati ve unemployment ranges from 35 to 75 per cent of the 

labour force i. e. the proportion of the working age pop

ulation - 15-64 years - employed or actively seeking work 

(DIAND Survey, 1980: 59). Siggner "guesstimates" 40 to 80 

per cent (in Ponting and Gibbons, 1980: 54). Another opinion 

holds that while between 10 and 12 per cent of the total 

population are unemployed, between 40 and 60 per cent of' 

natives are out of' work (Frideres, 1983: 151). Morse points 

out that on many reserves unemployment is the reality for 

almost 100 per cent of' the residents (in Verma and Bagley, 

eds., 1984: 265). 

Opinions vary because of the lack of reliable scien

tific data and also because of different assumptions about 

the labour force participation rate. Those natives who main

tain the traditional way of life, and they may number 10 to 

15 per cent of the Indian working age population, are not 

incl uded in standard definitions of employment for economic 

planning purposes (DIAND Survey, 1980: 59). 

The data on off'-reserve Indian 'unemployment makes 



for dismal reading also. Surveys in Brl tish Columbia and 

Saskatchewan indicate that the off-reserve rate is three 
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to four times higher than that of' the non-Indian population 

(and five to six times higher if' "discouraged workers," who 

have given up actively seeking work, are included). Thus, 

Stanbury found that 27 per cent of off-reserve Indians in 

British" Columbia were unemployed in 1971. "Discouraged 

workers" raised the total to 46.4 per cent (cited in OlAND 

Survey, 1980: 140). 

The unemployment rate for Metis and non-status 

Indians has been estimated at more than four times the 

national rate. This rate was highest for the 14-19 age group 

with 54.5 per cent as compared to the national rate of 13.3 

per cent for the same age group (The Report of the Metis 

and Non-Status Indian Constitutional Review Commission, 

1981.69). 

It should come as no surprise to f'ind that Native 

Canadians are substantially over-represented in the semi

skilled and unskilled areas and under-represented in the 

managerial, professional, clerical, and sales areas (see 

Frideres, 198): 150, Siggner in Ponting and Gibbons, 1980, 

54). As 1'01' the Metis and non-status Indians, research shows 

that the majority who enter the labour force are engaged in 

semi-skilled, unskilled and clerical jobs (The Report of 

the Metis and Non-Status Indian Constitutional Review 

Commission, 1981: 69). 
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In 1966 Hawthorn ,g! g reported that the per capita 

income per year for Indians was about $JOO, and for Euro

Canadians, about $1400. "The yearly earnings per Indian 

war-ker were $1,,361 and for a Eura-Canadian worker $4000. 

Only 27 per cent earned more then $6000, as compared to the 

national figure of' 51 per cent. Information from the 1971 

and 1976 census suggests that average wages and income for 

Indians, even when employed, are still well below national 

levels (Frideres, 198J. 148-9, DIAND Survey, 1980. 6J). In 

1976, the average weekly earned income for employed Metis 

and non-status Indians was 16 per cent lower· than the com

parable national average (The Report of the M-etis and Non

Status Indian Constitutional Review Commission, 1981 = 69). 

In 1974, 55 per cent 'of the total Indian population 

on reserves r-ecei ved social assistance or welf'ar-e payments 

as compared to 6 per cent of' the national populationo In 

addi tion, over 70 per cent of' the Indians who received 

welfare payments were employable. A study in Ontar·io found 

that an estimated 70 per cent of the total Indian poulation 

on r'eserves were recipi'ents of social assistance (DIAND 

Survey, 1980: 28). Until recently the Federal government 

did not pr'ovide Metis and non-status Indians with services 

and programs because it considered then to be wi thin pro

vincial jurisdiction. Intensive lobbying in the 1970s 

r-esul ted in the introduction at' special social programs 

(The Report of' the Metis and Non-Status Indian Constitutional 
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Review Commission, 1981: 70). 

The plight of' Indian children is also cause for 

great concern. A study by Hepwor'th indicated that 20 per 

cent of all childl"en in the child welfare system in Canada 

in 1977, totalling 15,,500 children, were of Indian ancestry. 

Breaking down the figures by province revealed that children 

of Indian ancestry made up 30 per cent of the total number 

of children in ~are in British Columbia, 44 percent in 

Alberta, 51..5 per cent in Saskatchewan, and 60 per cent in 

Manitoba (cited by Morse in Verma and Bagley eds., 1984: 

26)). Another report noted the steady rise in the proportion 

of Indian children in care and found the. Indian rate to be 

fi ve times higher than the national rate (DIAND Survey, 

1980: 24). 

Despi te increases in the number of Indian houses, 

the Indian Affairs Department found in 1977 that 1250 Indian 

families were living in houses which needed replacement, and 

that one in three Indian families lived in crowded condi

tions. It was estimated that 11,000 new houses were needed 

and that 24 per cent of existing homes required major 

repairs. Less than 40 per cent of rural and remote reserve 

housing had running. water, sewage disposal and indoor 

plumbing facilities compared to more than 60 per cent of 

all Canadian rural houses. The unusually high rate of fires 

and fire deaths in Indian housing was attributed to the 

lower quality of housing, the use of substandard heating 
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systems, crowded conditions, and the scarcity of fire pro

tection services (OlAND Survey. 1980. 31-33). The available 

data on the housing situation of of'f'-reserve Indians 

suggests that a significant pr'oportion of them live in sub

standard dwellings. Government research attributes this not 

only to their lower incomes but also to the existence of 

prejudice against native renters,who tend to be treated 

more poorly than immigrants from other countries (DIAND 

Survey. 1980. 14J). 

Some progress bas been made in improving the state 

of Indian health. Respiratory and digestive system diseases 

have decreased significantly as causes of death. and, in the 

Indian population, are now comparable to national rates. 

There has been a marked improvement in the incidence of 

tuberculosis since 1960. Indian rat~' ~ of death from cancer 

and circulatory diseases are less than half the national 

rate (DIAND Survey. 1980. 17. 21). 

While there has also been an improvement in infant 

mortality rates (up to four weeks) and post-neonatal mor

tali ty rates (four weeks to one year), there is still cause 

for concern. The Indian infant mortality figure is currently 

60 per cent higher than the national. In 1963 the post

neonatal mortality rate was 60 per 1000 compared to 9 per 

1000 for the national population. By 1977 this had been 

reduced substantially to 15 per 1000, but this figure is 

still twice the national rate (DIAND Survey, 1980: 16-17; 
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Frideres, 198]. 182). 

The Department of' Indian Affairs and Northern Devel

opment while noting improvements over the past ten to twenty 

years, points Qut that for all age groups (except those over 

6.5 where the Indian rate is only slightly higher than the 

national). Indian death rates range from two to four times 

the national average. Accidents, violence and pOisonings 

account :for over one-third of all deaths among Indians com

pared with 9 per cent in Canada as a whole. Violent deaths 

among Indians are higher than in the national population at 

all age levels. With the exception of those over 6.5. violent 

deaths among Indians range from a low of' three times the 

national rate in the 5-14 age group to a high of' between 

four and five times the national rate in the 15-44 age group 

(DIAND Survey, 1980. 15-18). 

Canada's Indian population is also afflicted by the 

tragedy of suicide. It has been estimated that the number 

of Indian deaths due to suicide per 100,00 population is 

almost three times the national rate. Suicides account for 

35 per cent of accidental deaths in the 15-24 age group and 

21 per cent in the 25- 34 age group (DIAND Survey, 1980. 19). 

One newspaper has claimed that Indian suicides are signifi

cantly under reported; reporters found that in Alberta, 

suicide accounted for one in every ten native deaths (cited 

in Frideres, 1983' 182). 

Canadian officials believe that between 50 to 60 per 
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cent of' Indian illnesses and deaths are alcohol related. A 

Saskatchewan study revealed that between 1970 and 1975, hos

pi tal admissions for alcoholic psychosis and alcoholism for 

on-reserve Indians in the 25-55 age group were five times 

the national rate. The rate for on-reserve Indians was two 

to three times that of off-reserve Indians (OlAND Survey, 

1980,21). 

The alcoholism problem is also connected with the 

large number of native people who are incarcerated in 

Canadian jails. Natives comprise about 9 per cent of the 

prison population, compared to an estmated 3 to J.5 per 

cent of the national population. In Manitoba, Saskatchewan 

and the north they represent upwards of 40 per cent of the 

population in jails and penitentiaries (DIAND Sur·vey, 1980: 

37). Several of the womens prisons on the prairies contain 

an inmate population that is almost 100 per cent Indian and 

Metis (Morse in Verma and Bagley, eds., 1984: 26.5). A study 

by the Law Reform Commission of' Canada found that many 

natives were imprisoned for breaches of municipal and pro

vincial statutes, particularly those pertaining to liquor 

and vehicles (cited in Siggner in Ponting and Gibbons, 1980: 

58) • 

Given the above evidence of' socia-economic depri

vation, and the sorry record of misguided Federal policies, 

it is no wonder that Canadian Indians in the latter part of 

the twentieth century continue to suffer educational 
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problems. Successful school completion (retention) among 

Indian students has improved modestly since the mid-1960s 

but the Indian rate is still less than one-quarter of the 

national rate. While total secondary education enrollment 

has more than doubled since 1965, the proportion of children 

enrolled has been steadily declining since a peak in 1972-J 

(DIAND Survey, 1980: 49). Most Native Canadians attain low 

levels of educational achievment. University enrollment has 

increased significantly from almost zero in 1957 to over 

2500 students in 1979 but native participation is still less 

than half' the national level (DIAND Survey. 1980, 53). 

Though there may be some cause for optimism concerning 

university enrollment, there is much less reason for satis

faction about graduation rates •. In 1970, 432 students were 

enrolled in universities, and only 12 per cent graduated 

(Frideres, 1983: 171). Native Canadians continue to face 

great difficulties as they struggle to survive in an educa

tional environment which reflects the values and beliefs of 

the liberal fragment regime. 

Despi te the great wealth of natural resources that 

are to be found in Canada I and which enable it to maintain 

one of the world I s highest standards of living, its indig

enous population lives on the margin of society. isolated 

by dire poverty and deprivation, and dependent on the good 

fai th of the Federal government to live up to its respon

si bili ties. After centuries of contact with European 
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colonialism Indians today are left with a small fraction of 

the vast acreages they once controlled. Yet, according to 

goverment statistics, the mineral potential of reserve 

lands, both short and long term, is significant. Native 

revenues ir'om mineral development (mostly oil and gas) 

increased over tenfold from 1970 to 1980. It is estimated 

that oil and gas development may bring in as much as $).5 

billion in revenues over the· next twenty five years. Re

search also indicates that 15-20 per cent of r'8serves in 

most provinces have good-to-excellent potential mineral 

development of metallic, non-metallic and structural r'e

sources (DIAND Survey. 1980, 68-70). 

However, it is by no means clear that Canada I s 

Indians have been the beneficiaries of the exploi ta tion of 

their natural resources. Native people do not control those 

resources, rather- they lie at the mercy of corporate devel

opers with the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern 

Development acting as the intermediary. Frideres shows that 

when potential mineral resources are found on a reserve, 

they are explored and developed by oil and mining companies 

u~der the provisions of the Indian Act. Oil and gas rights 

are offered by public tender and are granted to the company 

offering the highest cash bonus (1983: Jl0). Indians con

tinue to be by-standers, ignored and over-looked by both 

developers and authorities. A spokesman for the Me'tis and 

non-status Indians of the north shore of Quebec described 



the experience of' his people: 

We have 1'e1 t the harmful effects of irrational 
development on oux' tradi tional terri tori es. Such 
rou! tinational companies as Cartier Mining were 
allowed to establish themselves on our territory 
wi thout any regard to us except as a labour force. 
Then they got us away from our primary source, the 
forest by cutting the woods or by floods. They 
never consulted us about development. (from the 
Report of' the Metis and Non-Status Indian Consti tu
tional Review Commission, 1981 ~ 74) 
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Indian economic development is also inhibited by 

lack of' capital. Between 1938 and 1948 a mere 65 government 

loans wer's made with a total value of $131,000. Since the 

19505 there has been in existence some sort of' DIAND Indian 

loan fund, initially the Indian Revel ving Fund and then from 

1970, the Indian Economic Development Fund which was empow-

ered to make direct loans, loan guarantees, and· grants to 

the Indian business community. By 1979 over $96 million had 

been loaned (DIAND Survey. 1980: 71-72). Clearly. though the 

figures reveal an increase in gener-osi ty as compared to the 

19405, the current state of' Indian economic distress indi-

cates that much more needs to be done. George Manuel cites 

a 1966 government report suggesting it would take $1* 

billion to be put into the economic development of Indian 

communi ties across Canada to create the industries that 

could provide employment and an end to the poverty that 

continues to hold back the Indian people (1974: 20.5). 

Indi,genous Political Movements and the International Arena 

The indigenous peoples of Canada, like their 
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counterparts in the United States and Ireland, have sought 

for ·centuries to resist the irnposi tion of' alien rule upon 

them. Sporadic military resistance against overwhelming 

odds gave way to passive forms of' protest as Indians tried 

to keep alive their historic cultural traditions even in 

the face of legislative prohibitions, and ethnocentric and 

arrogant educational policies based on the premise of the 

inherent inf'eriori ty and unworthiness of native insti tu

tions. Cultural revitalization movements also have their 

place in the Canadian Indian story, historically and in 

the present, in the form of' the increasing number of inter

tribal pow-wows, and in the resurgence of nativist/prophet 

religions such as Chief' Robert Smallboyr s movement in 

Alberta (see Frideres, 1983' 251-2). 

As the twentieth century began Canadian Indians 

also began to organize on the political level. Initially, 

provincial associations were formed to deal with local ques

tions. Thus, f'or example, in 1931 Indians from the northern 

coast of British Columbia met to discuss common problems and 

from this emerged the Native Brotherhood of British Columbia. 

One of their first steps was to present a petition to the 

Minister' of Interior, dealing wi th educational welfare needs 

and calling attention to growing restrictions of Indian 

hunting, trapping, fishing and the taking of timber (see 

Patterson, 1972: 171). Indian political organization have 

also been in existence in Saskatchewan and Alberta for over 
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forty years. 

Following World War Two an attempt was made to orga

nize nationally with the :f'ormation of' the North American 

Indian BrrJtherhodd. Beset by factionalism and unable to 

gain widespread support this group disappeared sometime 

after 1950 to be replaced in 1961 by the National Indian 

Counoil, which was formed to represent status, non-status 

and M'&tis peoples. The purposes of the NIC were" ... to 

promote unity among Indian people, the betterment of people 

of Indian ancestry, and to create a better understanding of 

Indian and non-Indian relationship" (Patterson, 1972, 177). 

The membership of this organization consisted mainly o.f 

middle class, urban and non-status Indians and again 

internal discord led to the 1968 decision of the NIC to 

split up into two organizations , the National Indian 

Brotherhood (NIB) and the CSnadian Metis Society which 

later became the Native Council of Canada. 

The National Indian Brotherhood was born in the 

midst of the controversy engendered by the Trudeau admin

istration's White Paper policY'. It quicklY' became a powerful 

and articulate national lobby group for Indian rights in 

ottawa (see Ponting and Gibbons, 1980). By the end of the 

19708, however, this organization also came under- fire for 

not being truly representational of all status Indians, and 

in 1982 its structure was revised so that it became the 

secretariat or administrative bodY' to the newly created 
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Assembly o:f First Nations. 

In the 19708 1.U1der the leadership of George Manuel 

the NIB began to adopt an internationalist perspective in 

its efforts to attain self-determination for Canadian 

Indians. As president of the NIB, Manuel travelled widely 

meeting with representatives of' such aboriginal peoples 

as the New Zealand Maor.i.s, the Australian aborigines, and 

the Lapps of Sweden. He also made the acquaintance of the 

influential Tanzanian President, Julius Nyrere. Manuel's 

own experience as a Native Canadian and his introduction to 

the problems of other indigenous peoples led him- to formu

late a new concept, the Fourth World, which has come to be 

widely uS,ed by those who seek to draw parallels between 

colonized abor-iginal groups across the globe (see Manuel 

and Posluns, 1974). Manuel also put theory into practice 

wi th the formation in 1975 of' the World Council of Indige

nous Peoples which three year-s later was granted Non

Governmental Organization status with the Economic and 

Social Council of' the United Nations. 

In analysing the situation of Indians in the United 

States we drew attention to the existence of' international 

human rights instruments and to the United Nation's various 

pronouncements concerning the principle of' self'-determina-

tion. That august body, however, has defined the concept 

in a limited way so as not to threaten the integrity, terri

torial or otherwise, of the established states. Ironically, 
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Canada has a sterling record as a United Nations member, 

contributing military forces for peacekeeping operations, 

championing ·the cause of decolonization in Africa and Asia, 

and acceding to many of' the key international hlUJlan rights 

agreements. 

The value of using international standards to expose 

domestic injustices was highlighted in the Lovelace case. 

Sandra Lovelace, a Mia Mac Indian, protested her loss of 

status, as a result of' the Indian Act, to the Human Rights 

Commission of the United Nations. The Commission found 

Canada in violation of' article 27 of the International 

Covenant on Civil and Political Rights which states: 

In those States in which ethnic, religious or 
linguistic minorities exist, persons belonging 
to such minorities shall not be denied the right, 
in communi ty with the other members of their group, 
to enjoy their own culture, to profess and practice 
their own religion or to use their own language . .54 

Thl:! Fllture 

In recent years Native Canadians have made important 

strides. They have shown themselves capable of organizing 

on the regional, national and international levels; they 

have produced determined, articulate and effective leaders 

who have not been afraid to take on the might of the 

Canadian government and bureaucracy; and they have engaged 

in extensive and intensive lobbying campaigns. The fruits of 

54. International Covenant on Civil and Poli tical 
Rights, adopted in 1966 by General Assembly Resolution 26011 
(III) and acceded to by Canada on 19 lIIay. 1976. 
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these e:f:forts may be seen in recent land claims settlements, 

in their participation in the ongoing conferences on aborig

inal rights, . and in signif'icant Canadian Supreme Court 

decisions. 

Yet, the road to a better future remains a long 

one. Canadian Indians maybe the "first" peoples of the 

nation but they are the last when it comes to economic, 

political and cultural rights. As a sub-group of a Canadian 

society that has been forcibly imposed on them, they exist 

as an alientated, marginalized and deprived segment. 

We have chronicled how these indigenous people were 

exposed to two European settler :fragments : first the French 

and then the British. Britain I s mili.tary conquest of French 

Canada ensured that henceforth Indians would be subjected 

to the same liberal, fragment ideology, with its emphasis 

on individual rights, equality and coni'ormi ty, as Indians 

in the United States. Despite what might appear to be sig

nificant reasons for them to make common cause, French 

Canadians,historically and in modern times, have shown a 

marked lack of concern or interest in Native Canadians. 

Rather, they have been content to pursue their objectives 

in the shape of the so-called "Quiet Revolution." In con

trast to the Indian people, they have had some major 

successes. In 1967 the Royal Commission on Bilingualism and 

Bicul turalism was established. This body preceded the pas

sage of the Official Languages Act which guarantees the 



equal status of French and English in the government of 

Canada as beii tting the pasi tion of the "two founding 

races." They have also been able to attain the highest 

elected office in the land. We h8:ve demonstrated how one 

French Canadian Prime Minister, Pierre Trudeau, was the 

embodiment of Ii beral, individualistic thinking. 
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Nor have Indians secured better treatment from the 

separatist Francophone element. Barsh and Henderson write: 

..• Quebec insists that native-speaking Indians learn 
French just as vigorously as other provinces demand 
that they learn English. It was Quebec that engineered 
the June, 1981 paramilitary police raid on Restigollche 
Reserve, a heavy-handed response to Indian treaty 
fishing and self-goverrunent that attracted inter
national press coverage and may become the target 
of U.N. human rights attention. Such evidence sadly 
supports many tribes I contention that, in the f'inal 
analysis, Canada is, and always will be, f'or white 
Canadians. When tribes come forward with their 

. grievances, Alberta oilmen, ottawa empire builders 
and Montreal rebels draw up ranks and stand shoulder 
to shoulder in opposition. (1982, 70) 

Similarly, George Manuel has written of Quebec I s efforts 

to assimilate Indians 

into a culture that refused to feed them in the famine 
years of the thirties and went to the Supreme Court 
tQ prove they were not a provincial responsi bili ty, 
and that today still refers to us as "sauvages" 

(1974, 201) 

It is European colonialism and not fragment origins 

which is most relevant to Canada I s indigenes. Native 

Canadians must be released from the shackles of colonialism 

that hold them down as they once held down so much of the 

Third World. But there is little evidence of a 'willingness 
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to grant self'-detemination and nationhood when the cost to 

the grantee appears to be the loss of those precious com

modities, sovereignty and power. It is that harsh reality 

that remains as true for the dual-fragment regime in 

Canada as it does for the single-fragment in the United 

States, and the British quasi-fragment in Northern Ireland. 



CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION 

We began this study with words of caution as to the 

comparabili ty of' the three cases that we chose to investi

gate. In co~sti tutional terms the three countries that ar-e 

the foci of the project are rather differ'snt enti ti~s : 

Northern Ireland, despite the recent agreement which allows 

the Republic of Ireland a consultative role on matters re

lating to the North (the Hillsborough agreement), remains 

an integral part of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 

Northern Irelandi the United States is a federal republic 

which has been independent for' two hundred years; Canada is 

a former dominion which, with its recently patriated Con

sti tution, has graduated to the status of an independent 

ans sovereign state. In racial terms, the native peoples 

of' the United States and Canadal.despi te their enormous 

socia-cuI tural variations ,may be considered as a racially 

distinct aboriginal population. This is clearly not the case 

in Northern Ireland. No rna tter what el;se may divide the 

Ulster Protestant from the Irish Catholic, race certainly 

does not. As for the current state of relations between 

settlers and natives, Northern Ireland again appears to be 

the odd man out with intense political and military acti vi ty 
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currently taking place" while in the United States and 

canada the natives seem anythi~. but restless, by comparison. 

Yet appearances, as is well known, can be deceptive. 

An academic endeavour of' the' kind undertaken here 

may involve more than one type of' research. This is a com

parati va analysis in that we have examined the pol'icies 

pursued by Britain, the United, States and Canada towards 

the indigenous populations living, in the first case in 

Ireland and Northern Ireland, and in the latter cases 

within the territorial con:f'ines of those states. The goal 

of comparative analysis is to examine two or more existing 

ai tuations in order to determine and explicate their like

nesses and differences. In this final chapter we will 

attempt to sum up our i'indings in this regard. The case 

study approach has also been utilized in that we have tried 

to focus attention thoroughly and specif'ically on the way 

indigenous peoples have been treated in these three types 

of fragmented societies. Lastly t this work ref'lects very 

much the historical approach to investigation. We have 

attempted to reconstruct the pre-minority past of' the 

native populations in question and to give an overView of 

the essence of their traditional cultu~es. We have sought 

to describe the patterns of migration and settlement that 

lad to the imposition of alien rule upon those nati va people 

and we have tried to def'ine the conditions that led to 

their genesis as minority groups. Finally, we have 
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chronicled their subsequent historical relations with the 

dominant majority, described their current conditions and 

indulged in some limited speculation as to what the future 

may hold for the indigenous populations under scrutiny. 

~n the first chapter eighteen research questions 

were designated and we shall now attempt to answer these 

on the basis of' the data gathered for this study. 

Findings 

1) What were the salient features of the tradi tional 

indigenous societies in pre-fragment times? 

For more than a thousand years Celtic Ireland was 

an essentially tri 001 society in which wars. in the form of 

predatory expedi tiona and wars of' conquest, were a prominent 

theme. Ancient Ireland consisted of numerous, small tribal 

kingdoms based upon pastoral, communal, economies. The 

basic social unit was the derbf'ine or extended family. The 

Gaelic Celts were a rural people; no towns in the modern 

sense existed in Ireland until the end of the first mill

ennium A. D. In the pre-Christian era the religion of' the 

Irish was Druidism, a highly ritualistic form of worship 

Which venerated the Earth-mother and the spirits who inhab

i ted trees, animals, rocks, mountains, springs, rivers and 

other natural phenomena. 

In pre-fragment Horth America, an area of immense 

size and population, according to the most recent research, 

there was tremendous di versi ty among the thousands of' bands 
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and tribes that comprised the aboriginal population. Despite 

cultural variegation that encompassed simple nomadic hunters 

and gatherers and sophisticated and elaborate communi ties 

of' intensive agriculturalists, the indigenous peoples were 

characterized by strong kinship loyal ties, by the practice 

of communal ownership of property, and by a profound respect 

for and veneration of the natural world. Indian communities 

too, whether large or small, were generally warrior' societ

ies in which great store was placed in martial prowess. 

2) Who were the fragment? 

Ini tial migrations do not always result in fully

fledged fragment emplacements. In the Irish case, the 

arrival of the Vikings or Norsemen in the late eighth 

century did not entail the establishment of ·a fragment 

regime. For that rna tter, neither did early Viking explorers 

nor later piecemeal European colonial ventures set the tone 

for North American society. In Ireland and the United States 

the establishment of fragment societies was to be the con

sequence of British coloni zation and settlement. In Canada 

French and later British settlers comprised the two dominant 

fragments. 

Ir-eland I s experience at the hands of British colo

nialism, it might be argued, reaches back eight hundred 

years into history. In 1169 the first Anglo-Norman invasion 

took place r-esulting in the imposition of an alien regime 



complete with political and judicial institutions. However, 

the Anglo-Norman writ never extended far beyond the pale of 

Dublin and its hinterland. Beyond this area the native Gaels 

continued to .I. •. ve much as they had always done, and those 

English settlers who ventured outside the small medieval 

colony, were soon "Gaelicized." For fou!' hundred years what 

remained in Ireland was a quasi-fragment colony i. e. an 

enclave of English settlement where the settlers were numer

ically small, dependent upon the imperial core state, and 

where they wer·e confronted by the unI'emi tting hostility 

of the much more numerous indigenous population. England's 

posi tion in its first overseas colony remained precarious 

for much of the period up until the early seventeenth cen

tury. Preoccupied with continental affairs and unwilling to 

devote precious resources to the shoring up of its Irish 

settlements, the crown was faced with the spectre of Gaelic 

resurgence. 

It is this context which pr-ovides the setting for 

the Ulster fragmentation of the seventeenth century. The 

decision of a Scottish king, James I, to undertake a largely 

Scottish Presbyterian plantation of the rebellious and 

zealously Catholic province of Ulster, is of inestimable 

importance in terms of the future development of Ireland. 

Those who left their native Scotland to become the first 

"planters" exchanged a poor and harsh land where they were 

the dispossessed for another poor and harsh land where they 
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would be the dispossessors. 

Just as the plantation policy evolved in Elizabethan 

and Stuart England as a means of dealing with the Irish 

problem, so too at the same time it appeared to "be an appro

priate stratagem for the Amer-iean colonies. Those who went 

to America were mati vated by lac'k of opportunities for 

economic and social advancement, and by the need to escape 

from the powerful clutches of the established church. 

The first French fragment settlements in Canada 

began to appear in the early sixteenth century. Those who 

left France, and theY' were by no means a numerous grouping, 

left behind a nation which was on the verge of becoming the 

acknowledged centr's of European civilization. They were not 

religious dissenters; the large Huguenot population was 

specifically prohibited from emigrating to New France. The 

French fragment reflected the Ancien Regime from whence it 

came : zealous and ultra-orthodox Catholic missionaries 

intent on "saving" native souls; younger sons of the nobil

ity denied the opportunity to advance in Old France and 

intent on carving out fiefdoms for themselves in the New 

World; adventurers who sought to make their' fortunes in an 

uncharted land. 

The English-speaking fragment in Canada began to 

take shape following the American Revolution. This was a 

part of the original American liberal fragment Which broke 

off' as a consequence of the Revolutionary War and headed 
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north as Loyalist rei'ugees. 

,3) What was the impact of' fragment migration upon 

the native population? 

In Ireland the colonization process worked through 

the granting o:f specif'ic estates to undertakers. The native 

Gaels, however, remained in their homeland to live bitterly 

and resentfully alongside the, settlers who had dispossessed 

them. In North America the early pattern was set of dis

possession, by negotiation or' by force, but dispossession 

nevertheless, and the gradual removal of Indians fr'om the 

westward path of' settlement. 

4) What were the :fragment· s objectives towards the 

indigenes? 

The pioneers who settled Ireland and North America 

from the early seventeenth century onwards held similar 

attitudes and pursued similar policies towards the native 

peoples that they encountered. The natives were perceived 

as primi ti ves, as savages who revealed their inferiority 

in their failure to use the land properly. The primary frag

ment objective was the dispossession of the native people. 

5) How did fragment policies evolve over time? 

In Ireland a familiar pattern emerged of settlement

rebellion-conquest-confiscation. As a result of the 
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Cromwellia.n and William! te confiscations and other enact

ments on land ownership and purchase, by the last quarter of 

the eighteenth century Bearaely 5% of Irish land was le:f't in 

nati va Catholic hands. 

Massi va transfers of Indian land took place across 

the Atlantic. Given the great size of the American continent 

it is not surprising that it was not long bef'ore the idea of 

"removing" the natives westwards emerged. First suggested by 

Thomas Jeffersan and later implemented by Andrew Jackson, it 

led to perhaps 100,000 Indians crossing the Mississippi, and 

in the process the United States acquired about 100 million 

acres of Indian land. It was only a matter of time before 

pressure began to be exerted on the western tribes. They too 

would be removed, only this time to be placed on reserva- , 

tiona which were touted as their "alternative to extinction~' 

In the heyday of the treaty period from 1853 to 1856 52 

treaties resulted in the United States acquiring a further 

174 million acres of Indian land. By the late nineteenth 

century the treaty device had been jettisoned but Indian 

land holdings continued to shri.nk courtesy of the allotment 

policy. 

Reservations, treaties, and massive land transfers 

are also part of the Canadian Indian story. The two dozen 

or so treaties and surrenders that had taken place by the 

18406 were followed by the precedent-setting Robinson 

treaties involving over 50,000 square miles of territory. 
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The Indian Act, the terms of which reflected the extraor

dinary powers of the Canadian gover'nment over Indian affairs, 

was the instrument chosen to facilitate the leasing and sale 

of Indian lands. 

6) What was/is the role of the Home country in 

fragment na ti ve policy? 

Of the three cases under consideration, Northern 

Ireland is the only one where the mother country that 

spawned the original fragment settlement r'emains a critical 

force in native policy. This is to be expected given our 

depiction of the society as a quasi-fragment regime. In the 

typical quasi-fragment situation an imperial power estab

lishes a colony in an overseas "possession." As with the 

true fragment, the quasi-fragment aims to create a new order 

in which it will predominate over the more numer-ous indig

enous population but, unlike the true fragment, its abilities 

in this regard are limited by its continuing dependence on 

the political, economic and military support of its imperial 

progeni tor. 

The "planters" of the seventeenth century evolved 

into the dominant social configuration in Ulstet'. By the 

nineteenth century this part of Ireland had established 

close industr1al, commercial and political links with 

mainland Britain. The quasi-fragment, in endeavouring to 

transform the new terri tory it has inherited, produces a 
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predictably hostile reaction from the indigenous population. 

The native Irish nationalist movement attained part of its 

ultimate objective wi th th~ creation of' the Fr'ee State but 

Bri tain retained an ongoing responsibility for the govern

ment of' Northern Ireland. The collapse of' order in 1969 

following the violent clashes between the Protestant 

Unionist and Catholic Nationalist tendencies led to outright 

imperial military intervention. In the mid-1980s the British 

government, in the eyes of many Protestants, appears to be 

making too many concessions to the minority community. This 

illustrates the dilemma of the quasi-fragment, which has no 

hope of securing the allegiance of the indigenous population 

it has historically dominated, and which doubts the capacity 

of the parent· country to contim~e upholding its position. 

In the single-fragment case the European fragment 

which settles in the new society ultimately breaks away from 

its mother country and establishes at a certain point in 

time a national ethos of its own. In analysing United States 

Indian policy we have noted that there were differences 

between Britain in its imperial administration and in the 

atti tudes of the rebel colonists, differences which were to 

playa role in the ultimate rejection of British rule in the 

colonies. 

In the dual-fragment case two distinct cultural 

fragments were transplanted from two distinct imperial 

sources. Quite clearly, up until the time of the French 
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mili tary defeat, the French fragment approach towards the 

Canadian indigenes echoed the position of the imperial 

authori ties that Indians had no prior title to the soil 

and that French territories in North America became the 

property of the crown by virtue of the right of discovery 

and conquest. With the British military victory and sub

sequent foundational northward migration of the English

speaking fragment, mainland France and French Canada went 

their separate ways, and the French fragment position on 

Canadian Indians came to increasingly resemble the British 

position. 

Authori ty over Indian Affairs in Canada passed out 

of the hands of the imperial government and into the 

Dominions I with the passage of the British North America 

Act. A nominal constitutional responsibility existed until 

the 1982 patriation of the Canadian constitution but the 

debates that took place at that time demonstrated the un

willingness of the British government to interfere with 

Canada I s conduct of relations with its indigenous popula

tion. 

If British political influence on the conduct of 

Indian policy in the United States and Canada had ended by 

the late eighteenth and mid-nineteenth centuries respec

tively, there remained a continuing legacy in the shared 

reservoir of British common law. The Royal Proclamation of 

1763 by its recognition of Indian aboriginal rights to the 
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land was to have a major impact on the evolution of' Indian 

case law. in the United States and Canada. Chief Justice 

Marshall of the United States Supreme Court in Worcester v. 

Georgia (1832), citing the Royal Proclamation and British 

colonial policies and colonial charter's, took the view 

that aboriginal rights originated in the Indians I ancient 

occupation of their lands. In St. Catherine's Milling and 

Lumbering v. the Queen (1887) Canadian judges relied on the 

common law, the Royal Proclamation and the decisions of the 

Marshall Court, to justify the recognition of an Indian 

usufructuary title (Le. a right to occupy, use, possess 

and benefit from the land). In Calder v. the Attorney

General of British Columbia (1973) much reliance was again 

placed on the reasonings enshrined in the early American 

cases. In the event, as a result of the Court's decision on 

na ti ve rights the Canadian government was forc ed to change 

its position on the continuing impor·tance of traditional 

aboriginal title. 

7) At what point does the fragment congeal to form 

a national ethos? 

The next stage after the implantation of a fragment 

in a new terri tory is its congealment i. e. the conscious 

acquisi tion by the settlers of a separate identity in their 

new environment. Al though British involvement in Ireland 

stretches back 800 years there is little evidence of the 
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congealing process taking place until the Plantation of 

Ulster in the seventeenth century. The Protestant settler 

fragment in Ireland not only dramatically increased in size 

in this period but succeeded in obtaining 95% of the land in 

eight of the nine counties of Ulster. With the victory of 

William of Orange at the Battle of the Boyne in 1690 the 

ascendancy of the Ulster Protestant fragment over the native 

population was fimly established. The quasi-fragment situa

tion, however, complicates the question of' a distinct 

identi ty. Although the Scots Presbyterians who had paid 

their dues in blood in the violent upheavals of the seven

teenth century have since that time professed their loyalty 

to the crown as British subjects, there has also been in 

more recent times a growing awareness of a separate and 

purely Ulster heritage, a heritage whcih could be used to 

justify the notion of complete fragment independence. 

Across the ocean it is possible to speak of a 

liberal fragment which by the eighteenth century had dis

carded its English political ties and emerged as the United 

States single-fragment regime. 

The evidence suggests that in Canada the congeal

ment of the French fragment was already in pr'ocess by the 

beginning of the eighteenth century i. e. beiore the final 

mili tary collapse of French imperial rule. The growing 

estrangement between mother country and settler- colony was 

in part a product of the former"s lack of interest in and 
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commitment to New France as reflected most clearly in the 

dramatic slowing down of immigration by the end of the 

seventeenth century. The already developing sense of 

separate identity was reimorced by the profound resentment 

of the" French Canadians at what they perceived to be- Paris' 

merciless abandonment of them. In the i'ace of the harsh 

reali ty of British dominance, French- Canada turned inwards 

and embarked upon a path of development whcih would not only 

maintain i t8 separation from British Canada but from Old 

France too. 

The original British fragment imposition that set 

the tone of Br.i tish Canada came from the exodus of the 

Loyalists following the American Revolution. This founda

tional immigration was followed by an enormous secondary 

wave of expansion, half of it of Irish stock, between 1815 

and 1851. By the middle of the century we can see the 

solidification of the society and the emergence of a dis

tinct British Canadian fragment ethoso 

8) Do fragment-na ti ve policies reflect differ'ing 

fragment ideologies? 

The quasi-fragment situation of itself guarantees 

that the settler colony will develop an ideology charac

terized by an unwavering rigidity and single-mindedness 

which can easily be translated into outright repression. 

The quasi-fragment configuration, lacking the resources of 
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the fragment proper and constrained by its attachment to 

the imperial base, is unable to mould the new society into 

its own likeness, nor to effectively crush the indigenous 

inhabi tants. 

Despi te centuries of' population contacts and their 

common Gaelic inheri tanee, the Scots-Ulster settlers and 

the indigenous Irish were from the beginning pitted against 

each other by fundamental political, economic and religious 

divisions. The Ulster fragment of the seventeenth century 

developed a si ege mentality because they fel t, wi th ample 

justification, that both their land base and their religion 

were under threat from a recalcitrant and irredeemable 

autochthonous population. Limited by resources, numbers 

and freedom to maneouvre the Ulster settlers developed an 

ideology rooted in the dour, austere Presbyterianism of the 

s~eventeenth century and characterized by a rigid authori

tarianism bor-ne out of insecurity. Indigenous resistance, 

itself' fueled by the very harshness of' colonial rule. only 

serves to reinforce the belief of the quasi-fragment that 

its sur-vi val is contingent upon an unrelenting opposition 

to native claims: in the Ulster context the policy of "No 

surrender. " 

The single-fragment society, having decisively and 

irrevocably rejected the mother country, typically develops 

a cohesive ideology which sets the tone of the new nation 

that has been founded. In the case of the United States, 
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it 'is disaffected, non-conformist, bourgeois migrants from 

seventeenth century England who determine the poli tical 

ethos of' the new America. Their Lackean liberalism wi th 

its emphasis on property, contract, individualism, per'sonal 

responsibility, hard work, materialism, combined with an 

unwavering sense of divine mission (again a characteristic 

of the single-fragment si tua tion) to produce the ideology 

of "Americanism". 

We have sought to demonstrate by the histor·ical 

data presented in this paper that United States Indian 

policy with its civilizing, Christianizing, assimilative 

objectives is fundamentally rooted in its liberal ideology. 

The dual-fragment society, by def'ini tion, adds to 

the struggle of native and settler, the fragment/fragment 

distinction. The existence of two distinct cultural 

fragments in Canada both of them intent on ensuring the 

survi val of their own way: of life has resulted in the 

pursui t of policies designed to prevent the radical 

alienation of either fragment. The nature of the dual

fragment arrangement involves a recognition that neither 

socie~y can or must be absorbed by the other. As far as 

indigenous policy is concerned, however, we have seen 

that this has tended to reflect the liberal ideology of 

the dominant British fragment, an ideology based upon the 

same underlying principle s as in the Uni ted States 0 The 

verdict of history has been that the existence of two 
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competing fragments inside Canada has not provided greater 

opportunities for the pr'Omotion of' indigenous claims. 

9) How important were/are strategic factors in the 

evolution of fragment-native relations? 

The data presented indicates that strategic factors 

have indeed been important. From the very beginning of 

Anglo-Norman interest in Ireland in the twelfth century 

there was a constant concern as to the threat posed to the 

mainland. by the western island. By the Tudor period it had 

become a strategic imperative that Ireland be kept out of 

the hands of the French and Spanish. Inde~dt the seventeenth 

century colomsation schemes were partly based on the per

ception that they would Ilelp protect England from -her 

continental enemies. That such fears were not groundless 

is suggested by the participation of French forces in James 

II I S campaigns against William of Orange, and in the French 

support, albeit insubstantial, of the United Irishmen in 

1798. 

In the first part of the twentieth centur~ Britain's 

principle continental enemy was Germany and ·in both world 

wars the perennial anxieties about the western back door 

surfaced. The attempt by Irish nationalists to obtain guns 

from Germany led to the trial and execution of Sir Roger 

Casement in 1916. During the Second World War the Irish 

government's decl:sio.n to remain neutral and prohibit the 
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use of Irish ports for allied bases in addition to main

taining relations with Germany throughout the war·, prompted 

Germany to consider taking military action against the Free 

State. Northern Ireland, however, continued to be of great 

importance, both as a base for the protection of the North 

Atlantic convoys and as a staging post for American troops 

in, advance of the invasion of France. 

Following the end of the war the strategic question 

raised its head again when the Irish government refused to 

join the new North A.tlantic Treaty Organization while the 

country was partitioned. Moreover, it might be ar-gued that 

strategic considerations remain part of the explanation for 

Britain r s continued presence in Northern Ireland. Those who 

arg"ue that Britain I s defence would be seriously compromised 

by withdrawal point to the arms supplies that the I.R.A. 

allegedly receives from East European and Middle Eastern 

sources, and emphasize the potential threat to Britain if 

Ireland were to fall under the sway of those who would make 

common cause with Communist and Third World revolutionary 

methods. 

As Eur"opean expansion proceeded in North America 

Indians were drawn inexorably into the str"uggle that ensued 

between the competing imperial powers. Great na ti ons such as 

the Iroquois and Creeks were sought after because of the 

strategically valuable positions they held in the northeast 

and southeast respectively and because of their influence 
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over other tribes. For their- par't, the Indians attempted to 

maximize the benefits that they could derive from playing 

off' their. European sui tor's against each other. When the 

competi tion narrowed down to imperial England and her r'ebel

Iious colony both sides continued to place a high value on 

Indian military assistance or- at least benevolent neutrality. 

Wi th the victory of the American forces in the Revolutionary 

Wars the strategic signii'icance of the Indian tribes receded. 

Thereafter they began to be per-cei ved as mere obstacles in 

the path of advancing white civilization. 

In Canada the practice of giving presents to the 

Indians continued for- many years after the close of hostil

i ties between the United States and Britain, reflectine" 

imperial appre~ensions about the possi bili ty of conflict 

being resumed. As late as the 1870s Canadian authority 

was almost jeopardized in the west when an attempt was made 

to put together a potentially dangerous combination of 

Fenian, Metis and Indian elements. 

10) To what extent do doctrines of racial/cultural 

superiori ty characterize fragment attitudes towards 

indigenes? 

Most definitions of racism, including Blauners I I 

which we elaborated upon in the opening chapter. emphasize 

the perceived inf'er'ior'i ty of' one group based upon alleged 

biological or physical characteristics. Racism is an 
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integral component of colonialism. The conquest, subordi

nation and exploitation of natives by settlers in the 

colonizing process is justified by the colonial mentality 

in terms of the inherent Buperiori ty of' the colonizer. It 

is argued here that, as least ini tia11y, in all three cases 

doctrines of racial Bupariori ty evolved and were utilized 

by the fragment regimes under consideration. Over time 

more emphasis was placed on cultural rather than racial 

factors in explaining the dominanc e of the settler fragment 

society over the indigenous popula1;ion. 

As Ireland was England I s first colony so too it 

was the first victim of English racism. The fourteenth 

century statutes of Kilkenny, born out of fear that the 

Anglo-Norman settlers would be incorporated into the 

majori ty Gaelic population. was one of the earliest 

European formulations prohibiting miscegenation. The Irish 

"race" was considered a lesser breed and thus the defining 

characteristics of the race - the language, law, surnames, 

music, poetry, costume, etc. t were subjected to specific 

legislative prohibition. With the coming of the Reformation 

and Counter-Reformation to Europe a religious dimension 

was superimposed upon the existing cleavages in Ireland 

between Anglo-Saxon settler and Gaelic native. In Ulster 

a Scottish-Gaelic fragment would henceforth also define 

its superiority over the native population in terms of the 

indigines continued allegiance to the Papal Anti-Christ. 



Again, the ascriptive. differences directed at the native 

Gaelic-Catholic population were legislatively enshrined 

with the promulgation of the coercive Penal Laws, some of 

which remained in force up to the nineteenth century. By 

the end of that century, as the Home Rule crisis reached 

its climax, both Ulster Unionists and Conservative 

Imperialists CQuid find common cause in their shared 

denigration of Ireland and the Irish. 

Following partition and the establishment of 

Northern Ireland the Protestant, Unionist Party, which 

remained the party of government up until 1972, continued 

the age-old policy of systematic discrimination against, 
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the now, Gaelic-Catholic minority inside the state. Despite 

the collapse of the Stormont regime and the imposition of 

direct rule from London, fanatical and uncompromising 

opposi tion of'the Scottish-Presbyterian fragment to native 

claims, is reflected in the powerful position of the 

Democratic Unionist Party, and its leader and founder, 

Ian Pai sl ey . 

It would be too much to expect that racism would 

not survive the journey across the Atlantic. Far from it, 

it became a vi tal ingr'edient of the North American 

theology. English travellers and settlers were not slow 

to make the comparison between the fi erce, uncivilized, 

semi-pagan savages they knew inhabited the westernmost 

part of' the British Isles and the na ti ves they encounter-ed 
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in the New World. The religious ideology of the Puritans 

in America, as for the Presbyterians in Ulster, conceived 

the settler as personifying the virtues of honesty, piety, 

moral rectitude and industry while the. native, Indian or 

Irish, came to be seen as the polar apposite, the embodi

ment of treacher'y, lewdness and sloth. Where the na ti ves 

stood in the path of advancing civilization, as they were 

perceived to be in both America and Ireland, they, opposed 

God's work. Puritan retribution whether meted out to the 

Algonquin-speakers of New England or the Gaelic-speakers 

of Wexford and Drogheda, was ferocious and unrelenting. 

In the United States the religious ideology of 

Puri tanism was transformed into the bour-geios ideology 

of the Enlightenment. In ,this" schema the Indian is depic

ted as a pi tii'ul specimen not so much because of immu

table racial characteristics, although this was later to 

be argued by the influential school oi' scientific racism, 

but because of his failure to grasp what it meant to be 

truly "civilized". Yet Manifest Destiny is in itself an 

inherently racist doctrine postulating as it does, in 

the most self-conscious of terms, the unchallengable 

superiori ty of' the Anglo-Saxon race and its poli tical 

institutions, and the impossibility of' native institutions 

being allowed to survive alongside. 

By the late nineteenth century "the humani tar-ian 

reformers, the "friends of the Indian" were in full swing. 
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Al though mati vated by a desire to save and improve Indians 

by introducing them to Christianity and education, their 

movement was rooted in the same deterministic belief' in 

the unstoppable advance of Euroamerican oi vilization that 

had been present from the earliest days of contact. Only 

by adopting the whi t~ man I s ways lock, stock and barrel 

could there be a place for the Indian in American society. 

American cul tur-al imperialism was demonstrated time and 

time again as the Indian was exhorted to turn his back on 

the past and renounce his language, his religion, his tribe 

and his land. By the closing decades of the twentieth 

century "Americanizing" policies premised on inherent 

cuI tural superiority had taken an awful toll on the 

nations indigenes. 

Despi te somewhat less bloody encounters between 

natives and settlers in Canada, the dominant British frag

ment regime pursued policies steeped in the same ar'rogance 

and ethnocentrism that pervaded the United States ' ap

proach to indigenous relations. Nowhere is this more clearly 

demonstrated than in the Indian Act, a piece of legislation 

which attempts to intrude into almost every conceivable 

nook and cranny of Indian existence, in its efforts to 

make sure that Canada' s na ti ves conformed to the values of 

the dominant culture. 

11) How significant are economic r·esource issues 
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and especially land questions in relations between fragment 

and na ti ve s? 

In all three of our cases, fragment colonization 

was followed by the massive transfer of na ti ve land whether 

through outright conquest and confiscation, treaty negoti

ations. or through the f'acili tation of individual leasing 

and sale. 

As we have indicated, by the end of the eighteenth 

century Bearsely .5% of Irish "land was le:ft in native Cath

olic hands. The Penal Laws specifically prohibited the 

acquisition of .land owned by a Protestant. Other statutes 

forbade the granting of long leases to Catholics, which left 

them in perpetual fear of eviction (a phenomenon which OC

eur-r'ed on a large scale during the Great Famine). In the 

north British policy worked to favour settler over native 

tenants by offering them easy terms and very long leases 

(the Ulster Tenant Right). As the nineteenth century pro

gressed Ireland took on the appearance of two nations: the 

more prosperous northern province of Ulster which supported 

and reinforced the fragment settler position through its 

land tenure arrangements, and by the establishment of strong 

commercial and industr'ial ties with the mainland; and the 

largely rural remainder of Ireland where the majority of the 

population existed in semi-feudal conditions, bonded to 

absentee English landlords and unable to combat unrestricted 

English competition. 
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In Northern Ireland :fra.gment-nati ve relations 

continue to be exacerbated by economic grievances. As the 

great tradi tionB:1 industries of' the north declined. and 

indeed as the United Kingdom' 8 general economic per:f'ormanc e 

deteriorated, the Ulster province was seriously a:f'f'ected. 

However, although Northern Ireland remains the most de;pres

sed area of the United Kingdom the data indicates that the 

economic burden has fallen disproportionately upon the 

shoulders of' the Catholic population. 

At initial European contact Indian societies had 

viable native economies. They exercised control over their 

sUbsistence resources, had power over their Ii ves, and were 

self-sufficient. The suuccess of the United States in re

solving the land question to its satisfaction may be gleaned 

from the fact that the American Indian reservation land base 

today comprises 50 million acres, or 78,000 square miles, of 

non-contiguous terri tory across the United States (excluding 

Alaska). This amounts to 2% of u.s. territory ... En route to 

this point, the indigenous Indian minority in the United 

States has been stripped of valuable land and mineral re

sources, placed in a position of economic dependence, and 

deprived of their ability to manage their own affairs. The 

data indicates that the "original" Americans are the most 

deprived section of U.S. society. 

The presence of' two European fragments in the 

Canadian colonization experience has not prevented the 
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nati ve population from suffer-ing much the same fate as the 

indigenes living south of the border". Conquest, subjugation, 

land dispossession, colonial administration, and economic 

dependency are all aspects of' the story of' the first 

Canadians. In the 19808 they exist as the most deprived 

sub-group in Canadian soci ety. 

12) lit what point can a structure of internal 

colonialism be said to have emerged and what mechanisms 

and indicators define such a structure? 

Blauner (1969) has listed the conditions of inter·nal 

colonialism as including the following: geographical dis

placement through forced, involuntary entry; forced 

acculturation involving the constraint, transformation or 

destruction of indigenous values, orientations and ways of 

life; subjection to an exter'nal political unit administered 

by people of a different race and culture; and poli tical and 

social subordination based on the assumption of racial 

inferiori ty. It is suggested here that the history and 

present circumstances of Northern Ireland's Gaelic-Catholic 

population, and the United States and Canadian Indian pop

ulations meet all of these criteria. 

Racism is an integral element in the colonial 

si tuation. Even though it is obvious that the Bri tish/ 

Ulster fragment and the native Irish cannot be differentiated 

by colour, we have sought to show that racist attitudes have 



been present from the beginnings of' the colonization of 

Ireland and continue to this day in Northern Ireland. 
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Forced acculturation which had enormous consequences 

for the indigenous cultures in all three societies might 

also be termed cul tura,l genocide. The impact of the dominant 

societies' attack :upon traditional ways has been devastating. 

Using legislative enactments and the educational structure 

the fragment authorities attempted to suppress native 

languages, seeing them as an important ingredient in cul

tural survival. By 1921 Gaelic-speakers amounted to 3 per 

cent of the Northern Irish papulation. Even in the Republic 

of Ireland, after a major effort at rev! tallzation, the 

figure is only 27 per cent (Rose, 1971. 56). In the United 

States about one-third of' Indians have a native first lan

guage, as compared to about two-thirds in canada (Price, 

1978. 156). 

Central to internal colonialism theory is the 

notion that physical conquest is followed by the political 

domination of the natives, frequently through an administra

tive agency set up specifically for' this purpose, and this 

in tum f~cilitates their- economic dependence. In the 

United States and Canada,it is contended here, the BIA 

and the DIANn respectively have served as vi tal instruments 

of fragment colonial rule. In both cases an internal 

colonial structure can be said to have fully emerged by 

the late nineteenth century following the suppression of 
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the last Indian rebellions, the establishment of the 

reservation systems, and the institutionalization of 

fragment administrative control over almost every aspect 

of native life. 

Bri tish authority in Ireland was not fully estab

lished until the eighteenth century. In this era the 

prime instrument of colonial rule was the exclusively 

Protestant Irish Parliament. Following the Act of Union 

Bri taili:J. and Ireland were formally merged into one state but 

we have contended that throughout this period Ireland 

functioned as an internal colony: politically, economically 

and socially subordinate to the external political core, 

such dependence being rooted in notions of the inherent 

inferiori ty of the native Irish population. Following the 

nationalist agitation Which resulted in the partition of 

Ireland, Northern Ireland emerged as an artificial state 

in which the Gaelic-Catholic population continued to exist 

under conditions of internal colonialism. 

13) To what extent is the creation of a structure 

of internal colonialism facili ta ted by groups/classes 

wi thin the indigenous population? 

In the classis colonial si tua tion one of the key 

weapons that' the colonizing power uses to maintain its 

authori ty over the colonized native mass is the policy of 

divide ~ impera. One of the consequences of colonial 
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penetration will be the emergence of a new class, an elite 

group carefully selected and drawn from the ranks of the 

indigenes, because of its perceived loyalty to and iiienti

fication with the system of colonial rule. This sub-group 

will occupy the role of mediator between the external power 

and the native populatiort, and its rewards will be upward 

social mobility and increased political and economic status 

in the society. The reward for- the colonizer may be the 

acquiescence of the natives in colonial rule. 

In this context the concept of "marginality" becomes 

useful. Stonequist (1937) argues that the marginal man, the 

individual who bestrides two cultures wi thaut ever being 

fully accepted by either one, may adjust to his predicament 

by finding a role as an intermediary between the two 

societies, by attempting to completely assimilate into the 

dominant culture, or by identifying with the subordinate 

or "oppressed" gr'oup. 

It is contended that collaboration in the internal 

colonial structure by indigenous elites, comprised often

times of marginal men, is another common denominator in all 

three of our cases. In time a heavily anglicized, agrarian 

ruling class developed in the Irish periphery. In fact, this 

was a familiar pa tteT'n wher'eever· the British colonial struc

ture was established. Another example would be the Br-itish 

use of expatriated Hindus and Moslems to help establish 

their control over India. As the nineteenth century 



progressed Britain introduced a policy of co-opting the 

emerging Catholic middle class through such means as the 

disestablishment of the Anglican church and land reforms. 

Arguably, this is a policy which is still being pur"sued 

in the guise of' the failed "power-sharing" plan of 1973-4 

and in the current efforts to devise a aonsti tutional 

formula for Northern Ireland through cooperation with the 

Social Democratic and Labour Party and the Goverrunent of 

the Irish Republic. 
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The creation of an internal colonial structure in 

the United States was facilitated by the existence of 

reservations and by the large numbers of assimilated or 

partly assimilated mixed-bloods who were ready and willing 

to manipulate the reservation system for personal gain. 

One of the consequences of the termination policy, as the 

work of Lurie (1971, 1972) and Peroff (1982) derr,onstrates, 

was to bring out into the open the intense factionalism 

between the highly assimilated "progressive" elites and 

those native peoples who adhered to more traditional values 

and ideas. Robert Thomas' pioneering work on the Pine Ridge 

Sioux Reservation drew him to the conclusion that the BIA 

functioned in an analogous way to that of bureaucracies 

or'eated to regulate colonial peoples in East Africa. He drew 

attention to the key role played by the "responsible" 

Indians: 



They are the people who are most like the whites in 
many ways, and hence the most "cooperative", that 
is, they keep their mouths shut and their noses 
clean. This makes for bitter factionalism on many 
reservations, and is another outcome of the classic 
colonial structure. Accordingly, this kind of 
structur"e always creates an economic elite of 
marginal ~, or cooperative marginal people. 

(Thomas, 1966-7' 39-43) 

More recently I Gary Anders research with the Oklahoma 

Cherokees led him to single out an "internal comprador 

class which was used repeatedly by the goverrunent to 

authorize unconscionable land sales" (1980: 693). 
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In the Canadian experience it can be argued that the 

highly assimilated, English-speaking, mixed-bloods sometimes 

called the "Country-born" acted as a marginal elite which 

smoothed the way for fragment colonialism in the western 

provinces. The Indian Act was formula ted in such a way as 

to lead to the emergence of a class of "good" Indians who 

would reject traditional values and practices such as 

collecti ve ownership and consensus government, and co-

operate wi th the Department of Inftian Affairs in its 

capaci ty as the most direct instrument of colonial control. 

Even in the maelstrom that was created by the 1969 White 

Paper, a minority Indian perspective emerged which reflected 

an assimilationist, anti-special status approach. Bill 

Wuttunee, a Cree of mixed ancestry from Saskatchewan, was to 

take this position in his pro-White Paper book, Ruffled 

Feathers - (1972). Harold Cardinal suggests that from the end 

of World War· Two until the 1960s Canadian Indian leadership 
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was dominate~ by a "lost generation." These leaders were 

"marginal Indians. They were a generation with one foot in 

the white world and one in the Indian world •.. Sometimes 

they seemed more white or at least more subservient to 

whites than they were red" (1969, 109). 

14) What patterns and forms of indigenous opposition 

emerge? 

The twelfth century Anglo-Norman invasion of Ireland 

brought forth a pr'edictably violent reaction on the part of 

the native Celts. The settler barons, however, were not able 

to conquer the whole of the island, in particular the west 

and the north •. Henry VIII's unsuccessful attempts at co

optation were followed by a return to outright military 

repression under both Mary Tudor and Elizabeth' I. In the 

late fifteenth century Ulster was convulsed by the Tyrone 

War as native forces under O'Neil's command again engaged 

in widespread collective violence to regain the position 

they had once held. The implementation of' the plantation 

policy set the stage for the rebellion of 1641 when a 

Confederacy of' native Gaelic-Celts and Old English) rOse to 

oppose English rule and the plantation. The brutal 

Cromwellian repression and land confiscation that followed 

this abortive rising ensured that when the opportunity next 

arose in the 1680s to defeat Protestant fragment colonialism 

the native population would fight again. It was not until 



the end of' the eighteenth century that active military 

apposi tion was revived but the botched and unique rising 

of the United Irishmen was easily put down. 

In the nineteenth century indigenous resistance 

oscillated between outright military force and consti tu

tional agitation. Sporadic violence and rioting became 

endemic in Northern Ireland, and Belfast particularly, 

during this period. In the wake of' the formation of the 

Fenian orgariization there came the abortive 1867 rising. 

On the constitutional front, O'Connell, the "Liberator" 

. and la tel' Butt and Parnell used the methods of poli tical 

agitation in an effort to attain their objective of home 

rule for Ireland. 

Indigenous appoai tion to fragment colonialsim in 

Ireland took the form of cultural revi ta!ization as well 

as military and political reistance. In fact, such 

cul tuml awakenings often occur when other avenues have 

been closed and native people turn inward to find solace 

and comfort in the old ways and traditions. The Gaelic 

ren val of the 1890s came at a time when military and 

poli tical efforts appeared t~ have failed abysmally. The 

revival of a great and ancient past carri ed wi th it the 

rejection of all that was foreign, non-Irish, English. 
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It also entailed the castigation of' those who had accepted 

English ways and betrayed their Gaelic inheritance. This is 

the context in which we must place the formation of the 

Gaelic Athletic Association, dedicated to the revival and 
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continuation of' traditional Gaelic sports, and the founding 

of' the Gaelic League, committed to halt the decline in the 

native language and to oppose the spread of the alien, 

English tongue. 

The path of military resistance was returned to 

before, during and after World War One. By 1920 guerilla 

warfare had spread allover Ireland and it was the complete 

failure of the colonial authorities to bring order to this 

chaos which resulted in the granting of independence to 

twenty-six out of the thirty-two counties. In the new entity, 

Northern Ireland, indigenous apposition to Protestant frag

ment control characteristically followed bath military and 

constitutional patterns. The political path was taken first 

by the Nationalist Party and then iater by the Northern 

Ireland Civil Rights Association, and currently by the two 

major Catholic political mouthpieces in the province, the 

Social Democratic and Labour Party and Provisional Sinn 

Fein. The militant revolutionary strategy continues to be 

employed by the I .R.A. at sporadic intervals in the 19408 

and 1950s, and almost continuously from 1969 to the present. 

The opponents of Brl tish rule in Ireland have also 

attempted to use international and regional fora as a means 

of exerting pressure. The United Nations Organization has at 

various points in its forty year history faced the issues of 

decolonisation, self-determination and minority rights. It 

has not, however, seen fit to apply these principles to the 
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Northern Ireland conflict. In response to the deteriorating 

6i tuation in August of' 1969 the permanent representative of 

the Republic of Ireland brought the question to the atten

tion of both the Sec uri ty Council and the General Assembly. 

In both instances Irish efforts to bring about some kind of 

Uni ted Nations involvement in Northern Ireland ·were thwarted 

by the same black shield of domestic jurisdiction as artic

ula ted in Article 2 of the Charter. 

One of the most significant human rights treaties in 

existence is the European Convention on Human Rights and 

since the onset of the most recent period of conflict in 

Ulster its provisions have been invoked a number of times. 

The Convention allows states and individuals to bring 

complaints bef'ore the Eur'opean Commission of' Human Rights. a 

quasi- judicial body composed of' one member f'rom each of the 

ratif'ying states. The Commission itself' or the state in

volved may invoke the jurisdiction of' the European Court of 

Human Rights. In 1976 and 1978 the European Commission and 

European Court of' Human Rights respectively, in response to 

complaints brought by the Irish government, f'ound the United 

Kingdom- guilty of violating human rights by torturing 

political dissidents. 

The colonial experience in North America was marked 

from the beginning by violent resistance on the part of' the 

indigenous population. The settlers' craving f'or lebensraum 

led to such events as the Pequot War in 1637" the rising of 
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New England tr-i bes under the leadership of the Wampanoag 

chief, Philip in 1676, and the rebellion of 176) which 

brought together a league of tribes under the banner of the 

Ottawa chief, Pontiac. 

Armed Indian resistance continued for the first one 

hundred years of the existence of the United States. In 1812 

TecUIIlseh's Confederacy sided with the British against the 

American forces. Some tribes resisted the removal strategy 

by military means, such as the Sauks and Foxes in the Black 

Hawk War of 18)2, and the Seminoles from 18)5-42. In the 

1850s and 18608, as settlers flooded into the west in the 

wake of the United States' latest territorial gains, tribes 

such as the Comanches, Apaches, Navajos and Utes took up 

arms in Texas, New Mexico and Arizona. Finally, in the post

civil was era the buf:falo-hunting peoples of the plains, 

particularly the Sioux and the Cheyennes put up a spirited 

but doomed fight against the fOlS'ces of the United States 

government. 

As in Ireland, cul tuml revitalization movements 

have at various points in time sprung to life among the 

Native Americans. Pontiac's rebellion was preceded by the 

messianic preachings o£ the prophet Neolin who called for 

a cw. tural and spiritual awakening as a prelude to an all

out uprising to drive the whites out for good. Similarly, 

Indian participation in the War of 1812 was partially a 

resul t of the millennial cult which had developed around the 



prophet, Tenskwatawa. Among the Senecas of' New York, 

Handsome Lake also advooated cultural regeneration. In 
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the 18709 and 1880s the Ghost oancers, .like those who 

participated in the Sun Dance and the Dream Dance, signalled 

the efforts of' a demoralized and· bewildered people to come 

to terms with their f'ate through cultural transf'onnation. 

American Indian detemination to hold on to their native 

languages resulted in concerted efforts being made by U.S. 

administrators and educators to wean them away from their 

mother tongues. 

By the 19208, as the Meriam Report demonstrated, 

American colonialism had taken a terrible toll on the native 

people. Although there have been occasional attempts at 

direct action, as practices by Red Power advocates in the 

19608 and 1970s, for the most . part the fight against frag

ment rule has been fought in the political arena both at 

home and abroad. Pan-Indian political movements have sought 

tp present native grievances through intensive lobbying in 

Washington, and by utilizing the various international 

instruments and mechanisms applicable to indigenous peoples. 

In Canada, although the Indian tribes attempted to 

exploi t the divisions between French and English-speaking 

fragments, ultimately, with the major exception of the 

Iorquois nation, they came down fi"rmly on the French side. 

The numeric strength of the British and the harshness of 

their colonial policies as compared to the French, 
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encouraged such a development. Following the British victory 

in the French and Indian wars, there is relatively Ii ttle 

evidence of military appoai tion to colonial rule until the 

1870 I s'.~8tnd; lJ88Q I s when the Metis and plains Indians tried 

in vain to halt settler expansion into their terri tor-ies. 

Cul tural revitalization was certainly an .aspect of the 

movement surrounding Riel (the classic marginal man) in the 

1880 I s. It was also manifested in the persistence of such 

ri tuals as the Potlatch feast and the Tamanawas dance among 

the Indians of the plains and British Columbia. in defiance 

of government regulations. In the twent.!.eth century Canadian 

Indi~n political organization began on the provincial level 

and then evolved onto the national stage after World War two. 

The Na tiona! Indian Brotherhood played a critical role in 

artioula ting native oppoai tion to the 1969 White Paper. 

Most recently, canada's indigenes have also begun to use 

the international stage as a means of prosecuting their 

claims against the C:anadian government. 

15) Does the indigenous opposition vary according to 

the nature of the fragment ethos confronted or is there a 

consistency of response? 

Of the three cases that we have discussed, armed 

resistence is only currently being employed by elements 

wi thin the indigenous population of Northern Ireland. Even 

here it is only one aspect of a multifaceted indigenous 
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opposi tion to the continuation of British rule. It is clear 

that there is a consistency in the forms of resistence that 

have been pursued by anticolonial indigenous forces in 

Ireland/Northern Ireland, the United States and Canada, 

16) What ;factors account for differences in indigen

ous opposition? 

The continued use of violence by the opponents of 

Bri tish rule in Northey'n Ireland may be partially explained 

by the very nature of the quasi-fragment si,tuation. The 

quasi-fragment, like the fragment proper, aims at fundamen;.. 

tal, root and branch societal transformation. However, as 

we have explained elsewhere, because of the precarious 

posi tion of the quasi-fragm~nt, it is unable to mould the 

society in its own likeness. Lacking the necessary size and 

unable to function without imperial support, the quasi

fragment regime may. in fact, offer greater opportunities 

for indigenous resistance than is the case in either the 

single or dual-fragment situations. 

Moreover, as Rosecrance argues, "i t is in the 

reaction against the transforming impetus of the quasi

fragment that the new national society is formed" (1962: 21). 

Thus, the indigenous population is propelled along the path 

to revolutionary change and national self-determination in 

response to the presence of the quasi-fragment. The historic 

and contemporary willingness of native Gaelic-Catholics in 



Northern Ireland to use force of arms to attain their ob

jectives, then, becomes more comprehensible when viewed 

from this perspective. In addition, the. determination of 
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the Ulster Protestant fragment to resist indigenous pressure 

and its willingness to resort to violence in defence of 

its position is typical of the classic quasi-fragment 

scenario. "One nationalism actually sets off another, and 

this, in turn, can further intensify the first (quasi

fragment) nationalism" (Schutz, 1968, 118). 

In the single and dual-fragment 8i tua tions the frag

ment~ s) are much more successful in shaping the society and 

in dominating the indigenous population. Native Americans 

and Native Canadians, therefore, as we have demonstrated, 

given the completeness 01' fragment colonialism, have found 

their range 01' options considerably narro.wer than the 

Northern Ir1sh indigenes. 

17) What ar·e the linkages between fragment and 

internal colonialism theories as they apply to indigenous 

peoples in the three cases examined? 

.Bri tish policy towards Ireland/Nor·thern Ireland 

and United States and Canadian Indian policies suggest an 

essential complementarity between 1'ragment and internal 

colonialism theories. 

This is most visible and obvious in the Northern 

Ireland case. We have ar·gued that this represents an example 
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of a quasi-fragment society. Since one of the distinguishing 

features of the quasi-fragment is that it begins lii'e as a 

settler-colony, an imperial imposition, and remains in that 

poai tion until such time as it either yields to the indige

nous majority or rejoins the home country, it is by 

defini tion a colonial fragment. In terms of the colonialism/ 

internal colonialism distinction we would argue that colo

nialism proper applied to Ireland up until the Act of Union. 

From that time until partition Ireland functioned as an 

internal colony of Britain. Since parti tien Northern 

Ireland has continued as an internal colony with the native 

Gaelic-Catholic minority existing under condi tiona of colo

nial dependency. 

Roseeranoe contends that it is no coincidence that 

the "very, very British" are found in colonial situations 

(1962: 20). Thus, until recent signs that the imperial 

commi tment was in jeopardy, the Ulster Protestant population 

has been characterized by the intensity of its professed 

loyal ty to the union wi th Britain, and to the authority of 

the crown. Other quasi-fragment societies tend to reveal a 

similarly high degr'ee of patriotic fervour on the part of 

the settler community. Examples that spring to mind include 

Rhodesia, Kenya and Algeria. 

We have depicted the United States as a single

fragment society in which a disaffected, bourgeois segment 

of British origins opts to 'reject its imperial progenitor 



and to establish a separate state based upon a fragment 

ideology that embraces an intense nationalism and a per

vasive sense of pre-ordained mission. The history of the 
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Um ted States, however, exemplifies how easily the colonized 

becomes the colonizer. No sooner had the settlers thrown off' 

the shackles of British colonialism than they bega:n to con

struct similar chains with which to bind the original 

Americans to them. By the end of' the nineteenth century an 

Indian internal colony had been created. 

The dual-fragment structure that evolved in Canada 

because of two distinct migrations from two different 

sources resulted in two types of' colonial experience for the 

Canadian indigenes. Ir-respecti ve of the attitudinal and 

substanti ve variations that difi'erentiated initial British 

and French Indian policies, the indigenous population was 

confr'onted w,j:th European fragment colonialism. Following 

Britain's victory over France, and then the transfer of 

jurisdictional authority to the Dominion of Canada, an 

Indian internal colony emerged inside the Canadian state. 

i8} To what extent can the problems of indigenous 

peoples in the United States, Canada and Northern Ireland 

be compared to those of other indigenous peoples living 

within developed states/or developing nations generally? 

The theory of the fragment society provides a 

useful analytical framework with which to compare British, 
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American and Canadian indigenous policies with the policies 

of other fragment r-egimes. Norther'n Ireland, the quasi

fragment, in,;i teB comparison with Rhodesia (see Schutz and 

Scott, 1974), Algeria (Bee LUBtick, 1984), Kenya, Angola and 

other settler societies. The united States, the single

.fragment, might be frui tf'ully compared to Australia to 

examine the extent to which· the nineteenth century radical 

fragment ideology of the latter af'fected Australian policy 

towards the aborigines. The Canadian dual-fragment regime's 

a tti tudes and policies towards the Indian papulation makes 

for a potentially illuminating comparison with South Africa 

where Dutch and British fragments confront an indigenous 

. African majority. 

The internal colonialism model which we have applied 

in this study to the indigenous inhabitants of Northern 

Ireland, the United States and Canada could be utilized 

to examine, for instance, the relationship of Scotland and/ 

or Wales to the English core, or to investigate the position 

of other American minorities sllch as blacks (see Tabb, 1970; 

. Blauner, 1969; Savitch, 1978) and Mexicazl-Americans (see 

Barrera, Munoz and Ornelas, 1972). The model has already 

been extensively used for the Amerindians of Central America. 

The ultimate objective of the indigenous peoples 

who have been the foci of this study is self-determination. 

That makes them members of a large club of peoples who have 

in recent years claimed the same right: the Biafrans, the 
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Somalis, the Kurds, the Armenians, the Scots, the Welsh, the 

catalans, the Basques, the Croats and others. 

Ths term "Fourth World" has also been used to dea

eri be the current 8i tua tion of indigenous peoples derived 

from a country's aboriginal population, stripped of their 

lands and resources, and denied self-government. Thus, .the 

Northern Irish Gaelic-Catholics and the North American 

Indians could be compared to the Inui ta, the Lapps, the 

Sami, the Maoris, and the Indians of Central and South 

America. 

Some countries which have Buffered from internal 

cleavages have developed institutional arrangements to 

counteract and limit the destructi va impact of' those di vi

sions. The model of consociational democracy which has been 

articulated by Lijphart (1968) among. others, has been 

applied to the systems operating (or which operated) in 

Austria, the Benelux countries, the Scandinavian countries 

and Swi tzarland. Clearly, Northern Ireland might be examined 

and compared from this perspective. Nor has the relevance 

of consociationalisM for the Indian people been over-looked 

(saa Boldt and Long, 1984). 

The postwar period has witnessed an enormous in

crease in the number of' countries who have thrown off alien 

rule and attained independence. The United Nations has grown 

from 50 states in 1945 to 159 statas currently. These statas 

which have leapt from the shadows of colonial rule and are 
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variously refer-r"ed to as "emerging" or IIdeveloping" nations, 

or lumped together as the Third World, are not usually com

pared to the indigenous minorities whom we have been 

investigating in this study. Yet it can be argued that they 

are linked together by the common bond of colonialism. The 

experience of' the native Gaelic-Catholics in Ireland, and 

Native Americans and Canadians can be reconstructed in such 

a way as to reveal the abundant similarities wi th the former 

colonial subjects of Asia and Africa. A. list of shared ex

periences would include conquest. subjugation, genocide, 

colonial administration, economic exploitation, racism, 

cuI tUral destruction, degrees of assimila.tion, cultural 

revi talization, nationalism, military and/or political 

agi tation. 

Theoretical Problems 

Fragment Theory 

1) Are there any non-fragment societies? 

Clearly if we use the term fragment in a general 

sense to suggest that segments of societies can leave 

their point of origin and form new societies elsewhere 

then this- does connote a wide range of applicability. 

Indeed, we would be hard pressed to find any- nation in 

history which had not been affected either to a gr-ea ter or 

lesser degree by migration of some sort or another-. 

However, as the concept has been developed and 

elaborated upon by Hartz, Roseer-ance, Schutz and others, 



and as we have used it in this thesis, the fragmentation 

process contains certain specific features which allow a 

more limited appli'Cation. Such features would include; 

1) the linkage with and continuing significance of the 

European mother country/countries from whence the fragment 

came; 2) the significance of the timing of migration; J) the 

motivations propelling fragment exodus; 4) the ideological 

cohesiveness of the fragment as compared to its place of 

origin; 5) the congealing of the fragment and the formation 

of a national ethos; 6) the interaction between the fragment 

and the indigenous population and its concomitant effects 

on the development of the society. 

2) Are th"e fragments as 'internally cohesive as the 

theory indicates? 

Fragment theory stresses the essential homogeneity 

of the settler society Which in time becomes bound together 

by a shared conception of what constitutes the national 

ethos. Certainly, as formulated by Hartz, this approach 

seems somewhat over-simplified since intuition and the 

evidence"of history undoubtedly shows that for instance, 

the fragment societies in Northern Ireland, the United 

States and Canada, have been affected and altered by such 

phenomena as subsequent immigration patterns, and economic 

grievances wi thin the fragment. Yet, the focus of this 

project has been on relations between the fragment and 
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the indigenous population and it is contended here that our 

analysis reveals r'emarkably little intra-settler discord 

when it comes to the basic principles of native policy. 

J) Is the fragment approach a ·single-factor analysis 

which neglects other cri tical elements? 

Fragment theory, par'ticularly as formulated by 

Hartz, can be justifiably criticised forthe scant attention 

that is paid to such factors as geography, natural resources, 

demography, and subsequent immigration. Moreover, we might 

further argue that there is little systematic investigation 

of the impact of fragment migration and settlement upon the 

indigenous inhabitants of the so called new societies. In 

this project we have endeavoured to rectif'y the omissions 

of conventional fragment analysis by attempting to provide 

rigorous explications of fragment-indigenous relations and 

by paying greater attention to factors extraneous to the 

character, composition, motivation, attitudes, and values 

peculiar to the f'ragment. Thi s 1 eads to the inevi ta bl e 

conclusion that by emphasising the concept of'the fragment 

to the degree that it does, traditional fragment theory 

may, in fact, distort and obscure through over-simplifica

tion. While the relevance of fragment theory to the conduct 

of native policy is clear, it is suggested here that it can 

only tell part of' the story. However, when used in conjunc

tion wi th the internal cOlonialism model a more accurate and 
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Internal Colonialism Theory 
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1) Is the notion of terri toriali ty a necessary con

di tion of internal colonialism? 

If we accept the position that the :possession of a 

defined territorial land base is a prerequisite of the 

internal colonial structure (see Moore, 1976), then it would 

seem that the roodel can only be applied to the less than 

half the total number of Indians who live on reservations in 

the United States, to the 70 per cent of Indians who Ii ve on 

reserves in Canada, and not at all to the indigenous popula

tion of Northern Ireland. However, this is an unnecessarily 

restricti ve definition. In this study we have chosen to 

follow Blauner's (1969) formulation which emphasises forced 

entry, cultural transformation/destruction, colonial admin-· 

istration, economic expoitation and racism i.e. internal 

colonialism as an extension of classic colonialism. Using 

this framework, Blauner depicts black ghettos in the United 

States as internal colonies. It is argued here that the data 

presented in this project suggests the applicability of the 

model to Native Americans and Canadians (reservation, non

reservation and urban) and native Gaelic-Catholics in 

Northern Ireland. 

2) Is administrative differentiation a necessary 

condi tion of internal colonialism? 
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Bee and Gingrich (1977) reflecting the thinking of 

Stavenhagen (1965) and Casanova (1965) argue that the col

onial structure is typified by racial/ethnic stratification 

and special relations of jural dependence. This again would 

seem to make the model inappropriate for analysing urban 

Indians in Canada and the United States whose posi tion is 

not legally distinct from that of other urban dwellers. 

Nor would it apply to Catholics in Northern Ireland who 

are no longer the subjects of special legislative relations. 

Yet, as before, we would argue that this lack of 

administrative differentiation does not invalidate the 

internal colonialism thesis. If we accept that the key 

components are as Blauner suggests then it is argued that 

the data, historical and current, concerning British, 

American and Canadian policies towards the indigenous popu-· 

lations of' Ireland/Northern Irland, the United States and 

Canada, strongly support the internal colonialism model. 

3) Is internal colonialism a historical model which 

is of' limited utility when analysing contemporary indigenous 

condi tions in the United States, Canada and Northern Ireland? 

Strictly defined to . include both possession of terri

tory and administra ti ve dif'f'erentia tion then the model seems 

mare',appropriate as a, tool .. for understanding-.'ninet,e:enth 

century Indian conditions and r:ce-emancipated Ireland. App-

lied in the broader sense, as we have attempted to do, the 
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data suggests the continuing usefulness of the model for 

analysing the current condition of the indigenous pe.cipheries 

living within the confines of the United States, Canada and 

Northern Ireland. 
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